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PREFACE
The appearance of MidAmerica VI marks the ninth year of
the Society's existence, and it marks, too, several important advances in the Society's growth: the accelerated evolution of the
Center for the Study of Midwestern Literature and Culture; the
success of the first of a series of symposia on "The Cultural Heritage of the Midwest"; the growing membership; and the increase
in scholarly and creative activity suggested by the greater number of essays and the longer bibliography in this volume. Current
efforts to increase the numbers of life and institutional members
of the Society will, if successful, provide a financial foundation
strong enough to support continued growth.
During the coming year the Society will pass another milestone with the retirement of Russel B. Nye, founding member of
the Society, author of such seminal works as Midwestern Progressive Politics and The Unembarrassed Muse, Distinguished Professor of English at Michigan State University, and recipient of the
MidAmerica Award for 1978. The dedication of this volume to
him is testimony to his past contributions to the Society and to
scholarship, and it anticipates his continued contributions in
the future.
DAVID D.

November, 1978
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When you begin, begin at the beginning.
Begin with magic, begin with the sun,
Begin with the grass. (Helen Wolfert, "The Grass")
The recent bicentennial era stimulated interest in our national
experience. This is simultaneously real and superficial, authentic
and mischievous. The words, phrases, maxims that we have
latched onto as true reHections of our national experience are
the same buoys that the cynical manipulators of our society have
latched onto as the expedient means to their ends .. Out of the
myriad examples of this phenomenon of the union of sincerity
and cynicism, the term grassroots stands out. In any presidential
election year many speakers celebrate the quadrennial appeal
through its use. Through grassroots, the cynical politician calls
up a folk wisdom; he embraces masses of people; he hopes to
attract the majority. The expensive public opinion pollsters he
consults are prima facie evidence of his concern. Once the election is over, the grassroots are forgotten for the next four years.
But not by the people. The politician's appeal stems from his
intuitive belief that there really is an American grassroots and
in that he is right.
I

The term grassroots is so basic to our national ideology ("the
consent of the governed"), to our popular culture, and to our
treasury of literary symbols that it is startling to discover that
the first record of its use appears to be as late as 1876 in the
description of a new gold strike. "Gold is found almost every7
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where, in the bars, in the gravel and sand of the beds, even in
the 'grass roots'." H. L. Mencken reported that Dr. Frank H.
Vizetelly told him in 1935 that the phrase "to get down to the
grass roots" was in use in Ohio circa 1885 but that there was no
written record to that effect. We do know, however, that S~nat~r
Albert J. Beveridge in a speech at the Bull Moose Convention m
Chicago in 1912 claimed: "This party, comes from t~~ g~ass roots.
It has grown out of the soil of people s hard necessIties. Exactly
where and exactly when the term was first used may be a matter
of speculation, but it is clear that its various meanings started ~o
gain currency in the last quarter of the nineteenth century m
the Midwest. And that should not come as a surprise given the
American adventrrre of settling the prairie in the post-Bellum
period.
Homesteaders, such as Robert Shore' in Minnesota early in
the 1870's, saw the grass accosting them like the wav~s .of the
sea. Its above-ground growth was tall, seemingly unlimIted as
it rolled to the far horizons apparently unmarked by tree or
bush. And when the homesteader, his horse, and his plow were
tested against the sod, the stubborn resistance and the depth of
the roots flung up an awesome challenge. A botanist, David E.
Costello marveled at these roots. "The roots of grasses are fibrous
and their branches may be so abundant that a square yard of
soil four inches deep may contain roots that would stretch for
twenty miles if all were placed end to end."2 In Gi~nts in the
Earth, Ole Rolvaag's fictional homesteader Per H~~sa, m com~on
with all his real-life counterparts, discovered that The sod, whIch
had been slumbering there undisturbed for countless ages, was
tough of fibre and would not give up its hold on eartll without
a struggle. It almost had to be turned by main streng~h, piece. by
piece; it was a dark brownish colour on the un~~rsld:a nch,
black mould that gave promise of wonderful fertilIty; It actually
gleamed and glistened under the rays of the morning s~n, wher.e
the plow had· carved and polished its upturned face. In thIS
description lies much of what grassroots meant to. the original
settler of the prairies. The grass grew tall and laVIsh; the roots
fulfilled a rooting function, strongly fixing the plant and drawing
water and nutrients from the soil. The roots were deep, intertwined, and resistant to dislodgement. More than one season's
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cultivation was required to rout their hold; if the cultivation
was even briefly neglected, .the grassroots would return-though
never becoming as strong as they had originally been. True, the
breaking of the virgin sod, in the incessant series of pioneer difficulties, engaged only a relatively brief span of time. But an
original pioneer farmer never forgot the meaning of grassroots.
(Ironically, in dust bowl.times, he or his descendants had a bitter
occasion to review the implications of this extensive conquest of
the sod.)
Naturally, in the settler's muscles and mind, grassroots became
inextricably entwined with his notion of rudimentary principles,
of first things first, of pragmatic choice, and of his Own (arid
otllers') basic worth. This universal experience dealt with the
exigencies of daily life and in the course of these dealings reenforced many of the dreams and authenticated many of the
realities of America.
A centmy ea~lier, Thomas Jefferson realized that all of us, in
some part, are products of our environment. Hence, he believed
strongly in the importance of rural life in shaping a nation of
citizens able· to participate in the democracy he envisioned as
the ideal for America. Jefferson associated the virtues of "loyalty,
prudence, frugality and indeed common honesty" with rural more
than with urban dwellers. Another major concept from the
Jeffersonian legacy rests upon "the essential dignity of man and
worth of the indiVidual"; it asserts that the government draws
its authority from the consent of the governed. Jefferson, an
astute politician as well as a political philosopher, knew instinctively where the political power was, where indeed it must be,
in the nation. He would have embraced the metaphor g1"aSfn"oots
to express the philosophical foundations and practical reality he
was helping to build. In truth, Jefferson did not create a political
and social legacy,. but rather he set down in words the grassroot
beliefs of his compatriots. As he himself wrote almost half a
century later about tl,e Declaration of Independence: "Neither
aiming at originality of principle or sentiment, nor yet copied
from any particular and previous writing, it was intended to be
an expression of the American mind." Perhaps that is why, more
tl,an a century after, Robert Frost would write:
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But never mind, the Welshman got it planted
Where it will trouble us a th~us~d years.
Each age will have to reconslder It.
Because of the American experiential milieu, t~le phrase.grassroots became a philosophical shorthand connotmg the lin;a~e
between man and nature, man and his neighbors,hman I an t s
overnment. Just as "every American knows w at t 1e erm
democracy] means-at least he knows what he means when he
't" so every American knows what the term grassroots
empIoys 1 ,
,
h h mploys it
means-at least, he knows what he means w en e e
.
Consider some of these meanings:

f

i·

It is intrinsic to democratic principles an~ F.ro?esses d
It symbolizes a spirit of local community mltlatlve, 0 m ependence, of home rule.
.'
It implies the specific, the concrete, the lmmedlate.
It speaks of anti-elitism.
f I d I
It is an expression of people's honest belie s t 1at eve op
from their own experience.
.
It is associated with the rural scene and its attendant vntue~
of innocence, hard work, practicality, prudence, an

honesty.
I b
d'
ear
Recently its anti-big-city connotation las een lS~P'p. ing, I~aving only anti-boss connotations. So p~htlc,anS
seek SUppOI·t "from the grass roots and the sldewalks
of the nation."3
. . '
It is synonymous with democracy: no tnbunal 01 leader lS
above or beyond the people.
What is more, it is a source of regeneration for dem~cracy.
. associate
. d Wl'tl1 everything good and vntuous
In sum, grassroots lS
in American life.
Paradoxically, yet predictably, once grassroots had b.ec~me an
. al symbol its use often reflected only mCldental
a1most u n l v e r s ,
. k to
.
re ard for substance. The political camp~i~ner was ~t1lC
sefze upon this nebulous but meaningful ldIOm th;t lin~~ ~~
collective consciousness. So when Senator Beveri. ge Sal 11S
ar ty came from the grassroots, he struck a responslve chord on
PA
. s' harp of memory and experience. As Mr. Dooley noted
mencan
I
. "s
t r Beveridge's
about this earthy appeal, "Ye can wa tz to It.
ena 0

contribution to political rhetoric entered the standard guidebook
for political communication.
The Farmer-Labor Party used grassroots as. its catchword in
1920. In June of 1935, the Republicans organized a Grass Roots
Conference in Springfield, Illinois, in a vain attempt to discover
the grassroots issues that would unseat Franklin Delano Roosevelt in the upcoming election. In September of the same year,
Republican Governor AIf Landon of Kansas spoke out in behalf
of "democracy at the grass roots" and a year later conducted a
"Grass Roots" campaigo for the presidency. But the Democrats
were more successful, and in 1949, when V. O. Key looked back
on the Roosevelt administration, he concluded that: "the New
Deal ... reached down to tl,e grass roots and actually had some
bearing on the course of human events."
Political appointees as well as politicians themselves invoked
the phrase. David E. Lilienthal, who headed the Tennessee Valley Authority (a creation of the New Deal) in the nineteenthirties and forties, spoke enthusiastically of the participation of
the people in multiple TVA projects. He delighted in talking of
the "decentralized grass roots administration," for example, or
of the "emigration of talent to the grass roots," or of the fact that
"To see each citizen as a human being is far easier at the grass
roots. That is where more of the functions of . . . government
should be exercised." Another appointed official, Harold D.
Smith, then Director of tlle U.S. Budget, affirmed in 1945 that
"there are dynamiCS at the grass roots. These dynamics should
be harnessed and used for the preservation and extension of
democracy."
,
Without the metaphor (at times, now, a clicM), political
commentators and writers would be hard put to describe the
political drama constantly being enacted on the national scene.
According to Newsweek in November of 1953, the voters of the
Nintll Congressional District of Wisconsin uttered a "grass roots
warning" in electing Lester J olmson, a Democrat, to the House
of Representatives. A March 17, 1955, editorial in the RegisterGuard of Eugene, Oregon, asserted that "every man is a grass
root in the mind of the Foreigo Policy Association [whose program is] based on the theory that people do count." On June 23,
1976, Neal Peirce, a columnist for the Gannett News Service,
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opened his article "Grass Roots Democracy" with "Across this
far-flung, multi-splendered Western state [Montana], the citizens
of every county and town are engaged in an exciting Bicentennial
year exercise in grass-roots democracy-deciding afresh the form
and powers of the local governments they choose to live under."
A New York Times (July 6, 1976) front page article on "The
Star Spangled Banner" and its unsingability referred to the
"hardly grassroots movement" to replace it by a different national
anthem.
Parenthetically, we cannot refrain from mentioning the recent
use of grassroots in a cartoon by Koren in the New Yorker. The
scene is a modern apartment-house living room overlooking a
typical cityscape. The room is crowded with the sophisticated
avant garde, drinks in hand, buttons (political?) on breast, all of
whom seem remote from the American grassroots we typically
envision. These people, seated on the floor, on couches, or standing in rows, are delighted by a speaker, who, with arms outstretched, says, "You are my grassroots."
And so it goes.
There are several near-synonymous metaphors for grassroots
to help the speakers of the language of politics. "Stumping" was
practiced before grassroots was used. We all recognize the
"whistle stop campaign" which even today, despite the decaying
state of America's railroads and the availability of TV, has not
yet become an anachronism. Senator John Sherman of Ohio
spoke of "fence mending" back in 1879. And members of Congress still return intermittently to their home districts to mend
those same fences. The Nixon administration spoke of the "heartland," asked "Will it play in Peoria?" and was comforted by "the
silent majority."
The philosophical shorthand of grassroots in the political arena
has worked so well that politicians and politician observers have
tumed an authentic metaphor that "Ye can waltz to"-a metaphor
stemming from the American experience and American conviction-into an American platitude. However, American writers
have been less mischievous in their use of the symbol. To them
gmss1"Oots (often grass separately, but with no implication of
dismemberment of root, stem, leaf, flower, seed) became a valid
metaphorical shorthand that retained its freshness.
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II
i'her: Americans first think of it beyond their Own back yards
or avonte golf courses, they think of the Midwe t
.. I d M
s, our great
prame an s.
ter ,all, wasn't the old time prair·"
d
oth'
il f I
Ie a gran m. er s qu t 0 co Or and form that shifted constantly as the
wmd br~athed lif~ into the grasses [?] Willa Cather remembered
Nebraska when there was so much motion to it; the whole
country seemed, somehow to be lUllling' "4 Thi
·d
.
I
r
.
f th
'
.
S illl -conbnenta
unnm~ 0
e wind in the tall grasses beneath a high sky is
somethmg we ma~ n~ longer know first hand. Our magnificent
I
f
central grassland IS disappearing. There remam· few
th
.. I
samp es 0
th e. ongI~a vegetati.on.. Such vast vistas of grass are gone, but
elr presence remam m our imagination. Our writers will not
let us forget. Before the loss, Emily Dickinson mused:
To make a prairie it takes a clover and one bee
One clover, and a bee'
,
And revery.
'
The revery alone will do,
If bees are few.
Hamlin Garland, in A Son of the Middle Borde~ recorded
the unforgetable epic charm" of his joumeythrough th; Northern
Iowa and Southern Milllesota border region.
"

Ea~h. mile. took us farther and farther into the unsettled

prame un.til . . . we came to a meadow so wide that its
west,ern n~ t.ouched the sky without revealing a sign of
man s habitation. . . .
!~e pl~in wa.s .c~yered with grass as tall as ripe wheat ...
T Ie BIg ~raIrle, we looked about us with awe, so endless
seemed thIS spread of wild oats and blue-I· . t
Th
··t fl
om.
...
e malon Y 0 t lis primeval world exalted me I f It
for the first time the poetry of unplowed spaces.
.
e
· .. [My father] was in his element. He loved this shelterIess sweep of prairie. . ...
It burned deep into Our memories, this wide sunny windy
country. The sky so big, and the horizon Ih,e so I~w and
so far away, made this new world of the plam· ... males
. t.IC.
And Garland recorded his own mixed reactions to the historic
American battle with the prairie sod.
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One day late in May my u,:cle Da~d ... drove over with
four horses hitched to a b,g breakmg plow and together
with my father set to work overturning the primeval sward
whereon we were to be "lords of the soil."
I confess that as I saw the tender plants and shining flowers
bow beneath the remorseless beam, civilization seemed a
sad business, and yet there was something epic, something large-gestured and splendid in the 'breaking" season.
Smooth, glossy, almost unwrinkled, the thick rihhon of jetblack sod rose upon the share and rolled away from the
mold-board's glistening curve to tuck itself upside down
into the furrow hehind the horse's heels. . . .

1

(
f
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blue-green solitude that had neither heart nor soul" "the vast
wind-swept VOid," the "bluish-green infinity" "th~ quiverin~
blUish-green haze, that glowed all around," ;'the vastness and
endlessness surrounding them on every hand."
Walter Prescott Webb quotes Edwin James' 19th century
~ccount: Though James does not use the word gtass, he implies
Its omnIpresence.
Those vast plains, in which the eye finds no object to rest
up?n, ar.e at first seen with surprise and pleasure; but their
uniformIty at length becomes tiresome.... The shadows
of [the flying clouds] coursing rapidly over the plain seemed
to ?ut. t~le whole in motion; and we appeared to ~urselves
as If ndmg on the unquiet billows of the ocean. The surface [was] rolling, and will certainly bear a comparison to
the waves of an agitated sea. The distant shores and
promontories of woodland . . . rendered the illusion more'
complete."

Like Garland, Carl Sandburg, in Abtaham Lincoln: The Ptai1'ie
Years, also descrihed a journey, not his own but the Lincoln
family's:
Around them as they crossed the first stretch of the Grand
Prairie was a land and soil different from Indiana or Kentucky. There were long levels, running without slopes up
or hollows down, straight to the horizon; arches and domes
of sky covered it; the sky counted for more, seemed to have
another language and way of talk, farther silences, too,
than east and south where the new settlers had come from.
Grass stood up six or eight feet; men and horses and cattle
were lost to sight in it; so tough were the grass-roots that
timher could not get rootholds in it; the grass seemed to
he saying to the trees, "you shall not cross"; turf and sky
had a new way of saying, "We are here-who are you?"
to the ox-wagon gang hunting a new home.
Conrad Richter "fancied that in the milky mist I could see
the prairie as I had seen it all my life and would never see it
again, with the grass in summer sweeping my stirruped thighs
and prairie chickens scuttling ahead of my pony; ... and when
the sloughs of the home range greened up in the spring, with
the scent of warming wet earth and swag after swag catching
the emerald fire, with horses shedding and snorting and grunting
as they rolled, and everywhere the friendly indescribable solitude
of that lost sea of grass."
Ole Rolvaag repeatedly captured the overhearing presence of
the land. He wrote of the "open, endless prairie," the "endless
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Both James and Richter felt the need of an analogy to convey
the. essence of the Great Plains and they chose the sea. This
chOIce must have been authentic, for starting with the records of
the first explorer, Coronado, the plains/sea comparison is echoed
and re-echoed in the literature. Webb observes that quotations
such as James' could be duplicated by the hlmdreds. Yet all the
quotes share certain common elements: surprise, pleasure elation
and t~e sea analogy. "Joshia Gregg speaks of the 'grand prairi~
ocean, of .t!,e caravans 'making port'; he proposed a law based
upon mantime law for the control of the prairie caravan, and
gave the wagons the name of 'prairie schooners'."
Again Ole Rolvaag: "A small caravan was pushing its way
through the tall grass. The track that it left behind was like
~he wake. of a bO~,t-except that instead of widening out astern
It closed m again.

f

Colonel Richard Irving Dodge, in the 1870's like~ise noted
the similarity between these two great natural ~henomena: the
sea and the plains.
Like an .oc.ear: in its vast extent, in its monotony, and in its
danger, ~t IS like ar: ocean in its romance, in its opportunity
for herOIsm, and m the fascination it exerts on all those

16
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who COme fairly within its influence. The first experience
of the plains, like the first sail with a "cap" full of wind, is
apt to be sickening. This once overcome, the nerves stiffen,
the senses expand, and man begins to realize the magnificence of being.

"The plain has moods like the sea... .1 The plain grows dark;
like the seal It holds no shelter." So Hamlin Garland poeticized.
And Mari Sandoz, another chronicler of another sector of the
vast Midwest, wrote in Old Jules: "Some settlers saw it as a
great sea caught and held forever in a spell, and were afraid."
Are these literary evocations factual? What does the naturalist
have to say about prairie grasses? Listen to Millard C. Davis:
That was back in the days when grass was really grass. A
man got his view of the long shadows below from saddleback or by climbing bur oak of one of these scattered "oak
openings." I have never been surrounded by acres of the
eight-foot variety of grass, but having been in some of
Wisconsin's highly regarded preserved prairie, I imagine
the experience was kin to that which we used to have as
children running through a neighbor's corn. Mter the hm,
we nursed fine sawtooth slits in our skin drawn by corn
leaves. Corn, incidentally, which later took over much of
the prairie, is a "grass" that probably came from Central
America. It grows rapidly rather than carefully and doesn't
sink thick roots deep into the soil, as most of our other
prairie plants do. . ..
The upland prairie gradually changed [because of the
Indian custom of repeated burning off of the land], so that
in most ways the first farmer saw what I saw. The grass
shortened. The prairie giants fell before his scythe and
then, under heavy grazing, blinked out like cooling sparks.
Within perhaps a decade the prairie grasses had given way
to exotics like bluegrass, quack grass, orchard grass, clover
and dandelions. . . .
Prairie grasses and their' companions sink their roots deep
and put a lot of faith in them. More than ninety percent of
their bulk may be underground. As a matter of fact, during
the first year of growth so much energy goes into rooting
that twelve inches of root may develop for each inch of top.
Like trees, prairie grasses store carbohydrates in the roots

Grass/Grassroot~-American
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over the winter. Its slow transfer out of the leaves, and the
response to cold, bring out the autumn colors, just as in
trees."

(

But lest we mistakenly assign a restricted area, the Midwestern
prairie land, to the grass, let us remember again with Whitman
that "it is a uniform hieroglyphic . . . sprouting alike in broad
zones and narrow zones." Actually, grasses are not uniform but
diverse and various, adapting to the diverse and various areas
where they grow. Whitman would have known the dlme grasses
of Long Island Sound more intimately than the various grasses
of the prairie. Jolm Hay, another naturalist, describes this beach
grass so vital to the definition of our continental land mass.
The beach grass has had much deserved honor heaped upon
it, in the proportion that it is able to live with the tons of
sand .that are also heaped upon it. It is perfectly adapted
~o bemg covered over by sand since it sends up stems which
m turn root themselves, and then grows on, letting the old
roots die. As a sand hill builds up, the beach grass is able
to maintain itself in this fashion without being buried and
to hold down the sand with a network of roots and stalks.
It stabilizes such hills until the point where the wind may
sweep so constantly around them as to expose them and cut
away the sand, leaving the grass in splendid isolation with
its outer roots hanging in mid-air. So beach grass and sand
have a special collaboration which man does his best to
encourage, especially after he has made rescue work necessary.7
It is possible to distill the above observations into a list of
facts about grass. 1. It is omnipresent. At one time, grass covered
one-quarter of the earth's land surface. 2. It is flexible and adaptabl~ to v~rying natural elements. Grasses are found in polar
regiOns WIth two months or less growing seasons as well as in
waI:m, hu~d, tro~ical c!imates. Not only does grass adapt to
vanous chmates, It modifies these climates. 3. It is not grass
everywhere the same, but grasses, copious and diverse. In the
United States alone there are at least 1440 varieties. 4. Its variety
offers necessary nourishment to diverse fonus of life. We tend
to forget that rye, corn, rice, barley, wheat, oats, clover are all
grasses. 5. It is an integral part of the community of nature.
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"... in the grassroot jungles of your own back yard, you encounter
strange and incredible forms of life. . . . In one suburban back
yard Dr. Frank E. Lutz, curator of Entomology at the American
Museum of Natural History, New York City, found more than
1,000 different members of this vast family.'" 6. It is tough, not
fragile. There is slough grass which grew ten feet tall in Illinois
and was known as "rip-gut" because of its saw-edged blades.
Another prairie grass is the Devil's Darning Needle because it
makes darts for the naughty to throw at people's clothing. 7. It is
firmly embedded. Many a naturalist has been overwhelmed with
the prodigious root empires of the grass. Durward L. Allen,
ecologist, marvels that "If we were to stake out an acre in one
of these thick stands of western Iowa, skim off a surface layer
four inches thick, and then wash out all the soil, we would leave
a great spongy pile of grass roots weighing four and a half tons!'"
Annie Dillard, in Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, is astonished at an
experiment with a single grass plant (winter rye). "They let
it grow in a greenhouse for four months; then they gingerly
spirited away the soil . . . and counted and measured all the
roots and root hairs. In four months the plant had set forth 378
miles of roots-that's about three miles a day-in 14 million
distinct roots. This is mighty impressive, but when they got
down to the root hairs, I boggle completely. In those same four
months the rye plant created 14 billion root hairs, and these
little strands placed end-to-end just about wouldn't quit. In a
single cubic inch of soil, the length of the root hairs totaled 6000
miles." 8. Finally, it is ever-renewing. The more you cut it,
the more it grows. It springs alike from root and seed.
III
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discover ourselves in nature. And so the natural facts of grass
led to the literary metaphor. And what are the meanings of that
metaphor, a metaphor now more often grass than grassroots?
A metaphor sometimes implicit as meadows, fields, etc., rather
than explicit. Consider some of these meanings:
Its omnipresence connotes democracy. Its commonplace, ness is antithetical to elitism.
Its symbiotic relationship to multiple natural elements connotes the unity of all things-human and non-human.
Paradoxically, its myriad varieties connote pluralism and
individualism.
Its diversity and adaptability connote the flexibility demanded of humans for survival.
Its toughness connotes no nonsense, down-to-earth pragmatism-a tough-minded facing of the faets-a resiliency
of "traditional American values." Thus:

I
/

l

I
\
I

These facts of nature have been taken by many of our
writers to make rational or at least comprehensible both the
landscape and the humanscape. For example, the poet, Theodore
Roethke, knew that "All natural shapes become symbolical." The
artist, Andreas Feininger, believes that "in the last analysis,
everything made by human hands and most things conceived by
the human mind have their prototype in nature."'O We are all
aware of the injunctions of Thoreau, Emerson, and Whitman to

This is the way things are.
Here is the grass,
So green and coarse, so sweet and delicate,
But with some brown rubble in it....
(Thomas Wolfe)
Its fertility ("rank fecundity," one naturalist quipped)
connotes hope, optimism, faith in the future-an affirmation of life.
The fact is the sweetest dream that labor knows,
My scythe whispered and left the hay to make.
(Robert Frost)
Its deeprootedness connotes the terra firma of our livesthat which we always come back to.
Just as grass insinuates itself into the eco-system, so it
insinuates itself into the consciousness. Grass is there
as the air is there. It is both background and foreground.
It is an invisible visible element like air, water, earth.
A. R. Ammons is aware that:
The wind came as a grassy sound
and between its
grassy teeth
spoke words said with grass.

/,
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The literary metaphor closely tallies the political metaphor.
This is not unexpected. The metaphor (literary and political
alike) is particularly American because the natural fact and
the symbol which has sprung from it are inb'insic to the process
by which Americans understand the realities of life. Whitman's
grass embodying all the nuances is so universally recognized,
it has an earthhold on the American imagination. It is fresh,
simple, true. It has "the splendor of the authentic." (Denise
Levertov) One would suppose that after Whitman, no poet
would dare use grass in fear of cultivating a cliche or trivializing
a truth. To the credit of subsequent writers, though in them we
hear resonances of Whitman or sense his function as guru, they
have not allowed his "leaves" to wither by abuse or neglect. "The
Grass [that] so little has to do" seeds imaginations over the broad
poetic plains.
The following are just a scant sample of the myriad of poems
employing, in one way or another, the metaphor. We have here
deliberately chosen, for the most part, to let the poets speak for
themselves, believing with Paul Klee that "art does not reproduce
what we see. It makes us see." But in so choosing, we have
arbitrarily and ruthlessly omitted poems and poets whose use
of the metaphor is endemic. We realize that to single out any
specific poems to be representative is to be unrepresentative.
Thus, with this caveat in mind, we proceed.
We see the union of the elements in Dickinson's immersion in
"A Sphere of Simple Green" where she could "dream the Days
away," and in Donald Hall's immersion in "The Grass."
Under grass,
among stones and the downward
probe of trees,
everything builds
or alters itself.
I am led
through a warm descent
with my eyes covered,
to hear the words
of water. I listen, with
roots of
the moist grass.
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In "Composition" May Sarton explores the "spaced and subtly
joined elements" from a more distant perspective.

I

Here is the pond, here sky, and the long grasses
That lean over the water, a slow ripple
Under the slightest wandering air that passes
To shift the scene, translating Hat to stipple
On still blue water and troubling the green masses.
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Three elements are spaced and subtly joined
To rest the restless mind and lift us where
Nothing in us is baHled or constrained,
Who wake and sleep as casual as tl,ey are,
And contain earth, and water, and the wind.
Take blue; take green; take the pale gold sand;
Take the slow changing shimmer of the air;
Take a huge sky above a steadfast land;
Take love, the tiger ocean in its lair,
And gentle it like grass under the wind.
In her collection of "Field Poems," Barbara Drake dedicates
her work to "vacant lots, abandoned fields, and deserted marshes,
and to the lives that Hourish in such untended spaces." The poems
resound with grass. Here is one.

2.
In the golden houses
of summer grass,
the tenthouses
of tall straw grass
tied at the top
with more golden grass
and some green
and hollowed
by backing in slowly
bottoms rounding a space
in the still rooted
sheaf of grass,
we lived for a summer
on the wild blackberries,
the small and large kinds,
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and made another house
under the bramble patch
of berry vines
and another house
in the morning glory
and houses we didn't even
stop to live in, just forgot
as soon as we'd finished them,
and houses so perfect
there have been no such houses
since in my life, and ate
apples and three kinds of plums
from the old trees,
were self-sufficient,
and sometimes ate clover
which grew at the edge
of the field and the woods
where we seldom went
because it was dark
and an old woman
was said to have died there
alone. And we were
too young to die,
ever.ll

In William Stafford's "From the Gradual Grass" we find the
metaphor extending to different dimensions.
Imagine a voice calling,
"There is a voice now calling,"
or maybe a blasting cry:
"Walls are falling I"
as it makes walls be falling.
Then from the gradual grass,
too serious to be only noisewhatever it is grass makes,
making words, a voice:
"Destruction is ending; this voice
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endlessly from the world's end
promising, calling."
Imagine. That voice is calling.
Robert Duncan affirms that:
Whitman was right. Our names are left
. like leaves of grass,
likeness and liking,
the human greenness
tough as grass that survives cruelest seasons.
Since Whitman, few poets have been so nourished by the
presence and poetry of grass as A. R. Ammons:
II
I

I;
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"Is promising quiet: silence
by lasting forever grows to sound
"

The Grass Miracles
The grass miracles have kept me down all autumn
purpose turning on me like an inward division
The grasses heading barbed tufts
airy panicles and purple spikes
have kept me stalled in the deadends
of branching dream
It is as though I had started up the trunk
and then dispersed like ant trails
along the branches
and out on the twigs
and paused dipping with a golden thought
at the points of the leaves
A black stump hidden
in grass and old melon vines
has reined my hurry
and I have gone up separately
juggling like a bubble Hock
in globes of time
I have not been industrious this autumn
It has seemed necessary
to accomplish 'everything with a pause
bending to part the grass
to what round fruit
.
becoming entangled in clusters
tying all the future up
in variations on present miracle.
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Even the following from "Still" illustrates this nourishment:
I said I will find what is lowly
and put the roots of my identity
down there:
each day I'll wake up
and find the lowly nearby,
a handy focus and reminder,
a ready measure of my significance,
I said what is more lowly than the grass:
ah, underneath,
a ground-crust of dry-burnt moss:
I looked at it closely
and said this can be my habitat: but
nestling in I
found
below the brown exterior
green mechanisms beyond intellect
awaiting resurrection in rain: so I got up
and ran saying there is nothing lowly in the universe:
In such poetic explorations as these we find the fusion of
experience and expression, of outward reality and creative imagination. In a word, poetry. The poet's respect for words as extensions of themselves deepens our respect for experience, words,
poems, and poets. And the metaphor, so used, remains fresh.
From Whitman to Ammons and Drake, in each age of American
poetry, notable writers have found gmss such a symbol. And in
the first half of the twentieth century, Carl Sandburg employed
it more than any other writer. In his usage, too, the function is
both intrinsic and extrinsic. Sandburg's expressions about grass
evolved from his Illinois boyhood experience. He knew "Grassroots down under put fingers into dark dirt." He knew, too, that
grass, at work, would,. with the passing of years, "cover all" the
piled-high bodies of war.
True, in Carl Sandburg's Complete Poems and particularly in
"The People, Yes," the distinction between the metaphor and
cliche become blurred, made so, we suspect, by the poet's own
design. Sandburg recognized that the grassroots awaits the poli-
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tician. Here, the yearnings of the layman and the yearnings of
the politician meet; here, the reassurance sought by the one to
be heard and by the other to hear the "common truth" inevitably
elicits the ploys of the manipulator. In the process we often meet
ourselves-both as yearners and manipulators. And here the
cliche takes over. Yet, the reader who breaks the sod of Sandburg's verse and apprehends its roots and above-ground growth
running from banality to commonplace to sublime may raise in
himself a new understanding of the creed lying under the thatch
of American cliches.
Sandburg knew that in "Poetry and politics, the relation of
poets to society, to democracy, to monarchy, to dictatorshipswe have here a theme whose classic is yet to be written."12 In
his work he blended poetry and politics just as the metaphor
grass/grassroots has been blended by poet and politician alike.
And even, yes, by the people:
The people is a monolith,
a mover, a dirt farmer,
a desperate hoper.

\.

The prize liar comes saying, "I know how, listen to me and
I'll bring you through."
The guesser comes saying, "The way is long and hard and
maybe what I offer will work out."
The people choose and the people's choice more often than
not is one more washout.
Yet the strong man, the priceless one who wants nothing
for himself and has his roots among his people,
Comes often enough for the people to know him and to win
through into gains beyond later losing,
Comes often enough so the people can look back and say,
"We have come far and will go farther yet."
The people is a trunk of patience, a monolith.
Thus, the apparent tragedy of symbols, grass/grassroots for
example, particularly when they are valid, is that they become
platitudes. But paradoxically, platitudes have a grassroots function particularly appropriate to the subtle meanings of the idea.
Cliches in their redundancy, we commonly assume, cover a
vacancy. of meaning, and they often do. But they may embed
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the cadences of the familiar, providing verbal conduits for the
inarticulate and insecure; they may form a convenient screen
behind which the shy can be mentally and emotionally pri.vate
and free; they may gather in ever-widening circles of meanmgs;
yet they may imprison like a dogma or a thick layer of stone.
And to some extent both great and small, all tIns applies to
grass/grassroots-authentic metaphor/American cliche.
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The final sketch in Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg, Ohio is
called "Departure." Rooted in the reality of the countless young
men and women who left the small towns and farms of the Midwest during the last decades of the nineteenth century and the
first of the twentieth to find success, fulfillment, or survival in
the cities, and particularly in Chicago, that sketch quickly moves
beyond reality; it defines in terms both mythical and poetic the
essence of what had brought young George Willard to that
moment in that time of his life, at the same time bringing us to
a meaningful moment in our collective past that Anderson etched
indelibly upon the American consciousness and American literature in our time.
In the sketch AndersOl~ touched for a moment-and he was
convinced that it could be done only in moments-a collective
dream that each of us brought into the Midwest-and each of
us, in this generation or in the past, ourselves or our forebears,
came into what geographers now conveniently define as the
twelve states that lie between the Appalachians and the Rockies,
the Canadian border and the Ohio Valley and its westward extension, the area tIlat gives much of its water to the great river system
that makes the Mississippi. Out of the materials of that dream
we in the Midwest constructed a society, a way of life, a greater
dream, and a literature, and we have, in tum, made substantial
contributions to the reality and the myth of the America of which
we and our region al'e so fundamentally and centrally a part.
The collective dream that each of us shared when we came to
this region i~, at least in part, older tIlan the nation, and, as have
many dreams, it has been transmuted in tIle human mind from
27
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the tangible to the metaphorical, at the same time remaining
intensely personal. Sherwood Anderson captured the essence of
that dream in both its personal and metaphorical dimensions in
"Departure"; dozens of other Midwestern writers of his generation and ours have done the same in their own works, often, however, with less snccess, perhaps because they felt it less deeply
or experienced it less intensely. These other writers, prominent
Or not " do however, make clear its existence, its origins, and its
effects on their people.
That dream is a paradoxical montage of change and stability,
of permanence and flux, its origins in the age of discovery and
the search for gold that marked the beginning of European
migration to this continent; as the colonies became a nation and
then a continental power it became the movement West and the
ideal of an open society, both intrinsically part of the beginning,
the growth, and the identity of what we now know as the Midwest. The statistics of the first half of the last century, the century
that saw the Old Northwest become the Midwest at its midpoint,
define the nature of the geographic dimension of the movement
that made the Midwest and motivated its people; its philosophic
dimension has been most clearly defined in the towns that resulted
from that movement and the works that describe them and determine their meaning, the works of Sherwood Anderson and his
generation.
By the end of the Civil War the Midwest had become a reality,
the heartland described by Abraham Lincoln in his Annual Message to Congress on December 1, 1862. It was a reality that was
largely agricultural, studded by villages in transition, rapidly
becoming towns or cities, or, with the vagaries of settlement and
railroad construction, stagnant, many of them destined to disappear from the map and eventually from the Postal Directory.
The legal foundation of the Midwest was documentary, the
Ordinance of 1787, the Northwest Ordinance that antedates the
American constitution by two years. Providing an instrument for
the rational and orderly transition of wilderness to civilization,
it provided too a clear statement of the philosophy that made the
transition inevitable, that ultimately resulted in the Midwestern
dream and reality, the paradoxical faith in change and stability
that marks its people even yet. It provided a rational plan for
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transition and a promise that whatever states emerged from the
wilderness would be admitted "on an equal footing with the
original states in all respects whatsoever." More important, it
provided a bill of rights guaranteeing religiOUS freedom, due
process, trial by jury; it rejected primogeniture and entails· it
provided for moderate fines and punishments, and it contai~ed
two clauses expressive of the highest ideals of the eighteenth century, both of which were to become major goals of the Midwestern
ni~eteenth. The first reads, "Religion, morality, and knowledge
bemg necessary to good government and the happiness of mankind, schools and the means of education shall forever be encouraged"; tlle second states that "There shall be neither slavery nor
involuntary servitude in the said territory, othelwise than in
punishment of crimes, whereof the party shall have been duly
convicted,"
The Northwest Ordinance promised, in other words, a new
relationship between tlle individual and his peers and an equally
new relationship between him and his government. It promised
an open society, plentiful, cheap land, and the opportunity to
rise as far as one's talents and ability might take him. It promised,
too, an orderly, rational SOciety, with the rule and power of law
to assist him. But it made demands, too: the act of migration
across mountains and down or up rivers demanded a good deal
of hard work by which tlle dream might become real and happiness achieved. It provided, in other words, the opportunity;
seizing it was for the individual to accomplish.
As the West become the Midwest and the nation went to
war aganist itself, the promise had become an article of faith
sending Abraham Lincoln from Springfield to the White House:
Ulysses Grant from the obscurity of Galena to the fortifications
of Fort Donelson; William Dean Howells from Columbus to
Boston, each of them in microcosm the working out of the dream,
the proof of its reality, the living example of the path to success,
and each of them in his own way the embodiment of a reality
becoming myth, an American·myth that is essentially Midwestern
in its Origins, inception, and influence upon an emerging nation.
The Midwestern world into which the writers of Shelwood
Anderson's generation had been born was the world in which
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that myth, together with faith in the Republican Party as the
party of freedom, the sanctity of the agricultural way of life, and
the virtue of life in the towns, was the foundation upon which a
society had been constructed. It was a society that valued the
simple, the practical, the efficient, the ambitious. It was a world,
too, that was to see its foundations shaken, its faith challenged,
before the end of the century. But the dream was still bright,
the goals clear, and the threats had not yet reached the towns as
they-Anderson in Clyde, Ohio, Theodore Dreiser in a series of
Indiana towns, Sinclair Lewis in Sauk Center, Minnesota, and
many others-saw a new dream, new opportunity, beyond the
horizons of the towns that had taught them to see and pursue
the dream.
No Midwestern writer has been closer to the Midwestern town
than Sherwood Anderson, and in Winesburg, Ohio Anderson's
memory of what George Willard had learned in the town is
clear: Winesburg was a town in which people lived and died
alone, but it was a town, too, that in microcosm reflected the
values, traditions, and structure of the Midwest of the last decade
of the nineteenth century. It was a town in which virtuethe trad;Uonal virtues of hard work, thrift, conventionality, arid
sobriety-was rewarded, often in material terms, but more frequently and importantly in acceptance and, for the young, in
encouragement, in trust, and often in support. Vice, public vice,
defined in the town's terms, was punished, but that punishment,
for the minor transgressions possible in the small town, was largely
the withholding of acceptance. But the lack of acceptance meant
the intensification of isolation, and lack of success, and the
emergence of a group-much too small to be called a class-to
whom the dream of success was forever no more than a nightmare.
Significantly, however, that disapproval and isolation was
rarely extended to the children of the misfits. Thus George
Willard, the son of a woman who had been the subject of town
gossip for much of her life, might aspire to love the daughter of
the town banker, a girl who represented goodness and beauty
as well as success in the town. Just as George had functioned as
the voice of tile town in his role as reporter for the Winesburg
Eagle, he had also functioned as its ear as the townspeople, many
but not all of them misfits, Anderson's grotesques, seek him out,
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determined not merely to make themselves understood to him
but to teach him at the same time.
For George the society of the town had been open, and he
might have chosen to remain there, undoubtedly doing well and
perhaps marrying Helen White. Unlike the young men portrayed
by his earlier fellow Midwesterners, especially Hamlin Garland
and Ignatius Donnelly, he is not driven from the countryside or
the town to the city; he choses to go because the envolving
myth of the town had begun to insist that opportunity and the
promise of success in the world of the late nineteenth century
could be best found and seized in the city.
As tile train leaves Winesburg and George becomes the archetypical young Midwesterner, not only following the setting sun
but moving from the toW]] to the city in search of an undefined
success and fulfillment in a society he was convinced was open
for him in Chicago as it had been in Winesburg, the town is
behind him; it had become, in Anderson's terms, "but a background on which to paint the dreams of his manhood."
For George the town had been the microcosm for the nation,
the small arena in which the American myth might most clearly
be seen as it worked out an· individual reality, and at the same
time it was prefatory to its working out in the much larger arena
of the city. Not only, however, did its working out demand
virtues that the town had tested and approved, but it demanded
as its price the eagerness and ability to cut ties and move on,
just as had the earlier manifestation that had brought the Midwest and its towns into being a half century before. By the end
of the century the towns for George and his generation had themselves become a dream, a myth; like Anderson himself, "Jobby"
Anderson in Clyde, departing from the only town he had known
intimately in 1896, George anticipated no return, no looking back,
as he moved on to the West, to Chicago, where the same virtues
would open larger doors to greater rewards and richer fulfillment.
Anderson had earlier explored the theme of the young man
who' had met the test of the town in Windy McPhm'son's Son,
published in 1916, and set in a mythical Caxton, Iowa, and
Chicago, and he was to rel'urn to it in Tar: A Midwest Childhood
in 1926. In each case the town had grown out of the fertile
countryside and had remained close to it; it had maintained the
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traditional vision of an open society together with the test of
character that determined access to it; and it accepted the vision
of greater opportunity and potential reward in a greater society
beyond it. Each of Anderson's young men-Sam McPherson,
George Willard, Tar Moorhead-accepted and pursued the values
of the town and the vision of the world beyond the horizon.
Anderson's young men and their towns have their counterparts in much of the fiction of his Midwestern contemporaries, not
only in the well-known and thoroughly studied works of Theodore
Dreiser, whose Sister Carrie remembered Columbia City as she
sought the success of Chicago, and F. Scott Fitzgerald, whose
Great Gatsby denied his origins while accepting its values, but
also in the works of lesser writers too frequently ignored today,
among them, Homer Croy, Booth Tarkington, Brand Whitlock,
and Martin Flavin, all of whom I shall talk about in this paper.
Homer Croy, perhaps the least known of the group, wrote two
novels dealing with the small northern Missouri town of Junction
City, West of the Watel" Towel", published anonymously in 1923,
and R.F.D. #3 a year later. Although Croy's novels are set a
generation later than Anderson's, in both, the town is defined
in much the same terms Anderson had used in Winesbmg, Ohio
and Windy McPhel"son's Son: its social structure is open and
clear, it deals harshly with those of whatever economic and social
level who fail to meet its standards of virtue and talent; it supports,
encourages, and opens doors for those who meet or surpass its
standards. In ti,e first novel, the better of the two, set just before
World War I, the protagonist is much like George Willard and
Sam McPherson: a young man of quick mind who rises from
obscure origins to make a mark in the town as hardworking and
thrifty. A skilled debater, he is destined for greater things via
the state university, the path to success for young men a generation later than George Willard. R.F.D. No.3, Croy's second
novel, set just after World War I, parallels tile first, but the central character is a young girl of the same age, talented and beautiful, whose ambition to become a movie actress is supported
enthusiastically by the townspeople.
In both novels, the similarity with the social structure described by Sherwood Anderson is striking: the town is only
seventy years removed from its settlement; "old" families have
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lived there little more than a generation; "good" families are those
who have met ti,e test of virtue and ability and prospered; others
have not, but advancement is possible for their children if they
demonstrate the ability to rise above their origins, and iliey are
encouraged by the townspeople to do so. In the eyes of the
people of the town each of Croy's young people has the ability,
each has received encouragement and support, and as the novels
open, each, like George Willard and Sam McPherson, is on ti,e
verge of seeking that success in the greater world that lies beyond
Junction City.
But at this point Croy's young people depart from ti,e pattern
set by Anderson: each of them, like their less successful counterparts in Junction City, is flawed; when a major test of character
appears, each fails; the failure becomes public knowledge; and
the greater success beyond the town is forever precluded. The
young man falls in love with the daughter of the town lawyer,
she becomes pregnant, and, determined to keep it secret, he gives
her bis college savings to go away and have the child. But his
savings are not enough, and he robs the office of the town's commission merchant. The adultery becomes public knowledge; gossip links him with the robbery; and he is arrested and convicted.
The girl's flaw is not unlike the boy's. Disappointed at losing
a statewide popularity contest in which she was the town's candidate and which promised a screen test as a prize, she becomes
enamoured of a traveling salesman who also has movie ambitions.
He promises to marry her and take her to Hollywood, and she
leaves with him. In St. Louis he is arrested for car theft, convicted, and sent to prison. She is forced to return home, pregnant
and unmarried.
In both novels, the town's judgement is harsh, not only because
the young people have violated ti,e monls of the town, but becaus'e
its judgement and supp'ort of them have not been justified. But
in bOtll cases ilie punishment is not permanent. The young man
is released from jail, and there is nothing for him to do but to
remain in the town. A series of menial jobs, each of which he
loses because of town pressure, finally leads him- to a clerkship
in a hog-breeding association, the officers of which were scattered
about the state and whose manager disliked the town, and hence
the job was secure. Mter five years of hard, menial, obscure
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work he is asked to speak for the town before the state highway
commissioners to secure a highway for the town, and his ambition
stirs again: to read law, pass the examinations, and find a place
for himself in the town, and as the novel ends, it appears that
he can.
The young girl is also humbled and redeemed: an older,
wealthy, and widowed farmer, who, it is rumored, had worked
his wife to death and whom the girl had earlier spumed, offers
to marry her and give a name to her child, and she accepts. The
conventions of appearance satisfied, she is not immune from
gossip, but she becomes "respectable." At the same time, however, it is evident that an obscure justice has somehow been
served.
Both novels explore a particular dimension of town life and
moral value often stereotyped by those who see fiction of this
time and place as representing the author's "revolt from the
village": the attitude of the town toward the transgressor.
Invariably to those critics it has been seen as harsh, intolerant,
and unforgiving, but these novels describe another dimension:
the opportunity for expiation and redemption. The mores are
rigidly demanding, gossip is rife, and punishment is harsh. The
town never forgets, nor does it forgive entirely. But it is also
practical and human; it recognizes that ability may not be
extinguished by vice and that many transgressions do not become
matters of public concern. As indignation and outrage ease and
expiation on the town's terms, another of the town's tests, is
carried out, self redemption, the product of humility and acceptance, becomes possible, and it, too, becomes a test imposed upon
the individual, a test that he can pass only if he is strong and
courageous enough to do so.
Booth Tarkington's first novel, The Gentleman Fmm Indiana
(1899), has much in common with Anderson's and Croy's vision
of the Midwestern town at the same time that it introduces a
dimension new in fiction but much older in the factual traditions
out of which the town came. Like Anderson's Winesburg and
Croy's Junction City, Tarkington's Carlow is a scant two generations old, and its only importance lies in its closeness to the
countryside. Set in the last decade of the nineteenth century, like
Winesbw'g, and about thirty years earlier than Croy's R.F.D. #3,
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The Gentleman Fmm Indiana nevertheless depicts the society
recognizable in both men's works: a society in which one is
judged by his fellow townsmen in terms of the town's standards
of behavior and job performance, and such jndgement, for a newcomer, is withheld until a substantial amonnt of information, most
of it factual, has been accumulated and discussed by the people
of the town.
As in the other novels, the term "the people" is applied to
those who have presnmably already met those standards and
have taken on the responsibility of preserving them and passing
judgement on those who aspire to acceptance in the community.
"The Gentleman From Indiana" of this novel's title is, although
born in Indiana, a newcomer to the town and the state, having
been reared and educated in the East. As the novel opens, a
young stranger appears in the town, having purchased, sightunseen, the town's failiug weekly paper. Early in the new editor's
administration he leaves a note on his office door: "Back in
fifteen minutes." To it the town wag appends the word "Why?"
From tlris low pOint, with the newcomer on the verge of being
branded a failure and a fool for having taken over a failing enterprise sight unseen, thus fitting the frontier concept of the greenhorn still extant in the town, the new editor quickly demonstrates
his concept of the nature of small_town joumalism as it should
be: as an instrument of political reform and as a means of communication and education in the town. His targets are the
entrenched corrupt Congressional delegation and the "White
Caps," the organized Ku-Klux-Klan-like thugs of nearby Six-Cross
Roads. He adds news and features to the paper, publishes three
times a week, and as his political leadership and innovations axe
accepted, resulting in increased subscriptions and advertising,
he aspires to make it a daily paper, the first in a small town in
the state. As the novel ends, about seven years after the new
editor had come to town, it is evident that not only has he met
standards and gained its approval and support but tI,at the
town's growing demand for honest, courageous political leadership will send him to Congress as "The Gentleman From Indiana."
Although Tarkington's Midwestern town shares with Anderson's and Croy's the important characteristics of testing the individual and accepting and supporting him when he meets ti,e
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town's standards, it emphasizes a characteristic that had been
present in The Old West but that tended to disappear as that
area became the Midwest in the years before and during the Civil
War. This is the image of the town as the place in which one
rises, with, as perhaps the highest honor the townspeople can
bestow, the election of the successful one as the District's representative in Congress.
The origins of this portrayal are obvious: as Abraham Lincoln
learned as early as 1831, when he chose to live as a townsman in
New Salem rather than join his father and step-brother in breaking the virgin prairie sod, the place in which one might employ
his talents to rise most quickly in an open sOciety was the town,
and Lincoln found his place, his identity, and his reputation in
the towns, in New Salem until 1837 and thence in Springfield,
leaving there only to represent his district in Congress in 1847
and 1848, until his final departure for Washington on February 11,
1861.
Tarkington's Midwestern town is portrayed in the classic postLincolnian, pre-industrial image that antedates the movement
to the city: success and fulfillment are the result of the movement
Westward, to the arena in which the individual, his merits, his
mettle, and his virtue are tested and judgement rendered by his
peers. Perhaps the nearest to the Jeffersonian concept of the
perfect democratic society of any novelist's portrayal of the small
town, Tarkington's small-town society is that in which the
natural aristocrat, whatever his origins or antecedents, can and
will rise, as had Lincoln, and he who is not, cannot do so, regardless of birth or wealth.
Interestingly, not only does Tarkington make evident the
belief that talent and virtue can and will be rewarded in the
town, but unlike Anderson and Croy, he insists that the small
Midwestern town is the preserver of the old American virtues
that are all too often overlooked, trampled, or forgotten elsewhere, particularly in the East and the city; he says that tlle
town's most significant virtues are "fearlessness, honor, kindness,"
"where people are kind to each other, and where tl,ey have the
old-fashioned way of saying 'Home' "-all qualities long gone in
a decadent East or a degenerate West contaminated by tl,e values
that lust for wealth and power. In the town of Carlow, where
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virtue is intolerant only of vice, the old verities, the virtues that
brought a nation into being and led a people to move West,
defeat the threat of degeneration, and they continue to be, in
Tarkington's tmIDs, "simple country people, and they know that
God is good"; they recognize and support virtue when they see
it. Tarkington's town is unquestionably the clearest sustained
celebration of America as nineteenth century Americans saw it
to be, an America in which the town is the microcosm of a nation
that values the true, the good, and the brave.
Unlike Tarkington's imaginary Carlow, Brand Whitlock's
Macochee in J. Hardin & Son is a thinly-disguised version of the
Urbana, Ohio, of Whitlock's youth, in the seventies and eighties
of the last century. The novel was published in 1923, nine years
after Whitlock put the unfinished manuscript in a drawer in the
American legation in Brussels as German troops began their
invasion of that country, and it represents a return in fiction that
Whitlock was never able to accomplish in fact: a return to the
town of his grandparents and his youth, to the town in which,
he often admitted, his concepts of justice and human rights had
been formed, long before his own political and literary career
had begun.
Like the other towns, Whitlock's Macochee is a scant seventy
years removed from the wilderness, but Whitlock stresses the
semi mythical background that includes Simon Girty, the renegade, and Simon Kenton, the Indian fighter, the eloquent Chief
Logan and the silent Johnny Appleseed, all part of a disorderly
past that made all the more necessary an orderly late nineteenth
century present in the town. Whitlock's Macochee is the product,
too, of forces scarcely mentioned by Anderson, by Croy, or by
Tru:kington: the strong impact of New Englfmd Puritan values
carried overland unmitigated from their place of origin until
they were reinforced ·,in Macochee by the frontier religious
revival doctrine of personal responsibility. Macochee strived,
as Whitlock comments, to be a moral town, and it demanded
morality from those who sought its favor.
But to Macochee and to J. Hardin, .one of the two name
characters in the novel, morality was not merely defined in terms
of tl,e virtue, talent, and hard work demanded by the citizens
of Winesburg, of Junction City, and of Carlow of those who
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would rise in an open, essentially democratic society; it was also
defined in terms of absolutist fundamental religion, the standards
of which were measured by a righteous God and enforced by his
equally righteous agents in Macochee, among whom was J.
Hardin. For those whose strength and/or salvation was still in
doubt, including Paul Hardin, the son of the title, the issue was
clear: he was free to choose righteousness or not; if he did so, he
could find the strength within him to carryon in the path of his
father. If he chose vice, whether or not God and his agents
punished him in Macochee, he was forever damned in the hereafter.
Whitlock's Macochee is neither idealized nor romanticized,
nor is it a town which encourages its young people to seek a
greater success in material terms in the city, the West, or elsewhere beyond its boundaries. As Paul observes, "in the perfect
democracy of the small town, the business of one was the concern of all," and flight, either romantic or practical, as a search
for material gain or for personal fulfillment, was neither encouraged nor approved.
As in Tarkington's Carlow, success is possible in the town,
and Paul rises to a higher social and economic position than his
father, a maker of buggies, had either sought or wanted. Paul's
success, however, is not the result of a high standard of morality,
as his fatl,er's had been in an age when his word and his buggies
were unbreakable; Paul's success is the result of conformity to
the mles of a new age in the town, an age that valued and
accepted the appearance of virtue rather than the substance
demanded by the earlier generation, those whose faiili, like that
of J. Hardin, had made order out of a wilderness, destroyed
slavery, and preserved a nation, all in the name of God's will.
Significantly, in this examination of the life of a Midwestern
town as its values change from those of a rigid, demanding
generation of realists to those who will accept appearance for
reality, Whitlock gives the town a dimension and a role lmlike
those in the other novels. Like Thomas Hardy's heath country,
Whitlock's Macochee takes on a life of its own so pervasive that
it is not merely background or setting, as in the other novels, but
it becomes a participant in the drama of change that dominates
the lives of the townspeople as a post-pioneer society wiili syn-
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thetic pioneer values emerges from a changing economy and
way of life.
In this sense, like Sherwood Anderson's Poor White, Whitlock's f. Hardin & Son is the biography of a Midwest town in
transition, a town that had passed from its chaotic pioneer origins
to a time of relative order and stability and had then been swept
up in the changes in values and stmcture inherent in the coming
of industrialislU. For Paul Hardin and Macochee, the discovery
of natural gas and oil made greater wealth and growth inevitable,
but it also precluded forever the orderly, virtuous, and responsible
society J. Hardin and his generation had attempted to constmct
in what had been the Black Swamp of Western Ohio.
The most recently published of this group of novels is Martin
Flavin's Journey in the Dark (1943), the Harper Prize Novel for
1943-44. Not only is it the most recent, but it differs from the
others in other ways: in the period of time covered, from the
1880's to the 1940's; in the description and role of the town,
WyattvilIe, Iowa, during that period; and in the relationships
between the town and its people, and particularly between the
town and the novel's central character, Sam Braden.
The sixty-year span in the life of the town and the novel's
central character begins in the period in which most of the novels
in this study are set: the last decades of the nineteenth century,
when the town is two generations removed from its pioneer
origins and a decade or more before the impact of mechanization
on the life of the town and the nation. In Wyattville, the Mississippi is still the important means of trade and transportation, as
it was for a good many small towns in tl,e Mississippi Valley until
the impact of World War I and the acceleration of industrialism
ended the nineteenth-century way of life, even in the towns.
As the novel opens, the town has becop1e a society, but its
values are still rooted in the frontier past: the founding family,
the Wyatts, are the wealiliiest, tl,e most powerful, and most active
examples of Jefferson's concept of the natural aristocracy; in the
town they established there are no artificial barriers, but a rough,
individualistic, democratic opening of doors; the newest family,
ilie Bradens, have not yet found tllemselves on a frontier rapidly
moving on nor do they in WyattsvilIe, in a town and a time in
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which only another kind of mobility, that within the structure of
the town itself, is available.
Because Jim Braden, father of Sam, could not, like Windy
McPherson, find 01' make a place for himself in the town, the
town made a place for him, as town marshal in a crimeless community because, as Flavin comments, "folks could not be let to
starve-or couldn't in that day in Wyattsville," and so he received
twenty dollars a month and a house to live in for the rest of his
life. Of his four chilchen, three-a daughter and two sonssought to advance in the new post-turn-of-the-century society
beyond the town. The older son died in a Memphis gambliog
house; the daughter spent her life in a mental institution after
failing in show business. Only Sam, the younger son, actually
rose, and, by working hard and living by the rules, he became
independently wealthy, eventually returning to a town essentially
unchanged to own the big house on the square that he had envied
as a child.
For all four of the Braden children-the older daughter remained in the town, first to care for her father and then for her
wealthy, widowed brother-the town, the Wyatts, and their
father provided both impetus and pattern; the older daughter
and the younger son accepted the town's values and rules, worked
hard, and prospered in spite of their origins and their father, and
Sam, like Sherwood Anderson's Sam McPherson, went on to a
much greater success beyond the town. The other children rejected the town and its values, sought a glittering success, and
went down to igoominious defeat. The values and standards of
the town, it is evident, are in microcosm those of the nation as
it comes of industrial age in the years during and after World
War I, and the apprenticeship served in the town becomes the
foundation for greater success or grimmer failure in the world
beyond it.
All of these novels deal directly with the Midwestern small
town as it affects and shapes the lives of its people, particularly
its young people. Reference to the town as singular is, I think,
particularly important because the towns in which the novels are
set have far more characteristics in common than elements that
distinguish them from each other. Not only are these characteristics historical and geographic-each of the towns is close to its
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pioneer origins and to the countryside-but more important, they
share common values, common standards of behavior, and common attitudes. Like Louis Bromfield's "Big House," erected in
1940 on the watershed between the Ohio River (and the Gulf)
and Lake Erie (and the Atlantic), these characteristics are Eastern in origin, from New England and from the Upper South,
and in the Midwest they have, as Russel Nye and Fredelick
Jackson Turner before him have pointed out, constructed something new, of the East, yet apart from it and different. If, as
Keith F. McKean suggests in his monograph Cross Currents in
the South, the Southern migrant to the West took with him from
South Carolina and coastal Georgia to the red clay hills and
pine forests of West Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi the idea
of ti,e patriarchical manor-based society of the East, the migrant
to the Old Northwest carried with him ti,e idea of the town, of
individual and collective responsibility, and of the society open
to those who meet the set standards of virtue and talent.
These ideas, a fusion of New England Puritanism and Upper
South J effersonianism, came over the mountains and downand up-the rivers, meeting and fusing in ti,e towns, close to the
countryside, that sprang up at regular intervals as settlement
moved West; these were the towns that filtered ideas and manufactured goods from the East to the countryside, that sent their
young people West-note, for example, the sequence of town
names that move from East to West along the path of settlement: Lansing, New York, Michigan, Illinois; Clyde, New York,
Ohio, Iowa; Marion, Virginia, Ohio, Indiana; Norwalk, Connecticut, Ohio; and then, as the nineteenth century became the
twentieth, began increasingly to send them to cities-Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Indianapolis, and Chicago, which, as Carrie Meeber,
Sam McPherson, George Willard, and Sam Brad",n believed, was
the greatest of them all.
Because of its nature as focal point for the countryside and
way station in the course of the American dream, whether of
fulfillment in the West or in the City, it was inevitable that the
Midwestern small town became important in ti,e growing literature of the area as so many of those who moved West, as did
Ambrose Bierce; East, as did William Dean Howells and F. Scott
Fitzgerald; abroad, as did Louis Bromfield and Glenway Wescott;
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or to the City--;-Chicago-as did Sherwood Anderson, Theodore
Dreiser, Floyd Dell, Ben Hecht, George Cram Cook, Susan Glaspell, and dozens of others came from the Midwestern towns
to shape and direct American literature as it came of age in the
most productive era of its history.
Interestingly, in spite of the insistance by a number of literary
critics, beginning with Carl VanDoren in 1921, that Midwestern
writers were, in effect, "revolting from the village" in describing
the movement from the towns to the cities of young people, real
or imaginmy, during the first two decades of this century, there
is no evidence to support that contention in any of these novels,
nor, in fact, is there much evidence to support that assertion in
any of the other novels or memoirs of the period. Conversely,
there is little evidence of the reverse, of the celebration of the
village or the creation of a new rustic, romantic myth, as Larzer
Ziff suggests.
The Midwestern town, as these novelists make clear, has two
dimensions: as environmental reality and as metaphorical point
of departure for the continued search into a new dimension, a
search that had begun on the Atlantic coast or in westem Europe
at some point from tlll'ee to ten generations ago. The search for
fulfillment, for personal advancement in an open society, saw a
literal search as the movement West beyond the Appalachians
began in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and
. as it continued in more diverse directions as the last century
ended. But at the same time, as the nineteenth century was
becoming the twentieth, the search itself began to take on mythic
dimensions, just as more than a century earlier, Jefferson's Declaration of Independence had suggested not a literal but a metaphorical search for happiness.
When George Willard left the station in Winesburg, Ohio,
bound West for Chicago, he was indeed the archetypical young
man from the Midwestem small town, off to the city to seek his
fortune, but at the same time he had become something more:
not only had "the town of Winesburg ... disappeared and his
life there had become but a background upon which to paint the
dreams of his manhood," but the town had become for George,
as it had for countless others, the place where he had been
initiated into acceptance of the American dream, of the con-
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viction that in America the i;ldividual, no matter how humble
his origins, may advance as far as his ability and virtue may take
him. For George, for countless others, the Lincoln story, lUatured
in the Midwestem towns of their youth, had become the American story, myth and reality had become one, and their fellow
townsmen had shown them the way to success, to fulfillment, to
the new'ways in the new century, The towns had taught them,
too, that only they could determine the end of that search, its
conclusion in reality or in the metaphor of which reality is a
part. The Midwestern writer of the first half of this centmy is,
in effect, recording one more manifestation of the age-old human
search, American search, Midwestem search, for an ill-defined,
vaguely-perceived but convincing ideal, a myth brought to the
towns, nutured there, and disseminated to their young people
just as it was to the young people in the novels, as perhaps it
still is in the towns that Anderson, Croy, Tarkington, Whitlock,
Flavin, and the others fixed for us in time, in space, and in the
continually lmfolding myth of America.
Michigan State University
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William Dean Howells is honored by the literary historian as
the chief spokesman for American realism, for the new mode of
writing that attempted to present the observed facts of experience
in the industrialized, post-Darwinian age. But Howells also retained strong affiliations with the older sentimental idealism that
the historian now labels genteel romanticism. Romantic values
associated with the agrarian tradition no doubt enabled Howells
to perceive and cliticize the evils of industrialism. But at the
same time the idealization and its accompanying measure of sentiment kept out of his prose the harsher facts of existence in his
time, even as the realistic emphasis on the ordinary in language
and experience kept out of his poetry some of the heightening
needed for strong expression.'
In Howell's work the cleavage between the idealized and the
realistic is only somewhat sharper than it is in the writing of his
peers. Most of them showed the same inability to abandon the
sentimental idealism which by their day had often dwindled
down to petty moralism. Mark Twain, for example, lampooned
James Fenimore Cooper's inaccuracies, yet cleaned up his own
picture of smalltown boyhood and steamboat life with the zest
of Aunt Polly abrading Tom Sawyer's ears. Realism, after all,
grew out of romanticism, and few early realists freed themselves
entirely from it. Their upbringing gave them a fondness for old
values associated with agrarian ways, and they perhaps sensed
that the discipline of realism restricted their picture of life. At
any rate, just as Twain escaped into a mythical innocence,
Howells turned, with less success, from the taut craftsmanship
and careful thinking of his best novels to the writing of verse as
44
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skillfully conventional, and as' softly sentimental, as that of his
eastern contemporaries Edmund Stedman, George Henry Boker,
Bayard Taylor, Richard Henry Stoddard, and Thomas Bailey
.
Aldrich.
Howells' most important ventures in idealism were his arguments for Tolstoyan ethics and his dream of a utopian Altruria,
arguments he made in prose. Such work was inspired by his
revulsion at the grimness and the grotesque ethics of industrializing America. But it also developed from the ethereal idealism
which, as a reading of his poetry shows, persisted in his thinking
even as he spoke vigorously for the realistic and in his prose
condemned what he called devotion to the ideal. Whether this
condemnation of the falsity to experience which he to an extent
reproduced in his own verse was the result of recognition of
error within himself is a question for the psychobiographer.
Though Howells tumed early to prose, he was not a poet
manque, a tender-minded Bohemian starving in the attics of a
hard-hearted world. He simply made the practical decision that
in order to support himself he had to write prose. He kept a
hand in, as we say, at poetry, but he did not waste time or
strength lamenting society's unwillingness to reward him for it.
?ne reads such poetry as Howells wrote not to seek out signs of
l~led talent but to add to understanding. It is fair to say that,
hke the other romantic idealists, Howells wrote nothing memorable in verse. But minor poetry is as worth examining as minor
fiction. To overlook Howells' poetry because it is not first rate
is to falsify comprehension of Howells and of his era.
Howells grew up in a home where the fatller read poetry
aloud to the family, in a culture that still valued poetry above
fiction. When he began to write he thought of himself as a poet
until the difficulties of achieving publication of his verse and the
success of his essays caused him to turn to prose? Thereafter
verse remained for him an honorable craft, but he recognized that
the household budget demanded prose. Poeh'Y seems to have
been for him an avenue of escape and indulgence, an avocation
wherein he could relax the discipline he demanded of himself
and others in the novel. Yet it was perhaps too an opening to a
more profound world, to a realm of possibility he could not
confirm by observation and therefore excluded from his prose.
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Howells' poetic sensibility was that of the sentimental genteel
school whose chief spokesman was Stedman. In 1861, Howells
wrote to Stedman's mother, Mrs. W. B. Kinney, that "I think
Mr. Stedman the best of our young American poets.'" That this
was not simply polite Hattery of the poet's mother is demonstrated
by Howells' support for Stedman's position when that poet an~
critic derided Whitman's work as vulgar. In 1865, Howells
review of "Drum-Taps" praised, not very convincingly, faint
gleams of talent but said that Wlntman's methods were "uns~ea~
ably inartistic"4 (an opinion shared by Henry Jam;;s, who ~ 1118
review of the same book found Whitman to have an essentIally
prosaic mind").' In 1866, Howells assured Stedman that "the
small but enthusiastic admirers of Walt Whitman could not make
him a poet."" Howells did later come to a not entirely wholehearted recognition of Whitman. And he was perceptive enough
to see the artistry in Melville's poems, as he later welcomed the
writing of Emily Dickinson and recognized the merit of E. A.
Robinson and Robert Frost. But Howells certainly never thought
of himself as a modernist, remaining in his own practice the
pallid romantic.
Certainly his Midwestern upbringing did nothing to unify
his esthetic temperament. As he wrote, the literary theories and
criticism valued in the Midwest of Ins boyhood years were those
of New England.' And though he said that New England's em"
phasis on "the ideal" had kept its writers from succeeding as
realists,' he did not apply this understanding to his ow~ work
in verse. The specifically Midwestern in Howells' poetry IS rare.
He made occasional use of Midwestern farm and forest and river
settings, and of characters associated with them. But these were
taken from the rural, almost pastoral Midwest of his boyhood,
not from the industrializing times of his maturity. The relation
of the Midwest to Howells' realism is complex. Gordon S. Haight
suggests that the American realists were back-trailers, Midwesterners who had moved East." But some back-trailers were not
realists. American literary realism had European as well as native
sources, and it was practiced by southern and eastern writers as
well as by former residents of the Midwest. Perhaps the accurate
view is that his upbringing in the then post-pioneer Midwest,
together with his early entry into the work force, disposed
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Howells, like Twain, to practice the realism which James, coming
from markedly different origins, also accepted. A Midwestern
upbringing, that is, may have been one road to realism. There
were other roads.
In his verse, at any rate, Howells was thoroughly conservative.
His professed models were Heine, Tennyson, and Longfellow.
But the i·eader will detect that his practice through most of his
career in fact resembled that of the earlier sentimentalists. Since
his poetry indulges in the practices which he excluded from his
prose, it reminds one of that junk food junkie who, as the 1970s
pop song had it, when out in public dines sparely on wheat
germ and unpolished rice but when at home behind drawn blinds
gulps down platters of gravied beefsteak and bales of Twinkies.
A kinder way to put it is that Howells exemplified the writer
working at the time when ,the literary was separating from the
popular. His prose became a model for other serious writers
even as his verse followed the practices which would soon b~
relegated to the greeting card, the local poetry society, and the
pop song.
Howells' lyric poetry is generally meant to present a mood, a
momentary feeling of melancholy, pathos, joy, wonder, and similar uncomplicated emotions. Whether lyric or narrative, the aim
is to hold up a feeling, an impression, or an event for static contemplation, rather than to develop idea or character. His verse
rarely attempts the skepticism, doubt, sarcasm, or irony of the
twentieth century, and it does not try for epic sweep or for
philosophical profundity. The language is the ordinary-too
ordinary-"good English" of the classroom and the editorial desk,
with much use of the inversions of syntax and the special diction
characteristic of romantic writing. Even his narratives with Midwestern settings make little attempt to employ the supposed
vernacular that appeared in some of the writing of John Hay
and Bret Harte and the prose humorists. And his verse avoids
"exaggeration" as carefully as his prose, a discipline acceptable
in realism but nearly fatal to poetry. Most of his prose celebrates
a world of ideality, purged of the cantankerous and. ugly and
malicious and dull. Even his occasional poems 'set in tbe Midwest
or in the Venice that he knew well are intended to arouse sentimental responses rather than to develop new awareness. Only
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in his fifties, after setbacks in his career and his personal life,
did he recognize that the blows delivered to romantic idealism
by the forces we sum up as Darwinism and industrialization might
prove fatal.
In addition to dramatic verse and a small number of uncollected magazine pieces, Howells brought out what amounts to
two volumes of poetry. His first three books were in reality one.
His first book appearance was in the second half of the volume
Poems of Two Friends (1860). (The first half of this book was
filled with poems by John J. Piatt, a lifelong friend who would
become one of the best known Midwestern poets of the day. As
of 1860, there was little to choose between them: I suspect a
large measure of hindsight in those who profess to find promise
in Howells' early verse which they say is lacking in Piatt's.) Most
of the poems from this first book reappear in Poems (1873). As
was the publishing custom at the time, the works in this book,
in tmn , are reprinted almost unchanged except for four additions,
in Poems (1886). The 1886 volume therefore represents Howells
work from youth to middle age (in 1886 he became 49).
Prominent in the volume are several longish narrative poems.
In these, as in his lyrics, Howells' aim is not to tell of an action
for its own sake, nor to use action to achieve a "statement." The
goal rather is to enable the reader to enjoy contemplation of an
experience arousing melancholy or pathos or other standard
emotions. In most of these poems Howells used the hexameter
line which had been revived in the middle of the century by
Kingsley and by Longfellow. Hexameter tends to be a bold meter,
one that forces attention upon itself by creating a swinging
rhythm that emphasizes the artifice, the fact that what is conveyed is at a remove from ordinary existence. Few users of the
hexameter cow the line as did Whitman, who forced it into so
many variations to match the turn of his thought that it often
seems a mere nod to convention. Howells, like Longfellow, let
the line dominate his expression.
Howells modeled his tales on the domestic narrations of
Longfellow and Tennyson, not on their retellings or imitations
of classics. Three of his narrative poems are set in Ohio. "The
Pilot's Story," perhaps the best known of his poems, was first
published in Atlantic Monthly in September, 1860. The approxi-
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mutely 120 lines give the setting, a spring evening on a steamboat laboring upriver. The pilot carefully watches the channel
but meanwhile spins his yarn to a group of passengers. He tells
them how a well dressed white man once brought aboard a
beautiful woman who though white in appearance had enough
Negro blood to be held as a slave. The two seem to be in love.
But the man is soon fleeced by the boat's profeSSional monte
players, and coldly tells the woman that he has sold her to meet
his losses. Stunned, she shlieks at him-he has broken a promise
to set ~er free, and he is disregarding their son, who lives in
S.t. Loms. Section IV is an interlude, probably intended to give
time for the story to take hold of its readers. It shows the pilot
pausing in his tale as the steamboat passes a settlers' boat where
peacocks CIY and white-headed children laugh, elements meant
perhaps to add a note of terror and to deepen the sentimental
feeling about the couple's son. In the last section the pilot says
that though other passengers gathered around the woman as
though to protect her, the master seized her. But she broke away,
ran to the stern, and, giving one last proud look at the crowd
leapt off the deck. She fell On the paddlewheel which crushed
her into the water. As he turns the steamboat 'toward a town
the pilot says that he never likes to pass after dark the spo;
where the event took place. The narrator ends with the report
that everything in the scene was "serene and calm" but "the
odorous breath of the willows / Smote with a mystical sense of
infinite sorrow upon us." The "odorous breath," that is, is to smite
the reader with a sense of pathos. Howells avoids the didactic
and the consolatory, two elements that could have been expected
if Long~ello,:" had wri~ten the story. The Midwestern setting
and the lmphed nostalgIa for the river as it was before it became
an industrialized canal give the poem appeal. But it lacks the
dramatic conflict n.ecessary for tragedy; it is, finally, little more
than a report of a happening. Sophisticated moderns of course
are not likely to make the mistake of those country editors who
it seems, sometimes printed the popular poem in prose para~
graphs. They ,:,ay, however, make the mistake of reading. the
poem as an anti-slavery tract. But the fact that the woman ·is a
slave is only a necessary ploy for the story (a free woman would
have had other alternatives than surrender Or sUicide). Howells,
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The poem is a failure as an account of a dramatic happening.
Lebeau himself says notlling at the moment of criSis, and neither
he nor the narrator supplies any reason for him to give in after
standing firm for so long. His conversion happens after Howells
has accumulated a sufficient mass of sentimental appeals. Feminists may note that pleas from well meaning str'angers and from
religious leaders, and even the reminders of his love for his
mother, do not crumble Lebeau's icy resistance, but a touch from
the young woman brings his immediate downfall. Foreknowledge
that later decades would label as the power of sex this triumph
of the empedestaled female over the super-macho male would
have scandalized tl,e Howells who carefully hid away "in discreet comers" the free-spoken letters of Mark Twain.'2 In Howells'
eyes, the motive power was the "tender" love of a young woman,
a female figure he made as ethereal as the person of Christ as
portrayed in Reader's Digest. A third narrative with a Midwestern setting is the short poem "The Bobolinks Are Singing,"
an implausible mood piece related by a speaker who feels that
a house is haunted because a girl who once lived there had
drowned herself nearby.
The best narrative poems, at least to modem taste, engage
some complexity of thought and feeling. Both are set in Venice.
"No Love Lost" is an epistolary poem concerning Americans in
Europe. Philip, a young man, had been reported killed during
the Civil War, but in fact had only been taken prisoner. When
he reappears, he hears from Bertha, his bethrothed, that she has
taken up willi another man. When Philip sees Bertha in Venice,
he renounces her. Some of the story is told in letters from Clara,
a young woman who meanwhile has fallen wildly in live with
Philip, and accordingly sees his every action as heroic. The narrator ends with the half humorous remark that "I don't exactly
see where the heroism commences"-the best line in the poem
both because it is given in natural English and because it suggests that the story is not quite SO unusual and wonderful as the
participants believe it to be. The line has the effect of upsetting
expectations slightly, enabling Howells to pose as a bit too
sophisticated to believe entirely in the melodramatic story. The
reader will note that Philip does not make a serious attempt to
regain Bertha's love, presumably because in tl,e nineteenth cen-
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tury the fact that she had involved herself with another man
made her soiled goods. One wonders what the alternative would
have been: was Bertha to remain forever celibate even though
she understood that Philip was dead?
The best of the narrative poems is "Pordenone." The narrator
is a modem man who studies the peeling frescos on the wall of
a Venetian building that once was a monastery but now is a
barracks for Austrian soldiers. He begins to imagine the Renaissance times when the artist Pordenone painted these walls, perhaps modeling some figures on the girl Violenta. An amusing
participant in the imagined scene is an old ~riar wh~ mistakes
one Biblical event for another. Pordenone thmks of hIS contemporary Titian as a rival, and at first rejects the greater artist's
offer of friendship. This gives Titian an opening to make a long
esthetic and moral statement of the belief that artists are only
"Pencils God paints with," and that it is "the delight of doing"
that keeps an artist at his work. The narrator then comes back
to the present, never to know what happened to the characters.
He says that he would like to know their histories, and observes
that he is "ill content with the metaphysical phrases," in Titian's
speech. Howells of course must have been rather proud of the
speech but apparently felt, like Heine, that a direct statement
of views would go down better if he pretended distaste for it. I~
is unfair, but inevitable, that the reader will compare Howells
procedure with Browning's: the material would make a fine dramatic monologue, but Howells' conception of it is too lax for
such craggy, taut presentation.
The most unusual of the narratives almost succeeds in achieving the charm Howells could never quite produce. Th~s is
"Bopeep: A Pastoral," a tale set in never-never land that IS so
openly sentimental and conforming that it almos~ works a~ a
delightful story (or as a sly put on, if the reader IS a skeptic).
The characters are those of nursery rhymes, not the grotesque
or foolish or wicked people such poems often actually have, but
the ultra-good personages they are popularly thought to ~ave
(and may indeed have in versions improved by uneducatlOn~1
psychologists). Out herding her sheep one day, Bopeep IS
"stung" by a snake and, as we have heard, loses the flock. ~ andering about in a directionless way, she finds, of course, a bnght

little cabin in the forest which, of' course, is inhabited by a
handsome and friendly young hermit who, of course, turns out
to be t~le son of good old King Cole, who, of course, rejoices to
have his, son return to the family castle with a charming young
woman. Bopeep learns tllat Boyblue, awakened we assume for
the occa~ion, is tending her sheep, and all, of course, ends in rosy
expectatIOn of happy marriage. One can imagine a Mari=e
M.oore version ~f. this story with bite to it, or a Tennyson version
WIth verbal felIClty so ~reat that objections to its sentimentality
would be almost overndden. Howells apes Tennyson's diction
~sing :'m?,ssy-bearded rock" and "'ware" (for "aware") and
. aweanly, as well as "thee" and "thou" and other anachronisms
mtended to locate the story in the times of our funny-talking
ancestors. But the tale has neither bite nor delight. It is common~lace because of Howells' usual flatness of language, as in these
lmes from the third stanza:
Bright silver spangles hath she on her dress
And of her red-heeled shoes appears the'sheen·
And sh~ hath ribbons of such blue or green
'
As best SUltS pastoral people's comeliness.
Among topics and themes of tlle narratives are love death
nostalgia, and the sense of loss which may come wi~h such
?hanges as maturity and the cycle of seasons. Most of the lyrics
m Poem,s ce~ter, on o.ne or another of these matters, generally
assemblmg clIches of Idea and feeling in such inherited fonus as
the son~et, c~up~,e,~s, and a variety ~f other rhymed patterns. The
poems Capnce, Before the Gate, ' "Through the Meadow" and
"The Sarcast~c Fair" all show women who are more cle:er by
ha~ than theIr men at perceiving the quality of a love relationshIP: As in a television comedy, the men are bumbling, fairly
stral~htfo~ard but bewildered; the women are ingenious and
n.'ampulahve. Other love lyrics show a girl crying as her man
ndes away, a lover who feels jealousy, and (in "Forlorn") the
not very convincing despair of a lover who "came too late" to
find his sweetheart. The models are not so much Heine and
Tellilyson as earlier English poets of the Elizabethan and Restoration eras-without, of course, the earthy honesty of those ancestors. The best of the poems, "Feurbilder," deals not with young
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love but with a marriage relationship. A couple sit before a fire
with their young daughter. The child sees in the flames a young
woman who loves a man her own age, but then sees her marrying
an older man even as a funeral procession-presumably for the
young man-passes by. The child's mother pales, but the father
is pleased. The reader assumes that the child's vision is analogous
to the parents' marriage. The poem "Clement" is, like "No Love
Lost," interesting for the student of morality, for here the failure
of love to result in marriage is clearly caused by the fact that
the woman has been manied before.
Several poems deal with death. Though this topic is of interest
in every era, Victorian writers-as Leslie Fiedler is always observing-gave it the attention we now reserve for sex. This was the
period when the redoubtable Mrs. Lydia Sigourney of Connecticut set some sort of record by publishing in The Weeping Willow
70 poems, every doldrumic one of them on death. Her supporters
could have cited as literary authority for her practice the statement of Poe in "The Philosophy of Composition" that "the
death ... of a beautiful woman is, unquestionably, the most
poetical topic in the world." In the mid-century the Englishspeaking world reveled in the deaths of Little Eva, Little Nell,
and Paul Dombey. A bit later, Twain could by satirizing the
verse of Julia Moore-that Sweet Singer of Michigan-sneak the
topic into Hucklebel"fY Finn. And after Lincoln's assassination
Walt Whitman could put forth the rhetoric of "0 Captain- My
Captain!" and the unconvincing reconciliation with death of
"When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd"-poems which,
along with others, caused Fiedler to assert that Whitman is to be
viewed as the laureate not of democracy or the self or sex, but
of death."
How did this topic become so dominant in the supposedly
optimistic, self-confident America of the mid-century? The
answers are several, none of them wholly convincing. Our recent
taboo on the topic had not yet developed; the age was much
concerned with what was taken to be the war between science
and religion, hence with the question of immortality; the century
valued the individual, so that his or her ultimate fate was of
great concern. Carl Bode suggests that the high mortality ratehalf of all the deaths in New York City in 1850 were of children
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under six-made death a visitor in every home and thus a
familiar." But surely the death rate through much of human
history has been equally high. The most likely explanation is
that Americans were continuing the emphasis on pathos which
they had inherited from writers of the sentimental movement
particularly from the poets of the "Graveyard School." Pathos i~
an emotion welcomed in a confident age when it appears to hold
no threat. If our age rejects overt pathos, it is perhaps because
in our bedeviled uncertainty, or mere weariness, we do not feel
secure with it. The taboo, incidentally, may be disappearing.
Both Russell Baker and Sylvia Porter found the topic of death
so prominent in the 1977-78 Broadway theatrical season that they
wrote newspaper columns on the phenomenon." And news reports told also of the astounding success of a "death shop" on
Long Island which in the summer of 1978 sold thousands of books
cards, pictures, tapes, and records on death, dying, funeral prac:
tices, and similar topics lately held to be in poor taste. When the
Victorians bothered to defend their practice, they asserted that
the purpose of indulging the morbid feelings was to improve
morality. Every age has its cant-the twentieth century social
critic is saying the same thing when he proclaims that pop treatments of sex are sophisticated, liberating, or scientific. Perhaps
the critic will soon find the same justification for the funeral.
Whatever the reasons, Howells as a man of his time wrote
several poems on death. "Pleasure-Pain"-an early piece sometimes printed in later books under the title "Summer Dead" and
sometimes given in shortened versions-is in the mood of I-Ieine's
"Das lyrische intermezzo" sequence but is simpler in both phrasing and thought, a domesticated story with bobolinks, a rural
village, and an old man telling a tale to a child. The source for
its rhythms and feeling appears to be Longfellow, as in these
lines from the third section:
Through the silent streets of the city,
In the night's unbusy noon,
Up and down in the pallor
Of the languid summer moon,
I wander, and think of the village,
And the house in the maple-gloom,
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And the porch with the honeysuckles
And the sweet-brier all abloom.
The lines lack Longefllow's felicity, of course. Though "unbusy
noon" is apt for nighttime quiet, lines three and four are fillers;
and "maple-gloom" and "abloom" are used merely to make a
rhyme.
The poems "Rapture," "Dead," "In August," and three pieces
on the Civil War ("The Battle in the Clouds," "For One of the
Killed," "The Two Wives") all present standard emotions in
standard ways. The poorest of the poems on death is the hastily
written "Elegy on John Butler Howells," a piece honoring
Howells' younger brother, who died on April 27, 1864. The poem
is datelined Venice, May 16, 1864, and apparently was dashed
off just after Howells received the letter informing him of the
death. Howells can hardly be criticized for the failure: the list
of good poems in English on the death of an individual is short
indeed.
Poems on tlle theme of the loss of freshness as one matures
are, like several on the sadness which may come with autumn,
entirely ordinary. Four poems on nostalgia also are bite, especially the collection of worn notions entitled "The Empty House."
Little more originality appears in two pieces which allude to the
poet's old home in Ohio. The speaker of "The Song the Oriole
Sings" hears in New England an oriole that reminds him of Midwest boyhood. The speaker of "The Mulberries" is in Venice
where, seeing fruit for sale on the Rialto bridge, he remembers
berries he ate in Ohio. The best known of the poems of nostalgia,
"The Movers," dated Ohio 1859, gives a static scene intended, as
usual, to arouse patllos. A young couple with children and dog
pass in tlleir wagon, toiling up the side of a valley and turning
for a last look at their log cabin; their memories are held for a
moment before they turn to resume their westward move. Nothing
happens to make the moment dramatic. Howells again has
assembled a poem ont of the storehouse of sentimental objects
and motions.
Prolonged immersion in so much traditional sentiment is likely
to make the reader welcome too effusively tlle poems in Stops of
Various Quills (1895) which show Howells facing up to the
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difficulties confronting the idealist in the last third of the century.'" What these 43 poems show, however, is not a new
Howells but the old one thwarted. He is still a romantic idealist,
he still aims to evoke the standard sentiments. But he is aware
that the received values are in trouble. He critcizes not the values
themselves but the human condition which does not live up to
them-and, meanwhile, enjoys the chance to stir the feelings,
especially pathos, by using the criticism as a device for approaching from a new direction such conventional themes as the sadness
of change, the persistence of "Care," tlle problems of why we
are born and what happens after death, the esthetic nobility of
disillusion, and the existence of guilt, despair, and cruelty. The
forms remain b'aditional also, most of the pieces being presented
in couplets or as sonnets, the rest in other co;nventional rhyme
schemes. Ambrose Bierce, at one extreme, indulged in similar
romantic poses but with considerably more bite; E. A. Robinson,
at another, was more profoundly troubled and thoughtful.
Howells' typical response was in the last poem in Stops, "What
Shall It Profit?," asking what "gain" had come from the undOing
of traditional belief:
If I deny the things past finding out;
Or if I orphan my own soul of One
That seemed. a Father, and make void the place
Within me where He dwelt in power and grace,
What do I gain by that I have undone?
Two poems suggest survival of Emersonian thinking. The ten
couplets which make up "Statistics" conclude that evil and crime
average out about the same from place to place, but men are
on a "spiral" and that "somewhere there is a God." Another set of
couplets, this one entitled "Time," is reminiscent of the earnest
moralism of Emerson's "Days." Time warns that once it passes
it never returns, implying that one should take advantage of it
while he can. The newest note in Stops is a touch of social
criticism. This, of course, is still based on the morality of romantic
sentimentalism rather than, for example, the practical-minded
recognition of social reality in the Fables of Jean de La Fontaine
or Howells' own prose speculations on the need for social reform.
In "Twelve P.M.," the speaker gratefully concludes tllat to come
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home from a dinner party and become "one's sheer self again"
is to drop the social facade and confront "the eternal Verity."
Two poems show a man discovering that his supposedly deserving
fellow men may be deceptive on evil. In "Parable" a yDlmg man
who follows Christ's admonition to give his goods to the poor
discovers that his beneficiaries engage in crime. Like Andrew
Carnegie and other contemporary stewards of wealth, he decides
that hereafter he will keep "for some wise purpose" what Providence has bestowed on him and will give only to the "Deserving
Poor," those "not intelligent / Enough to use the gifts of God
aright." In "Materials of a Story," a friend tells the narrator how
upon the death of an ex-convict he had helped, the man's mother
asked for the plate from his coffin and for the Howers-not out
of love for her son, but in order to sell the items to buy liquor.
The narrator does not moralize: he simply goes "on up town,"
accepting the story as one version of the way people are. The
poems with most appeal to present day readers move into strong
criticism of the way the economic system treats some of our
fellow men. "Labor and Capital" suggests that the horse which
draws a freight wagon and the man who drives it are on the same
level: both are slaves of "the Company." "The King Dines"
is a heavily ironic picture of a poor working man on a cold park
bench, gnawing on the bone his wife has brought him for lunch.
The poem is comparable in feeling to Edwin Markham's "The
Man with the Hoe," but is more diffuse.
Like most other Americans, Howells was late in recognizing
the new forces which English and Continental writers had confronted half a century earlier. To his credit, he did in middle age
attempt to deal with them. Yet, if only because there was no
model for him to follow, he did not develop a new mode of poetry
but simply used the old ways to ponder the effect of the new
forces-and, again, employed the new as material to stir the same
sentiments he had earlier sought to produce.
Howells lived on until 1920. Five late poems are interspersed
among the prose sketches in the collection The Daughters of the
Storage (1916). Though during his career he had written five
verse dramas, as well as some 30 other plays, the late poems are
as static as his earlier ones. "Captain Dunlevy's Last Trip" is a
narrative in hexameters, to be enjoyed partly for its picture of
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good fellows telling yams on a slow steamboat, partly for its
description of spring, and partly for its thin anecdote of an old
river pilot who suddenly finds his sense of directions reversed.
The pilots are roughs with hearts of gold, descendants no doubt
of the character types Harte had taken over from Dickens. "The
Face at the Window" is a well told ghost story, and "Breakfast
Is My Best Meal" is a slight, humorous contrast of an old man's
toast and black coffee with the bountiful meals his wife had
given him. "City and Country in the Fall," contrasting places
of residence, is a genial piece, of interest now only because the
two principal characters talk over the long-distance telephone.
The reader of these four poems might suppose that Howells had
given up concern with the troubles of idealism, p~eferring in old
age to deal with a world that has neither social nor moral nor
philosophical problems.
In "Black Cross Farm," (1904), however, Howells gave one
of his better treatments of the idealist's problem. The narrator
and his friend go back through the fields to visit an abandoned
farm. Howells writes his usual detailed description of.the natural
scene, and pauses to mourn over the gravestones in the yard and
the thought of the inhabitants who have vanished. The purpose
of the walk is to see a large black cross someone had nailed to
the bam. The friend tells the narrator that no one knows w,lly
the cross was placed there; there is no explanation for it, no
legend about it. The narrator observes that the boards could not
have crossed by chance, and that in that area the farm's owner
would not have been Catholic; he asks if the maker of the cross
could have intended a secret expiation. The friend's answer, a
suggestion that appeals to the narrator, is given in lines that in
thought, attitude, and phrasing sound much like Robinson:
Suppose
That some one that had known the average woes
Of human nature, finding that the load
Was overheavy for him on life's road,
Had wished to leave some token in this Cross,
Of what had been his gain and been his loss,
Of what had been his suffering and of what
Had also been the solace of his lot?
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The narrator decides that he likes uncertainty better than a "more
definite" and thereby "vulgarer" story.
The pace is a bit slow. But in its suggestion of a resigned yet
faintly buoyant idealism as a way of confronting the difficulties
of existence, and in its use of pentameter couplets that are natural
in phrasing and free of special diction, the poem is comparable
to the work of Frost as well as that of Robinson. We have not
answered the questions or solved the problems of the romantics
but, as generations have a way of doing, we have turned aside
from them. If Howells had written more often as he did in
"Black Cross Farm," he would hold a place in our esteem as one
who made a major attempt to deal with the esthetic problems of
his time. Since he seldom got out of the well-worn, however, we
must view him as a potentially fine poet who only fitfully moved
toward achievement.
Michigan State University
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Image of Womanhood in the Spoon River Portraits

IMAGE OF WOMANHOOD IN THE
SPOON RIVER PORTRAITS
EVELYN SCHROTH

Following the Civil War, our nation tumed to the gospel of
practicality. Machinery, economic competition, and the capitalistic system-all did their part to create a new God-success.
The ideal man of this day was the practical man who devoted
his energies not to the life of personal realization but to the goal
of material or social advancement. Hostile to experience, he made
the pursuit of success his central goal, and life was reft of human
values.
It is this stifling of the world of realization, this adhering to
narrow morality and practical prudence at the expense of the full
life that Edgar Lee Masters is decrying in his Spoon River
Anthology, and the fact of its village locale is simply the accident
of early conditioning and his first-hand acquaintance with this
setting. Such stiflings as he depicts can take place anywherein the narrow conventionality and "dour Puritanism" of Spoon
River or in the "odious respectability" of the Chicago circles which
his wife and her family represented, but Masters chooses to use
the village setting. Through the village he presents the macrocosm, and his aim is not to revolt from the village as many
proclaim, hut to revolt from anything that nets waste in one's
potential, anything that cramps men and women and lets them
settle for less than the ideal and the whole, anything that confines
the understanding heart and the "magnanimous understanding."l
In his treatment of women, who occupy a typical pre-liberation existence in Spoon River, we can see Masters exemplifying
his theme with a minority group during a particularly significant
era. Women, he finds, are extremely vulnerahle to stunted growth
and unfulfilled lives, since they are held in hondage by the mores
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of the day. The tragedy of their plight is more obvious in a small
town, where they are unable to lose self in a larger context and
are constantly exposed to the judgment of narrow minds, bound
by rigid, stultifying codes.
The era from 1840 to World War I which Masters presents
was one which was revolutionizing the sphere of women. Early
nineteenth century society was governed by a double standard
of morals. Woman was a creature to be flattered cajoled and
indulged; after marriage she was to be suppressed, guided: and
often pitied. Marriage was not a partnership; it was a pure sex
relationship. vVoman was dependent upon masculine approbation
for her very existence. As the century progressed, women organized and fought for the suffrage; women's colleges were opened;
in greater numbers women continued to push into the professions; women's clubs were born-opening new fields of activity
and influence for women; but the vote had yet to be attained
when Edgar Lee Masters wrote his Spoon River portraits.
Against this hackground of oppression and strife, then, and
within the setting of a small rural community, Masters presents
his portraits of women characters speaking from the grave and
interpreting their lives-attestations of the state of nineteenth
century womanhood in America-, and the cry of defeat and
emhitterment is loudly sounded, with a few victories interspersed.
Inevitably the Spoon River portraits divide into groupings.
(Louis Untermeyer divides them into poems of plain statement
heightened by matter-of-fact humor, poems with disillusion as
the motive, and poems which lift both statement and disillusion
to a place of exultation." Masters, himself, uses a three-way
grouping: the fools, the drunkards, and the failures; the people
of one-birth minds; and the heroes and "enlightened spirits.".)
The portraits of women can be grouped into a fom-way classification, and this grouping can then constitute a framework through
which one can conceive Masters' interpretation of the state of
nineteenth century womanhood. We have the fulfilled group,
those who find satisfaction because of uncomplicated natures,
who go contentedly down the straight, SOcially approved path;
the compromisers, those who sublimate, who settle for "half a
loaf," who "buy" conventional respectability outside the role of
wife and mother but at personal cost; those who are the beaten,
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either because they violate the conventional code or fail to realize
their own potential; and finally the revolters, those who defy the
conventional code and establish for themselves a new one, the
forerunners of the present emancipated women.
In the fulfilled group we have Lois Spears, born blind, the
happiest of women:
As wife, mother and housekeeper,
Caring for my loved ones,
And making my home
A place of order and bounteous hospitality.4
And Mrs. George Reece, who was "left with the children / To feed
and clothe and school them" and did it with a code of "Act well
your part, here all the honor lies.'" Here, too, is the immortalized
Lucinda Matlock who lived together for seventy years with her
husband, raised twelve children, eight of whom they lost, who
asks
What is this I hear of sorrow and weariness,
Anger, discontent and drooping hopes?
Degenerate sons and daughters,
Life is too strong for youIt takes life to love Life.·
Fulfillment for such women, then, as Masters defines it, is
one where a woman not only fills the conventional social role
of wife and mother but also finds satisfaction and personal fulfillment therein. Such women are probably an exaltation of
Masters' pioneer grandmother-a "venerable woman," he calls
her. It is her virtues that he is extolling in this group-" the
peace, the order, the plenty, the old-fashioned charm" of her
home, where he loved to visit; her magnetic nature with its
laughter and fun and never exhausting cheerfulness and affection;
and her way of life-one of happiness, peacefulness and affection,
representing the pioneer element that founded the land and
exemplified the more durable virtues. And these women of "onetrack minds" Masters seems to suggest need no assist. They have
found happiness and have realized contentment in a conventional
feminine role without any emotional conflicts. But other women
more complex in nature and/or more unfortunate in their lots do
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need the chance to tell their own tales and to evaluate them from
the perspective of distance.
Inside the peripheral groups-those who compromise and
those who are "beaten"-are those Masters can empathize with
from his early home situation-with its strained marital relationship, and his father's "trapped" way of live--, from his oWn at
best "second level" marriage,' from his Chicago sojourn, and
from his recollections of village characters. He speaks of the
tragedy of his father's being caught in the circumstances he was,
among small-minded people: "the life of Petersburg or Lewistown
was his fated lot . . . a misfit in the life he lived among the
people....'"
Masters' own life in Chicago, he says, gave him vast understanding of human nature and of the world. Thus he came to
know the people who ride "the wheel of fortune," shaped by
fate, some for better and some for worse. These, then, composites
of the people he knew, he presents as real people, and in so
doing he gives us a literary presentation of woman's lot and of
his own philosophy of love and its role in the human sphere.
Among the compromisers we find pragmatics, women who
escape their indiscretions by convenient marriages, who settle
for safety and shelter and outward respectability. Here is Julie
Miller who at thirty marries a sixty-five-year old man because
she is pregnant, and Russian Sonie, who had been a roU(\e for
many years, who then met Patrick Hammer on the- boat and
came to Spoon River [to live} here / For twenty years-they
thought that we were marriedl"lO We have here, too, the uprighteous wives who insist upon the sanctity of their legal marital
roles and rights even when love has disappeared, for says Mrs.
Purkapile,
o

. . . A promise is a promise
And marriage is marriage,
And out of respect for my own character
I refused to be drawn into a divorce
By the scheme of a husband who had merely grown tired
Of his marital vow and duty."
Here, too, are the sublimators, those who turn to SOcially
acceptable service. Emily Sparks, who says, "I, the teacher, the
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old maid, the virgin heart, / Who made them all my children,"l2
and Lydia Humphrey, who trudges
Back and forth, back and forth, to and from the church,
With my Bible under my arm
Till I was gray and old;
Unwedded, alone in the world,
Finding brothers and sisters in the congregation,
And children in the church."
These women represent those who seek contentment in the life
role that they have of necessity carved for themselves. While
they are not beaten, in the sense that they still live within the
social bounds of respectability, neither are they fulfilled, since
they have denied themselves valid human relationships.
And as a last group, we have the beaten. These include women
who have fallen into the "marriage trap" and have thereby abandoned development of their own potential. Here is Margaret
Fuller Stack who "would have been as great as George Eliot,"
but who married the rich druggist, gave birth to eight children
and "had no time to write," as she warns: "Hear me, ambitious
souls, / Sex is the curse of lifel"14 For such the conventional role
of the first group does not satisfy; theirs is not the uncomplicated
nature that can adjust to such confines.
We have those who attain only hollow victories. Amelia
Garrick gloats: "I know that I vanquished your spirit; ... / I am
really the unconquerable power over your life / That robs it of
complete triumph.""
Here, too, is the outcast-". . . Daisy Fraser who always
passed / Along the streets through rows of nods and smiles. / And
coughs and words such as" there she goes. Also here are the
martyrs who pay a price that embitters. Constance Hately reveals her truth:
You praise my self-sacrifice, Spoon River,
In rearing Irene and Mary....
But I poisoned my benefactions
With constant reminders of their dependence."
Others among the beaten are the misfits and the frustratedthose who expend their emotions inwardly into futile self-pity,
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waste and destruction: Mabel Osborne, who "Withered before
your eyes, Spoon River-Thirsting, thirsting, / Voiceless from
chasteness of soul to ask you for love,"l' And Louise Smith, the
jilted, who bemoans,

If I had let my love for him alone
It might have grown into a beautiful sorrowWho knows?-filling my life with a healing fragrance.
But I tortured it, I poisoned it,
I blinded its eyes, and it became hatred-"19
Women then in Spoon River are still bound by a culturally
defined conventionality that permits them to function only in a
male dependent role within the institutionalized roles of wife
and mother, or within some culturally approved occupational role
as teacher or mother substitute, or in some service role connected
with the church or charitable institution. But, Masters is contending, unless one's nature is attuned to such a role, such confinement nets waste of human potential.
If the women break from convention, they most often become
recluses or eccentrics or "fall" victim to the pitfalls of an outside world which is defined by man and for which they have not
been prepared, since they have not learned to establish their
own identities, or to rely on themselves as sources of strength, or
to fend realistically with the machinations and manoeuvers of
men who are accustomed to pitting themselves against each other.
And these, Masters is saying, represent thwarted lives, lives of
vacuous existence and despair.
Had Masters confined his women portraits to these three
groups, he would have emerged as a man stating that women
unable to fit happily into the first mould or unable by native
endowment or by Fortune to find such a niche have the choice
either of compromising and settling for "half a loaf" or of
ending up with disillusionment, frustration, and despair. Not
so-more hope than this is offered by a fourth group, Masters'
"enlightened spirits." Formed by forces not of their own making,
these natures refuse to be oppressed, and plunge into the unknown
to live life and to wrest from the living if not Paradise a release
from Hell'· and freedom to experience life, a struggle which provides them with broad understanding.
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The fourth group, the revolters, who triumph because they
refuse to be licked by the stultifyiog efforts of Spoon River,
bespeak Masters' liberal, free-thinkiog credo. Masters early
threw out the Bible as revelation. He saw miracles as nonsense.
Because he couldn't abide the "men of small natures and inveterate prejudice and village ignorance of the good and beautiful"21
who controlled the church, he threw aside organized religion.
Having detelmioed not to marry, he sought "varietism" io his
sexual life until he eventually married a society girl with a
"Golden Aura" who captivated his fancy, that he might allay
unendiog loneliness-his father advising that he had to marry
someone, that the girl was "as good as anyone," that a "man has
got to have one of them."" Prepared to offer her fidelity, he
found enroute that their "bloods did not mix," that their differences were too great for a harmonious life. Though attractive
and dutiful she lacked magnetism for him, so he sought extramarital comfort with the easy rationalization that women rather
expected such light-hearted adulteries and were not threatened
by them so long as their own favored positions were secure;"
and that for him there was nothing wrong io erotic indulgence.
This philosophy is reflected in the portraits of his revolters.
Revolter Marie Bateson concludes:
It is well to abstaio from murder and lust,

To forgive, do good to others, worship God
Without graven images.
But these are external means after all
By which you chiefly do good to yourself.
The inner kernel is freedom."
And
jSarah Brown:
Go to the good heart that is my husband,
Who broods upon what he calls our guilty love:Tell him that my love for you, no less
than my love for him
Wrought out my destiny-that through the flesh
I won spirit, and through the spirit, peace.
There is no marriage in heaven,
But there is love?'
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Here for Masters, then, are advances as women develop personhood and inner freedom to form their own codes to live by.
The World War haviog destroyed the era out of which Spoon
River was born, The New Spoon River, a sequel to the first book,
represents World War I urbanized village life. It, in limited
fashion, does reflect some of the changiog attitudes toward
women, as "progress" reaches Spoon River:
Lulu Kay, the stenographer, speaks of
The equal rights of men and women,
And their iotiroate association [which]
Made Daisy a useless functionary
In the changing life of Spoon Riverl 26
Mrs. Gard Waful tells of the different modes of life io three
generations of women:
My grandmother kept house and made the garden,
And spun and cooked and raised ten children.
My mother headed a house that was kept
By servants, and raised three children.
But I knew the art of running a club,
And how to select a receiving committee?7
Lucile Lusk defends premarital sex:
There is nothing makes me sorrier for men
Than their emotions about virginity:
How they prize it, how they rave for its loss,
And revenge its loss.
Lucius Atherton took my virgioity.
And wasn't I as well off for losing as he for winning?
I married another man afterwards,
And lived happily enough."
Thelma Ehrgott emancipates herself from the parochialism
of village morality as she says to Spoon River:
Divinity never clothed your customs or rules,
Your laws, now even your creeds!2.
While Clara Viall strikes a cry for the full life:
Tell men and women to repress, to sublimate
Passion to service, life to duty,
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But carve for me a granary afire,
From which a swallow is swiftly flying
to smokeless skies!'o
The earliest rebels are now well established in post-World
War I Spoon River. Masters' own "way out" has been adopted
by others, as Spoon River tastes post-war "progress." Here are
manifested spirited defenses of a freer morality, wider social
roles for women, an enlarged perspective.
So we have Masters giving approval to the heroines of group
one and to the enlightened spirits of group four, women who
refuse to be stifled by oppression. A question we may well ask
is which of these two groups does Masters approve? We can
attempt an. answer by turning from the Spoon River books to
his own "apologia," his autobiography, Across Spoon River. Here
he states:
There are levels of truth, lower and higher ... erotic love
is like wine, and the intoxication of both is similar, attended
with the same exaltation and reaction. That is truth, but
a higher truth is that love is the warmth of wine that flames
through the heart with vital power, and brings no relapse
to self-contempt, to achieving regret.'!
Masters here seems to be concluding that the highest form of
realization is that attained by the first group, love with warmth
and no after regrets. But when such doesn't come, there is an
alternative with its own rewards. And he cites his Own case:
I wrote that a man like myself will go, through dis-illusionment again and again, and then will enter the enchantment
again and again, just as he will be dupe again and again by
wine. It is true, because such a heart will search until it
finds; and then if it never finds it should be philosophized
and filled with magnanimous understanding.'2
Masters himself philosophizes. He turns to Shelley and to
the thought that love launches the self out of oneself and "creates
in the infinite a world for itself alone, how different from this
obscure and fearful den."'" And such a love, which brings with
it experience, gives him then power and understanding to write.
This, coupled with his sense of responsibility to lead a socially
constructive life, brings us the Spoon River portraits, where
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women from the grave insightfully lay bare their lives and evaluate them. Their judgments are, of course, those of Edgar Lee
Masters, whose pen thus becomes a powerful force in interpreting
for us the lot of women in the nineteenth century America and
in pointing out a forward direction.
Western Illinois University
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THE POPULAR WRITER, PROFESSORS,
AND THE MAKING OF A REPUTATION:
THE CASE OF CARL SANDBURG
PAUL FERLAZZO

j

January 6, 1978 marked the centennial of Carl Sandburg's
birth, an appropriate time to begin a reconsideration of his work
and of his position in American letters. I say "begin a reconsideration" because for a long time not much new has been going on
in Sandburg studies. Since Sandburg's death in 1967, for example,
there have been fewer than twenty significant articles published
in the journals about him, and only two books have appeared,
a volume of his letters and a biography.' This does not seem like
much when one considers the extent of Sandburg's 53 year
writing career-poet, novelist, biographer, historian, journalist,
lecture, folksinger, writer of children's literature, recipient of two
Pulitzer Prizes and numerous other awards and honorary degrees,
a friend of Presidents, kings, governors, congressmen, New York
entertainers and Hollywood stars, and of nearly evelY major and
minor literary figure of five decades.
During his lifetime Sandburg's face and large frame had been
made part of the American pictorial scene by members of the
mass media, and he has the distinction of being
. one of our most
photographed writers. Pictures of him exist in varying poses and
for a variety of occasions with a healthy cross section of other
famous faces of our age-with President Kennedy and President
Johnson; with Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas and
with Richard Nixon when he was Eisenhower's Vice-President;
with Andres Segovia and Andre Kostelanetz; with Charlie Chaplin and Frank Lloyd Wright; and with a number of America's
most popular actresses, including Bette Davis, Elizabeth Taylor,
Ingrid Bergman, and Marilyn Monroe.
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Sandb~rg's audience was on occasion larger than any poet
could pOSSIbly have dreamed of before the invention of television.
Sandburg talked about Lincoln, sang songs, and read poetry on
some of television's most popular programs, including the Bell
Telephone .Hour, the Ed Sullivan Show, a Gene Kelley Special,
and the Milton Berle TV Show. In addition, Sandburg can still
be seen and heard on at least seven educational films and on SOme
50 phonograph records. Interviews of him are available on tape
film, and in print, conducted by such respected figures of th~
media as Alistair Cooke, Howard K. Smith, Edward R. Murrow,
and Russell Baker.
!"evertheless, after all. of, this exposure and popularity, after
havrng ~een part ~f A~enca s popular consciousness for so long,
and havrng been Identified as one of its great cultural heroes
Sandburg has all but slipped from the literary memory of man;
academics. As a poet he is confined largely to the secondUiy
schools. A dissertation written in 1970 at Ohio State confirms
the trend: its title, "A Study of Carl Sandburg: A Major Writer
for the Secondary School of Today.'" Michael Yatronhas written
Uil article for the English Journal deceptively titled, "Carl Sandburg: The Poet as Nonconformist," in which he shows how the
good secondary school teacher might introduce the subject of
poetry to students who have an aversion to it by beginning with
the work of Carl Sandburg. 3 From Sandburg, Yatron argues, the
teacher can lead his or her pupils On to more complex and more
rewarding poetry.
In the college antllologies of American literature Sandburg
has not d?ne much better. Out of the nearly 1,000 poems he
wrote, he IS represented usually by only a half-dozen or so lyrics
the most popular of which are "Fog," "Chicago," "I am the People'
the Mob," "Cool Tombs," and "To a Contemporary Bunkshooter.':
As awriter.of prose, Sandburg has done a little better, although
on the whole It appears a dubious achievement. His six volume
Pulitze~ Prize winning biography of Lincom has been relegated
to. servrng as part of the Book-of-the-Month Club membership
dnve. If you enroll in a one year hial membership, and promise
to buy four other titles, you may purchase the six volume Lincoln
for $18.50 as opposed to the publisher's list price of $120. The
other books offered as options in this same membership appeal
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ment. But what is presently interesting and what may be observed is the process by which Sandburg became a minor figure
in the face of his popular support and mass appeal.
It appears that there are at least three major circumstances
which worked against Sandburg's ability to form a successful
relationship with the scholar-critics. The first was his popularity.
Until very recently academic critics have not known what to do
with a poet who was financially comfortable, famous, and loved
by a wide audience. Such a poet, it was automatically thought,
must not be very good. He must be writing to the lowest level
of the public's comprehension on subjects that are dull, common,
or insignificant. His own degree of sensitivity and his power to
render human feeling must both be very low. In all of this there
was mingled the academic's suspicion that tl,e masses really do
not know what is good in literature.
Until the closing years of his life, Sandburg accepted almost
any invitation to speak, to sing songs, or to recite poetry in a
public forum. He was without discrimination in this regard and
would go before a joint session of Congress, or to a University
auditorium, or on the platfrom of a local Grange Hall with the
same vigor and enthusiasm. Sharing a TV stage with a Gene
Kelley or a Milton Berle, or showing up on the Ed Sullivan Show
between a high wire act and a ventriloquist might seem tasteless,
unbecoming, or ridiculous for a poet in the eyes of an academic,
but not so in the opinion of Carl Sandburg. He did not separate
himself from the people, or consider himself better, smarter, or
different from the common man in the way that a traditional
scholar-critic might expect a poet to feel.
In fact, Sandburg brought himself closer to the common
people and further away from the critics by emphasizing the
immigrant background he shared with many other ethnic Americans at a time when it was not fashionable to talk about one's
roots. Instead of trying to align himself with a pre-established
American tradition and jump into tl,e warm bath of the so-called
American melting pot, he kept alive the uniqueness of his
Swedish heritage. He travelled to Sweden on several occasions,
visited the home region of his family, and accepted an honorary
degree from Uppsala and an award for literary merit from King
Gustav.
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The image of Sandburg as a farmer is another aspect of his
popularity which never quite set right with the urbanized scholarcritics. His folksy, casual bearing, his pronounced love of the
land and reverence for nature appeared quaint to them, but
unconvincing as a source for wisdom or poetic beauty. It is
interesting in this regard to compare Sandburg with Robert Frost
who also from time to time has had associations with a farm
and has fared on the whole much better with scholars. The difference is that the farming image for Frost was always something of a pose, colored with sophisticated irony. Commentaries
about Frost remind us of his unorthodox farming practice of
milking cows at midnight when neighboring farmers were fast
asleep. Tlus freed Frost from the necessity of having to be taken
too seriously as a farmer-poet. Also, there was the sly suggestion
that milking cows at midnight might be slightly superior to
milking them at 5 A.M., as did his neighbors who remained
bound to the routine of their animals.
A second major reason for Sandburg's failure with the scholarcritics was his social philosophy. Until World War I he had
been a Socialist and much of the revolutionary spirit of Socialism
infonns the Chicago Poems. After his break with the Social
Democrats Sandburg continued his interest in Socialist policy
although his ideas began to mellow into a general feeling of faith
and hope in the future of manldnd which found its greatest
expression in The People, Yes of 1936. His mellow optimism and
faith in the future became the dominant motifs in his poetry for
the rest of Ius life. In the view of Oscar Cargill, one of the few
important scholars who supported Sandburg, this mellowing was
a positive good, a sign of moral and intellectual growth, and a
by-product of Sandburg's research and writing on Abraham
Lincoln.'
However, many critics preferred the early Sandburg to the
later, the discontented Socialist rather than the optimistic singer
of folk wisdom. Kenneth Rexroth voiced this general feeling
when in 1958 he reviewed The Sandburg Range for The Nation."
He opened the essay with sometlung of a eulogy for Sandburg,
even though Sandburg had an active eight years of life ahead of
him. Rexroth's point, bitterly made in the course of the review,
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was that for hinl Sandburg had died in 1925 when he stopped
writing poetry in the vein of Chicago Poems.
Other critics saw this optimistic faith in the people as a failure
to fulfill the authentic social role of the poet. Both Daniel G.
Hoffman and Roy Harvey Pearce regret the fact that Sandburg
only registers the sentiments of the people and does nothing to
enhance' or change them. 6 Belund their criticism is the timehonored~otion that the poet must also be a teacher and a prophet,
one who mstructs and inspires the people to an appreciation of
high culture and a desire for feelings that are exquisite and
refined. Also, belund their criticism is the elitist assumption that
what the people feel, do, or believe is necessarily in need of
improvement, an idea antithetical to Sandburg's most basic
premise.
A third circumstance which worked against the establishment
of. Sandburg's reputation as a major poetic figure was the long
reIgn over American scholarship of the New Critics. Their stated
principle of illuminating the center of a poem without special
regard to the author or his intention, 'or to the culhll'al background of the work, was perhaps one of the most innovative
developments in the art of criticism during this century. But,
with their emphasis upon the tension, irony, imagery, and structure of a poem, they effectively excluded from serious consideration the bulk of Sandburg's poetry. By their standards Sandburg
appeared to write his poems by either intuition or whim and he
presented few subtleties or ambiguities that needed ex;lication.
As might be expected, the explication record of Sandburg's poetry
is very small. Since it began publication in 1942, The Explicator
has published a total of five explications of Sandburg's verse.7
Except for R. P. Blackmur, who criticized Sandburg's poetry
for being mere reportage, most of the New Critics simply ignored
Sandburg.s John Crowe Ransom, for example, in his 1951 article
evaluating the poets of the first fifty years of the twentieth century, lists as major American poets Edwin Al'lington Robinson,
Robert Frost, andT. S. Eliot; the minor American poets he lists are
Vachel Lindsay, William Carlos Williams, Ezra Pound, Marianne
More, E. E. Cummings, Hart Crane, and Allen Tate." He made
no mention at all of Sandburg, who just the year before had pub-
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lished his Complete Poems and been given the Pulitzer Prize for
h'
d
poetry.
f
The influence of New Criticism has heen ar-reac mg an
pervasive. Literary students, scholars, and critics educated since
the late 1940's have all been touched to a greater or lesser degree
by the values and opinions of the N~w Critics .regarding cultur~,
civilization and literature. It is only m recent times that we begm
to witness' a diminishing of the authority of their principles.
Nevertheless it would seem that the traditional academic opinion
of Sandhurg is largely aNew Critical opinion which, once crystallized has been handed down to succeeding waves of haccalaureat;s without re-evaluation.
Outlining these three conditions which seem to ~lave .work~d
against Sandburg's reputation as a poet-his populanty, his. ~o~JaI
philosophy, and the existence of a powerful school of cn~lclsm
that ignored him-is not special pleading for Sa.ndhur~. It IS one
observer's attempt at explaining the manner m w~lCh a po.et,
Once popular and honored, may fa~e in literary history. With.
the conclusion of his centennial year It may he hoped that anoth~I
evaluation of Sandburg can be made, one that will see his poetic
merits and failures for what they actually are, and will see them
out from under the burden of opinion we have inherited.

MYTH AND THE MIDWESTERN LANDSCAPE:
SHERWOOD ANDERSON'S MID-AMERICAN CHANTS
PHILIP GREASLEY

The dichotomy between nature and civilization has existed
throughout American literature. Cooper's forests and garrisons,
Hawthorne's forests and scaffold, and Twain's Mississippi River
and riverhank SOciety exemplify the romantic impulse to contrast idealized natural landscapes with despoiled man-created
environments.
This recurrent dichotomy gains new and terrible associations
with the rise of Midwestern industrial cities. America's westward
expansion occurs in and through the Middle West. The resulting
Mid-American industrial cities, like Chicago, possess all the failings of Cooper's garrisons along with many that author never
imagined.

Michigan State University
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Despite the cities' promise of hright lights and excitement,
early twentieth century Midwesterners often respond with
shocked rejection. Several elements combine to foster this reaction. Even from a distance, turn-of-the-century cities Come as
a shock. Skyscrapers begin to thrust into the air, disturhing the
hypnotically somnolent horizontal of Midwestern landscape.
From a closer perspective, the cities are ugly. They are a response
to the needs of commerce and industry, not those of beauty.
Furthermore, industry, experiencing unprecedented expansion,
heckons rural Midwesterners to the cities and then exploits them
ruthlessly. As rural people join the ranks of the urban proletariat,
"robher baron" capitalism, the industrial milieu, and the vastileSS
of the cities undercut Midwestern identity with the land, the
community, and Christianity.
But what are Midwesterners to do? By the early twentieth
century it was clear that America's future was in the night79
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marish industrial cities. Like many Midwestern writers, Sherwood Anderson was horrified by American industrialism. But in
Mid-American Chants Anderson confronted his fears and moved
beyond romantic rejection of the present. Using Mid-American
land- and city-scapes as the focus of his vision, he forged an
optimistic myth for twentieth century urban-industrial man.
Anderson's quest for the future begins with emphasis on
traditional American landscapes themselves. References like, "the
long fields and standing corn . . . the west winds . . . the vast
prairies . . . (and) the black swampy land" abound. Indeed,
whole poems are given over to nostalgic reminiscences of rural
Middle America, as these lines from "Evening Song" illustrate:
Back of Chicago the open fields-were you ever there?
Trains coming toward you out of the WestStreaks of light on the long gray plains?Back of Chicago the open fields-were you ever there?
Trains going from you into the WestClouds of dust on the long gray plains.
Long trains go West, too ....
Anderson joyfully affirms traditional American experience.
He expresses wonder and awe at the immensity, fertility, and
power of the land. Thus, the poet announces himself as one of
the people, saying,
I am of the West, the long West of the sunsets. I am of
the deep fields where the corn grows. The sweat of
apples is in me. I am the beginning of things and the
end of things.
Next, Anderson presents ecstatic Whitmanesque catalogues
proclaiming America's unique greatness. He begins with "Keokuk,
Tennessee, Michigan, Chicago, Kalamazoo-don't the names in
this place make you fairly drunk?" Later, he adds, "I am one
with the old gods-an American from Dakota-from the deep
valley of the Mississippi-from Illinois-from Iowa-from Ohio."
Sharing Whitman's enthusiasm at America's burgeoning numbers
and power, Anderson concludes, ". . . Wait I Try to believe. /
Stronger, deeper, stronger . . . over the land-wide-wide-
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over the land.... / Ninety, a thousand, a million, a nation....
See my young strength how it grows."
Yet beyond simple love for the land, Anderson-like earlier
authors-uses landscape to affirm certain values. His desire for
fixed values, personal and national identity, and closeness to the
divine order produces an almost pantheistic reverence for the
land and .traditional agrarian pursuits. Thus, long straight rows
of corn and dark, rich soil take on associations of fertility, permanency, and fulfillment. In this same way, Anderson maintains,
"Out of the land of my fathers, from Huron to Keokuk, beauty
shall come-out of the black ground, out of the deep black
ground." This beauty, he believes, will go far beyond the physical. It will attach itself to all aspects of American life.
If the American rural past offers security, identity, and fulfillment, the urban-industrial future seems at first to threaten
just the reverse. Both emotions are present as Anderson's persona
asserts,

I am mature, a man child, in America, in the West, in the
great valley of the Mississippi. My head arises above
the cornfields. I stand up among the new corn.
I am a child, a confused child in a confused world. There
are no clothes made that fit me.
The second half of this quotation expresses his unpreparedness
for the experiences and values of the twentieth century. The
old philosophical garments no longer seem to fit.
The city initially means more than confusion. It is frustration
and degradation. The city means "factories and marts and the
roar of machines-horrible, terrible, ugly and brutal. It crush( es)
... things down and down." The urban-industrial order seems
filthy and spiritually contaminating. Dust and the roar of mankilling machines symbolize Anderson's early response to the city.
The persona tells us,
... in the streets of my city I stood. My clothes were foul.
In the woven cloth that covered my body the dust of
my city had lodged. The dust of my civilization was in
my soul.
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Anderson initially believes people in the cities are smothered.
They need the beauty, the communion with the land, and the
values fostered by agrarian life.
Increasingly, however, Anderson moves beyond idealization
of the past and rejection of the present. Here, as before, natural
and urban-industrial environments carry the theme. Though the
city still remains threatening, Anderson begins to find some basis
for hope. He starts negatively, with

By God, we'll love each other or die trying. We'll get to
understanding too. In some grim way our Own song shall
work through.

... there are the broken things-myself and the others... .
We are all that, here in the West, here in Chicago... .
There's nothing but shrill screams and a rattle.

We're finding out-that's what I want to say. We'll get
at our own thing out here or die for it. We're going
down numberless thousands of us, into ugly oblivion.
. We know tllat. -

But then he adds the assertion of divine plan, saying,
That had to be-it's a part of the scheme.
Now, faint little voices do lift up.
Little faint beginnings of things- ... a life lived in Chicago-in tlle West-in the whirl of industrial America.
The poet begins to see purpose in the hitherto apparently meaningless brutality. He comes to accept that, "In denser shadows
by the factory walls, / In myoId cornfields, broken where the
cattle roam / The shadow of the face of God falls down."
At this point Anderson is able to integrate images of traditional American landscapes with those of the twentieth century
city and show the possibilities for positive new values and modes
of living. He finds that even urban-industrial life can become
fulfilling. The negative portrayals of the city-which Anderson
had previously viewed as man's ironic response to the natural
landscape-give way to an understanding that tlle city is the
environment of the present and future. Within it man will be
able to work out his destiny.
We're just a lot of muddy things caught up by the stream.
You can't fool us. Don't we know ourselves?
Here we are, out here in Chicago. . . . We are like the
sewerage of our town, swept up stream by a kind of
mechanical triumph-that's what we are.

We'll stay down in the muddy depths of our stream-we
will. There can't any poet come out here and sit on
~he shaky rail of our ugly bridges and sing us into
paradise.

But say, bards, you keep off our bridges. Keep out of our
dreams, dreamers. We want to give this democracy
thing they talk so big about a whirl. We want to see if
we are any good out here, we Americans from all over
hell. That's what we want.
The traditional American rural landscapes and the contemporary urban-industrial milieu have then become synonymous
with the values, opportunities, and restrictions of past imd present.
Systematic presentation of nature and industrial society has
developed and clarified these. These symbolic landscape references become even more important because the Chants are a
collection of impressionistic, sometimes surrealistic, topical poems.
They lack a logical statement of theme and even a consistent
unifying, clarifying voice. Each poem records tlle emotional
intensity at a specific moment without a direct statement of
theme. The totality of these emotional responses is at first a
nightmarish stream of consciousness. Only the consistent recurrence and juxtaposition of landscapes make clear Anderson's
moods, themes, and changes of perspective. Without references
to "oil on their boots" and "the roar of machines," poems like
"The Beam" would be sinlply incoherent screams of pain. With
these references, however, the sacrifice of human lives and hopes
to the industrial order becomes clear.
Eighteen men stood by me in my fall-long men-strong
men-see the oil on their boots.
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I was a guest in the house of my people. Through the years
I clung, taking hold of their hands in the darklless. It
rained and the roar of machines was incessant. Into
the house of my people quiet would not come.
Eighteen men stood by me in my fall. Through their breasts
bars were driven. With wailing and with weeping I ran
back and forth. Then I died. Out of the door of the
house of my people I ran. But the eighteen men stood
by me in my fall.

With Sherwood Anderson's recognition of the importance of
the role of landscape to his message and an understanding that
the city can offer man a viable future, he moves toward the
creation of new song-a new set of values, a spirit, again based
on man's relation to the land. In the "Foreword" to Mid-American
Chants Anderson maintains that
Song begins with and has its birth in the memory of older
things than we know.... In the beaten paths of life, when
many generations of men have walked the streets of a city
or wandered at night in the hills of an old land .... But in
our towns and fields there are few memory haunted places.
Here we stand in roaring city streets, on steaming coal
heaps, in the shadow of factories from which come only the
grinding roar of machines. We do not sing but mutter in the
darkness. Our lips are cracked with dust and with the heat
of furnaces. We but mutter and feel our way toward the
promise of song.
Mid-American Chants ultimately asserts the possibility of
song, but here again, the chants start negatively. They ask, "Can
a singer arise and sing in this smoke and grime? Can he keep
his throat clear? Can his courage survive? Soon after, the poet
refers to the urban landscape, exclaiming, 'We have to sing ...
in the darkness." By the middle of the chants, symbols associated
with the urban-industrial environment show that a commitment
has been made. The city will be man's new home:
It is day and I stand raw and new by the coal-heaps. I go
into the place of darkness at the beginning of the new
house.... New song is tearing the cords of my throat.
I am become a man covered with dust. I have kissed the
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black hands of new brothers and cannot return to bury
my beloved at the door of the long house.
Later, landscapes again mirror the progress toward Anderson's
dream of new song. He calls the workers to song, saying,
In denser shadows by the factory walls,
In myoId cornfields, broken where the cattle roam,
The shadow of the face of God falls down.
From all of Mid-America a prayer,
To newer, braver gods, to dawns and days,
To truth and cleaner, braver life we come.
Lift up a song,
My sweaty men,
Lift up a song.
Finally, the chants end, reaffirming that the industrial environment will not destroy man. The last poem concludes in a call
to song:
I look far into the future beyond the noise and the clatter.
I will not be crushed by the iron machine.
Sing.
Dare to sing.
Kiss the mouth of song with your lips.
In the morning and in the evening
Trust to the terrible strength of indomitable song.
Landscapes express, then, the poet's growing willingness to
work out his destiny in the industrial city. His growing faith
in the industrial future is mirrored in the increasing emphasis on
song. Anderson sees the problems, but he moves forward,
knowipg the values of the Midwestern past, those of the long
straight rows of com and the black swampy earth, will guide man
as he moves into a newer world. The old world will bring forth
the new, and the cornfields will become sacred,
... our cornfields, the old dreams and prayers and thoughts
... sweetening our broad land and getting even into our
shops and into the shadows that lurk by our factory
doors.
It is the time of the opening of doors.
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No talk of what we can do for the old world.
Talk and dream now of what the old world can bring to
us-the true sense of real suffering out of which may
come the sweeter brotherhood.
God, lead us to the fields now....
May our fields become our sacred places.
Yet Sherwood Anderson is not content to simply express the
joy and faith in the American landscape or to invest the landscape with meanings and values. Having accomplished these in
Mid-American Chants, he attempts to build support for the values
he favors. Anderson chooses myth as his tool. As such American
landscapes and cities acquire mythic overtones. These descriptions consistently use the language and symbols of Christian and
classical mythology. Christian myth contributes "the flood,"
"fires which do not bum," "the beginning of things and the end
of things," and "the upper room (and) . . . down below the
others ... waiting-Judas and Peter and John-He was crucified
for them."
Classical mythology suggests references to "Ulysses," to
"soldiers emerging from the com and killing each other in battle,"
and to a "hoarse and terrible singer, half man, half bird, floating
in cold bleak winds ... , wings burned by the fires of furnaces."
Anderson heightens the intensity by employing repeated
mythic references to sexuality and to the annual fertility cycle.
Mid-American cornfields become shrines, and the American
growth cycle assumes mythic stature commensurate with the
E1eusian mysteries. Often, Anderson links his fertility myths
in Mid-American Chants with sexuality. For example, in "Spring
Song" comes the declaration,
In the spring I press your body down on wet cold newplowed ground....
I would have my sacred way with you.
Thus, Anderson closes the circle. He joins land and air, body
and spirit, life and death in support of his vision of fulfillment.
This combination of mythic appeals lends an air of importance,
inevitability, and divine sanction to Anderson's program for
America .. The myths encompass the major theologies of western
civilization, the central fertility myth of birth and death, and
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the most primal human urge-sexuality. Together they assert
the possibility for fruitful life in the present and future based on
Mid-American land and the traditional values derived from it.
Thus, Anderson's Mid-American Chants offers a new myth for
urban-industrial man, building the future on the bedrock of the
Midwestern past. The poems themselves become the Holy Book,
the Song 'which men will carry with them into the future.
University of Kentucky-Fort Knox
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THE FAMILY IN BOOTH TARKINGTON'S
GROWTH TRILOGY
CHARLOTTE LEGATES

Booth Tarkington wrote his Growth trilogy-The Turmoil
Magnificent Ambersons, and The Midlander-during ten of
his most productive years, 1914 to 1924. The three novels investigat~ the indu~trialization of a city modelled on Indianapolis,
IndIana, and .'tS progress from a slow-moving, post-Civil War
town to a gr=y and brisk commercial and industrial center.
T~o~ghout the novels, Tarkington examines the effect of capitali~tIc gr~wth On the traditions of persons living in an industrial
r~~lOn. HIS characters and his city evolve by accepting the necessItIes of the new era without entirely losing sight of the past.
The phenomenal popular success of the whole Growth saga
a.mong readers of the first quarter of tlus century has been consIderabl~ undermined by the lack of current critical appreciation
for. ~arkington. Modem critics often see the trilogy as simplistic,
arnvmg at compromises which are not psychologically justified
and failing to demonstrate the real drawbacks of American life
that ~le early Sinclair Lewis satirized so acutely. Unfortunately,
such !udgments overlook one of Tarkington's most subtle and
effectIve psychological devices: Ius use of the family to focus
character development and the choice between the old and new
ways of life. Tarkington's major characters are tom between the
poles of mother and father, representing old and new, and must
develop adult characters by choosing tlle father without totally
abandOning the mother.

T~e

All three novels in Growth begin with children-Bibbs Sheridan, George Amberson Minafer, and Harlan Oliphant-domi_
nated by their mothers, women who are or who want to be
members of the traditionally accepted upper class of the city.
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Their fathers are shadowy figures throughout the first part of
their lives. It is not until late adolescence or early manhood that
Bibbs, George, and Harlan encounter strong, dominating men.
These men, who emerge as father-figures for the three characters,
promote industrial organization and the growth of the city wluch
the heroes have up to this point ignored or rejected. For Bibbs
Sheridan tllis emerging father-figure is his own father, who has
previously ignored this son. In the case of ?eorge Min~fer, the
father-figure is Eugene Morgan, his mother s former sUltor and
his own eventual father-in-law. Harlan Oliphant's father-figure.
is his own brother, whose energy and drive transform a farm into
the city's first residential suburb.
These three father-figures all promote an industrial growth
which the heroes initially reject but later grow to accept. By
the end of the novels, all three are promoting capitalistic progress.
They all accomplish this ch~nge by realizing that the values and
attitudes inherited from their mothers are no longer completely
applicable in the new era, and that theil' roles as men demand
actions from them of which they had not previously thought
themselves capable. Tarkington convinces the reader of the
necessity of this change by creating situations in which the
heroes cannot form and retain the family ties dictated by their
mothers without involvement in capitalistic progress. Thus Bibbs
accepts a business career to rescue the woman he loves, Mary
Vertrees, from poverty. George, in order to live up to his chivalric
duty towards his penniless aunt, takes a job in an explosives factory. And Harlan ultimately realizes that he cannot pretend to
be a true brother to Dan if he does not help him avoid financial
ruin.
Each hero begins Ius yOU11g manhood dominated by feminineoriented ideals of the importance of family and cultural traditions. Eventually, each faces a crisis by choosing to accept a
masculine, acluevement-oriented lifestyle. To demonstrate Ius
approval, Tarkington rewards each with the woman he has alw~ys
loved, and shows that, intellectually, each of the heroes retams
something of Ius old traditions while accepting industrial gr?wth
through his actions. Tarkington is, as many critics have pomted
out, attempting to show the value of retention of an older value
system in the new industrial order; but he demonstrates the pos-
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sibility of this by usiog a sex-based choice, a test which all of
his heroes must and do pass.
The division between the masculioe and feminioe worlds is
made subtly io The Turmoil (New York, 1914), tl,e first novel
in Tarkington's trilogy. Bibbs Sheridan, named by his mother
for his mother's side of the family, is horrified by his father's filCtories, and he becomes so ill when his father forces him to work
in one that he is sent to a sanitorium. On his return home, he
discovers that, even though his two older brothers have made
. successful business careers for themselves in his father's model ,
his father is still determined to have hiol work his way up in
industry.
Bibbs' personal inclinations lead him to write, although he
does not seek publication. His father's attitudes toward literature
are very clear: it is acceptable in women-he is so proud of a
poem that his daughter has stolen from Bibbs and passed off as
her own that he has it printed and framed-but not in a "seriousminded" young businessman. When Bibbs reveals his writing
ambitions to his father, the reaction is immediate and clear.
"'Poems and essays'l My Lord, Bibbs, that's women's workl ...
I'm not sayin' a word agaiost poetry. I wouldn't take ten lliousand
dollars right now for that poem of Edith's; and poeu-y's all right
enough in its place--but you leave it to the girls. A man's got
to do a man's work in this world" (p. 91). Sheridan feels his
son's actions as direct reflections on himself and his future;
"'That's my sonl ... That's my one chance to live.'" Even though
he has virtually ignored Bibbs duriog the boy's childhood, and
even though he did not visit or write while Bibbs was in the
sanitorium, he is detennioed to dominate this son's destiny too.
During Bibbs' convalescence, and after the death of his older
brother James in llie collapse of a warehouse, he becomes friends
with Mary Vertrees, a neighbor whom all thought was destioed
to be James' wife. Mary, the daughter of iolpoverished gentility,
initially determines to marry a rich man in order to rescue her
parents, but ultiolately refuses Jim because she cannot bring
herself to marry siolply for money. The Bibbs-Mary relationship
is a gradual growth fostered by siolilar interests in music and
literature. Agaio, Tarkiogton reinforces the idea of cultural
interests as women's territory.
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His friendship with Mary enables Bibbs to accept the inevitable return to a zinc-cutting machioe in one of his father's
factories. Looking forward to evenings with her, Bibbs is able
to regard the machine with an air of defiance, for it does not
occupy him SO much that he cannot think and dream. His physical recovery continues, to the surprise of the family doctor and
the justffication of his father. Thus Bibbs forms, in the central
part of the novel, a truce between his cultural interests and the
business world. Not wanting to be a financial burden, he accepts
the necessity for the latter while not giving up the former. But
this truce is not to last.
Mter losing both of his other sons, Mr. Sheridan demands that
Bibbs, who has now proved that he can perform a man's work if
he puts his miod to it, become a partner in the Sheridan enterprises. Bibbs resists, feeling that such a career is impossible to
reconcile with his writiog, which he has been able to continue
duriog the months on the machine. Bibbs tries to explain his
own set of values to his father. He is content; "I have healthful
toil-and I can think. In business as important as yours I couldn't
think anything but business. I don't-I don't think making money
is worth while" (p. 256). Bibbs sees serious limitations in the
city's growth: "what's the use of its being rich and powerful?
They don't teach the children any more in the schools because
the city is rich and powerful. They teach them more than they
used to because some people-not rich and powerful peopJehave thought the thoughts to teach the children" (p. 256).
Growth has made the city hideous. "Wasn't the whole country
happier and in many ways wiser when it was smaller and cleaner
and quieter and kioder?" (p. 256).
But Bibbs cannot hold onto his ideals. "He was a sleeper
clinging to a dream-a rough hand stretched to shake him and
waken him" (p. 255). He gives in to his fallier when he discovers
Mary's povedy, which she had hidden from him. Recognizing
at last that what is most precious to him-Mary-cannot exist
without a strong financial support, he agrees to enter into the full
business relationship with his father, and then asks Mary to
marry him.
A comic misnnderstanding delays Bibbs' and Mary's inevitable
wedding. Bibbs is sure Mary cannot love hiol, and Mary is sure
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Bibbs is only taking pity on her because of her financial situation.
They are finally united as the result of a traffic accident. Mary
sees Bibbs walk in front of a troiley car; his father rescues him
by pushing him out of the way. Mr. Sheridan, who has wanted
to reward Bibbs' business efforts by playing Cupid, uses the
occasion to reunite the couple. Thus Bibbs, who has accepted
fully the necessity of a business career, and of the city's growth,
wins the woman he loves.
In a final vision, Bibbs hears the voice of "Bigness" saying,
"so long as you worship me for my own sake, I will not serve
you. It is man who makes me ugly, by his worship of me. If man
would let me serve him, I should be beautiful" (p. 346). Bibbs
sees a vision of a city, "unbelievably white" (p. 347), which he
will build for the generations of the future Thus a remnant of
cultural idealism helps him accept the unpleasant, though tolerable, necessities of the present.
In The Turmoil, then, conflicting male and female worlds are
a clear undercurrent to the action. Mr. Sheridan's worship of
industry, bigness, and growth is supported by his two oldest
sons. Mary is the strongest representative of the female interests
-cultural heritage, interest in music and literature, the reliance
on heritage to give one social standing. Edith and Mrs. Sheridan
try their best to participate in Mary's definition of the female
sphere, insisting that Mr. Sheridan build a house in an "established" neighborhood, filling the house with what they believe to
be valid art objects, and using Edith's poem to prove that she
is a worthy marriage partner. As a child and adolescent, Bibbs
has taken refuge from the masculine business world in the feminine world of literature. As a young man, he bases his friendship
with Mary on mutual cultural interests, until he discovers that
an equal partnership in these interests is not enough to preserve
them from the financial encroachments of the outside, masculine
world. Thus to preserve Mary and her interests, he must adopt
a role in the masculine world as defined by his father, a world
in which he eventually finds satisfaction if not joy. Ultimately,
Bibbs' choice as defined by the novel's plot-his decision to enter
as a partner into his father's business-is strengthened by his
symbolic choice between the masculine and feminine worlds.
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This symbolic choice between masculine and feminine worlds
is also a significant feature of the second novel in the Growth
trilogy, The Magnificent Ambersons (New York, 1918). George
Amberson Minafer's ties to the feminine world are very strong.
George is named for his mother's side of the family, and chooses
to identify himself as an Amberson, as his mother, Isabel, does.
At the ball at which he first meets Lucy, his ft;ture wife, he does
not bother to introduce her to his father, <;>1' even to point out
this insignificant gentleman, who dies conveniently in the middle
of the novel. George's attitude toward his father is one of extraordinary condescension; when his father's business fails, George
suggests that he and his mother "build him a little stone bank in
the backyard, if he busts up, and he can go and put his pennies
in it every morning. That'll keep him just as happy as he ever
was" (p. 85) .. George has adopted his mother's belief in tl,e
superiority of the Ambersons, and concurs in her opinion that he
can do no wrong. Thus the child who is the terror of the neighborhood, indulged and never disciplined by his mother, becomes
the strong-willed and destructive adolescent, willing·to sacrifice
the feelings of both his mother and himself to keep the Amberson
name free from scandal.
Tarkington uses tl,e split between the masculine and feminine
worlds in his description of Indianapolis and its past. He identifies
the thrifty element of tl,e town which is opposed to the Ambersons' luxuries as the "sons or grandsons of the 'early settlers'"
(p. 13). A newspaper article describes "fin-de-siecle gilded
youth," more decadent even than those of the Roman empil'e, as
being spoiled by "indulgent mothers." These are contrasted to
the hard-working "young men"laboring on farms. Women are
referred to as an "idle lot" by Isabel, a description with which
George concurs, even though he too is idle.
George meets his first strong masculine influence when Eugene
Morgan, his mother's old suitor, returns to town as an automobile
manufacturer. George takes an instant dislike to Eugene, not only
because of his odd appearance and his attentions to Isabel, but
also because Eugene's energy and business sense are a constant reproach to George. Lucy, Eugene's daughter, recognizes
George's lack of ambition as a fault, the first fault any marriageable woman has ever seen in George, to his knowledge. George's
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pride will not let him change just to please Lucy, and the knowledge that Lucy does not think him perfect makes the break with
her easier when he decides to abort his mother's plan to marry
Eugene.
Eugene, of course, represents the industrial growth that is
just beginning to take over the Midwest. George is openly
hostile, rejecting the automobile industry as not being "precisely
the thing a gentleman ought to do" (p. 123) and criticizing cars
in front of Eugene as "a nuisance" which "had no business to be
invented" (p. 138). George's ideal life is one lived on inherited
wealth, not one in which a gentleman vulgarly makes money.
But when George, unprepared for a gentlemanly profession,
loses his money, he is forced to take a common laboring job in
an explosives factory in order to preserve his remaining idealization of family ties by supporting his aunt. George does not convert immediately to values compatible with industrialism. He
still regrets the passage of time and of his family's influence from
the city. He is conscious of the industrial pollution which has
tumed the city into a grimy pit. But he also recognizes that his
job allows him to begin to regain tlle self-respect he has lost at
his mother's and grandfather's death, when he realized that not
only had he behaved wrongly toward his mother in preventing
her happiness through a second marriage, but also that he no
longer has tlle financial position which has been the backbone of
his arrogant personality.
Thus a conversion to a new attitude toward life begins, and
Tarkington rewards George further, like Bibbs, through a traffic
accident. George is run over by a car. Lucy, reading of the
accident in a newspaper, comes to visit and to forgive him.
Eugene too uses the accident and the memories it awakens to
review his relationship to Isabel's son, and to decide to protect
and help him. Thus the old and new traditions of the city are
reunited tllrough the new relationship between George and the
Morgans. George will marry Lucy and enter Eugene's business;
but not without the insights gained from his family and his
experiences. Lying in the hospital, George, unlike other proponents of growth, sees that the new industrialists "would pass,
as the Ambersons had passed, and though some of them might
do better than the Major and leave the letters that spelled a
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name on a hospital or street, it would be only a work and it
would not stay forever. Nothing stays or holds or keeps where
there is growth" (pp. 247-248).
Because he has once been mistaken about his position in the
city and then has had to change, George has a much firmer
grasp on the reality of the city's life and of his own place in it
than the new industrialists have. He undetstands the negative
as well as tlle positive aspects of change, and the value of tradition as well as money. Thus George, like Bibbs, changes as an
adult into a person whose actions will be on the side of growth
and continued prosperity, but whose intellectual life is tempered
by the knowledge of a lifestyle different from the one he now lives,
in which tradition, family heritage, and culture are important.
The pattem of a young man's change from a feminine
world of family-and-culture centeredness to masculine businesscenteredness is repeated in the third novel of Tarkington's trilogy,
The Midlander (New York, 1924). The novel has regularly been
seriously misinterpreted by critics who have seen only one hero
in the novel, Dan Oliphant. While Dan is the most" flamboyant
and active character, his story is only half of the novel. In fact,
Tarkington has created a dual-hero novel, in which the tale hangs
on the division in the lives of two brothers, Dan and Harlan
Oliphant. The theme of the desirability yet negative influence
of industrial growth rests primarily with Harlan's development.
The Oliphant brothers' background is similar to that of
George Amberson Minafer. Their family is wealthy and dominated by their matemal grandmother, Mrs. Savage. Their father,
a lawyer, is not seriously occupied with his practice. After college, Harlan joins his father's firm for a time, but eventually drops
it and lives on the money he has inherited from his grandmother,
who leaves the family fortune to him because she knows that he
will keep it intact.
Dan is the family entrepreneur, from his inventive youth, to
his involvement with the transformation of the Omaby Farm into
a residential subdivision, to his later manufacturing enterprises.
While Harlan spends his adulthood doing nothing, by his own
admission, except organizing a local symphony, Dan makes and
loses vast sums of money. Dan marries a girl from New York
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who despises both him and the Midwest, while Harlan vainly
pursues Martha Shelby, who had hoped to marry Dan.
Dan, then, is the active brother, constantly boosting growth,
progress, and industrial prosperity. Harlan, like Bibbs and George,
remains detached from the city's growth, a critical spectator of
the increasing noise and smoke. He receives little guidance
from his father, and is instead dominated by his grandmother's
conservative views on finances-the importance of husbanding
funds and making safe investments. He is throughout his life
interested in books, travel, and music, marshalling spirit only
when lashing out at Dan for "ruining the one decent thing the
city possessed-a splendid dignified old street" (p. 410) or
when criticizing the "flimsy and dreadful bungalows and the
signboards screeching at the trees" (p. 395) of the Ornaby
Addition.
As the brothers approach middle age, a subtle but definite
change comes over Harlan: he gradually falls under Dan's influence. Having listened for years of Dan's grandiose schemes and
promises, he finally begins to hear to some extent what Dan is
trying to say. The reader does not see in great detail the change
in Harlan. Indeed, it is a flaw of the novel, and the root of the
problems in interpretation of it, that Tarkington does not explore
the process of change in full with the reader. But we do see the
result. Dan assumes the role of leader and father-figure in Harlan's
life, so that when Dan enters what proves to be his final downturn in fortunes, Harlan uses the capital he has hoarded for so
many years to rescue Dan from financial collapse. He recognizes,
in middle age, that ''I've been just nothing; but even if he [Dan]
falls, he's at least been a branch of the growing tree, though we
don't know where it's growing to, or why" (p. 478). He recognizes that Dan's success has personal meaning for him, that he
can't allow Dan to "fall off" the edge of his precarious financial
position, not just because "Dan's my brother" (p. 485), but also
because Dan really has achieved something, more than Harlan
has ever dreamed of accomplishing for himself. This achievement
is part of the Oliphant name; and Harlan's own respect for his
brother, plus his ties to his family heritage, enable him to lend
the money and prevent "the name of Oliphant [being] dragged
through all the miserable notoriety of bankruptcy" (p. 485).
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The end of Dan's life and the recognition of Harlan's development are precipitated by Tarkington's third "traffic accident."
Dan has given his son, Henry, a car, which encourages even
further the wild tendencies Henry has exhibited. Dan is forced
to go out in a severe storm to find Henry, and as a result catches
the chill that leads to the pneumonia that kills him. Once again,
Tarkington uses an automobile to bring about a major realization
on the part of one of the main characters; it is Harlan's realization
of Dan's importance to him, and Dan's death, that enable him to
change from the passive dilletant to the somewhat more active
bank director that we find at the end of the novel.
Martha respects the change in Harlan, and so marries him
and persuades him to move to Ornaby. Harlan is stll skeptical of
growth and progress. "It's all ugly. It's all hideous" (p. 490)
he exclaims of the city at the end of the novel. But he also comprehends Dan's perception of tl,e beauty of industrial smoke.
Harlan, at the conclusion of the novel, is an active part of the
growth of the city-not an entrepreneur as Dan was, but still a
participant rather than a sideline critic. He will not lose the
cultural and family ties he has nurtured for most of his adult life
but neither wiII he return to the diIlentantism of his previou;
existence. He has entered a new era, like Bibbs and George,
reluctantly but inevitably, willi mental reservations which do not
seriously impede action.
In forcing the three heroes of Growth to reject their preferences for female-dominated cultural ideals and accept a maleoriented business life, Tarkington is, of course, following a normal
pattern of Our society. The busineSS-Oriented male and llie homeand-culture-oriented female are patterns which go beyond our
own time and society. In the archetypal concepts of psychologists
like Jung and Neuman, women are traditionally endowed with
characteristics centering on the preservation of the home and
family. They are spiritual, loving, and nurturing. Men traditionally have opposite characteristics which are still necessary
to the development of society-they are demanding, rejecting
toward tllreats to the preservation of growth of society, powerful,
oriented towards reality, and authoritarian. (For a full discussion of this concept, see Sven Armens, Archetypes of the Family
in Literature.) Male children are traditionally reared in the
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loving, nurturing female atmosphere, and expected to participate
in the values of that atmosphere, until puberty, when they must
choose to be men, like their fathers. Whether in primitive puberty
rites or in our own b·adition of "getting a job" and "settling down,"
male adolescents are expected to take on the roles of their fathers.
But not all male adolescents succeed in making this transfer of
identity. In Psychological Aspects of the Mother Archetype, Jung
recognizes the existence of a "mother-complex" in adult males
which may have many positive effects. Such men may have a
great capacity for friendship, as Harlan does; they may have
good taste and an aesthetic sense, as both Harlan and Bibbs do.
They may have a feeling for history, and cherish the values of
the past, as do all three heroes, especially George. But there are
significant negative effects of such a complex too; in the novels,
these effects are represented in the heroes' inabilities to form
families of their own.
The three heroes of Gmwth are deprived of an early opportunity to recognize the necessity of the choice between the masculine and feminine worlds. All tluee have fathers who are either
very weak or who ignore them; thus they do not recognize their
fathers' life patterns as ones they will eventually have to emulate.
Instead, they spend their adolescence and young manhood in a
world dominated by "feminine" interests-preservation of the
family name, a rather dilatory pursuit of literature or music, the
nurturing of close personal ties (Bibbs with Mary, George with
Lucy, Hru:lan with Martha) in which they bear no permanent
responsibility toward the other person.
All three of the heroes eventually realize that they must alter
their life patterns and actions, because they exhaust the value of
the feminine interests to their lives. Bibbs realizes that, if he
truly values Mary and her interests, he must preserve them financially in the traditional masculine way. George realizes that his
family obligation toward Frumy demands that he give up his
false sense of pride in his family and go to work in a nongentlemanly profession. Harlan also confronts a conflict between his
desire to preserve the family fortune in a conservative way and
his desire to preserve the honor and integrity of the family by
helping his brother. All three recognize that they can preserve
the family only by linking themselves to the masculine world of
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business instead of by passive acceptance of a life-style dominated
by dilletantism and inaction. The choice is made much harder
for these heroes than it is for the average male because the realization for the necessity of the choice comes so much later in their
lives, after they have lived as mature individuals dominated by
"feminine" actions. And in fact, it is the lateness of the realization
of necessity on which Tarkington hangs all three of his plots. By
delaying a culturally familiar choice to a time at which the heroes
are fully mature and intellectually aware of the nature of the
choice and the personal sacrifices that are involved in it, Tarkington links his heroes to the growth of the nation, which came to
maturity under an agricultural way of life, and which was, at the
tum of the century, forced to re-evaluate its goals and future.
Americans were not fully prepared for a new, industrial life-style
which brought with it evils like pollution as well as benefits of
rising standards of living.
Tarkington, as many critics have pointed out, does see the
acceptance of industrial growth as vital to the future of the
nation. Yet critics have generally failed to realize that his having
his heroes convert to industrial life-styles while preserving some
remnant of the old systems either through memory or through
marriage is not a simple-minded solution. In linking the choices
the heroes make to traditional concepts of masculinity and femininity, Tarkington is emphasizing the universality and Significance
of the chOice, and demonstrating that the acceptance of industrial
growth is in fact a part of the very nature of things, a part of our
tradition which goes beyond a tension between agriculturalism
and industrialism, and reaches to the very roots of our archetypal
beliefs about sex roles. While Tarkington can be criticized for not
allowing his heroes to change gradually, and for failing to prepare
his readers adequately for the change, he cannot justly be criticized for discovering a simplistic solution to problems faced in
the industrialization of the country. In fact, he has explored those
problems in terms of extremely strong archetypal beliefs about the
nature of society and sex roles, beliefs which, in spite of contemporary questions and dissent, have not significantly changed
in Western societies.
University of Pennsylvania
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TWO MIDWESTERN STORIES BY DON MARQUIS
JOHN

E.

HALLWAS

Don Marquis ( 1878-1937) was one of the most famous
American humorists of the early twentieth century, but his works
are now seldom read and rarely discussed. 1 Between 1912 and
the year of his death he wrote thirty books-collections of stories,
poems, and essays, along with a few plays and novels-~~st of
which are now out of print. If he is remembered at all, It IS for
his columns in the New York Sun and Herald Tribune, in which
Archy and Mehitabel (a cockroach and a cat) figured prominently, or for his one successful play, The Old Soak (1922). This
year marks the centennial of his birth, but it is not likely to
witness a revival of interest in his work. Too much of what he
wrote is topical and shallow, the result of a brief inspiration
rather than extensive reflection and serious craftsmanship.
However, among his works are two short stories whichalong with the best Archy and Mehitabel pieces and perhaps a
few poems-have some claim to a continuing readership: "How
Hank Signed the Pledge" and "Country Doctor." Although Marquis disliked much about Wahmt, Illinois, and its environswhere he was born and raised-and he seldom wrote works that
relate to his experience there, these two stories are based on
that area? "How Hank Signed the Pledge" is a humorous tale
that was published in The Revolt of the Oyster .( 1922), whil~
"Country Doctor" is a serious story that appeared ill The Amencan Magazine in 1935. Both were later included in The Best ~f
Don Marquis (1939). Taken together, they indica.te that Marq~lS
has achieved a small but respectable reputatIOn as a MIdwestern author.
100

In "How Hank Signed the Pledge" the narrator recalls an
episode from his youth, in which Hank Walters (his foster father)
fell into a cistern and was forced to sign a temperance pledge
before being let out. The story is a character study of an ignorant,
temperamental, profane, small-town ne'er-do-well and a satire
on village SOciety in the Midwest at the end of the nineteenth
century.
The characterization of Hank Walters was, to some extent,
inspired by a man who lived in Marquis's home town when he
was a boy. According to the latter's autobiography, a certain
"Hank W." brutally murdered his wife and was sentenced to
life in prison, but he later claimed that he underwent a religious
conversion, and so some of the "good Christian people" of Walnut
managed to get his sentence commuted. He returned to the community, where Marquis frequently saw him in church, the object
of much attention:
In more mature years M[arquis] has begun to suspect
that old Hank was a kind of subtle, savage humorist. He
had repented, officially, and he enjoyed making the church
people live up to the letter of their creed; he saw to it that
the Repentant Sinner got all the glory that was coming to
him. Hank liked the whole show. His old murderer's heart
leaped in hellish glee when he saw how his hypocrisy succeeded. His children ... wouldn't have anything to do with
him; but the 'professed Christians were helpless. They had
to forgive him or acknowledge that they weren't really
Christians. Besides the harm he did with the murder, he
went on doing harm as long as he lived, as a focal point for
all the maudlin sentimentality of which these half-baked
little churches are capable."

However, the fictional Hank's problem is drink, not bloodshed,
and far from being a hypocritical Christian, his refusal to submit
to the standards of "good Christian people" forms the very center
of "How Hank Signed the Pledge." In other words, Marquis
used Hank W.'s name and his notoriety as a sinner in creating
the short story character, but he did not attempt to portray the
man more closely. It is also evident from the above autobio-
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graphical passage that the author's negative view of ~mall-town
church members-which is apparent in the storY-Is at least
partially related to the circumstances of Hank W. in Walnut.
In the writing of "How Hank Signed the Pledge," Marquis
was influenced by Twain's use of an uneducated narrator in
Huckleberry Finn. Indeed, an earlier version of the tale is part
of Marquis's first book, Danny's Own Story (1912), which presents, like Twain's novel, the serio-comic adventures of a boy who
runs away from home. In fact, Huck's drunken father also stands
behind the figure of Hank Walters, although the latter is far
more comic than Pap Finn" Toward the outset, the narrator
describes him in this way:
About the meanest man I ever knew was Hank Walters,
a blacksmith in a little town in Illinois, the meanest and the
whiskey-drinkingest. And I had a chance to know him well,
for he and his wife Elmira brought me up. Somebody left
me on their doorstep in a basket when I was a baby, and
they took me in and raised me ....
Not having any kids of his own to lick, Hank lambasted
me when he was drunk and whaled me when he was sober.
It was a change from licking his wife, I suppose. A man
like Hank has just naturally got to have something he can
cuss around and boss, so as to keep himself from finding
out he don't amount to anything . . . although .he must
have known he didn't, too, way down deep in his inmost
gizzards."
The narrator recalls that he was six years old when Hank
came home drunk one day, "got to chasing Elmira's cat, because
he said it was making faces at him" (p. 277), and fell into the
cistern. Oddy enough, this occurred inside the house, for the
cistern was beneath a trap door in the kitchen floor. Hank was
in no danger of drowning, for the receptacle contained only a
few feet of water. However, since the narrator had been warned
by Ehnira that if he ever fell into the cistern he would be a
corpse, all that he manages to blurt out when she returns .is,
" 'Hank is a corpseI' " (p. 278). This circumstance, together WIth
the fact that the frightened boy closed the trap door, allows
Ehnira and the neighbors to jump to the conclusion that Hank
must have killed himself at work, in the blacksmith shop.
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While someone is sent to investigate, Elmira and her friends
sit down to lament Hank's death, and so the latter decides to
listen in from beneath the floor. Each of the women tries to think
up something nice to say about him, but they have a hard time
doing so:
Mis' Rogers, she says: "Before he took to drinking like
a fish, Hank Walters was as likely it lookin' young feller
as ever I see,"
Mis' White, she says: "Well, Hank lie never was a
stingy man, anyhow. Often and often White has told me
about seeing Hank treating the crowd down in Nolan's
saloon just as come-easy, go-easy as if it wasn't money he'd
ought to have paid his honest debts with." (p. 286)
And Hank doesn't appreciate the effort anyway, for as the narrator says, "They sat there that way, telling of what good points
they could think of for ten minutes, and Hank 'hearing it and
getting madder and madder all the time" (p. 286).
Hank finally reveals that he is in the cistern and' that he has
not at all been reformed by the experience. He yells' to Elmira
"'When I get out'n here ... I'll give you what you won'tforge~
in a hurry I I heard you a-forgivin' me and a-weepin' over mel
And I won't be forgive nor weeped over by no one!'" (p. 288).
She then decides to take advantage of the situation in order to
force Hank to sign a temperance pledge and join the church.
Thus, Elmira and her friends are soon praying for his salvationwhile Hank's cronies from Nolan's bar are outside "laughing and
talking and chawing and spitting tobacco, and betting how long
Hank could hold out" (p. 291).
The town's commitment to Hank's reformation increases as
more and more people show up, and a regular revival is started:
They sung revival hymns over Hank. And Hank he would
just cuss and cuss. Every time he busted out in'to another
cussing spell they would start another hymn. . . . Two or
three old backsliders in the crowd came right up and
repented all over again. The whole kit-and-biling of them
got the power, good and hard, and sung and shouted till
the joints of the house cracked and it shook and swayed on
its foundations. But Hank, he only cussed. He was obsti-
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nate, Hank was, and his pride and dander had risen up.
(p. 292)
Finally, cold, hungIY, tired, and "cussed out," Hank agrees to
. .
sign the pledge.
As he does so (still in the cistern), the local preacher s~d
denl baptizes him from above. Hank is too ignorant to reahze
that ~he baptism is invalid, and he is exasperated b! the thought
that the central principle of his character-his resIstance to the
church-has been taken from him:
"You knowd I always made by brags that 1'd never jine~
a church and never would. You knowed I :-vas proud 0
that. You knowed it was my glory to tell It, and tha~ I
set a heap of store by it, in every way; And now y~:, ve
gone and took that away from me! You ve gone and JIned
me to the church I" (p. 294)
But the story closes with a superb comic irony, for the baptism
has an adverse effect on Hank's character. As the narrator says,
Hank always thought he had been baptized ~inding an~
lar. And he sorrowed and grieved over It, and go
r~chier and meaner and drunkener. No pledge. nor no
~rohibition could hold Hank. He was a worse ma',' I~ every
way after that night in the cistern, and took to hckmg me
harder and harder. (p. 294)
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"Country Doctor" is also a character study, but instead of
presenting the meanest man in a small community, it portrays
the most admirable one. The central figure, Dr. Stewart, is a
physician who is driven by his sense of COFlcern for the people
in his area, and who faces the challenge of the natural world
during a 'storm to emerge as an individual of heroic proportions.
The character was unquestionably inspired by Marquis's
father, a physician in Walnut, as Edward Anthony has pointed
out. G (In fact, "Stewart" was Dr. Marquis's middle name.) Moreover, the setting of the story is a vast swamp along the Green
River, where Dr. Marquis carried on part of his practice. The
author descIibes the area (which was later drained) and the
people who lived there in his autobiography:
West of the town where M. lived, and with its outposts of
slough and lake not more than a mile or two from the village, was a large swamp. It was sixty or seventy miles long
in wet weather, and anywhere from fifteen to eighteen miles
broad. Tlu'ough the middle of it wound a big creek, or
little river, called Green River, which drained westward
into Rock River, which, in turn, emptied into the Mississippi,
not far away. The swamp was wild at its heart when M.
was a boy; wolves were still found there about 1890, and,
once or twice, eagles. It was begUilling to be crisscrossed
with drainage ditches . . . .
In this swamp were the remnants of a peculiar people,
when M. was a lad. They were the descendants of some
westward-trekking tribe of white trash who had stopped
there, and stuck in the mud, from veIY early days. A backward, ignorant people, they seemed to bear little resemblance to the most respectable settlers in the farms and
villages about the borders of the swamp. The swamp itself
was dotted Witll hillocks, wooded islands, swales, and ridges
and hummocks of higher land.... 7
It is tIns region which poses the challenge to Dr. Stewart in
"Country Doctor." At the outset of the StOlY, the Green River
swamp is described, along with the doctor's attitude towards it:
It was still raining; the water had been Hung turbnlently
down out of the sky all day long. And now it was early
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dark, an October dark, and the world outside the Doctor's
windows was a chaos of cold, wind-driven rain, and lowering
gloom and mud, the sticky black mud of northwestern
Illinois which clings and clogs and overwhelms. Dr. Stewart
peered out at the village street . . . and breathed a little
prayer that he would not have a call; especially a call out
to the Swamp.
He shuddered when he thought of what the Swamp
would be like tonight. Green River, which drained the vast
tract westward to Rock River and the Mississippi, would
be up and roaring and tearing at its low clay banks; and
the swamp roads ... would be roiled and brawling creeks
themselves in places, almost rivers. And here and there
would be a melancholy twinkle of light, flickering through
mists and scrub timber across the bogs and bayous, from
some lonely farmhouse perched on a wooded island."
The doctor is depicted as a man "now past eighty" who "did
not know what it was to spare himself" (p. 446). And it is made
clear that the elements were his biggest challenge: "He had been
going hard all last winter and spring-battling through prairie
blizzards, battling through Hooded spring swamps, to some remote
house of suffering ..." (p. 446). However, the doctor himself
is now sick, and he is concerned about leaving his people temporarily in the hands of two young and inexperienced physicians:
there were the Rays, and the Tuckers, and the Prices and
the Smitlls-sickness in all these families, and what did the
two young doctors, Hastings and Jones, know about them?
Good doctors, no doubt; fine conscientious boys-but boys.
They had never fought through more than half a century
of chill midnights hand to hand with death. And these were
his people that were sick, in the village, on the prairie farms
round about, out in the Swamp-his people, and they
needed him, and what right did he have to be nursing hinlself here at home? (p.447)
A challenge from the stormy natural world, and from the
heart of the swamp, comes to the doctor's door in the form of
Jason Tucker, "A mud-splattered man on a mud-splattered horse,"
who was "one of his own Swamp Angels [i.e., patients who lived
in the swamp]" (p. 448). The man comes to ask the doctor's
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storm subsides. He then recovers his horse and, leaning on it
for support, walks on to the Tucker house.
Ironically, Dr. Hastings is already there, in spite of his broken
leg. They deliver the baby together, and then Dr. Stewart collapses, saying only, "'Heart, Hastings'" (p. 462). At this point,
the word "heart" not only refers to Dr. Stewart's physical problem
but alludes to the quality which he now recognizes that Dr.
Hastings shares with him; an unflagging concern for the people
who need them. Indeed, the final words he says to the young
man, '''By God, boy ... you're a doctor I'" (p. 463) display his
sense of spiritual kinship with him.
As Dr. Stewart dies, his mind returns to his recent experience
in the raging river:
He let the tide carry him on down stream, with no further
effort at resistance. He had time now, time to let himself
be carried away. He was leaving his people in good hands.
There was the wail of a baby from the bedroom.
"Another dam little Swamp Angel squawking," said Old
Doc Stewart, and smiled; and, smiling, went on with the
rushing waters. (p. 463)
As this suggests, the old doctor finally succumbs to the natural
forces that he has been battling for so many years, but not until
he has met all the challenges and left his people in the hands
of someone like himself, a man devoted to their welfare.
In tl,is way, "Country Doctor" portrays a turn-of-the-century
rural physician as a man of heroic stature. The story is, on the
one hand, Marquis'S attempt to pay tribute to his father, but
at the same time, Dr. Stewart's struggle is universal. Driven by
his sense of concern for those around him, he battles the natural
forces with which all men must ultimately contend. The story
may be a little sentimental, but all things considered, it is a well
constructed narrative that ought to be better known.
There is, of course, a certain irony in the fact that, among all
of Marquis's short stories, "How Hank Signed the Pledge" and
"Country Doctor" are the most successful, for they portray the
world that he was so anxious to leave behind as a young man.
On the other hand, it is common for a Midwestern author to be
at his best when interpreting the life of his home area-even if
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he found that place to be restrictive In
stories alone Marq . d
.
any case, for these two
author who' mad illS eserves to be recognized as a Midwestern
western Iiterat e a small but distinctive contribution to Midure.
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FITZGERALD'S MIDWEST: "SOMETHING GORGEOUS
. SOMEWHERE"-SOMEWHERE ELSE
BARRY GROSS

Reviewing The Beautiful and Damned in 1922 Edmund
Wilson informed his readers that, to understand Scott Fitzgerald's work they must realize,
... he comes from the Middle West-from St. Paul, Minnesota. Fitzgerald is as much of the Middle West of the large
cities and country clubs as Sinclair Lewis is of the Middle
West of the prairies and little towns. What we find in him
is much what we find in the more prosperous strata of these
cities: sensitivity and eagerness for life without a sound base
of culture and taste; a structure of millionaire· residences,
brilliant expensive hotels and exhilerating social activities
built not in the eighteenth century but on the Hat Western
land. And it seems to me rather a pity that he has not
written more of the West: it is perhaps the only millieu
that he thoroughly understands. When Fitzgerald approaches the East, he brings to it the standards of the
wealthy West-the preoccupation with display, the appetite
for visible magnificence and audible jamboree, the vigorous
social atmosphere of amiable Happers and youths comparatively untainted as yet by the snobbery of the East.
Wilson concluded with the hope that Fitzgerald would "some day
do for Summit Avenue what Lewis has done for Main Street."
For once, Wilson was wrong. What Fitzgerald knew of the
West he knew well but what he knew was limited by the relatively few years he spent there.
He was born in St. Paul in 1896 but the family moved to
Buffalo in 1898 when he was two. They moved again in 1901,
to Syracuse, then back to Buffalo in 1903. They returned to
III
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St. Paul in 1908 when Fitzgerald was twelve. From 1908 to 1911
he attended St. Paul Academy but in 1911 he was sent East to
Newman School and in 1913 he entered Princeton. In 1917 he
enlisted in the army, in 1918 he met Zelda Sayre while he was
stationed at Camp Sheridan in Alabama.
He was discharged in February, 1919 and went immediately
to New York to make his fortune-or at least a future-in advertising. At night, in his one-room flat in the Bronx: he tried ~o
imitate the popular short stories the Saturday Evenmg Post paId
good money for. He amassed eighty-seven rejection slips, se~ing
only one story in that four-month period, a story he had wntten
at Princeton and for which he received twenty dollars. He was
no more successful at advertising. Zelda, growing restless in
Alabama, assessed the situation, and, "on the basis of common
sense," broke the engagement. Fitzgerald went on a tllree-day
dnmk, packed up, and left New York in July. He was twentythree, had no skills, no proven abilities, no future.
He went home-to St. Paul-dusted off The Romantic
Egotist which had lain in a dusty drawer since Scribner's had
rejected it the year before, and through a hot July and August
rewrote it frantically. He was, he said, "in a desperate race
against tinle": the novel was his last chance to win Zelda before
she slipped finally and forever from his grasp. In Septem~er he
sent This Side of Paradise to Scribner's; two weeks later It was
accepted. In October he sold his first story to the Saturday
Evening Post, one which had been rejected a few short months
before, and in November he and Zelda were re-engaged.
Aside from those nine months from July 1919, when he went
home in despair, to April 1920, when he returned to New York
in triumph to see This Side of Paradise in t~le ,shop windows. on
Fifth Avenue and to marry Zelda in St. Patnck s Cathedral, FItzgerald spent only one other adult year in tl:e Midwest. Wh!.le he
was in the army he had written his COUSIll that he was lonesome ... for the old atmosphere-a feverish crowd at Princeton
sitting up until three discussing pragmatism or the immortality
of the soul-for tl,e glitter of .N ew York with a tea dance at
the Plaza or lunch at Sherries," and, almost as an after-thought,
"for the quiet, respectable boredom of St. Paul." It ~as to this
quietly respectable St. Paul that Scott brought Zelda III August
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1921. As he put it in "My Lost City," "It was typical of our
precarious position in New York that when our child was to be
bom we played safe and went home to St. Pau!." Their daughter
was bom in October. By January of '22 Fitzgerald was restless.
He wrote Edmund Wilson he was._ "bored as hell" and vowed to
come "East for ten days early in March." In July he again wrote
Wilson, ."Life is damn dul!." They went East, permanently, in
the fall of '22.
In all, tllen, Fitzgerald spent about seven of his first twentysix years in the Midwest-two of them years of infancy and only
two of them adult years. So it is not surprising that when Fitzgerald did write about the Midwest he wrote about adolescents
adolescents of the particular class of country clubs and holida;
dances, popularity, petting, and parties, and adolescents excluded
from that class.
In either case it is a narrow world, as circumscribed as the
carefully detailed opening of "Bemice Bobs Her Hair." "From
the first tee of the golf course" we "see the country-club windows
as a yellow expanse over a very black and wavy ocean"-"the
heads of many curious caddies, a few of tlte more ingenious
chauffeurs, the golf professional's deaf sister. We then enter the
club and sit on the balcony with
. . . middle-aged ladies with sharp eyes and icy hearts
behind lorgnettes and large bosoms. The main function of
the balcony was critical ... for it is well-known among
ladies over thirty-five tl,at when the younger set dance in
tl,e summer-tinle it is with the very worst intentions in tl,e
world, and if they were not bombarded with stony eyes,
stray couples will dance weird barbaric interludes in tlte
comers, and the more popular, more dangerous girls will
sometimes be kissed in the parked limousines of unsuspecting dowagers.
Finally we go on to the dance floor itself to meet
... sixteen-year-old Otis Ormonde, who has two more years
at Hill School ... C. Reese Stoddard, over whose bureau
at home hangs a Harvard law diploma ... Warren MacIntyre, who casually attended Yale . . . little Madeleine
Hogue, whose hair still feels strange and uncomfortable on
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to of her head, , , Bessie MacRae, who has been the life
the party a little too long-more than t~ years d' ,
Genevieve Ormonde, who regularly made t, e roun soc
dances house-parties, and football games at Prmc~ton, Yale,
Wi1lia~s and Cornell, , , black-eyed Roberta DIllon, who
was uit~ as famous to her own generation as Iram Jol~son
or Tq Cobb , , , Marjorie Harvey who was a.lready Jus.tly
cele&ated for having turned five cartwheels m succeSSIOn
during the last pump-and-slipper dance at New Haven.

ol

f

This is all sharply observed, evocative and precis~, .a milie~
Fitzgerald thoroughly ,mderstands. But it is als~ hm~ted a~d
11 as constricted as the baseball world to wlllch Fltzg~r
:~:ibuted Ring Lardner's deficiencies. In a posthumous b'lbute
to his friend, Fitzgerald wondered if Lardner's troubles as an
artist were not attributable to tlIOse adult years L~r~~~r s~e~t
in the world of "a boy's game, with no more posslbi11t~es m It
than a boy could master, a game bounded by walls whiCh kept
out novelty or danger, change or adventure .... Howe:er deeply
Ring might cut into it his cake had exactly the diameter of
Frank Chance's diamond,"
,
d
The Midwest Fitzgerald knew was, similarly, a boy s worl
and a boy's game, without novelty or d~ger, change or adventure a diamond of occasionally glittern:-g surface.s but only a
,
.
'ght Perhaps that IS why FItzgerald had
carat or two m weI .
I
I
t
Amory Blaine spend only two years there in the arge y ~u oJ' I Th' S'de of Paradise a merely pleasant hiatus
:~~:a~;~~y str~~gl:s to conceal "fr~m 'the ot~er guy~.at sch~ol'
how articularly superior he felt himself to be and, .1S~?,:,ermg
that ~thletics is "the touchstone of power and pop~anty l~ the
Midwest makes "furious persistent efforts to excel m. the wm~er
" 'He enJ'oys tlle two years, enjoys, as he puts It, adaptmg
sports.
"
t'
I" b t
himself "to the bourgeoisie" and becoming co~;en IOna , u,
he teIls his mother, he must "go away to school -:E~st. Thereafter and only into his first coIlege year, Minneapohs IS the place
to return to at Christmas, for a holid,~y, for "hundreds of summer
. '
hops, parlor-snaking, getting bored.
In the thirties his and the century's, Fitzgerald, m a sene~
of nostal ic stori~s about a boy named Basil Duke Lee, return~.
. g
ld .
hich the innocence of adolescents mllto this pre-war wor m w

rors the innocence of a nation. We follow Basil from twelve to
fifteen, the years Fitzgerald spent in St. Paul, through prepubescent hi-jinx and adolescent discoveries. The stories are
charming but they also have a peculiar and unexpected tension
attributable to Basil's early and ponstant awareness that however
pleasant and even idyllic this world is, it is only a preparation for
the bigger-the "reaI"-world which lies to the East, no more
than an attractive way station between childhood and adulthood. In the very first story Basil, only twelve, already plans to
"go to Yale and be a great athlete." In the second story he spends
his time imitating a boy Basil tllinks is the "living symbol of the
splendid glamorous world of Yale." When he finally does go
East to prep school and has his first glimpse of "the long-awaited
heaven of New York," he is not disappointed:
Broadway was a blazing forest fire as Basil walked slowly
along toward the point of brightest light. He looked up at
the great intersecting planes of radiance with a vague sense
of approval and possession. He would see it a jot now, lay
his restless heart upon the greater restlessness of..J! nation.
, , , The conquest of the successive worlds of school, college, and New York-that was his true dream that he had
carried from boyhood into adolescence.
New York "arouse[s] . , . longing[s]" in him for "new experience[s]" and he concludes that "a foothold on this island [is] more
precious than the whole rambling sweep of the James J, Hill
house at home," (Hill was St. Paul's most famous magnate; his
imposing mansion dominated young Fitzgerald's adolescent imagination and his reputation as an Empire Builder is admired by
the lower-class fathers of Rudolph Miller in "Absolution" and
Jimmy Gatz in The Great Gatsby.)
That it was fortunate Fitzgerald did not follow Edmund
Wilson's advice is made indubitably clear in the only story he
wrote about an adult Midwesterner, the delightful but wholly
trivial "Camel's Back." Though the hero is twenty-eight with a
Harvard law degree, his world is Basil's and Amory Blaine's,
a world of costume balls and holiday dances. The setting is
Toledo but, Fitzgerald tells us, we have met Perry Parkhurst
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... before-in Cleveland, Portland, St. Paul, Indianapolis,
Kansas City, and so forth. Baker Brothers, New York, pa:,se
in their semi-annual trip through the West to clothe lum;
Montmorency and Co. dispatch a young man post-haste
every three months to see that he has the correct number
of little punctures in his shoes. He has a domestic roadster
now, will have a French roadster if he lives long enough,
and doubtless a Chinese tank if it comes into fashion. He
looks like the advertisement of the young man rubbing his
sunset-colored chest with linament and goes East every
other year to his class reunion.

The time is Christmas, the occasion a costume ball at the Howard
Tates who
... are, as every one who lives in Toledo knows, the most
formidable people in town. Mrs. Howard Tate was a
Chicago Todd before she became a Toledo Tate, and the
family generally affect that conscious simplicity which has
begun to be the earmark of American aristocracy. The
Tates have reached the stage where they talk about pigs
and farms and look at you icy-eyed if you are not amused.
They have begun to prefer retainers rather than friends as
dinner guests, spend a lot of money in a quiet way, and,
having lost all sense of competition, are in the process of
growing quite dull.
This is the Midwest as seen through the myopia of H. L. Mencken,
Fitzgerald's intellectual model in the early twenties, a point of
view distant and cold. Fitzgerald saw the adult Middle West
from the jaundiced vantage point of his adopted East, superficially and contemptuously, with the facile eye of the outsider
who does not even bother to conceal how particularly superior
he feels himself to be.
Fitzgerald was able to legitimize and humanize his criticism
of the Midwest in "The Ice Palace" by choosing as his point of
view a likeable Southern girl who, like Lewis' Carol Kennicott,
is predisposed to like what she sees. But what Sally Carroll
Happer sees from the train are "solitary farmhouses . . . ugly
and bleak and lone in the white waste" and she feels "compassion
for the souls shut in there waiting for spring." She is equally
distressed by the library in her fiance's home,
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... a large room with a Madonna over the fireplace and
rOws upon rows of books in covers of light gold and dark
gold and shining red. All the chairs had little lace squares
where one's head should rest. The couch was just comfortable, tl,e books looked as if tl,ey had been read-someand Sally Carrol had an instantaneous vision of the battered
old library at home, with her father's huge medical books,
and the old oil paintings of her three great-uncles, and the
old couch that had been mended up for forty-nine years
and was still luxurious to dream in. This room struck her
as being neither attractive nor particularly otllerwise. It was
simply a room with a lot of fairly expensive things in it
that all looked about fifteen years old.
The comparison is unfair, her fiance warns her, because "this is
a three-generation town. Everybody has a father, and about
half of us have a grandfather. Back of that we don't go." But
Sally Carrol's objections are not social and she is not really a
snob. It is not so much that the library isn't old; it is that it is
not lived in. It is too neat, too orderly, too structured, too narrowly and self-consciously defined as, and therefore)imited to
being, a room. Like the frozen landscape and the lone farmhouses, it is lifeless. She means something similar when she
calls her fiance "canine," canine meaning cca certain conscious
masculinity as opposed to subtlety," as opposed to feline meaning
"some quality of appreciation." All the men there seem canine
to Sally Carrol, except one whose "eyes had something in them
that these other eyes lacked"; he turns out to be "a Philadelphian
imported from Harvard to teach French." What they lack is a
responsiveness, an openness, a flexibility and suppleness. So do
the women: Sally Carrol's future mother-in-law seems to her "to
typify the town in being instantly hostile to strangers," her future
sister-in-law seems "the essence of spiritless conventionality, ...
utterly devoid of personality." The town strikes her as no different than the countryside, similarly im-, de-personal: "sometimes at night it seemed to her as though no one lived here."
The Philadelphian from Harvard thinks the people are "freezing
up" and have given in to a "brooding rigidity" because of the
"long winters"; he thinks they are "narrow and cheerless, without
infinite possibilities for great sorrow or joy."
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The Midwest in "The Ice Palace" is rendered in images of
physical confinement-inside solitary farmhouses and comfortable homes, inside great coats and mufHers and mittens, finally
inside the maze of the ice palace itself where Sally Carrol wanders in panicked delirium. Worse, however, are the images of
mental and emotional confinement-unappreciation, xenophobia,
conventionality and impersonality, cheerlessness and spiritlessness, narrowness and rigidity. It is this mufHed world that Basil
and Amory must leave for the East, the world Fitzgerald could
not continue to write about because, as far as he knew it, it, like
Ring Lardner's baseball diamond, walled out possibility.
It is the pursuit of possibility that Fitzgerald's great Midwestern works-The Great Gatsby, and the two stories he wrote
in preparation for it, "Absolution" and "Winter Dreams"-deal
with. "Absolution," which Fitzgerald wrote as a "prologue" to
The Great Gatsby but decided that it would give too much
away about Gatsby too soon, is his only Midwest story not set
in the geographical and social locale of Summit Avenue with
its country clubs and holiday dances. Rather, it is set where
Jimmy Gatz grows up, a "lost Swede town" in North Dakota
surrounded by wheat and prairies. Rudolph Miller, like Jimmy
Gatz, thinks he is "too good to be the son of [his] parents"; in
his imagination he becomes someone else, someone who lives
"in great sweeping triumphs." His conviction that tl,ere is
"something ineffably gorgeous somewhere"-somewhere else, not
in this town, not on this prairie-is confirmed by the priest who
absolves him of his sin of pride when he tells him of the wonders
of an amusement park: "They have lights now as big as stars ....
I heard of one light they had in Paris or somewhere that was
big as a star. A lot of people had it-a lot of gay people. They
have all sorts of things now that you never dreamed of." But
Rudolph has dreamed of them and knows he will have to go in
search of them, of the infinite possibilities not present in his
narrow and prescribed milieu.
Fitzgerald calls such dreams "winter dreams" in the story of
the same name, those dreams dreamed throughout long winters
in solitary farmhouses, dreams of spring when life will retulTI,
dreams of "the richness of life." Such dreams prompt Dexter
Green "to pass up a business course at the State university . . .
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for tl,e precarious advantage of attending an older and more
famous university in the East." It is because '11is mother's name
had been Kruniplich," because "she was a Bohemian of the
peasant class and had talked broken English to the end of her
days," that "he recognize[s] the value to him" of the "particular
reserve peculiar to his university." Like Gatsby, Dexter personifies "the. riclmess of life" in a beautiful yOung girl "who had
already [been] loved" by men who, unlike Dexter, entered "college ... from the great prep schools with graceful clothes and
the deep tan of healthy summers." He feels he is "better than
tl;ese men, ... newer and stronger, yet [he] acknowledg[es] to
hImself that he wishers] his children to be like them."
Fitzgerald combined Rudolph Miller and Dexter Green in
Jimmy Gatz. Like Rudolph, Jimmy Gatz "never really accepted
his parents [shiftless and unsuccessful farm people] as his parents
a.t a~!." Like Rudolph, he has another "name ready for a long
tIme -Jay Gatsby-and invents "just the sort of [Platonic conception of himself] that a seventeen-year-old boy would be likely
to invent." Like Rudolph, he envisions "sometNng gorgeous
~ome'."here." His "grotesque and fantastic conceits" conjure up
a umverse of ineffable gaudiness," of a "vast, vulgar, and meretricious beauty" he first sees objeCtified in Dan Cody's yacht
representing "all the beauty and glamour in the world," then ~
Daisy's house with its "air of breathless intensity" and "ripe
mystery," and then finally, as Dexter Green did, in the girl herself, all "the youth and mystery that wealth imprisons and preserves." His pursuit takes him inevitably and progressively Eastward. When Nick first sees him, Gatsby stands at the tip of
West Egg, "stretch[ing] out his arms toward the dark water".
Nick "glance[s] seaward"-Eastward, toward East Egg and th~
green light at the end of Daisy's dock. When Gatsby finally
arrives at East Egg-on the day he forces the moment to its
crisis-he pauses in his pursuit to survey "the green Sound,
stagnant in the heat," and then "follow[s] ... one small sail" as
it "crawl[s] slowly toward tl,e fresher sea," East toward "the
sc~lloped ocean and the abounding blessed isles." Gatsby is that
saIl, forever outward, Eastward-bound, Daisy the blessed isle,
perpetnally jnst over the horizon.
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After Gatsby's death, Nick thinks Gatsby's father "mig:~t.want
to take the body West," but Mr. Gatz knows better. JImmy
always liked it better down East," he tells Nick, "he rose up to
his position in the East." The West is where Jimmy dreamed
his winter dreams but they could not possibly be fulfilled there.
He knew that early, whenever it was he wrote his schedule and
resolves on the flyleaf of Hopalong Cassidy. The West of Hopalong Cassidy may be the background on which those dreams
are formed, but cannot be the place where they are to be pursu~d
or realized for the West has been won-or lost-the fr~ntIer
closed, as the pioneer debauchee Dan Cody c~early proves. JI~my
will rise in the East, guided by the pragmatic get-ahead phIlosophy and spirit of self-improvement of Ben Franklin and ~oor
Richard's Almanac, which his schedule and resolves so evocatively
parody and mirror.
.
Nick Carraway comes from another Midwest, the MI,dwest of
Basil Duke Lee and Perry Parkhurst and Sally Carrol s fiance,
from a city where his "family have" been promi~ent, well-to-do
people . . . for three generations. He, too, IS sent East to
prep school and then to college, "graduat[~g] from ,;,ew Haven
in 1915, just a quarter of a century after [his] father. Then ,~ast
again to the Great War, which Nick flippantly refers to as that
delayed Teutonic migration."
...
Though Nick would probably deny the attI·Ibution, he IS one
of the Lost Generation: the war has done something to him, has
made him "restless"; the Midwest he left, w~~ch seemed to him
"the warm center of tl,e world," now seems the ra~ged. edge .of
. erse" Once again he "decide[s] to go East. HIS famIly
tlleUlliV
.
I If"
talk "it over as if they were choosing [another] prep sc 100 ?r
him, tllOUgh Nick is nearly thirty, and ,~nally ~gree. In the spnng
of '22 Nick comes "East, permanently, he thinks.
But it is never to be permanent because, unlike Gatsby who
has nothing to lose, Nick does not really want to leave the. West
behind. Although "the practical thing [is] to find rooms m the
·t " especially if he is to make a new life for himself, he settles
CI y,
f I "
instead on Long Island because it reminds him 0 t le country
of wide lawns and friendly trees" he has just left. Alth?ugh one
reason he has come East is to avoid "being rumored mto marriage ... to a girl out West," he never "definitely" breaks off that
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"vague understanding ... signing them: 'Love, Nick'" because
he does not want to forget "how, when that certain girl played
tennis, a faint mustache of perspiration appeared on her upper
lip."
Moreover, he maintains a Midwest a~gle of vision. Who but
an unreconstructed-and perhaps unreconstructable-Midwestemer would compare the valley of ashes to a "fantastic farm where
ashes grow like wheat into ridges and hills and grotesque gardens" and Wilson's garage-the "small block of yellow brick
sitting on the edge of the waste land"-to "a sort of compact Main
Street ministering to it"?
Nick's Midwestislmess is not only a point of view; it is also
a morality. The narrowness and rigidity we have seen in "The Ice
Palace"-the carefully structured library Sally Carrol deploresfunction in Nick as a positive rage for order. Superficially it
impels him to wipe from Chester McKee's "cheek the remains of
the spot of dried lather that had worried [Nick] all the afternoon" at Myrtle Wilson's apartment and to note down the names
of Gatsby's guests according to point of origin-East Egg, West
Egg, New York-although there seem to be no other differences
among them. More importantly it impels him to do "the unpleasant thing" and say good-bye to Jordan Baker before he leaves
because he wants "to leave things in order, and not just trust
that obliging and indifferent sea to sweep [his] refuse away"
and to erase tl,e "obscene word ... some boy had scrawled ...
on the steps of Gatsby's house."
His morality, what he calls his "provincial squeamishness,"
is also a source of judgment. He condemns Daisy's sophistication-"You make me feel uncivilized," he tells her, "Can't you
talk about crops or something?"-Daisy's insincerity and selfishness. He condemns Tom's philandering-Nick's "instinct [is] to
telephone immediately for tl,e police" and to have Daisy "rush
out of the house, child in arms"-Tom's nibbling at racist ideas,
his brutality and immaturity. He condemns them all as "a rotten
crowd" who "smashed up things and crearures and then retreated
back into their money or their vast carelessness, or whatever it
was that kept them together, and let other people clean up the
mess they had made."
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He also condemns Gatsby, "disapprove[s} of him from beginning to end." Edmund Wilson was naive to think that Mid~
westerners were "untainted as yet by the snobbery of the East
for Gatsby's pink suits and wild parties, his incredible car and
"huge, incoherent failure of a house" constitute th~t "preo~~upa
tion with display," that "appetite for visual magmficence:, that
absence "of culture and taste" that Wilson deplored and represent everything for which [Nick has} an unaffected scorn." That
is everything for which he has been taught to have an unaffected
sdorn by his father who "snobbishly" told him that "all the people
in this world haven't had the advantages [he's} had" and that
"a sense of the fundamental decencies is parcelled out unequally
at birth." Nick comes East believing that the most advantaged
are the most decent yet he is forced to conclude that only
Gatsby, the least advantaged of the bunch, "turned out all right
at the end" and that crude, vulgar, criminal Gatsby is "worth
the whole damn bunch put together."
Why the turnabout? Because Nick has learned something.
His relatives were right: Nick has come East to yet another prep
school and Jay Gatsby is his unwitting tutor. Though he !s nearl~
thirty and a veteran of the war, Nick has come East, hke Basil
Duke Lee and Dexter Green, Rudolph Miller and Jimmy Gatz,
to learn to find to discover "the richness of life." Too "full of
interior' rules tl~at act as brakes on [his} desires," he is perpetually "within and without, simultane~,usly enchanted ,~nd repelled by the inexhaustible variety ?,f life. He has .grown sole~n
with the feel of those long winters, those same wmters to whIch
the French teacher in "The Ice Palace" attributes the Midwesterners' "brooding rigidity," their "narrow[ness} and cheerless[ness}," their inability to posit "infinite possibilities," to fe~l
"great sorrow or joy." It is in hopes of being able to take hIs
foot off the brakes, to let the enchantment overcome the repulsion to explore infinite possibilities and experience great sorrow
and' joy that Nick really comes East, and it is Gatsby who points
the way.
Like Gatsby's other guests Nick comes to the parties "with a
simplicity of heart that [is} its own ticket of admission." Alt?ough
Nick criticizes them for "conduct[ing} themselves according to
the rules of behavior associated with amusement parks," it is
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precisely for that reason that they-and ultimately Nick-come,
to the same amusement park the priest tells Rudolph of in
"Absolution" 'with its "lights . . . as big as stars" and "a lot of
gay people" and "all sorts of things ... you never dreamed of."
But, more than the parties, it is Gatsby himself who serves as
Nick's objective correlative-his "heightened sensitivity to the
promises of life," his "extraordinary gift for hope" his "romantic
readiness," his "capacity for wonder." When J;rdan tells Nick
ab~ut Gat~by'~ reckles.s exp.en~e of self in pursuit of Daisy, a
phmse ,begms to beat m [NIck s} ear with a sort of heady excitement.: T~;,re ~re only the pursued, the pursuing, the busy, and
the tired. NIck knows he is none of these, and also knows that
time is running out.
~e begins to like "the racy, adventurous feel of [New York}
at mght, and the satisfaction that the constant flicker of men
and wom~n a~~ machines gives to the restless eye," his restless
eye. He hkes the dark lanes of the Forties ... lined five deep
with throbbing taxicabs" in which "forms leaned together . . .
and voices sang, and there was laughter from unheard jokes and
lighted cigarettes outlined unintelligible gestures inside.'" But
liking is not enough. The priest in "Absolution" tells Rudolph to
"go and see [my italics} an amusement park," to "stand a little
way off from it in a dark .place-under dark trees," but an amusement park is not to be seen-it is to be felt, enjoyed, experienced.
Nick remains under dark trees, a watcher in the shadows one
of ~1~ "youn~ clerks who loitered in front of windows W~iting
untd It was bme for a solitary restaurant dinner-young clerks
in the dusk wasting the most poignant moments of night and
life." For Nick, New York City "seen [my italics] from the
Queensboro Bridge is always the . . . first wild promise of all
the mystery and the beauty in the world," as Cody's yacht and
!?aisy's house and Daisy herself are for Gatsby, but it is only
over [my italics] this bridge" tllat "anything can happen . . .
anything at all."
That is infinite possibility, inexhaustible variety and thus both
promise and threat, great joy but also great sorro:, enchantment
but also repulsion. For Nick it is too large a risk to cross over the
bridge, to emerge from the dark places, which is why he "pick[s]
out romantic women from the crowd" but only "imagine!s]
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[my italics] that in a few minutes [he is] going to enter into their
lives, whyhe follows "them to their apartments on the comers
of hidden streets" only in his "mind" and why even in his mind
he does not force the moment to its crisis but watches as they
tum and smile ''back at [him] before ... fad[ing] through a door
into warm darkness." Like the priest in "Absolution" Nick is
afraid to "get up close" where he would "feel the heat and the
sweat and the life."
Given Nick's extraordinary reserve and strong distaste for
intimate personal revelation we cannot know for certain why he
is so timid, but he gives us enough hints for us to make a qualified
guess. Although Nick denies that "the wheat and the prairies
and the lost Swede towns" where priests go mad from unrequited
longing, those "bored, sprawling swollen towns beyond the Ohio
with their interminable inquisitions which spared only the children and the very old," constitute his Middle West, he has not
been spared. He follows those women only in his imagination
and even in his imagination only so far, because there, he says,
"110 ol1e would ever kl10w 01' disapprove [my italics]." His background has rendered him more than "a little solemn"-it has
traumatized him.
Nick concludes tl,at his "has been a story of the West, after
all-Tom and Gatsby, Daisy and Jordan and I, were all westerners, and perhaps we possessed some deficiency in common
which made us unadaptable to Eastern life," but if "Eastern life"
means "infinite possibilities" and "inexhaustible variety" only Nick
is "unadaptable," deficient. For Nick it is too late: "even when
the East excited [him] most," even when he was "most keenly
aware of its superiority" to the Midwest, it had for him "a quality
of distortion," it was "a night scene by El Greco" in which
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for certainty and security is greater than his need to experience
"the richness of life" and inimical to it. "Infinite possibilities" are
too threatening, "inexhaustible variety" too dangerous. As Fitzgerald did when Scottie was about to be born, Nick plays safe
and goes home, wanting "the world in uniform and at a sort of
moral attention," walled, predictable, sure.
. That. Midwest, that "warm center," exists on no map. Nick's
MIddle West, he admits, is "the thrilling returning trains of [his]
youth [my italics], and the street lamps and sleigh bells in the
frosty dark and the shadows of holly wreaths thrown by lighted
windows on the snow." His Middle West is
... coming back West from prep school and later from
co~ege at Christmas time. Those who went further than
~hICago would gatl,er in the old dim Union Station at six
o clock of a December evening, with a few Chicago friends
already caught up into their own holiday gayeties, to bid
them a hasty good-by. [He remember[s] the fur coats of
the girls returning from Miss-This 01' That's and the chatter
of frozen. breath and the hands waving overhead as [they]
?au.ght. sIgh~ of old acquaintances, and tl,e matchings of
InVItatIOns: AJ.'e you going to the Ordways'? the Herseys'?
tl,e Schultzes'?'
.
He wants his youth back, the way it was before the war before
the Midwest became "the ragged edge of the univer~e" for
now he is thirty-not quite "the end" journalists mean bu't cert~~~y. tl;,e e~d of one's twenties, those years when "infinite poss,bIl,tIes mIght be pursued and realized-and what Nick sees
ahead is "the pOJ.'tentous, menaCing road of a new decade, . . .
a decade of loneliness, a thinning list of single men to know a
thi1ll1ing briefcase of enthusiasm, thinning hair."
,
Thou?,h. it is Nick w.ho lectures Gatsby that "you can't repeat
the past, In a novel In which everyone wants to repeat the
past-not just Gatsby but Tom who will "drift on forever
seeking, a little wistfully, for the dramatic turbulence of som~
irrecoverable football game" and Daisy who still dresses in white
in tribute to her ''beautiful white girlhood in Louisville" before
sh~'d" "been everywhere and seen everything and done every-'
tlung and even Meyer Wolfsheim who "brood[s] ... gloomily"
about "the old Metropole" and the "friends gone now forever"-

... four solemn men in dress suits are walking along the
sidewalk with a stretcher on which lies a drunken woman
in a white evening dress .... Gravely the men tum in at
a house-the wrong house. But no one knows the woman's
name, and no one cares.
That could never happen in Nick's Middle West where he has
grown up "in the Carraway house in a city where dwellings are
still called through the decades by a family's name." Nick's need
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Nick Carraway wants to repeat the past most fervently of aI!,
specifically that "one strange hour" on the returning trains of his
youth when he was "unutterably aware of [his] identity Witll this
country." It is Nick who ''beat[s] on ... against the current" only
to be "borne back ceaselessly into the past" because that is where
he really wants to be.
For Scott Fitzgerald there were two Midwests-the secure
and stable country of Basil Duke Lee and Nick Carraway and
Amory Blaine, the narrow and constricted country of Rudolph
Miller and Dexter Green and Jimmy Gatz. They were both Fitzgerald's because he was a "have" who could be sent East to prep
school and college and also a "have-not" who was affected early
by his father's financial failures and conditioned early to suffer
the slings and arrows of the outrageous fortune that always made
him the poorest boy at a rich boy's school. In either case, whichever Midwest, it was for him "the country of illusion, of youth,"
where the "winter dreams . . . flourished," dreams about girls,
about money, about yachts, but always about "the richness of
life," about "infinite possibilities," about "inexhaustible variety,"
and, by definition, to be pursued and realized somewhere else.
As such, the Midwest was another counily for Fitzgerald, the
past, not a place but a time, and he knew, always, if his characters did not, tl,at it-and the dreams it nurtured-was always
''behind him, somewhere back there in that vast obscurity where
the dark fields of the republic rolled on under the night."
Michigan State University
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Through the years before the jackpot cash-flow virtually drowned
him, he had been composing brief essays based on his personal
experiences as a D. A. and citizen.
He became, literally, a Jamesian observer-participant watching and listening to the human activity of his native bailiwick.
Even as a youngster he had whiled away hours by eavesdropping
at his father's saloon which, near the beginning of the century,
housed the longest bar in tlle U. P. From the Fiill1S, Irish, Scandinavians, Italians, Cornishmen, French-Canadians, and the Scots,
a mixed bag of miners, woodsmen, trappers, and teamsters, he
drank in yarns and anecdotes.
Along the way, he acquired a tast<}-'for beer and "Old Cordwood," a mythical bourbon that affects the lives of many of his
characters. Tlus noble man-made dynamite is as indigenous to
the U. P. as tllree of nature's most noble creatures: the whitetailed deer, the ruffed grouse, and the wild brook trout. At the
same time, he was studying the various dialects of these workingmen. They were the people he wanted to know and understand
and whom later he wanted to protect and to write about.
In those early years, the lad was living in a frontier land. If
it lacked the celebrated status of the TV west-Dodge City, stage
coaches, gun fights, posses, and Iynchings-ilie U. P. was every
bit as tough. He concluded that civilization in the wilderness
was merely skin deep. On the slightest of provacations, naked
emotions erupted into violence.
And as he matured, another fact impressed lum. Society's
"little guys"-the iron workers and the Indians, for exampleseldom got a square deal in the courts, particularly if cases pitted
laboring man or ethnic against the monied interests. The law
almost invariably supported, protected, and ruled in favor of big
business, big industry, big real estate, and banking interests. As
D. A., lawyer, and court justice, he helped reverse an industrial
tide that considered working men as mere chattel, to be discarded
if injured, ignored despite legal contract, a~d shrugged off if
death resulted from accident or illness. One of his 100 Supreme
Court opinions included the prevailing one in the case that finally
moved automobile corporations to recall annually the many cars
on which they had "absently forgotten, say, a fourth whee!."

Yet to conclude that he extoJled only the virtues and vices
of what was a frontier culture would be a great mistake. For two
threads dominate the fabric of his work-the significance of the
law and the joy of trout fishing. He expressed these themes in
six books dealing with jurisprudence and three with his favorite
out-of-doors sport.
Only one book, Danny and the Boys (1951), fails to fit tI;e
mould. In it he portrays a group of society dropouts who, m
Hungry HiJl, live happily on the fringes ?f civilization and. a
community caJled Chippewa. The Judge s book parallels, m
many ways, John Steinbeck's Tortilla Flat (19~~).
The Justice's contribution goes beyond wntmg books. For
14 years he was the Prosecuting Attorney for Marquett~ ?ounty
and in 1956 was appointed by Governor G. Mennen WIlhams to
fill an unexpired term on the Supreme Court. In the spring ~f
1957 he had to run to fiJI that brief term and, a year later, agam
run to retain his seat for another eight years. In both instances,
he campaigned like a seasoned politician and won. At the same
time, he helped create the moving picture of his famous nove!.
FinaJly, between 1967 and 1969, he wrote a weekly column for
the Detroit News.
By tile time his first novel had climbed to the best seJler list
in 1958-remaining among the top 10 for 63 weeks-he had also
composed in his three years on the bench 100 opinions in legal
disputes involving actual people "fighting each other or the
state," sometimes not only for money or power, but often for
the "pure tmholy joy of fighting."
No wonder he was glad to flee north to the land of frozen
tundra. Today, at the age of 74, he's likely to be found at a
local bar having a beer with old friends or, in season, wading a
trout stream to a secret pool where he'll make one of his notorious
roll casts in hopes of seducing the elusive native brook trout to
strike an artificial fly.

II
The Judge's desire to write was no whim. At the age of 12,
in 1915, his first deathless prose was a story titled "Lost Alone in
a Swamp All Night with a Bear." Voelker laughs when ,he say~
that after such a title, aJl that remained to be added was Woofl
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Laughing Whitefish, one of his novels, also deals with the
theme. An Indian girl successfully sues a mining corporation in
a "rights" struggle centering on the firm's contract with her dead
father.
Later, as a trained lawyer and a judge, Voelker was thrown
into the maelstrom of human troubles of infinite variety. By that
time, he could not escape the human conditions which from his
childhood had so intrigued him. As he saw it, existence for the
U.P.'s little people-and everywhere else for that matter-was
pretty grim. His compassion for their trials and travail led him
to write about them. His awareness of how the law could help
induced him to prepare himself to understand its processes.
The combination of these two conceptions are matrices which
shaped his developing life and guided his pen.
III
One of Voelker's trout fishing tales relates an incident in his
life as Prosecuting Attorney. He loses a jury case against a
poacher caught red-handed with 47 illegally taken brookies. The
reason: the six-man jury included five Paulsons. The defendant's
name was also Paulson. The humorous anecdote demonstrates
how pervasive the Judge's concern for the law, even in expressing
the joys of the out-o(doors. That "spillover" into sports occurs
despite the fact that his experiences as prosecutor, lawyer, and
judge are the focus of six of his books.
Three volumes of essays present the Judge's opinions about
the law. They are liberally endowed with anecdotes and vignettes. Three novels use the narrative form to dramatize the law.
All are written with a missionary zeal that approaches reverence.
As a devoted believer in the rule of law in American culture,
he wants to spread the word. His accounts treat the law realistically-the clash of plaintiffs and defendants in a social milieu
called the law.
These six books might be required reading in law schools for
students who hope to join the approximately 462,000 full-fledged
attorneys and judges in the United States.
But Voelker aims as well to contribute to the layman's understanding. In these times, a citizen in a legal-conscious society
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"squalid cages weaving children's baskets and endless plots to
escape," as he comments in Small Town D. A.
In "Injustice Mills" in lealous Mistress, he excoriates courts
in which prejudice against race, creed, and color supersedes justice. Despite admitted shortcomings of the jury system, Author
Voelker approves of it. He tecognizes the advantages of the rich
as plaintilis or defendants, deplores public rip-offs by con men,
decries politics in the D. A.'s office, and sympathizes with the
overburdened keepers of ti,e public conscience who have to face
juries. On the other hand, he tends to respect most judges.
In his concern for individual rights and his sympathy for the
workingman, Voelker was a liberal and a Democrat, when those
labels were unpopular in Michigan. But he was interested in a
better world through law for the people and had dedicated himself to that work. Long before the term became popular, he was
anti-establishment. His essays reflect these values. At times, his
discussions are poignant, incisive, and readable. At others, they
are trivial or mere gimmickry-as when the point of one piece
is a down-zippered D. A. before a jury. In his efforts to reproduce
the dialects of ethnic groups like the Finns and Swedes, he is
not very successful. He seems to lack ti,e ear to reproduce oral
speech patterns. In the March, 1978, issue of the Smithsonian,
Judge Voelker discusses the writer's pitfalls and difficulties in
rendering dialect, "even the simplest," into prose.
Yet fortunately, the trivia and poor writing are more than
offset by discerning, readable memoirs, often tinged with ti,e
Judge's quick wit, his sense of humor, and his anecdotal mastery.
Two fine essays include an out-of-doors experience and the downfall of a trusted attorney. "My.Pal the Buck" in Troubleshooter
touches on the Faulknerian theme expressed in "The Bear." A
sensitive young lawyer, after pursuing a buck, finds himself
within gun range and is unwilling to pull the trigger. The piece
is an inSightful, felicitous statement of the writer's love for nature
and respect for living things.
Also in Troubleshooter his story of the 74-year-old revered
attorney who misuses hospital funds is touched with pathos.
At the heart of his essays is Voelker's desire to hold a mirror
up to the law, the courts, and their cohorts. He wants to discuss
the myriad of legal circumstances and the people involved. In

On the other hand, Troubleshooter and Small Town D. A.
picture the delights and woes from Voelker's first-hand experiences in "Iron Cliffs County," an area "twice as big as Rhode
Island and almost the size of Delaware." Together, the 54 essays
in the two books are purgative monologues that confess, explain,
entertain, characterize and pass judgment on a variety of legal
matters.
They originate from Voelker's "daily collision" with life at
the most elemental level-his confrontations with drunk drivers,
wife beaters, pregnant, unmarried teen agers, adulterers, murderers, sexual perverts, conservation violators, and those involved
in assault and battery. It's an anatomy of the busy office of a
public servant, and. likens the prosecutor's role to that of a young
intern on a Saturday night when he faces the consequences of
naked emotions in the emergency room. If this seems to recapitulate newspaper horror stories of human woes, the similarity is
undeniable. But Voelker's heart is plainly on his sleeve, and
his compassion is a constant spur to readers.
There is the case of James Jorick (Small Town D. A.). In
the Great Depression, the lad, an immigrant's son, can't go to
college. He is hired by the local bank and is rewarded by felt
chevrons, not greater salary, for his years of service. Despite his
"know how," he is by-passed for promotion by an act of nepotism.
At 33, still broke, still unwed, he begins to steal and is caught
and sentenced to prison. Voelker deplores the "monstrous
machinery" of the law which must judge a man caught in such
damnable circumstances.
In another case, a 29-year-old lifer-sentenced for armed
robbery-is accused by another inmate of a prison murder. The
defendant tries his own case and discredits his accuser who is in
jail as a child molester. The accuser had pleaded insanity in the
molestation case. The defendant proves that the accuser is really
schizoid. In the touching conclusion, the "hero," apparently
overwhelmed by the hopelessness of a prison life, ·commits
suicide. (in Troubleshooter)
One of the Justice's passions is to reform the penal system by
banishing the appalling waste brought about by iron regimentation and a work ethic which forces intelligent men to crouch in
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this aim, he succeeds admirably. Yet until his first novel appeared
in 1958, the Judge claims the sum total of his readers could have
been accommodated in a "small broom closet"1
In the last analysis, the purview of the law is people, and
it is natural that popular essays dealing with the subject portray
human beings: judges, attorneys, and citizens. Thus, in Voelker's
analyses of legal ideas he brings to his pages an array of people.
The essays include mere glimpses and mini-portraits of men and·
women, the way they talk and behave under varying conditions
of stress and occasional moments of normal behavior. His humanizing usually illustrates a point in question because his focus is
idea, not character analysis or development.
Nonetheless, it was merely a matter of time until the Judge
was tempted to turn to fiction-to try to represent people against
a backdrop of the law. In short pieces he had mastered the narrative skill. That encouraged him. So some time before 1956, he
began to pen his first novel. It "Sould be followed by two others.
The three show the trials and ~ribulations of lawyers-two in the
courtroom, and one in politics.
The books are characterized by some similarities. The heroes
are youthful attorneys-all nice guys. They run afoul of bad
guys or old pros, smooth-talking, experienced lawyers who are
also showmen. A love affair, subdued, moral, and a bit unbelievable, plays a role. All narratives are first person stories. The setting is the U. P. or originates from it.
And each novel demonstrates the author's dilemma. His legal
background endowed him with an unfathomable well of knowledge, information, and conviction. Time and again, in his legal
work, he had passed judgment, and in doing so he had developed
a propensity to talk, to moralize, to analyze, and to teach.
Ideas certainly are the bases of great novels, but successful
novelists have been able to objectify their personal views of the
human condition and social problems with such skill that the
relationships between idea and characters give the illusion of real
life. The Judge has trouble creating this sort of credibility.
He takes pride in his desire to be an old-fashioned story teller.
As he has said, "None of his characters is alienated or declaims
out of a garbage can or open manholes, or sleeps with his sister
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or i~dulges in similar engaging practices." These characteristics
to 111m are the substance of much modern fiction.
But it is not really this concept that hurts his stories. It is
among other things that his narrative urge conflicts with his
impulse to talk through the mouthpiece of a character. Sometimes his spokesman is a besotted but reformed alcoholic attorney
or a sophisticated friend of the hero. But the roles are ploys, and
the end!ess r~etoric is tedious. Hornstein's Boy, for example,
opens dIstressmgly: 10 chapters and 80 pages of ceaseless talk.
Readers are hardly encouraged to continue reading.
ParadOxically, these ideas are belied by his first novel
Anatomy of a Murder (1958). Its success baffled critics and
fello,,:, fiction writers. The late James M. Cain, an accomplished
novelIst, has confessed he was "rarely so entertained as by this
strange novel." But he was unable to understand its popularity.
Other bemused commentators criticized its clinical quality, typed
characters, and "writing as limp as a watch by Dali." By 1958,
however, the novel, handwritten on 840 legal-sized pages had
sold 168,000 copies.
'
Like the Caine Mutiny, An American Tragedy, and other trialcentered spectacles, the heart of "Anatomy" is a murder trial.
The drama of the trial and the details of its origins and its long
preparation for the courtroom procedures attracted thousands of
readers. The basic story is simple. An army officer's seductive
wife is assaulted and raped by a local tavern owner. The lieutenant shoots, killing him instantly.
Readers are beset by questions. How will the case end? Will
Paul Biegler, the idealist defense attorney, outsmart the State
Prosecutor from Lansing? Will the haloed Judge Weaver-one
of Voelker's venerated judges-allow certain of the defense's
evidence? ~ill the psychiatrists' testimony destroy Biegler's
chances for VICtOIY? How will the jury respond?
These and other problems become the encyclopaedic details
of tl:e novel. The author slowly and methodically builds the case,
carnes tlle story through· the courtroom and intensifies the
built-in drama of a murder trial that has its own nnique fascination.
.
The defendant is an arrogant, bemedaled army veteran of
W.W. II and Korea. His wife enhances her natural femininiry
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with tight sweaters, swinging skirts, and ungirdled hips. The
murdered man-Barney Quill-is as odious as the officer. An
Irish lawyer, Parnell McCarthy, a good old guy and a reformed
drunk, helps the young hero to prepare the case. And Claude
Dancer, Esq., the old pro, distasteful in his pomp and bombast,
encourages the reader to root for the sentimental favoriteBackwoods Biegler.
.
In his early 40's, Biegler has little love for Client Manion, but
he defends him with the "irresistible impulse" strategy. The
story's end takes an ironic, but well moti;a;ed t:",ist. It m~rks a
genuine fictional achievement in Voelker.s_!plottmg. All this has
credibility for readers who are willing_to wade through pages of
tedious talk, awkward dialogue, and a bland love affair.
Laughing Whitefish (1967) is also trial-centered. It is ''Willy''
Poe, a 26-year-old legal neophyte, who accepts the case of a
young Indian girl whose name, "Laughiog Whitefish," derives
from the name of a river. She seeks justice against an iron ore
company which has failed to abide by a contract made years
before with her father, now dead. In the Circuit Court trial, Poe
loses. In the appeal before the Supreme Court, he triumphsand wins the girl.
.
In one of the finest, most moviog moments io all of Voelker's
fiction, young Poe pleads the case before the sober, bewhis~ered
justices at Lansiog. The iocident generates an am.aziog em~tlO~al
iotensity because the novelist captures the precise combma.ti?n
of prepared ideas and extemporiziog by a youngster who exhibits
both the fervor and the righteousness of an evangelist. No other
of the Judge's fictional characters is ever so spontaneous and conviocing as the cherry-soda-drinking novice io this scene. The
novel incidentally, derives from a documented case. Voelker
has t;ld of the background of the book and his compositional
problems io the Clarence M. Burton Memorial Lecture io 1970,
at Oakland County before the Historical Society of Michigan.
Hornsteins Boy (1962) is a political novel. An Upper Peninsula attorney is persuaded to run for the lawyer's Valhalla-the
U. S. Senate. Three characters-Emile Hornsteio, a Jew, Leon
Falconer, a black, and Candidate Walt Whitman Dressler, a
44-year-old attorney-form a political strategy board. ''The troika
seems to suggest that if the unity of black, white, and Jew can
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be aC~ieved: a better nation will result. The spokesman in the
novel IS Emile Hornstein, an intellectual, who prattles endlessly
about a variety of social problems.
"H.ornsteio" is another anatomy novel, a thioly disguised
narrative of Voelker's political campaigns and experiences. There
are good guys and bad guys, dirty tricks, public speeches and
appearances of tile candidates, an anemic love affair and talk
~bout. com~unism, race relations, unions, prejudice, l;ve, idealIsm, and vlOlence. The opening ten chapters foretell the b k'
00 s
rhetorical quality.
Justice Voelker's three novels show readers the operations of
the law and law-men, not gun-toting sheriffs nor lynch mobs
but youthful heroes unswervingly dedicated to justice by mean~
of courts of law and a better world through politics. He describes
the. drudgery and f:ustration of the law's daily routioe and prepara~lOn for court tnals. The political trial is a period of intense
gnnd.
Although the Judge has 0p!,ned the doors to the court-room
and attorney's office, he has tended to oversimplify human behavior. His heroes are pretty much of the same mould. N Onetheless, he writes effectively about the way the law functions
and his fiction, for this reason, is more important than has bee~
recognized. The law is a societal force, important in its interpretive and restrictive functions in American culture. Few writers
have tr!ed with such conviction and understanding to popularize,
to exphcate, and to demonstrate this facet of American life.
As incredible as it seems, his fiction is in tile tradition of the
adventure story. The most important question centers On the
ending. What will happen in the court room or on the political
scene? As a story teller, he is a master of anecdote and has a
strong scenic sense. He structures his stories with a feel for
developing suspense, and his court scenes have power.
With the final two novels,however, the strong follOWing who
flocked to the "Anatomy" fled back to the woodwork.
IV

Shortl~ befo~e the dedication of Michigan's Big Mac Bridge,
the COmm1ttee m charge received a note from Justice Voelker
who had been invited to the ceremonies. It read: "Sorry, but
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I must confe~s I've just been named Chairman of the Bomb the
Bridge Committee."
Back of this wry humor lay an ulterior motive. The Bridge
would open the isolated peninsula to an invasion by swarms from
the infernal regions of lower Michigan and the less fortunate
states like Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and so on. Voelker loves the
wild beauty of the big forests, the changing moods of the great
lakes, the untidy farms, and the nondescript towns. His country
was the land of solitude without loneliness. In the woods, he
could lose himself in the "call of an unknown bird, the sharp cry
of a strange animal, or the mystery of a Hower." The coming of
hordes of intruders meant that this Eden would disappear forever.
He has used the term BBC to mark the U. P.'s turning point.
BBC means Before Beer Cans, a symbol of the debris and destruction that identify the trashing by the general public since the
Bridge. For Voelker selfishly wanted to maintain the northland's
status quo. He sought to hold fast to nature's virginal yesterday
to preserve the native trout. His ''long drug addiction to the
dream world" of trout fishing lured him time and again to
secret places to duel with the wily adversary.
Although the law and trout fislling are strange bed-fellows,
they have at least two common demonimators-the ritual of procedures and the challenge of the unknown. In both, the battle
of wits intensifies dramatic relationships with an unforeseen outcome. These captured the mind and heart of the Judge.
From his 50 years of trout madness-the craft introduced to
him by his father-he published between 1960 and 1974 a number of essays. They explain his ideas and recount his trout fishing
experiences. To Voelker, the art and ritual of Hy casting is a
joyous and poetic experience, "fish or no fish." Fundamentally,
the trout fisherman is the master of fakery and sham-and he
needs the full play of his art with the artificial Hy to lure strikes
from one of nature's noblest creatures.
Both reel fishing and spinning he finds tedoius and timeconsuming. Anglers who toss out gobs of worms or plugs chieHy
thrash and splash. Fly fishing, however, requires more than
muscle. Art and finesse are necessary to roll cast a size 16 Adams
Hy (as big as a minute) and lay it "just so" on the surface tension
membranes with the delicacy of a kiss.
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Fisherman .Voelker, incidentally, owns over a thousand diferent trout Hies and a fishing car jammed with gear and an
over-burdened bar. From 1936 on he has recorded' I"
I
the details of who when wl~ere' and "tl
" m 111~ Journa
.fi I .ng
..'
,
,
le score 0f lIS every
s
expedItion. To him, the journal is to fishing as the endless
vo urnes of legal cases are to law professionals.

t

r ~~ "An~tomy"

cash How freed him to fish, to indulge himself
s ~. ng t e trout, and fishing placed a premium on quietude
~umllity, and endless patience. TI,ese qualities and the lure of
t le ~nexpected and the unknown contributed to his life-long
.

lnanla.

,

His fishing essays appear' tI
b k
(1960)
m )fee 00 s: Tl'Out Madness
1974 ' Anatomy of a Fisherman (1968), and Trout Magic
~ ~. Some of these compositions were published also In
agazmes.. The ~ooks contain his consummate achievement as
a pr~~e wnter. HIS frequently published "Testament of a Fishermal~' a 200 word declaration, speaks for all trout sportsmen as
~~hea~'1 to ;,portsme.n who love the out-of-doors. The statement
ea essay m the Anatomy of a Fisherman, a collectol"s
treasure.
. In the !ate 60's, Life Magazine se~t Robert W. Kelley, one of
ItS ~rofesslOnal photographers, to the glaciated hinterland to do
a pICture story ~n trout fishing and the Judge. Kelley took 1,400
ph~tog:a~hs; Ltfe used three. Later the author and photographer
;;-m a ha Or of love-chose from among ti,e remaining color picures t ose they liked. The Judge wrote a slender text The
resuhlt: a synthesis of graceful writing and magnificent pi,OtOgrap y.
I In Trout Magic, his latest book,· the title essay combines an
e egant st~tement of fishing, observations On the out-of-doors
a~d the dlsc~very in the forest of cunningly hidden forts which
t e. !udge thmks date to pre-Columbian times. In another he
satinzes academicians who have pursued "H'
,
Hearted Secret." The Judge contends that themlfngway s woe amous sportsman, a .true trout fisherman, would never have identified ti,e
actual SIte.

T

No ma!,e chauvinist pig, he identifies a woman as one of the
very best top fishermen of any gender" whom he's ever known
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or fished with. Another of his effective trout adventures is called
"The Intruder." It leads up to a climax centering around the
Judge's pique over a canoer's intrusion at a secret fishing spot.
The narrator is shamed by his selfishness. The essay has the
suspense and situation of a fine short story.
Although his essays originate from trout fishing, in them he
is a latter-day Thoreau-interested in nature, mankind, and the
mystery of existence. His pieces meander among ideas and impressions with a leisurely pace, augmented by anecdote and a
conversational tone. The cliches and affections of his earliest
books have disappeared. He has obviously paid attention to the
how of composition. The result is writing that exudes a mature
wit and the charm of a complete angler, a man who loves what
he's writing about-the out-of-doors and his happiness in it.
As readers adventure among his volumes devoted to trout
fishing, they will discover that Trout Magic probably best unifies
the man, the matter, and the method in that intimate relationship
that produces the finest kind of expository art.
The pity is that trout fishing-the nominal subject mattermasks an inquisitive mind with interests beyond the craft.
Readers, as a result, are not likely to be numerous.

v
The few critics to evaluate Voelker's work usually discuss
only his fiction and dismiss it with brief, denigrative comments.
Yet the author deserves fuller treatment. His fishing essays
express his joy not only with the sport but with the world of
nature and its mysteries. His non-fiction prose about the law
reveals the mind of a modem jurist who helped shape the law's
new direction. And his fiction has illustrated aspects of everyday
law and politics. If he has failed to appeal to a widespreadaudience and the critics, he has been true to himself-writing to
please himself. And he has found happiness in the kinship with
those who read him.
At this kind of analysis, the Judge shrugs his shoulders. He
is satisfied to know this his "clients"-so to speak-may not be
numerous but they are discerning and loyal.
Central Michigan University

EVAN S. CONNELL JR.'S MRS. BRIDGE AND
M.R. BRIDGE: A CRITICAL DOCUMENTARY
RAY LEWIS WHITE

. Both scho!ars and general readers could justifiably think that
MIdwestern lIterature peaked by 1920 with the works of Edgar
Lee Masters, Theodore Dreiser, Sinclair Lewis, Sherwood Anderson, .and Carl .Sandburg ... and ended in the 1930's with Studs
Lomgan. So lIttle attention is paid to recent Midwestern writing
that this regional literature seems already "historical" in contrast
to Southe~ literature with its vitality and continuity. Perhaps
because MIdwestern authors have often abandoned the heartland
~s home and subiect-matter, the student of recent Midwestern
hterature becomes discouraged into seeing the seeming diffusion
of native literary culture, the apparent lack of tradition and
th~ usual~y unloving treatment of the homeplace by succ~ssful
MIdAmerIcan authors.
. Yet there have surely been successes in Midwestern literature
smce the age of James T. Farrell, works of great native strength
and enduring national value. Among successful Midwestern
a~thor~ of recent years who have written brilliantly of their terrItory ~s Evan S. Connell, Jr., whose M,·s. Bridge and Mr. Bridge
I consIder absolute triumphs of satiric realism. The companion
novels ~rs. Bridge (1959) and Mr. Bridge (1969) dissect in
cam~o-hke vig~ettes the respectable life of Kansas City in the
1920 s ~nd 1930 s. To write that I was as shocked into recognition
?f ~emus by these two novels as I first was by Winesburg, Ohio
mdlCates how enthusiastically I encourage study of Evan C _
nell's Midwestern fiction.
on
To further such rewarding study, I have collected 125 contemporary reviews of Mrs. Bridge and Mr. Bridge, published in
newspapers and magazines across the United States (and, occa141
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sionally Canada) from 1958 through 1970. I present here a
digest ;f these reviews; for the use of all students of Mid-:vestern
literature, I have given the entire collection to The SOCIety for
the Study of Midwestern Literature.
Biographical note:
1. Mrs. Bridge. New

York: Viking Press, 1959; 254 pages; $3.75; published

19 January 1959. York- Fawcett World Library, 1
970; 224 pages;.,
$095'
.
P aperb Dund - New
published August 1970.
.h d
2. Mr. Bridge. New York: Allred A. Knopl, 1969; 369 pages; $5.95; pubhs e
Fawcett World Library, 1970; 255 pages; $0.95;
22 April 1969.
Paperbound-New York:
published August 1970.

M,.s. BJidge
]. "Meet Two Midwesterners." Library ]ournaklldOctob~r 1958~hat ineffectual
"Mrs Bridge is 'u rather wealthy, pleasant, m Iy, an some
ll' fi' t
Kans~s City matron'; she lends her name to the tit~e of .evan ,Conue s rs
ll (who lives in Kansas City. Mlssoun) believes that she
nove.I Mr. Conne
.
.
'"
may be found 'in any city or fair-sized town III Amenca . . . .
2. Review. Booklist 15 December 1958.
. .
the
"A series of very short chapters depict in lmderstated, realIstic pros~ d'
. 'd Is 01 marriage
The cumulative effect of these eplSO lC
everyd ay mCI en
. . . .
. .
d'
"
snapshots is a discerning full-length portrait. For a femInIne au Ience.
N ren Dorothy. Review. Library Journal 1 January ~959. .
3. ";hls 'must have been a difficult novel to write, lackmg heIght, depth, and
forward progress-as Mrs. Bridge's life did-but Mr. Co~nell h.as been most
f I in his dissection of one life of quiet desperation whICh stands for
success u
,
II . t d b wit and compassion
mnny such lives. Written in clas~ic pro~e, i ,~mma e Y
<
•
this novel belongs in all fiction collections.
4. Fishwick, Lucy F. "A Woman's Quiet Duel Wi'th Lifer Roanoke Times [VA]
11 Ja~uary 1959'11
't
Mr Connell has worked out a technique that
"A pmnter as we as a wn er,
.
..
H
.
reminds one of impressionist-or better yet, pointilist-pamti~~.. e gIves
. d f
all shimmering episodes (the book has 117 dIVlSlons), from
us a myna a sm, "
N 'th t
hould consider this a
. .
which emerges a single picture. . . ' at a we s
. ce or mal'or work. Think of it instead as a genre pamtmg, true to
mas t erple
Id "
its locale and not meant to .shake. the war .
Look at Mind That Led a Good W0t:llan to Fail." Buffalo Evening
5. W., C:

':A

. '
h
d
I th
News 17 January 1959.
"M Connell delves into the feminine mmd, probmg t e trage y . a
e
. .r. 'ficant that can swell to huge proportions. His fiI)al sketch depIcts the
~~~:te depth to which the sou~ can fall, to cry for help and he~r no. answer.
M Connell possesses that unusual faculty for a man, true perception of a
w~~an's inmost feelings. His often amusing light episodes add up to full
penetration into the heart of a lady."
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6. Baxter, Maxine. Review. Cincinnati Enquirer 18 January 1959.
"The book ends on the ... desperate note of futility, and the reader is left
with a sense of disapPointment. Yet Evan Connell shows so much mature
talent in his portrayal of an empty-headed, nice woman that 1 found myself
actually shocked into admiration."
7. Chamberlain, Anne. "An Ironic and Pitying Portrait of a Suburban Wife."
New York Herald Tribune Books 18 January 1959.
"Evan Connell, Jr., who made an impressive debut with his collection of short
stories., The Anatomy Lesson, this time achieves a triumph of ironic characterization. In his heroine, who appears at first meeting the acme of
mediocrity, he manages to create an interesting, a pathetically comic, a
tragically lonely figure. . . . This one, you will understand. This one, you
won't forget."
8. Corddry, Mary. "A Women Only Too Familiar." Baltimore Sun 18 January
1959.
"Her tragedy is her superficial, convention-ridden relationship to life and
to humanity as a whole .... Where lies the blame for the lack of an answer?
In Mr. Bridge, more the provider than the husband and father? In American
life and society in general? In her own underdeveloped spirit? It is difficult
to say. But the greatest tragedy of Mrs. Bridge is that she is so recognizable.
To her credit, she canoot fail to inspire in the reader, male or female, admiration for a top quality writer."
9. Snyder, Marjorie B. "Delightful." Boston Herald 18 January 1959.
"Here is a delightful story to start the new year off in a pleasant direction.
At a certain age you'll say, 'I remember Mamma'; at another, 'why 1
remember me: Mr. Connell obviously has gazed at families with clear
eyes that enable him to show uS Mrs. Bridge and her three children with
amused affection .... If she doesn't live in your house, she lives next doorand chamls you."
10. Troy, George. «'Hello? Hello out There?' Was Anybody Listening?" Providence Journal 18 January 1959.
" ... with dozeens of vivid little episodes, and never drawing a moral in so
many words, Evan Connell builds an extraordinarily fascinating picture of
a futile woman in his new novel, Mrs. Bridge . ... If one begins by jeering
at this altogether exasperating female who seems to minsunderstand everything, pity is the emotion that dominates at last-testimony to Author Connell's unusual insights. Mrs. Bridge's heart is always in the right place, if
mufHed in clouds of incomprehension about other hearts. We thank God that
we are not like Mrs. Bridge-and then we stop a moment."
II. Review. New York Post 18 January 1959.
"This is a sad little tale beneath its veneer of humor, an empty life, a woman
who winds up like a dead leaf hanging from a tree. But don't let the gloomy
undertones head you off; Connell gives Mrs. Bridge the wry treatment, and
artistically too. He's a very accomplished writer."
12. Review. Washington Post and Times 18 January 1959.
"Mrs. Bridge by Evan Connell, Jr., will be a sharp disappointment to those
who admired rus short story 'The Anatomy Lesson; published in a collection
under that title several years ago. His first novel uses a technique of disjOinted episodes to tell the story of a Kansas- City housewife from marriage
through middle age. Her life seems dull to her, and she appears to be
right."
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13. Hogan, William. «A Bookman's Notebook." San Francisco Chronicle 19
January 1959.
..
d
d
"The emergence of a true literary talent-the shock of recognItion, as E mUll
Wilson calls it-occurs all too infrequently. . . . Mrs. Bridge, by Evan S.
Connell, Jr., carries this shock of recognition . . . . His social satire is never
the raw stuff of Lewis' Gopher Prairie, nor the unvarnished realism of
Dreiser's work. Connell is an original. We will look this over tomorrow in
more detail, for I think it is the season's memorable novel."
14. «Lonely Mom," Time 19 January 1959.
"When catastrophe breaks into his heroine's hot-house existence, the author
flinches nearly as much as she: the event is seen from the outside, and the
reader cannot know if Mrs. Bridge feels any more deeply than the cliches
she utters. He is a gentler observer than Philip Wylie) but Connell's conclusions about U.S. womanhood may not be too different."
15. "It's Possible." Newsweek 19 January 1959.
". . . Evan Connell has suggested the full pathos of a loving life. Mrs.
Bridge is a woman of good intentions, but it is perfectly clear that Connell
connects her in no way with the road to hell. Summing Up: Tender and
detailed portrayal of a completely unexceptional but good and loving woman."
16. Review. Los Angeles Mirror & News 19 January 1959.
"The life of a wife and mother is told in a series of 117 seemingly unrelated
episodes in a long life, some of them less than 100 words long. But skill.fuJ
writing and perception build the pieces into a cohesive and appeahng
portrait of a woman, always busily engaged with family and society, who
never quite knew what she was doing nor why she was doing it. Surely you
know someone just like Mrs. Bridge."
17. Hogan, William. "A Bookman's Notebook." San Francisco Chronicle 20
January 1959.
"I cannot categorize' either Connell or Mrs. Bridge. But I. predict that
this unique literary mosaic of a Kansas City country club matron to wh?m
nothing very much happens during her overly protected, poignant adult life,
is a candidate for next year's National Book Award. . . . This is a fine and
revealing American novel, the best I have read in a long time."
18. Hanscom, Leslie. "Leslie Hanscom's Bookshelf." New York World-Telegram
23 January 1959.
.
"The trouble with the lady whose 'bald sour is touchingly exposed in tillS
funny and frightening novel is, not that she is a lady, but that once you
have called her a lady, there is absolutely nothing left to say. . . . Mrs.
Bridge is a hopeless figure but a figure that. is probably representative of
many American women."
.19. Baker, Mary Louise. "Distaff-Side Babbitt Is Skillfully Portrayed." Columbus
Dispatch [OR] 25 January 1959.
.
"Just as it takes an excellent musician to feign poor playing and a WhIStler
to produce beauty from muted grays, it takes a skilled w~ter to accurate~y
portray" a woman of such unutterable dullness as Mrs. Bndge. Perhaps III
succeeding so well, he has only defeated his purpose. Those looking for
adventure or instruction will be disapPOinted. But for those curious to see
a difficult literary feat well performed, this is a highly rewarding book."
20. Butcher, Fanny. "Portrait of Womanhood." Chicago Tribune 25 January
1959.
"Connell tells the story of Mrs. Bridge with understanding, tenderness,
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humor, and great literary skill, in a manner which is unusual but somehow
perfectly fitted to that telling . . . . The author's method of telling the story
is touching, funny, and deeply convincing. This is a book in which somewhere nearly any woman would :find at least a fleeting image of herself."
21. Downey, Hugh F. Review. Lowell Sun [MAJ 25 January 1959.
"Mr. Connell's subtle portrait of her and the tragic human waste that she
:epr~sents is at once critical and sympathetic. An excellent character srudy,
It WIll appeal to a good many ladies who are themselves not entirely unlike
Mrs. ,Bridge. . . . Thoroughly delightful, the feminine clientele will have
cheerfully pleasant reading experiences as it wryly smiles, guffaws and here
and there sympathizes with Mrs. Bridge."
22. Fitzgerald, Julia Morris. "Depressing Picture of American Family Life."
Nashville Banner 25 January 1959.
"There are 117 chapters in this novel, some only a sentence or two in length,
each of them citing one incident in the life of Mrs. Bridge whose type,
unfortunately, is aU too common in the United States. In themselves the
incidents are not unusual but this method of pinpointing them marks them
as milestones in the disintegration of Mrs. Bridge's personality. . .. This
chilling picrure of American family life and the futility of Mrs. Bridge's
existence makes most depreSSing reading."
23. Gentry, Curt. «'A Writer's Job Is Not of Total Recall but of Selection:"
San Francisco Chronicle 25 January 1959.
"Evan S. Connell, Jr., last week published Mrs. Bridge, a graceful and
pr.ovocative first novel which observes that 'lost' American type, the uppermIddle class matron. Some backgrollnd on the author is provided here by
a friend and fellow writer." [Editorial noteJ
24. MeG., M. "The Trials of a Hapless Housewife." Washington Star 25 January
1959.
"Mr. Connell has told with sardonic sympathy the life story of a Midwestern
matron as timid and fearful as any citizen of the Soviet Union . . • . Mrs.
Bridge is a kindly, well-dressed lost soul in the jungle of mid-twentieth
century American civilization. Mr. Connell recounts her trials in a series
of brief chapters each containing a moment of truth not faced."
25. May, William. "Good First Novel." Newark News 25 January 1959.
"Evan S. Connell's Mrs. Bridge is one of t4e most interesting first novels
we've read in a long time. It demonstrates the intriguing twists a writer
with style and wit can give to a basically simple idea. . . . Mrs. Bridge is a
superior novel. The grace of the writing and the manner in which the story
is shaped and moulded make it a rewarding reading experience."
26. Robb, Mary. "A Capable Chronicle." Pittsburgh Press 25 January 1959.
"Mrs. Bridge, by Evan S. Connell. Jr., is an unusual presentation of a not
very unusual story. Although it contains little of excitement or climax, and
although the characters are not especially appealing, the chronicle of the
married life of Mrs. Bridge is constantly interesting. . . . It is capably
written, tightly organized and moves swiftly through the events, important
and unimportant 'alike, with which it deals."
27. Smith, Dorothy Lois. "Appeallng." Portland Journal [OR] 25 January 1959.
"This is an appealing and convincing novel giving 117 phases Or episodes
in the life of a warmly human woman of the upper middle class. Through
this technique the reader comes to feel that he really knows the likeable Mrs.
Bridge and to find her relatively unexciting experiences faSCinating because
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they are so true-to-life and traditional.
. There is some sorrow and much
humor in her life."
28. Winship, Elizabeth C. "She Is a 'Nice' Woman," Boston Globe 25 January
1959.
1
d
. 1t
"TIns is a most unusual little book. The story does not lave a ramatic po.
It is rather the small daily events in a woman's life, and the image of her
character that emerges from them . . . . Mr. Connell writes about a woman
with deep insight. Sometimes her clarity is almost painful."
29. Review. New Orleans Times-Picayune 25 January 1959.
"This is a novel in which nothing really extraordinary happens, but the 117
chapters, each an episode, bring out characterization which is strong in
reader-identification,"
30. Summers, Hollis. "Kansas City Lady," Saturday Review 31 Jan,nary 19~9.
"The book appears casual, as if one incident, by the way, remmded hIm of
another possible incident. The little scenes move almost idly with quiet
humor like life, through the unspecified time of changing relationships:
Mrs. Bridge ages, life ceases. The difficulty of such telling li~s i~ the danger
of hiccoughing the reader into boredom as actual as Mrs. Bndge s own. But
Mr. Connell is a skilled pointillist. Rarely does he fail to place his dot
of character in the proper place. The novel, for all its fragility, is sturdy.
Although the heroine does not realize her moments' significances, the re~der
does understand-and cares."
31. fordan, Cliff. "Books." Dartmouth Alumni February 1959.
"Author Evan Connell (The Anatomy Lesson and other stories) has skillfully
dissected Mrs. Bridge into a sort of literary jigsaw puzzle with each of
the more than one hundred pieces or episodes fitting together within the
framework of the novel to form the completed portrait of Mrs. Bridge and
her world. However, as is frequently the case with jigsaw puzzles, the final
result is a trille disappointing with the completed portrait lacking the
brilliance promised by some of the individual pieces."
32. Review. Harpers February 1959.
.
"It is the story of a wife and mother in a fashionable suburb of Kansas CIty,
from the time of her marriage to her death, unfolded in a series of brief
chapters, many of them hardly more than anecdotes. Yet the cumulative
effect of these mvial events is peculiarly impressive, and by the end Mrs.
Bridge has become a character study of considerable subtlety, often humorous
and as the years pass increaSingly moving."
33. Crowther, Florence. "Stranded Matriarch." New York Times Book RetJiew
1 February 1959.
"Although Mrs. Bridge is easy reading-there is often a touch of humor,
sometimes mild pathos-it is somewhat unconvincing. It's hard to believe
that a lady from Kansas City with a house in the best residential section,
one full-time maid, one mink coat and a Lincoln for her very own, should
finish up as timorous and ephemeral as a lunar moth on the outside of a
window."
34. Follin, Anne B. "Aimless Housewife Is Depicted As Part of the American
Scene." Chattanooga Times 1 February 1959.
"The crises in her life are so underemphasized by Mr. Connell that they seem
minor, and it is not until you look back that you realize how exceedingly
well her character has come alive for you in tiny particles of this and that.
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Here is no grand tragedy, nO heroic choice between good and evil, but one
smiles through sympathetic hurt at the perfect ending."
Gutwillig, Robert. "Ruthless Selection," Commonweal 1 February 1959.
"The Bridges are as vivid a family as I have encountered in modern .fiction,
and as individuals they are scarcely less immediate. But they are terribly,
deliberately and predictably limited-for two reasons. First, we have met
the Bridges many, many times before, both in life and in literature. They
are what we like to consider 'ordinary people leading ordinary lives: Mr.
Connen does not want to make the ordinarY extraordinary; he does not want
to surprise and appall us, he merely wants to make the ordinary interesting
and entertaining. He succeeds, but it isn't quite enough. Second, his method
admits no irrelevancies or discrepancies, no real narrative or plot. It permits
only the most ruthless selection."
"Closeup View of Suburban Wife." Miami Herald 1 February 1959.
"What the author has given us is a terrible picture of the reasonably wealthy
American woman of today. He is the ruthless spectator of the slow decay
that lies at the root of our national life, exemplified, by a gentle, well-meaning
woman of the upper classes. It is a book that will hit any American woman
over 40 with a secret dread."
Maslin, Marsh. "The Browser." San Francisco Chronicle 3 February 1959.
"If any Mrs. Bridge should happen to read Evan Connell's Mrs. Bridge, she
is not likely to recognize herself in the novel, although she may become
aware of a vague familiarity with the lady. . . . She is still a small gray
moth fluttering feebly on a pin in the hands of her autllor."
"Briefs." Lynn Item [MAl 4 February 1959.
"In 117 brief episodes, he presents a candid 'photographic' album of the
prosaic life of a simple-minded, good-hearted woman who is never able to
come to grips with life because she is surrounded and protected by conventions and platitudes that do not permit her to think and feel for herself.
';Yritten in compassion, yet with the edge of irony, it is a tragicomic expression of the grey, neutral lives of many women dominated by their families
and friends in a culture which is often but erroneously termed a matriarchy."
Poore, Charles. "Books of The Times." New York Times 7 February 1959.
"Mrs. Bridge, by Evan S. Connell, Jr., is a searching and memorable portrait
of a lost lady. The time and setting may remind you of Booth Tarkington's
midland-America. But neither the style nor the point of view is Tarkingtonian."
Betts, Doris. ''You'll Find Yourself Among the Characters." Raleigh News &
Observer 8 February 1959.
"This novel is like a live organism; it returns in like measure whatever the
individual reader invests in it. It would be possible for the Good Housekeeping set to read and even treasure these little chapters on womanhood,
motherhood, and bridge club sisterhood; but hardly without wincing and
wondering. Mrs. Bridge hUS' even more to offer the sensitive reader. He will
find real human beings here .... Mrs. Bridge is recommended not only without reservations, but with the full gamut of enthusiasm. Do read it."
Caperton, Helena Lefroy. "Amusement ... And Tears." Louisville Courier
Journal 8 February 1959.
"That the near-crises of Mrs. Bridge's life are not unimportant to the reader
is proof of Evan Connell's sensitivity and insight. Here is amusing and
delightful reading. Any woman whose children have Hown from the nest will
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have a smile tinged with bitterness recognizing the book's many truths, and
will laugh with genuine amusement yet wiH feel the sting of tears, the lump
in the throat and, throughout, a pang of recognition and sympathy,"
Hutton, Mary. «Mrs. Bridge Has Problems," Denver Post 8 February 1959.
"This is a gentle story of a gentlewoman who has lived her life with her
gloves on and has missed all its texture. The quiet humor and the easy
identification with its characters makes Mrs. Bridge a book well worth reading and remembering."
Keese, Parton C. "Brilliant in A minor Key," Worcester Telegram 8 February 1959.
"Written brilliantly in a minor key is this novel by Evan Connen. . . . Mr.
Connell's craftsmanship can be likened to a life-sized jigsaw puzzle. He has
cut up Mrs. Bridge int~ a hundred chapte:rs, each one a single, isolated
incident in .her life. Individually, each view affords a remarkable insight,
tragic and hilarious, into Mrs. Bridge's character. Altogether, the pages meld
into a delightful reading experience and one of the most artful I have come
across in years. It would not be surprising if Mrs. Bridge found itself the
'sleeper' book of the year. It is that good."
VanFleet, Virginia. "Story of Frustration Told in Brief, Meaty Chapters."
Fort Worth Star 8 February 1959.
"The frustrations of parenthood give depth to a unique novel about a woman
who is the antithesis of unique . . . . But the author has managed to convey
that, despite her complete lack of understanding of her children, there is a
Hash of some deeper, stronger quality in her soul, which more adverse
circumstances might have strengthened."
Review. Oklahoma City Okklhoman 8 February 1959.
"In spite of the irony and delicate satire implicit in the author's picture,
he enlists a good deal of reader sympathy for the carefully protected and
protective Mrs. Bridge."
Scott, Margaret. "A Very Neat Piece of Work." Toronto Telegram 11 February 1959.
"Mrs. Bridge is a very neat piece of work. It is expertly written, the style
is economical and the 116 [sic] chapters each of which is a single episode
in her life, build up a very complete picture of Mrs. Bridge. As I Bnished
its last chilling chapter, I felt the wind whistle around me, too, as I wondered
if in the end I should prove to have been any smarter than she."
Morse, Jane C. "Family Life." Hartford Courant 22 February 1959.
"This is an interesting and successful way to tell a story about one of the'
many Mrs. Bridges in America today whose lives are full of these brief
snippets of busy family life. Often it is fun to see oneself as others do. Mr.
Connell has provided the perfect opportunity."
Review. Catholic World March 1959.
"This is a startling performance, one of brilliant wit and, despite a surface
coldness of satire, a sympathetic one. Mr. Connell's characters are not
notably depraved or wicked or even ungenerous, but they are small. They
seem bent upon making spiritual midgets of themselves, or perhaps it is the
thin air they breathe that makes them so small, so disappointing to themselves. . . . In spite of the superb technique many readers may Bnd this a
chilling book, but for others that very astringency will be part of its individuality and impact."
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49. Review. Diplomat March 1959.
"Out of the many episodes, commonplace and incredulous, that make up a
woman's life, Evan S. Connell, Jr., has woven the shattering story of Mrs.
Bridge. . . . Mrs. Bridge is a famiJiar figure made extraordinary by the
author's technique and penetrating insight."
50. Armbrust, Marianne S. "'... of Quiet Desperation:" Omaha World-Herald
1 March 1959.
"What is so common and perhaps dull as a typical middle class American
woman to whom nothing very exciting happens in an entire lifetime? Probably nothing, and yet Mr. Connell has drawn in Mrs. Bridge a figure so
realistic that one becomes deeply interested in and sympathetic with her
various problems."
51. Daniel, Frank. .. 'Mrs. Bridge' Promises Rewards For Reader." Atlanta
Journal & Comtitution 8 March 1959.
"Her life is all small scale, and her creator matches it with a narrative of
small episodes, forming a portrait no less complete, no less powerful, for
being a mosaic. This style, indeed, lends itself to emphasize the theme Mr.
Connell presents with great charm and dignity. The period is from the
late 19th century to World War II, the material poignant Americana beautifully handled."
52. Quincy, Jan. "Quiet Glimpses Into Wife's Life." Tulsa World 8 March 1959.
"Holding up a mirror to the upper middle class married American female is
the task Evan S. Connell has set himself in Mrs. Bridge. . . . Perhaps this
pleasant novel will jolt some complacent wife and mother into questioning
her own importance."
53. Notice. Fort Worth Star 8 March 1959.
"Evan Connell's Mrs. Bridge, a recent publication of Viking Press, has been
selected by the New York Bookseller's Association as the top novel of the
winter season. Mrs. Bridge has raced through three printings, and a fourth
is being planned."
54. Lunn, Janet. "American Woman Described As Frightened, Confused." Toronto
Daily Star 14 March 1959.
" . . . Mrs. Bridge, by Evan S. Connell, Jr., is sometimes pitying, sometimes
tender, but always tolerant and understanding. Connell sees the American
woman as a groping, confused creature whose only real support in life is
the set of rules given her early in this century by an unimaginative, rniddleclass family."
55. Haymaker, Marion B. "Books at the Library." Provincetown Advocate
19 March 1959.
"The reason for this novel's climb to such fictional success is the astonishing
manner in which Evan S. Connell, Jr., presents his plot.•.. So weep and
laugh together, if you are the sort that always must have a lace trimmed
handkerchief to take from the folds when you go to a matinee."
56. "Soundless Scream." Good Housekeeping 26 March 1959.
Mrs. Bridge is "a brilliant portrait of that most difficult of all characters
to grasp, the average American woman . . . . It sounds bitter, but it isn't.
Mr. Connell, by understating the story of his heroine, makes his point betterthat a life of garden clubs, teas, gentle self-improvement, minor frustrations,
and muted tragedies can be moving and fascinating and poignantly significant,"
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57. McNiff, Mary Stack. Review. America 28 March 1959.
"In his oddly lifelike presentation of the fragments that comprise these notes
for a portrait, Mr. Connell has written with clear-eyed sympathy and a
talent for making a variety of characters come to life with his much-in-little
method. His book has that fafe but blessed quality of leaving a goodly
share to the reader's imagination-and there will be wide variations of interpretation in the completed portrait of Mrs. Bridge,"
58. Notice. Kansas City Star 18 April 1959.
"Mrs. Bridge, on the national best seller lists for eleven weeks, has gone into
its fifth printing by Viking Press. This quiet novel of a frustrated Kansas
City lady by Evan S. Connell, Jr., sold over 500 copies in the single week
ending April 3, according to Publishers' Weekly magazine."
59. Preslar, Charles. "Powerful Novel of Great Vitality." Greemboro Daily News
10 May 1959.
"The plot is an old one. But Connell pounds life into it to the extent it
never was more vital. He accomplishes the feat through mood, a style which
heralds him as a most promising author, and authenticity and sincerity ·of
limitless quantity and quality."
60. Review. America 16 May 1959.
" ... the tone in Mrs. Bridge is not dismal. Through countless little vignettes
which stick with the reader, Mr. Connell writes with much sympathy and
\vith a compression that stirs the imagination. This is worlds apart from
the <tell all' school of fiction."
61. Review. Honolulu Star-Bulletin 18 June 1959.
"In this, his first novel, the author has taken a seemingly unproductive
character and managed to invest it with complexity."
,
62. Review. Ladies Home Journal September 1959.
"It is sometimes very funny. But half hidden beneath the all-tao-familiar
household scenes lies a bitter indictment of superficiality and of false values
that are only too common among us all. Actually in its unemphasized way
it is a shocker."
63. Review. Cleveland News 2 December 1959.
ccA hauntingly witsful story about a wife-mother-widow who goes through
all the proper motions of life yet seems curiously untouched by the emotions
of people around her. In the end she is lost in loneliness."
64. Letter. San Francisco Chronicle 30 May 1960.
"I would not have minded 'seeing Mrs. Bridge take it over Goodbye, Columbus
for the National Book Award, though Philip Roth is a brilliant writer; either
one would leave no argument. But it is discouraging to see what amounts
to nonfiction getting fiction awards."
65. Review. Grand Rapids Press 10 February 1963.
"One of the best novels of 1959, or any postwar year, is available in Mrs.
Bridge by Evan Connell. He tells the funny-sad story of a suburban matron
in a series of short scenes written with sympathy, irony and much understanding."

Mr. Bridge
1. Review. Virginia Kirkus Reviews February 1969.
"Mr. Connell like Mr. Bridge is a literalist but there are saddening, softening
moments which redeem the latter from the prosaic bind of his predictability.
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Onde again the particular appeal of the book is Mr. Connell's ability to
elevate these circumscribed commonplaces __ so that they will speak to a
great many people in a fashion which is reminiscent and reassuring."
2. Cudey, Dorothy. Review. Library Journal 1 April 1969.
«The tone is very quiet, almost a monotone, but the detailing is exquisite
and the total effect very impressive. While Mr. Connell writes as a critic
of the unexamined life, he also writes with sympathy and compassion."
3. Review. Phoenix Gazette 9 April 1969.
«Mr. Bridge is a m<;ln who can be read two ways. He can be scorned as a
self-:ighte~us squar¢, and. made !un of. Or he can be admired for adhering
to hiS ethics when _,the pnce begms to be the things for which all his efforts
are expended."
4. Menn, Thorpe. ~eview. Kansas City Star 13 April 1969.
«Connell is an' entertaining literary artist for mature readers . . . and in
Mr. Bridge gives us a companion novel to Mrs. Bridge as a work of literary
high art in a wholly original form . . . . In their lives Connell presents for
posterity a picture of how inadequate for civilization it has been for many
people to be affluent Americans of the mid-20th century."
5. Phillips, Jane B. "No Life, No Love." Chattanooga Times 13 April 1969.
«The tragedy of this man and his kind is that he somehow knew that there
was an emptiness in his life; he vaguely yearned for ful£llment, but firmly
and sternly resisted all opportunities for it. . • . This is a very skillful portrayal of a pathetic cardboard figure of a man, who-sad to say-lives all
around us."
6. Notice. Honolulu Star-Bulletin 13 April 1969.
«A sensitive dissection of American midwestern man of the 1930's by the
distinguished author of Mrs. Bridge."
'
7. Hogan, William. "Evan Connell's Mr. Super-WASP." San Francisco Chronicle
14 April 1969.
"Connell's new novel, Mr. Bridge, completes a double portrait. It is a devastating comment on a recognizable American type. Walter Bridge is not the
cartoon that Sinclair Lewis's George F. Babbitt was; Babbitt, essentially,
was a buffoon, as standard as his electric cigar lighter of 1922. Mr. Bridge
is a frightening anachronism, a good husband and provider, yet an enormously
sel£sh fellow . . . For me'Mr. Bridge lacks the surprise and spontaneity of
Mrs. Bridge . ... Yet Connell has performed a classic job of surgery on this
marvelous cliche of the uptight American"
8. Washburn, Beatrice. «Series of Episodes Covers a Family." Miami Herald
14 April 1969.
«The popular novel Mrs. Bridge, by the same author, appeared 10 years ago
and dealt with the upper middle class housewife and her futile efforts to
kill time and achieve a meaningful life. The present book has nothing to
do with it and the title concerns another character, a successful executive, a
WASP (white Anglo-Saxon Protestant), living in Kansas City with his
wife and three children. It is, in a sense, the same background as Dodsworth,
but Mr. Connell is no Sinclair Lewis."
9. Earl, Pauline J. "Fiction." Best Sellers 15 April 1969.
"Mr. Connen has a sharp, satirical way with the language. He is right to
the point and develops his 'hero' masterfully. The reader has no doubt as
to what the author is trying to say to his audience. The book is a series of
episodes, one built on top of the other, rather than the typical storytelling
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format of the novel. Though generally this is not my favorite ~et~od ~£
finding what an author has to say, I must admit it is mo~t effectIve m tillS
volume. Mr. Bridge is a readable book and should provIde much thought
.
"
for a reader to digest. I enjoyed it."
'III'" «Meet Evan Connell, Friend of Mr. and Mrs. Bndge.
10. Bensky, L awrence 1\'J.
New York Times Book Review 20 April 1969,
..
•.
According to Connell, "What's really intriguing about ~ IS
h~dS gomg
.
through expenences
W h·Ieh many peopIe go through-losmg hIS chi! ren tof
their own lives for example.... It seems there will always be some, sort 0
conflict betwee~ generations, some sOrt of Ie bellion by children agal~st ~l~
hypocrisy of their parents. But it wasn't my intention to ~raw mora~.
"
I was getting at was that this experience happened to one man, Mr. Bndge.
Published also: Kansas City Star 20 April 1969.
.
Davenport, Guy. "The dilemmas of a solid citizen of. Kansas CI?,' who had
11. everything and nothing." New York Times Book Revtew 20 Apn11969.
"Mr. Connell has rewritten his own novel because there was m~re to. ~ell
M'rs. Bridge was essentially a comedy of manners masking e:'tenslve crlti.cal
surgery of life as it is conducted with success and decency 1ll ~ansas CI~.
Mr. Bridge is equally comic and satiric, but is more. op~nIy. mterested m
the tragedy of success. For all their satire and dark ImP?Cations, however,
the novels of the Bridge family remain in the memory as hiumph~ o~ fauItIe~s
realism. Mr. Connell's art is one of restraint and p~rfe~t mImIcry. ~s
characterizations are admirably short, his style is breVIty Itself .. Alo~gs~de
all this enameled charm, we soon discover, there is .a. slyness of l~phca~lOn
that is more puckish than serious. Rarely has a satinst dam~ed his subject
with such good humor. His good nature is" not about to fad Mr. Connell,
for he loves the Bridges as much as we do.
12. Eisen, Jacqueline. "Mr. Bridge, Pompous, Pathetic." Raleign NCJ1L's &
Observer 20 April 1969.
. .
B .d
"Evan Connell has drawn a perfect, if unbearable, portrrut of Mr. n ~e.
... It is to Mr. Connell's credit that he can make the reader feel anythi~g
but sheer disgust for this creature he has created. At the e~d,.,we do reahze
we feel sorry for Mr. Bridge for having missed so much of hfe.

tI:at

13. Hayes, Elizabeth. Review. Savannah News 20 April! 1969. b iii t th t
"The Connell style is going to stand unmatched or. it i~ . ri an . a . a
novel could be created from the life of an unroma~tic, ngld,. au~ontat~ve
husband and father, who himself abides by the stnctest of Vlc~on~n pnnciples. Thro~~h Mr. Bridge, a classic figure of modern Amencamsm has
been created.
14. Ro, K. "Back to the 30·s." New Haven Re gister20 Ap riljJI 9 6?
t the
"Although the jacket copy for this novel hints th at we w 1 d Iscover, a
end, the inner Mr. Bridge in all his agony, the author seems to. dwell, ratJ;er,
on the apparent calm of those years when the United States, like an ostrIch,
had its head buried in the sand, and the reader is happy enough. to follow
··t
aIong and enJoy
I. Although he discovers , at the end, that . whIle
tho he has
known happiness, and satisfaction, Mr. Bridge has never known JOY, IS co,?e:,
as no great surprise to the reader nor does it seem like much of a hardshIp.

15. Notice. Erie Times 20 April 1969. Babb,.tt, a WASP, a good husband and
«Mr. Bridge is a sort of upper class
provider. . . ."
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16. Review. Grand Junction Sentinel [COl 20 April 1969.
"He is, perhaps, as good a portrait of 'the 1930s as we'll have at this level
and ConneIl has done a remarkable job of making his short, pointed vignettes
of this unexciting life into a novel with -breadth and depth. Mr. Bridge will
irritate, btlt he will also warm the heart sometimes. Because he is very much
an American of his time, he cannot be dismissed."
17. Karns, Catherine. "'Mr. Bridge' RecalIs a Peaceful Era." Lafayette Midweek
Sun [CAl 23 April 1969.
" ... ,it is a portrait of many of our fathers. Hard working, conservative, a
good and reliable Dad who insisted on good manners; who loved his family
enough to be insured for their welfare if anything happened to him; generous
to those deserving and loyal. It was a peaceful era with no stark confrontations to mar the orderliness of daily living. Connell is authentic, too."
18. Lehmann-Haupt, Christopher. «Books of The Times." New York Times
23 April 1969.
" ... for all the sadness and humor of the book, there is something vaguely
unsatisfactory about Mr. Connell's tour de force. The movement of Mr.
Bridge-the development that keeps us reading-is that of gradually revealing
an essentially static situation. . . . This is no great fault in the book; yOu
are still likely to find it quietly devastating. But it does lack the central
symbolic disease that afBicted the hero of Leo Tolstoy's 'The Death of Ivan
IlIyich: a not dissimilar story. In Mr. Bridge, whnt might have been a
major social portrait turns out to be a satirical miniature. One's response
never transcends wry amusement and an occasional strangled cry:'
19. Martinetti, Ronald. "The Bookshelf." Wall Street Journal 25 April 1969.
". . . ConneIl's portrait of Mr. Bridge is less convincing-and far less
sympathetic-than the one he had drawn of his wife. In fact, Connell endows
his subject with so few saving graces . . . that the portrait borders 011
caricature. Ironically, the case against Mr. Bridge might have been brought
into better focus if his own defense were not presented so flimsily. . . . It is
perhaps unfair to constantly measure Mr. Bridge against tile splendid achievement of Connell's earlier novel. It does not capture the quality of its
predecessor. But then, in _the past decade there have been very few other
novels that have."
20. Schott, Webster. «Last HaH of a Superb American Saga." Life 25 April 1969.
«Evan S. Connell has our number. He has penetrated the monotony barrier
of suburban Kansas City-and Minneapolis or Evanston-to lay open the
quietly desperate, secret life of Midwestern noninvolvement. He began this
act of purification several years ago with Mrs. Bridge, a best-selling novel
about a Kansas City housewife and mother disenfranchised from purpose
and femininity. With Mr. Bridge, Connell completes his saga of sweet
joylessness and blunted sensibility, of marriage, family and middle age on
the plains of Protestantism. Together the Bridge novels achieve an understanding of provincial upper-middle-class U.S. life beyond anything in our
literature."
21. Gilliam, Stanley. "Companion for 'Mrs. Bridge:" Sacramento Bee 27 April
1969.
«Mr. Bridge is the picture book WASP ... unaware of any hypocrisy, selfsatisfied (with only occasional bouts of self-doubt) of every religiOUS conviction and in every ethnic group. And that is what makes this such satisfying yet disturbing reading, -because everyone will see a little of himself in
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Walter Bridge-sort of like looking in the mirror after a close shave with
a new blade and taking satisfaction in a job well done but wondering whatever happened to that young fellow who was there as recently (so it seems
but really is not) just the last time you looked."
22. Sandberg, Peter L. "He Who Had It All." Saturday Review 3 May 1969.
"The vignettes in Mr. Bridge are readable, often insightful, sometimes brilliant; but they lack the consistent precision and dazzle of the earlier work.
The story itself has less of a cumulative effect. What is more, something
has gone awry with the characters. . . . The humor and compassion th'at
infused Connell's first book are evidenced here in fits and starts, The wine
has soured, not much, but enough to make a difference. Taken alone, Mr.
Bridge is not a bad book, in spite of its defects. But is is not as good a
novel as the one with which it will inevitably be compared."
23. Edwards, Isabel. "American Gothic: A Masterpiece." Minneapolis Tribune
4 May 1969.
"The technique is comparable to the way Andrew 'Wyeth has of precisely
detailing his paintings throughout, so that the whole of some homely scenea sun-lit loft, perhaps-reverberates with a mysterious, even mythic, intensity.
Both novelist and painter manage to make us aware of how significant and
worthy of interest the mundane truly is. In each case, the technique is not
facile trickery, but a convincing expression of the artist's view of life. All in
all, Evan Connell's Mr. Bridge is a truly outstanding novel. Any mature
reader will enjoy it. For students of American society or of American prose,
it is a must."
24. Ginzel, Nancy K. "A Man With No Joy," San Antonio Express 4 !vlay 1969.
"Connell knowingly creates a character so human that he constantly hits the
nerves of self-recognition in his readers. Mr. Bridge, a Midwesterner in
the '30s, is so many people we know today. He is not a bad person, really.
He is well-meaning. But he is so cold, rigid, orderly and afraid that he is
incapable of living life to the fullest-or outside his patterns. If Mr. Bridge
read this excellent novel he would be extremely bothered as he recognized
himself. But he would finally convince himself that the trouble-making
author had misjudged him and was not worth wasting a thought on. And
he would smugly proceed with his life."
25. Serviss, George. "K.C. Family." Garden Gl'Ove News [CAl 4 May 1ge9.
" ... life holds many shocks that jar Mr. Bridge to his heels. Some of them
are humorous, some dramatic, some pragmatic, but none of them dull, except
as life itself is sometimes dull. This is a book that is fun to read, Those
who know Mr. Connell's Mrs. Bridge, published in 1959, have some idea of
what to expect,"
26, "Sequel Surpasses the Origina1." San Rafael Independent Journal 10 May
1969.
"Connell builds, usually with formidable effect, in brief, fragmentary little
episodes, tllat mirrored exactly the trivial bits and pieces that made up
Mr, Bridge's day, and the reader may find, as this one did, that there are
places where this approach seems contrived in Mr. Bridge's larger world .
. , , Mr. Bridge seemS destined to haunt the American consciousness as
persistently as Mrs. Bridge has done."
27.
Hemet News [CAl
May
"This exceptional novel is written in a series of vignettes, Some are only
a half page, Others are a few pages, But for the most part each is an
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incisive inSight, not indictment of the B 'd
combined personalities mercilessly but Wi~ ~:~arra~leauthor probes their
he does not condone nor even h
t I
.
empathy. Though
actually loves them all S dave h ota compaSSIOn for their frailties, he
ignominious head more ~hano oc:~~ t ~l re~der even though pio/ rears its
attempted to dissect the innerm<os~~~sY~f o~g ago, the late Sinclair. Lewis
accepted abilities, Lewis missed the mark M~dwesterners. But de~Plte his
to show the empathy Evan C
]]
] ' " erhaps he was too Incensed
28
anne emp oys.
, Barnes" Harper. "With a Long Lens on a Kansas
!:ost-DlSPatch 11 May 1969.
City Suburb." St. Louis
Even more than its predecessor Mr B 'd
.
narrowness, loneliness and icy pr~prie~ o~ r::c~s ~ l~as.terful etchi.ng of the
America. The work, which is set in the 1920s a~d ~;3~n ~ppe: ~Iddle-class
irrelevant for today is reminiscent of S' I ' ( .
s ut IS III no sense
is written with mo '
,
mc aIr eWlS. However, Mr. Bridge
29, Walker, Robert.
~=das~on and less scorn than Main Street Or Babbitt,"
;!ouston Chronicle 11 May 1;~~~ . . . In an Anglo-Saxon Neighborhood,"

,:1

Connell has done what few writers would d
used in his award-Winning novel M
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and still avoid them. Evan ConneWs gift is not of a blunt or head-on sort.
His is not the technique of the ice-breaker, the myth-debunker, the ~rophet
or the iconoclast. He darts agilely from perception to perception like a
man engaged in a breathtaking literary slalom. His range.. is not vast, but
his ability to balance wit and sympathy is nearly faultless.
33. Mullen, Shaun D. "Books in the News." Wilmington News [DL] 22 May
1969.
"The place und time are Kansas City in the mid-1930s, the world of Roos~velt
and Hitler. But Evan Connell's Mr. Bridge, like his Mrs. Bridge of a
decade ago, is actually without time or geographic boundaries. With a gOD,d
bit of satire and irony Connell has presented Mr. Bridge as a pathetic
figure, his virtue and ;ighteousness overwhelming, his happim:ss al:tificial.
The satire is that in his utterly meaningful moments, Mr. Bndge IS se1£defeating. The irony is that today he is everywhere."
34. Stella, Charles. "ShIffy Hero Fails to Seem Real." Cleveland Press 23 May

3n.

36.
37.

38.

39.

1969.
.
.
b
"In Mr. Bridge Evan S. Connell, Jr., has gone SinclaIr LeWIS one etter, or
worse in creating an impossible stuffy, cliche-ridden, hard-hearted, smallmind:d midwestern lawyer in the 1930's. The novel is a failure precisely
because no one could possibly be as joyless, cloddish and stereotyped as
Walter Bridge. Apparently the author intended a satire, but it is so onesided and venomous as to be unbelievable."
Wallace Robert. Review. Book-of-the-Month Club News June 1969.
"Perhap~ because Mr. Bridge can only repeat th~ ~arger story of. the famil~
as we know it from Mrs. Bridge, it seems less bnlliant, less starthng. But It
is a sensitive novel moving funny, deeply nostaglic, at once ironic and
compassionate as it 'searches 'among the parts of a man's life. And, despite
being about a time thirty years ago, it tells a good deal about the way we
live now."
Review. Booklist June 1969.
"
"An incisive, pitiless examination of the man inside the stereotype.
"Book of the Day." Boston Globe 12 June 1969.
.
"I am convinced that I knew Mr. Bridge. In fact, lance worked for hun.
For, have no doubt about it, Mr. Bridge exists. The solid citizen of. the
'30's he knows for a certainty that there is only one proper way to live,
his way,
and that his standards are the true standards."
"Main Street Remembered." Time 20 June 1969.
"Connell perceives the humor in Bridge's predicament, .which is proba~ly
necessary: a good man is hard to stand. B~t his r~stramed tone of VOIce
and inhumanly cool, cruel irony convey the ImpreSSlOn of barely repressed
personal rancor, such as a son might feel in trying to discuss his father.
Perhaps this, and the fact that it is set in the 19~Os, is wh~t makes Mr.
Bridge more than an objective caricature of the ~ptight Mr. Bndge. so often
under attack today. What emerges is a muted Image of an Amencan type
as pure enduring and applicable as George F. Babbitt ever was."
Scrutin: Judson. "Exploring the WASP's Nest'''hBalt~lml ~re S.un 22 Jhunef1969.
"White Anglo-Saxon Protestants have been teo VI ams m muc 0 contemporary thought. While much of this criticism is certainly justified, often
th figures which emerge are obvious mouthpieces for their authors or are
su~h transparent caricatures that they are hardly recognized as the human
beings. . . . Walter Bridge, Connell's protagonist, restores a fuU and flawed
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humanity to an archetypal American. In understanding Mr. Bridge we understand a main ingredient of the American alloy."
40. Abel, Bob. "In 'Mr. Bridge: A Solid Citizen's Detailed Portrait." National
Observer 23 June 1969.
"If it were not for Mr. Connell's brilliant forays into the depths of his
character's soul, Mr. Bridge would be not only a singularly uninteresting
felIgw, -but also, and this would destroy the impact and entertainment value
/~f~the book, a very broad caricature of a type of American. But Mr. Connell
.-- bnng'$. moments of rare feeling from this material time and again. . . .
There.Is a temptation to compare Mr. Bridge to Mrs. Bridge, but they are
~~o dIfferent books, each valuable. With this, his seventh book, Mr. Connell
Joms the small band of American novelists whose forthcoming books are
automatically cause for excitement,"
41. Review. Portland Oregonian 27 June 1969.
"Many readers will admire Mr. Bridge as an upright man of good conscience
even while they will recognize the blindness of that conscience with respect
to 20th century facts of life."
42. Oates, Joyce Carol. "Mr. Bridge-the last Puritan." Detroit News 29 June
1969.
"Connell has written a smal1 masterpiece, its structure exactly matched with
its story. The novel 'begins' nowhere and ends 'nowhere'; readers accustomed
to conventional plots will be disappointed. And the tone is constant, deliberately monotonous, for if anything disgusting or disturbing enters Mr. Bridge's
world, he usually does not talk about it . . . as he does not talk about his
peculia~ feeling for his older daughter, or his vague, unsatisfied longings
for a dIfferent life. Mr. Bridge's longings mllst remH.in inarticul1te for he
is a genuine Puritan."
,
43. Review. Virginia Quarterly Review Summer 1969.
"As an old-fashioned analYSis of character Mr. Connell's new book is a
pleasant relief from the highly scented potpourris commonly offered these
days as novels. . . . Writing on this level about so conspicuous a dulJard
must be quietly compulsive, enough to stimulate the reader without break_
ing ~e spel1. Mr. Connell has more than met the challenge in narrative
tec~mque; he has produced °a first-rate specimen of its particular genre."
44. ReVIew. Rochester Times-Union [NY) 1 July 1969.
"This .is a ~ifficult style .to write but Connell handles it well and we get
a credIble pIcture of a mIddle-class mid-western family, This one will sting
us a little, too."
,
45.
Lambert, Marian. "Society WASPs Given Purposeful Exposure." Indianapolis
Star 6 July 1969.
"Connell is an author who is perceptive, discerning and penetrating in his
a~ility to delin.eate a living, breathing character. And he sets out to portray
hIS understandmg of a WASP-that character known in Our society today as
the White Anglo-Saxon Protestant. . . . Though the author's flagellation of
Mr. B. is untiring, the reader eventually entertains a gnaWing suspicion.
If ,Mr. B. is so nauseating, how Come you are getting the sneaking feeling
he d be a good man to have aboard in case of emergency?"
46.
Thornberry, Robert A. "Twa-Dimensional Robot." LOuisville Courier Journal
6 July 1969.
"If you fed into a computer all of the statistical components of a so-called
typical middle-aged white AnglO-Saxon Protestant male who is financially
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successful and a respected member of his community, the end result might
come out neatly labeled Mr. Bridge."
Morton, Tim. "Mr. Bridge, Who Has Never Known Joy," Norfolk Pilot
13 July 1969.
"So many headliners on the literary marquee published books this spring
that Evan S. Connel~ Jr.'s Mr. Bridge may be left off summer's reading
lists. I recommend that this oversight be corrected immediately. Not only
is this ODe of the best novels of the year, but if I am not mistaken the
central character in this remarkable study promises to become a classic
representation of a sizeable portion of middle class America in the first
half of the 20th century."
Couzens, Jenn. "From the Bookshelf." Colfax Weekly Record [CAl 17 July
1969.
"Now Connell has written, Mr. Bridge-again, unexceptional, unremarkable
and yet memorable for the sturdy way he faces a life he doesn't quite
understand. . . . So here is the average person-neither hero nor villain,
but a little of each. Today's parents, fighting inflation, worried by the
nationwide unrest, bewildered by rebellious children, will easily identify with
this parent who, even thirty years ago, was trying to hang onto the comfortable world he worked so hard to make."
Review. Berkeley Gazette 22 July 1969.
"Describing the period between the wars, Connell's book captures 'the
insularity that accounts for the permanent spiritual drought that plagues
the mid-west, not much different now than it was in Willa Cather's time.
. . . Connell creates a convincing picture of the emotionally constipated man
with a terse, herky-jerky style that slowly opens up but never enough to
reveal a completely free man. Although somewhat over controlled and a
bit contrived in effect, the book is an excellent study in middle-American
middle~class mentality."
Cook, Lloyd A. "American dream in the 40's-youth in revolt." Mason
County Journal [Shelton, WA] 14 August 1969.
"Here are, in sum, two true to life characters, as true to their ti~es as
anyone in Main Street or in Babbitt. They are persons, one might say,
who have everything. They are living out a part of the American Dream.
. . . I feel that Mr. Connell should go for extra innings in his hit series.
There should be at least one more book which would tell us what happened
to these troubled youngsters, these potential revolutionaries."
Loyanich, Peter~Paul, Jr. "A Remarkable Portrait." Cincinnati Enquirer
14 September 1969.
"It may be that Connell is too severe in his characterization, too biting,
to dehumanizing; nevertheless a vivid, tragic figure comes to life in these
pages, possibly a minor classic. Many scenes are abrupt, yet rich in perception. . . . One can read this novel On several levels; as the portrait of a
sociological archetype, as an example of an excellent craftiness, or a mere
piece of fiction. However one wishes to interpret this narrative, reading it
is a rewarding experience."
Erno, Richard B. "Remember 'Mrs. Bridge'?-here's her husband." Phoenix
Republic 25 September 1969.
"The newest Connell book, Mr. Bridge, is both a success and a failure. It
succeeds in making its own way despite the comparison it invites with the
earlier M-rs. Bridge. But it cannot be a true success, for to succeed truly,
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it would have to be better than its predecessor, and it is not better. It is
not at all as good . . . . As a picture of a typical 1930's middle class midwesterner, Mr. Bridge is a success. It may lack those qualities of feeling
an~ love which made Mrs. Bridge a novel of lasting value. But it captures
a tIme and a type with an accuracy and a skill far superior to that possessed
by the fashionable novelists of our time."
53. Tytell, John. «A man who can't cross over." C th /. W ld
a 0 IC
or 1 November
1969..
"Mr: Conne!l has created an unusually unappealing protagonist, a man who
cultivates ~s own boredom and emptiness with an unrelenting earnestness.
The resul: IS dry, almost arid. This might be justified by an extraordinary
sense of ~me and, place, but Mr. Connell is scant with such details. Some
of the sOClal conditions emphasized by the novel seem to reflect the present
mo~e than the past. . . . The vigorous sense of evil which animates the
fiction of a true realist like Sinclair Lewis is missing from Mr. Bridge and
'
the result is the sentimentality of inaccuracy."
54. Notice. Kansas City Star 30 November 1969.
«This 'other view' of the Bridges -belongs on all listings-a widely acclaimed
novel of life in Kansas City's upper middle class."
55. Notice. New York Times Book Review 7 December 1969.
«T~s ~~mpanion piece to the superb Mrs: Bridge (1959) is a portrait of a
~olid CItizen of Kansas City and a quietly harrowing American success story."
56. 'Book About Lawyer Reviewed." Elko Daily Free Press [NV] 10 December 1969.
.
"There are probably not many successful men past the age of 60 who will
not .see a little of themselves in the person of Mr. Bridge. . . . Too disturbmg to be dull, the book is actually so beautifully written that it is
truly engrossing."
'
57. Review. Astoria Astorian [OR] 12 February 1970.
"Using the technique of a short, compelling episode to intensify what has
Come before, Connell shows Mr. Bridge in his various roles until the human
being behind the facade is dramatically revealed."
58. Faist, Russell L. "Novel about same folks." Catholic Universe Bulletin
13 Februnry 1970.
"While there is no seat~end suspense about the novel, there is a serious
casualness about it. The narrative is clean and simple; perhaps you have
never read a novel like it. Call it anecdotal or episodic. . . . For Mom and
D~d ~s~~cially; but anyone who likes the work of a craftsman writer will
enJoy It.
59. Review. St. Albans Messenger [VT] 6 June 1970.
"~~ce again the particular appeal of the book is Mrs. [sic] Connell's
ability to elevate these circumscribed circumstances so that they will speak
to a great many people in a fashion which is reminiscent and thus reassuring"
60. Review. Book World 7 December 1970.
.
«A .no~el composed. of brief chapters, each a revealing glimpse, about a
puntam,cal upper~mlddle-class Middle Westerner; a pendant to Mrs. Bridge,
Connell s earlier novel about his protagonist's wife."
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BENNETT. JOlIN M. MOT. MAtH DOG (HEIIUNG RueSER SKULL; MIRI'IOR HAND; FLUSH!;D FACES. IPOETRYI

BENN~;~~K J~:E~. 1N !~~1~~. NIPS DReAMS. (POETRY) 491 MAGAZINE, 11 I JULY 1977).
BI;NNETT. JOHN M. NIPS IN A DAY; I4R NIPS IN MOURNING. (POETRY) LOST AND FOUND TiMeS. "
SENN~~~~R~~~: !~7~~'CENTe;R;

PHONE GOING OFF; MOUYH AND OOJ..l.ARSl SPONGE MIRROR; 32 SWASTIKA;
sou;: WAle, CROW OOTS: FIRM IN(:HE;:S; JAM NUT. (POETRY) SKULLPOLI~H. 1 (1977).
•
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CENTER 1-10. (I'IJETII:V1 STAR-IIEe PAPEII. 6 (19771.
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BENNETT. JOHN M. SEWER. (POETRY) CA.ElAfI!;T VOLT.o.IRE. Z (FALL 19711.
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BENNETT • .IDHN II. TIIIE'S DIPSTICK 7; TlIIE'S tHENSIl.S. W"'KING. (pDETRYI THE FAtlL.T. I I , ... pRll.
19771.
aalN£TT • .I0HN II. 7111E'S DIPSTICK 2. IPOETRY) CAMBIU. 3 (19711.
BENNETT. JOHN II. TIllE ENDING. (POETRY) FIREWEED. 2 ("INTER 1917).
aENNETT. JOHN M...... DS HEAD. PT. 2. (POETRY) 01). 8 (1977).
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GARY D. (pOETR~ PORT IIASHINGTON.

N.Y.: KEN'UKAT PRESS. 1971.
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t.ITIi'RARY SUPPLEMENT B JUl.Y 1977. 8.31-J2.
(BERRYM.O.N). JOHN 8ERRYMAN: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE POETRY. BY CONA-RROE. JOEL. (POETRY) NEil
YOIll<: COLUl'I81A UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1977.
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80IARSKI. PHIL. CFFSPRINGl pl.AYING WIfH MATCHES. (POETRY) GREI>NHIlUSE. 1 (SUMMER 1917). 6-7.
GOIARSKI. PHIL. THE HILARIOUS BEATING. (POETRY) PARIS REVIEW, NO. 6 .. (SPRING 1971). JS.
BOIARSKI, PHIL. ~OCD POEIIl TREt:; PRAYERS. (POETRY) HANO BOOK. 1 11977). IS2.
BOIlDEN. WILLIAM. AT THE GOPHER BAR. (pOIHRY) THE LOUISVILLE REVIEW. NO. 2 (SPRlt;G 1977).
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BOYLE. T. COR~GIiES~AN. DE ReRUM NATURA. (SHORT STORIES) OUEST-77, l'IARCH-A~:~L(~~71~R 1977).
BOYLE. T. CORAGHESSAN. CROSSINGS. (SHORT STORIES) NORTH AIIERICAN REVIE",
11>1

...

aOYLE. T. CORAGHESSAN. A .. OMEN'S RESTAURANT. (SHORT STORIES) pENTHOUSf. (MAY 19771.
aOYLE. T. CQRAGHESSAN. WI; ARE NORSEMEN. (SHORT STORIES) HARPfR·S. 255 (SEPTI;II6ER 1977). 76-78.
aOyLE, T. CORAGHESSAN. ~RtiEN HELL. (SHOR7 STORIES) TRAl<SATLANTlC REVIEI.. (SYMMfR 19771.
BOYLE. T. CORAGHESSAN. ORNITHOLOGY. (SHORT STORIES) CAROLINA QUARTERl.Y. (FALL 1977).
BlIYl.E. T. CaRAGHESSAN. DESCENT OF MAN. (SHORT STORIES) PARIS REVIE~. NO. "'9 (SPRING 1971).
16-28.
aRAOBURY. MALCCLII SEE aELLOW. SAUL.
BRANS • .10 SEE BEl.l.OW. SAUL.
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0:;011;:: AN INTERVIEW WITH
BROOKS. BY HUl.L. GL.ORIA
T. AN" ~ALLAGHER, POSE.Y. (AUTOaIOGRApHYI O:;LA .I0URNAl... 21 (SEpTEM9ER 1977). 19-40.
BROOKS. TERRY. TtiE S.ORO OF SHANNARA. (NOVELS) NEW YORK: HANOOM HIlUSI;:. 1977.
9RUCO:;Ol.I. Io\.TTHE • .I SEE FITZGERALD. F. SCOTT.
BVCCO. MARTIN SEE CREISER. THEODORE..
aUDD. LOUIS.I SEE CLEMENS. Sj\.Ml,IEL 1..
BUNGE, NANCY L SEE WHITIIAN, WALT.
8UNGE. NANCY SEE A"IlERSON. SHERWOOD.

~~~~~~~~~N ~~~R~E~~~~;;. A N!'.W LOOK AT SDl'IE M8AD BOYS". SY JORDAN, PHILIP O. (CRITICISM)
Sl,ICJ<;S AT ID .. A. NO. 26 (APIIIL 1977" 19-34.
BURNS. STIJART L SEE HEMINGWAY. ERNEST.
SURROWS. EOWIN GLADDING. ISLAND WOIlA'Nl ON THE ROAD TO SAILEY'Sl LIFE ON THE MISSISSIPPI.
(POETRY) ASCENT. g (SPRING 19171. 24-27.
aURRO~S. cOWIN GLACDING. 7H" GAME PRcSI>RVE;.. (POE:TRY) BLUE UNICORN. I (OCTOBER 19771. 2B.
BURROWS. EO.IN GLj\.ODING. TH!; JUNGFRAU HOTI;L. (POETRY) ANN ARBOR REVIEW. NO. 27 (NOVEM8ER
19711. 49.
BUSH. S~RGENT
BUSHA. GARY C.
BUSHA. GARY C.
aUSHA. GA'tY C.
8USHA. GARY C.
BUSHA, GARY C.
BUSHA. GARY C.
BUSHA. GARY C.
auSHA. GARY C.
BUSHA. GARY C.
SUSHA. GARY C.
BUSHA. GARY C.
BIJSHA. GNlY C.
BUSHA. GARY C.
8IJSHA. GARY C.
BuSHA. GARY C.

JR SEE CLEMENS. SAMVEL L.
FROGS. 7I)RTLES. At.D j\. "HISTI..E. (POETRY) COl;: REVIEIII, 9 (SUIIMER 19771.
FUSeBO)(ES. (POETRY) POETRY VIE", AUGUST 1977.
NEw 7EETH FOR OLO. (POETRY) GREEN'S "AGAZINE. 6 11977).
NOTES FROM AN ANTI-ANARCHIST. (POETRY) 1'010 TRY VIEIII. MAY 1977.
PICKLES. (POETRY) POETRY VIf.III. (DE:CF.lltJER 19771.
POTATOES 1 BILl.IONS. (POETRY) NONE GF THE AIlOVE. 1977.
RIOING THE ELEYATOI<. {SHORT STORIES} NONf:. OF THE ABOVE. MAY. 1977.
SINCE SHE 010 NOT ENDURE. (POETRY) RIVE:R 60TTO>l POEM pDSTCARO SERIfS, 1977.
SUCH ARE THE.sE el>GINNINGS. (pOIlTRY) SPOON RIVfR OUARTERLY. 2 (1971).
TilE DEAST OF NERDS. ISHORT STORIE:S) NORTHlIIOOOS JOURNAL.. 1977.
THE PROVIDENCE OF MILKIIIOOO PODS. (POETRYI seVEN STARS POETRY. J NO. 32. (1977).
THRCUGH A IIARINE:R'S 7ELESCQPf. (POETRY) SEVEN STARS POETRY. J NO. 34. 1977.
TREES IN A TEACUP, INC. (SHORT STORIESI HIPACT. 1 {SPETEMBER 19171.
TRUCKS. (SHORT SIDRIESI MODUS OPERAJ\Dl. 9 (1977).
WAlYlNG FOR 200 CARS ON THE NDRTHIllESTERN CANAOIAN. (POETRY 1 POETRY VIew.

BUSH!~P~~=~E~: ~~~!'SHE

REAL.IZED SKE

~OULD

NEVER l.AST THROUGH EVENING.

(POETRY) QUE HUONG. BK.

2. 1977.
GARY C. ~IRES. (POETRY) KUDZU. 3 ISEPTEMBER. 1977).
BuTCt.E ... GRACI>. AS I IHINK ABOUT IT. (POETRY) POETRY NO~. 3 (19771. 17.
BUTCHER. GRACE. BfFCRE 1 GO OUT ON THE ROAD. (POETRY) FIR<lWI>ED. 2 (SPRING 1977). 21.
B~SHA.
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CANTONI. LOUIS J. AL.MDS7 NINETY. (POETRT) POET. 16 (DECEMBER 19771. 11.
CANTONI. LOVIS J. AUTUMN. (POE7RY) N£.SLET7ER OF THE NATION ...... ASSOCIATION OF TIfE PHTSICALl.Y
ItANlICApPED. 7 (FALl. 19771. 17.
C ... NTONI. LOUIS J. E... GLES; PREHISTORY. (POETRY) DRIFTWOO~ EAST. S (SUMMER 1977). 43.
CANTONI. 1.0UU J. FEAST. (POETRY) NEWSLETTER OF YHE NATIONAL ASSOCIA71ON OF TliE pHYSICAt..l.Y
NAt.DICAl'PEO. 8 (WINTER 1977)' 1.
CANtONI, LOUIS .I. FUME. (POETRY) POET. 18 (AUGUS7 19771. 9.
CANTONt. LOUIS .I. FRUITIONl LAMI<NT. (pfETRY) DRIFTIIIOOO EAST. 5 (WINTER 1977). 37.
CANTONIo 1.0UIS J. MERGING IIIAGES. (POETRY) BAROIC ECHOES. 18 (JANUARY 197710 22.
CAWlONI. LOUIS J. REMINISCENCE. (POETRY) MODERN n .... GES. IIINTER. SPRING. SUMIllER 1977. II.
CAWlON!. 1.0VIS .1-; ROSE IIINOI1I1. (poeTRY) pENINSUl.A POETS. 3J ISPRING 1977). 18.
C ..... TONI. LOUIS .I. THE 1.0NG VIEW. (POETRY) POET. 18 (FEBRUARY 1977). 14 ..
CANZONERI. ROBERT. BLUE LEAF IN AU<;USf. (SHORT STORIES) GEORGIA REVIEW. 31 (UNTER 1977).
815-828. ,
CANZONERI. ROSERT. THE OLD MAN. (SHORT STORIES) OHIO JOURNAL. 3 (SPRING 1977" 7-12.
CARLISLE. E;. FRE;D SEE EISELEY. l.OREN.
(CARLSa<lI. 1..!lIlRY WIMBERLY AND OTHE;RS: R!;COLLECTIDNS OF A BEERDRINKER. IIY U".LANO. RUDOLPH.
(AUTOBIOGRAPHY) PRAIRIE SCHOONER. 51 (SPRING 1977). 17-SO.
CARPENTER. 001'1 ...... 0 H SEE TURNER. FREDE;RICI( .IACI(SON.
CARl!;. PAf. 7HE !tOIIEN IN 7HE MIRROR. (SHORT STORIESI IOWA CITY: 10ilA UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1977.
CARRIE;R. IIIAAAE ... SAVE YOUR SUGAR FOR fHE COl.D MORNING. (POETRY I LAURINBURG. N.C; S7. »IORl!WS
pR~S.
1977.
CARSON. HERBERI L., ANCIENT GAMES; SPARTAN IIIARRIOR; VICTORY VASE;. (POeTRY) ENCORE. , ... pRIL
i'l177). 4.
CARSON. HERBERT L. BATTLE SCENE. (p0E7RYI BARDIC 1;Cl10ES. JANUARY 1977. 23.
CARSCH. HERBERT 1.. 5.ELEI'E'S HORSe. 'POETRY) NATIONAL POETRY ANTHOLOGY. 1977. Hi.
CARSON. HERBERT i... TRlpLE-80DIED DIETY; NEREUS. (POETRY) ERA. SEPTEMBER 1977.
CARSON. HERBEFIT 1.. THE IIAl.LS OF TROY. (pOETRT) BARDIC ECHOES. APRIl. 1977. 4~.
CASTlLUl. AN .... OTRO CANYO. (POETRY) CHICAGO; ALTERNATIVE; pVBl..ICATIONS. 1977.
CAS7ILl.O. ANA. 19715; NAPA. CALIF.l SOY ME:IlICANA; OUR TONGUE liAS NAHUATL. (POETRY) REVIST ...
CHICANo-RIDUENA. 4 C197710
CASTRO. MICKAi'll... AllEMAN IN THE lloo0S IN IIINTERl LIZARO POEMS; THE SEASONS; AN
AUTOBIOIiRApHICAL l'OEil. (POE7R'1').(AUlOBIOGRA~HYI IUVER STYIl. 1 (1917).
CASYRO, Mlo:;ItAEL. CRACI(S. (POETRY 1 S7. 1.0UIS: O:;AULORON PRESS. 1977.
CASTRO. MICHAEL. I A"'--NOT MINE. (POETRY) FIRE.EEO. 1977.
CASTRO. MICHAEL. Ri!D; ON THE WHEa.; GULl. l.AI(E. (POETRY) .... TERMARI(S. I 11977).
CASTRO. "'ICItAEL. SQ.D Fl.IGHH THE OTHER SIDE. (POETRY!. AURATION. 1 (19771.
(CATHER. WILl.A). IN TItlE Atv pl.ACE; SOME ORIGINS OF AMERICAN PICTION. BY .... TI(INS. FLOYD C.
(FICTION) A7HENS: UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA PRESS. 1977.
(CATHER. "1Ll.A). ON OARING Til LOa<; BACI( WITH WHARTIlN AND CATIER. 8Y Bl.OOlOl. 1.ILl.lAN o.
(CRITIC IS"') NO~El.l A FORUM ON FIcnDN. 10 (WINTER 1977). 167-78.
(CATHER. IIILl.A). 7~ IMAGE: OF THE ROCK ... NO THE FA".ILY IN THE NOVELS OF lIIlLLA CATHER. BY
SHELTON, FR""'K W. (NOVa.S) MMI(HA'" REVIE;W. 6 (FAl.l. 1'l176). 9-14.
(CATHER. WILl.A). WIlLA CATHER AND THE INDIAN HERITAGE. BY STIlUoc.. DAVID. (CRITICISM)
TWENTIETli CENTt.fiY 1.ITERATVRE. 22 IOECEMBER 19761. 433-43.
CHAPP. PETRCOELl.A ... PROMISE. (PDE7RY) AMERICAN pOEf. (WINTER 1977). 17.
CHAPP. pE7RDNEI.LA. SEEDS. (pOETRYI M... JOR POETS. NO. JO (19771.
O:;HERNQFF. MAIlI tEa A VEGET AIlLE EMERGENCY. (POETRY) VENICE. CA.: SEYOND BARODUE FOUNDA nON.
1977.
CHERNOFF. M.\lCIIE. FOR DAILY USE. (POETRY) PARTISAN REVIEW. 44 (191710 560 •
CHERNOFF. MAXINE. FilED ASTAIREl HIS PASTillE. (POETRY) CHELSEA. J(o (19771, 45.
CHERNOFF. MAIlI IE. RUNNING THE: GAUNTl.EH THE SITTI NG. (POETRY) STORY QUARTERl..Y. 5-6 (1977).
106-1D9.
CHERNOFF. "'AXINE. SIFTING "'Y PUREST AFFECTIONS. (POETRY! IN THE LIGHT. NO.4 119771.
CHERRY. KELl.Y. A aecK. (pDETR'I') NEil LET7I!RS. 44 (OCTOBER 1917). 91-92.
CHERRY. )(£Ll.Y. CREAn ON. (SHORf SYORIES) STORY DUARTERl.Y. NO. s-t> (""'RIL 1977).
CHERRY. KELLY. ITHACA; INTERSTATE. (POETRY) RE".,NGTON REVIEW. ~ [NDVEllBER 1977). 42-43.
CHERRY. I(ELl.Y. RE;LATIVITY: ... POINT OF VIEW: POEIIS. (pOE7RYI BATCH ROUGE: 1.0UISIANA STATE
UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1977.
':
CHERRY. K£Ll.Y. IIHERE FIRE WENT. (POETRY) PARNASSUS: POETRY IN REVIEW. S (SpRING-SUICIoIER 1977"

...

(CHESl<IUTT. CHARLES II.). CHARL!;S ... CHI!:SNUTT: A REFERENCE IiUIOE. 8Y E:1.LISON. CURTIS II.
(BIBLIOGRAPHY) BOSTONl G. 1(. HALL. 1917.
(CHOPIN. KATE). "A LOSf SOUL": !tORI( .ITHour HOPE IN THE AWA)(£NING. BY aERGGREN. PAULA s.
(CRITICISM) REGION ...... ISM AND THE FEMALE IMAGINATION. 3 (SPRING 1977). 1-7.
(CHOPIN. I(ATE). I(ATE CHOPIN'S MUSIC 8Y TOTH. EMILY. (CRITICISM) REGIONALISM AND THE FEMALE
IMAGINATION. 3 (SPRING 1977). 20-29.
CHRISTINA. MARIE. HIBER ..... TltlN. (POETRY) CIRCUS MAIlIMUS. 2 (JUNE 1977).
CHRISTINA. MARIE. 10ENT17Y. (POfHRY) CURTAIN CAl.l.: 7HE MAGAZINE OF ST. 1.0U1$ ARTS. 5 (MARCH
1977).
CHRISTINA. MARIE. PORTRAITS. (POETR'I') HARIIOR SPRINGS. MICI<IGAN: SNDII 0111. PRESS. 1977.
CHRIS7INA. MARIE. SNOW BO .. L. (POETRY) CURTAIN C ...... L: THE M.O.GUINE OF S7. 1.0UIS ARYS. is
(FEBRUARY 1977),
CHRISTINA. IIARIE. THE CICADA. (POETRY) CURfAIN C ... l.l.l THE IIAGAZII£ OF S7. LOUIS ARTS. 6
(AUGUST 1977).
CHRISTINA. MARIE. THE: SAIIURAI OF DREA"'S. (POETRY I lIIATERIIARK. NO. 2 (SPRING 197710
ClVINO. OA-':IO. A CURSE. (pOEfRY) O:;OLORAOO_NORTH REVIE ... 14 (FALL 1977). 28.
CITlNO. DAVIe. APACHE MEN; THE LAUREL.. (POETRY) OESCAN7. 21 (SPRING 19771. 24.
O:;ITINO. DAVID. ART IIUSEIJN; THE LAST POEM. 'POETRY) HIRA'" POETRY REVIE", NO. 22 (FALl.-IIIINTER
1977)0 12.
CITINO. DAVID. O:;HAI.LEN~ING SITUATION NO.3: THE ROLl.lNG SKU1.L. (POETRY) REO CEDAR REVIEW. 11
(1<;;77). 36.
.
CI7INO. DAVID.. CLEVELAND LOVE SONG I IN Ct:;.,TER FIELD. (POETRY) DARK TOWER. 6 (19771. 69. 86.
CITINO. DAVID .. CLOUDS. (POETRY) FIRE.EED. 2 (SPRING 1977), 9.
CITINO. DAVID. CUT7lNG DO .. N A TREE. (pOE7RY) LOON. 8 (SPRING 197710 14.
CITINO. DAVID. FIRS7 CUTTING. (peETRY) THOREAU JOURNAL QUAIllERl.T. 9 (OO:;TOBER 1977). J ••
CITINO. OAVto. FOUR POEMS. (POl;TR'I') THREE SIS7ERS. 6 (1977). 12.
CITINO. DAVII). HAZE:1.1 THE LA .. S OF HDSPITALITY. (POETRY) pOEr AND CRITIC. 10 09771. 20-210
CITlNO. DAVID. HI; WAS BORNl VOYAGES. (POETRY) HISltEY ISl.AND QUARTERLY. I (FALl. 1977). 6. 52.
O:;ITlND. DAVID. IMAGINE BEING aURIED. (POETRY) CONFRONTATION. NO. 1~ (FALl. 1977-WINTeR 19701-

...

CITlNO. DAVID. l.AKE IS ... 8EL, EARLY IIDRNING; BALl.AD OF THE SOIL. (POETRY) COl.CRADD-NORTH REVl'EII.
IJ (1ilINTER 19771. 20-21.
CITINO. DAVID. OHI" AUTWCN. (POETRY) CUIIBERl.ANDS. 14 (FALl. 197710 O.
CITINO. CAVID. PCEI' OFFERED AS PAYMENT FOR ONE 8ARBECUE SpARERI6 DINNER WIIH SECRET SAUCE AT
THE NEW RIEGEL CAFe. NEW RIEGEL. OHIO. (POETRY) LAUREl.. REVIEW. 1 (SOllMER 1977). 6.
CITINO. DAVID. ROCIC PAINTING; 6USHIDO. (pOEIRY), AURA LITERARY ARTS REVIEII. a (I"ALl. 1977).
13-1 ••
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CITINO. DAVID. SOW. (POETRYI GREEN'S IIAGAZltiE. 5 (SPRtNG 19111, 70.
CIriNO. OAVII). SPIRAL, (POETRY) SEOUOIA: STANFORO'S L.ITERARY .. AGAZINE. 22 'WINTeR 1977), 32.
CITINO. DAVID. SPRING FROST--ANNIIIEl:tSARV; THE MAGICIAN; WARHINGS; EVENING PI14VER. (POETRY)
THE WINI)l.ESS ORCHARO. NO. 29 (SUMMER 19711. 27-29.
CITINII. 04VIO. THE BED; TH!; DRUM. (POETRY) WIND--LlTERART JOUR'ML-. 7 (19711. 5-6.
CIT!ND. DAVID. THE CONTESTANT. (POETRY) POETS IN THE GALLERY: A CHAPBOOK OF COLUMBUS POENS.
COLUMBUS: CIll-UlmUS G"LLERY OF Flt-E ARTS. 1971.
CtTlNll, DAVID, THE DEATH OF MUNGO PAAX. (POETRY) SOUTHERN POETRY REVIEW, 17 {FALL 19771. 3B.
CITINO. DAVID. THE FIGHTING OF THE FRIENDS. (POI;TRY) BUCKLE: A POETRY JOURNAl.... 1 (FALL 19771.
CITINO. DAVID. THE FLIGHT 6ACK. (POETRVI 'EPOS. 27 (977), 29.
CITINO. D... VID. TtlE C",ROEN. (POETRY) ROoUl-tlOUSE. 4 (SPRING 19771. 30.
CITINO. D... VID. THE HCUSE; THE G ...IlE; OANCE OF DEATH. {POETRYI KUDZU. 1 trIIOVEMBER-OECEMBER
19771.
C1TINO. D"'V10. THE PROCESS. (POETRY) PIGIRON. NO. :3 U9771, 93.
CITINO. 0 ... "'10. THE SCREAM; THE FOREIGN ... STHM"'TlC. IN THIS COUNTRY FCR ... SHORT TIME ONLY.
SP!AKS THRCUGH HIS INTERPRETER. {POETRY} AURA I..ITER ... RY "'RTS REVIEW. 6 (SPRING 1911).
24-ZS.
CITINO, C",V10. THe SONG; THE F ....U ... SY OF LI:NG BEFORE SlN. (PCIHRY) .IMAGES. 4 {19711. 12.
I:ITlNO. O... VID. VIGIL; RUIN; NEW CLOTHES; THE snu ... TlON. (POETRY) PHOEBE. 1 {NIlVEM6ER 19111.
16-11.
CIT1NC. O... VIO. WHEN HE OOES TH ... T. IPOETRY} NORTH COUNTRY. SPRING 1911. 51.
{CLEME"5, S ... MUEL 1...1. HUCK FINN AFTER HUCK FINN. 6Y SIMPSON. CL ... UDE M.
JR. (CIIITII:ISM)
... MERIC ... N HUMOR; ESS"'YS PReseNTED TO JOHN C. GERBeR. EO. O. M. 8R"'CK. JR. SCCTTSOALE.
•
...RIZ0N ... : "'RETE PUBLIC ... TICNS, 10;;17. 59-1Z.
(CLEMENS. SAMUEL L.J, THE SHOWMAN AS HERO IN MMIK TWUN'$ FICTICN. BY BUSH. S ... RGENT
JR.
(CIUTICISN) AMERIC ... N HUNOR; E5.S"'YS PRESENTED TO JCHN C. GeRBeR. EDITED O. III. BRACK.
JR. SCOTTSDALE. ARIZONA: ARETE PUBLICATIONS. 19771. 79-9B.
(CLEMEr-S. S ... MUEL L.J. THE COMIC M... RK TWAIN RE ... OER. BY NEIDER. CH ... RLE:S
EonOR. (FICTIONI
G",!;DEN C1TY. N.V.: OOuet.EO ... V. 10;;77.
{CLEME"S. SA"-'EL 1...,. TME LITERARY REMAINS OF M... RK TWAIN. I'IY KOLB. HM10LO H.
JR. (CRITICISM)
VIRGINIA O ...... RTEflLY REVIEW. S3 (SPRING 19771. 353-62.
(CLI~MEr-S. s ... MUEL 1...1. "5UCH AS MOTHER USED TO MAKE" OR "A SONG CONPOSED IN A OIiEAN": NEW
EVIOEliCE FOR A MARK T"'AIN ATTRIBUTION. BV MONTEIRO. GEORGE. (CRITICISM).
(BIBLIOGR ... PKY) PAPERS OF THe: BIBLIOGRAPMICAL SOCtETY OF AMERICA. 71
(OCTOBER-OECEMBER 1977). 512-14.
(CLEItE"'S. SA"-'EL 1...). MARK TWAIN TME TCURIST: THE FORM OF THE INNIICENTS ABROAD. BV MICHELSON.
BRlCE. {CRITlCISMI AMEiliCAN LlTERATURE. 49 (NOYENBER 1977l. 36S-98.
(CLEMEt..S. S ... MUEL 1...1. TWO NEW JOEL CHANDLER HARRIS REYIEWS OF MAAK TWAIN. BY GRISK .... JOSEPH N.
JR. (CRITICISMI ... MERICAN LITERATURE. 4B (JANUARY 19771. 584-B9.
(CLEME,,"S. SAI<IUEL 1...). MARK T"'AIN 015SECT5 AN OIlERRATEO BOOK. BY EPPARD. PMILIP B. (CRITICISMI
AMERIC ... N LITERATURE. 49 OlOVEM6ER 197110 430-40.
(CLEMEr-s. SANUEL L.J. A LISTING OF AND SELECTION FIlOM NE~SP",pER AND N... GAZINE INTEilVIEIII5 WITH
SAMUEL L. CLeMENS. IB74-1910. e.Y BUDD. LOUIS J. {IlIBLIOGRAPHY).( ... UTOBIOORAPHTI
AMERICAN LITERARY RE.t.LISIII. IB70-1910. 10 (WINTER 19771. 1-93.
{CLENENS. SAMUEL L.l. "THE LEAST STUOIEO YEARS" AND OTHEII YEAIIS AS WELL: NARK T .... IN IN TME
187O'S. BY PCGEL. N... NCV. (6IOGRAPHY) SSML NE.SLETTER. 7 SPRING. 1977. 10-110
(CLEMENS. S ... MUEL L.J, ANOTHER LAST WORD ON THE WEEKLY CCCIOe:NT ....... BY MOODY. ERIC N.
(CRtT·ICIS", NARK TWAIN JOURN ....... 18 (SUMMER 19771, 11-13.
(CLEMENS. SAMUEL 1...1. MARl'; TWAIN IN TME MOIIIES: A MEDITATION WITM PICTURES" BY SEELYE. JOHN o.
(FILM) NEW YORK: VIKING.
1977.
(CLEMENS. SAMUEL 1...1. MARK T.AIN'S ·CARNIVAL III" CRIME'". BY GIBSON. WILLIAM M. (CRITIC1SMI
AMERICAN HIIfoIOR: ESS"'YS PRESENTED TO JOHN C. GERBER. EO. O. M. BRACK. JR. SCOTTSDALE.
ARIZONA: ... RETE PU6LICATlONS. 1977. 73-18.
(CLEMEr-S. SAMUEL 1...'. A NEW LOOK AT SJIIIE "BAD BOYS". BV JORDAN, PHiLIP O. (BIBLIOGRAPHVI
BOIXS AT IOWA, NO. 26 (APRIL 1977), 19-34.
(CLENE,,"S, SAMUEL L.I. :(ARK T"'AIN IN THE REO RIVER Y... LLEV OF THE NORTH. BV KINGMORN. "CRT ON O.
(CRITlCIS'" Mlr-NESOTA HISTORY. 4S (WINTER 1977). 321-2B.
CLE~ELL. OAIIIO. PRAYER FOR THE NElli YEAR. (POETRY' MILWAUKEE: PENTAGRAM PRESS. HIOVEMBER 1977)'
CLIME. CIiARLES. A VISIT TO POE'S GRAVE. (POETRY) NEW LAUREL REVIEW. 7 (FALL 19771. 23.
CLINE. CHARLES. F ... LL MORNINGI IMAGESI LADY OF MORNING. (POETRY) MOOUS OPERANDI POE:TRY
ANTHOlOGY. BROOKEVILLE. NO.: 1II0DUS OPERANCI. 1917. 3. 5-6.
CLINE. CH ... RLES. FOil THE GRE:EN SONG. (POETRYI POET. 16 (FEBIIUAR" 19771. 4.
CLINE. CHARLES. HEAT ,"",VEl HOTEL ICE MACHINE; YELLOW SOUASH. (POETRY) CANADIAN POETS AND
FIHENOS. B"O!lKEVILLE. MO.: M(I)US OPERANOI. 1977. 30. 36. 56.
CLINE. CHARLES. NOUSEHOLO WALLS. (POETRY) MOOSIER CH ...LLENGER. 9 (SPRING 1911). 49.
CLINE. CIi ... RLES. HOW F ... II TO IMMORTALITY. (POETRYI POET, IB (AUGUST 191710 31.
CLINE. CH ... RLES. INIHAN SUMNER DAY. (POETRY) HOOSIEII CIiALLENGER. 9 (SUMMER 197110
CLINe. CHARLES. LEEL"'NAU·S SCHooLMASTERl NOVEMBER'S CURSE:. (POETRVI WOOOSRUNNER. 7 (SUMM!!R
1977h 20-21.
CLINE. CKARLES. NIAGARA F ... LLS. (POETII'" SOU·IIESTER. 5 (FALL 19771, 19.
CLINE. CHARLES. THE WOODS. {PIIETIIVI DRIFTWOOD E ... ST. 5 (SPRING 1977). 4.
CLINTON. O. THe RAND-MCNALLY POEMS, (POETRY) KAMSAS CITY. MO.: SKMI'; PRESS. t917.
CLossaN, KAV L. aN OLD 160. (POETRY) TME SMITH. 19 (1977" 172.
CLossaN. K..... L. TIiAT GREAT ELECTRIC ... L HUIII. (POETRY I NEWSART. 1917. 41.
CLIISStlN, K ... Y L. WAITING FIIR IT TO BE aVER. (POETRi') SIIUEEZEBO)(. 2 (FALL-UNTER 1977), 52.
CONEN. KEITH SEE Ol<.EISER. THEODORE.
COMEN. KEITH. FEAST. {paETIIYI OCT08£R. 4 (WINTER 19771. OB-69.
COLBY. JOAN. AUTO-IMMUNE DISE ... SES. (POeTRY) TIiE: HaLLINS CRITIC, 1977.
CCLBY, JO ... N. BEIII!AOING HE: CtULOREN. (POETRY) CHICAGO: OMMATlaN PRESS 1977.
CIILBY, JOAN. CJ<OCOOILE. (POETRY) ICARUS. 1977.
COLBY. JO"'N. ELM ,0,"0 WILLOW. (POEtRYI STONE CaUNTRY. un7.
COLBY. JO"'N. FOR ROBERT CROWNED BY ANTLERS; peACE TREATY; INFLAMMABLE ABOOES; ASTERISK; AN
AYIARY r.F ViRGINS; UMBRELLAS; MESSAGE FRIlM TRANSYLVANIA. (POETRY) IM ... GES. 1977.
CIILBY. JOAN. INSCAPE. IPOETRV, p ... NACHE. 1977.
Cm..BY. JOAN. IriTERlUOE; A HOT DAY ENDING 1M THUNDER. (PlJETRYI GREAT IIIVER REVIEW, 1977.
COLBY. JO"'N. I';ISSII<G GOURAMI; FAMILY; B"'O SEASON. (POETRY! VOYEUR. 1977.
COLBY~ JC"'N. LAST SUPPEII; HAND. (P(ETRY) EAST RIIIER REVIEW. 1977.
COLIlY, JIIAM. MUSEUM. (POETII") TIiE CAPE ROCK. 1917.
COLBY. JO"'N. PIiINCESS OF THE GLASS HILL. (POETRY) ATTENTION Pl.EASE. 1977.
CCLBY. JOAN. RA881T OAWNI ELEMENTARY MATI<ENATIcs; BALSAM LAKE. (POETRY I SOU' WESTER. 1977.
COLIlV • ..lOAN. REO LCOGE. (POETRY) NEW RIVER REVIEW. 1917.
COLBY. JOAN. RINGS. (POETRY) ASCENT. 1977.
COLBY. JOAN. SACRAMENTS. I-III. lPOETR .. , LaWLANOS REVIEW. 1971.
COLBY. JOAN. STARFISH; WISE CU) Mo\N .... FTEII JUNGI REINVENTING TME WILDERNESS. (PIIETRYI WASHOUT
REIIIEW. 1911.
CaLBY. JOAN. TtlE OREAM HOUSEl RESPONSIBILITIES. (POETRY) !lINE RINGS. 1977.
COLBY, JaAN. TNE PCET TO HER RE ... OER. (POETRY) GRAV SKY REVIEW. 1977.
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COlBY. JOAN. TI.£ SUMMER LADY'S T... LE. (POETRYI 10.5 (I.E •• TeN POINT FIVE). 1977.
COLBY, JOAN. UNROOFED. (POETRY' CHOWOER REVIE •• 1977.
CIJL.BY. JOAN. WAKING BUORE TIiE ALARM; DISPARITIES. (PIlE:TRYI ROCKY MOUNTAIN REVIEW. 19n.
COLBY. JOAN. WIiEN TIE GREAT OEPR!1;SSIO>I HITS; RITUALS; BEl<EA01NG TIiE CHILDREN; THE ASSUNpTlON
FAU.ACY. (POETI<Y) EN PASSANT. 1977.
COLE:, E. R. HOLE IN HIS TROUSERS; TIiIS LATE SMOWFALL; 2 A.M. (POE7RYI THE WINDLESS ORCHARD.
MO. 30 (FALL 10;;77), C-2. C-3. C-7.

COle;a~;O:~RLi!~;tD:: RITES AT REIIIEMBRANCE ROCK. GALESBURG. (POETRY) PSA BULLETIN. (NY). 07
COLEiF;:'LR;9~;:. E~:':ANO BIGHT; COPING WITM THE MYTN

(F

MaTlON.

(POETRY) WIscaNSIN REV IE., 12

COLE. JAMES. TI<E OUtET DUMP. (POETRY) KANSAS aUARTERLY. 9 (WINTER 1977). 7B.
COLEMA". 1i0RACE. eOUINOI'; IN ATHeNS. (POETRY) ATHENS. (SUMMER - FALL 1917). 24.
CtlLEMAN. HORACE. E)(ILEO IN AMERICA; tlELL 8RIGlfT; RAINY OAY LIST; OCTF TO KENT. (pOETRYI
ATteNS ALTERNATIVE NEWS. I U(I IIIAY 1977). 2.
COLEMAN. HORACE. FCUR BLACK POETS. (POETRY) KANSAS C1TV: BI';MK PRESS. 1977, 5-22.
COLl'J""". HOIIACE. N1GHT CLUBS; TO MALCOLM )(; THI!: VULTURe: AND THE BUZZARD; EARLY. AFTER.
(ptETRY) AOHENS ALTERNATIve NEWS. I (30 MAY 1977). 1.
COLEM"'N, HORACe:. OCT: RAINY O",Y LIST. (POETRY) NIMROD. 21-22 (19771. 56,
COLEMAN. HOIiAce. StALEMATE AT AITICA; THAT LIFE. THAT LOVE, THAT FIRE: BEING BLACK; ATTICA;
NIGHT FLARE ORCP; TAN SOI'l NMUll IN CA MAUl LOG: 19N 7210; DUSTOFF; JUNKIES lSI He:
AINT RISEN. BABY. (POETRY) SPEAK EASY. SPEAK FIIEe. EO. A. S. 1';. /oIDERI. ANO Pte:TERSE.
C. NEW 'I'ORK: INTE:RNATIONAL PUBLISMERS. 1977 •
COLEMA~. MORACE. '1-10 FE:AR. (POETRY) AMERICAN POETIIY REVIEW. 6 (JANUARY-FEBRUARY 19771. 22.
COLEMAN. HORACE. TNERE IS MUCH MUSIC IN TNIS ROOMI POEM FOR A "DIVORCED" OAUGMTER. (POETRY)
NEil LETTERS. 43 (SPIIIN~ 1977)' 49-!!i0.
CCNAIlRCE. JOB. SEE BERRYIII ... N.
CONOON. MARGARU. TCPOGRAPHICS. {POETRY I HERMOSA. S.D.: LANE JOHNNY PRESS. 1977.
CONKLE. O. STEVEN. "'UG 21 PREMONITION. (POE:TRYI STUDIES IN POETRY. 2 (19771. 14.
CONKLE. O. STEVEN. FEB 9. (POETRY) MISSISSIPPI YALLEY REVIEW. 6 1191710 22.
CONKLE. O. STEVEN. JUriE 21. (POETRVl MIS51SSIPpl REVIEW. (I (1977). , •••
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CONKLE. O. STEVEN. NOV 2.; JAN 5; OEC 2. (POETRYI UZZANa. NO. 6-7 (19771. 20-210 34.
CONTOSKI. VICTOR SEE PIERCV. /oIARGE.
CONTOSKI, VICTaR SEE SIMIC. CHARLES.
CONTOSKIo VICTOR SEE ETTER. DAVE.
CCNTOSKI. VICTOR SEE ELLIOTT. HARLEV.
CIINTOSKI. VICTOR. FUGUE IN 0 MINOO FOR GIRL. TORTURER. AND IlROKEN MACHINE. (POETRY) EPOCIi.
21 (FALL 1977).,21-29.
CONTOSKt. VICTCR. JOURNEY wEST. IPOETIIYI ARK RIVER REVIEII. 3 (19711. 2(1-27.
CaNTOSI';I. VICTOR. LINOS80RG. KANSAS. (POETRY) ABIIA)(AS. NO. 1.-15 (1977). 10.
CONTOSKI. VICTOR. PRAIRIE WINO. (POETRY) SDUTIiWEST. EO I';OPP. K. AND KOPP. J. ALIlUOUitROUE: REO
EA!iTM. 1977. 3~5.
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(BIOGRAPHY) ANNALS OF .YOMING. 49 (SPIlING 19771. 109-30.
(COOPER. JAMES FENIMOREI. TEMPLETON REVISlTEO: SOC1AL CRITlCISM IN TME PIONEERS AND MOME AS
FOU'lO. BY KASSON. JOY S. (CRITICISM) STUDIES _IN TME NOVEL. 9 (SPRING 19771.54-64.
COROING. ROSERT. peRSPECTIVES. (pOE:TRY) PRAIRIE SCHOONER, !!il (SUMMER 1977). 132.
CORPMAN. lZ0RA. LIGATION; SOLSTICE. (POETRY) al~ "00N.3 U9771.
CORI''''''N. IZORA.' WELLS. (POETRY I MOOEIIN POETRY STUDIES. a (AUTUMN 1977).
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BY LEWIS. THOMAS S~ w. 'CRITICISM) H"'RT CRANE NEWSLETTER. I (FALL 197710 11-2~.
{CRANE. H ... IITl .... NCTE ON "THE 6RIDGE". IlY SM"'WCROSS. JOMN T. (CRniCISM) HART CRANe
NEISLETTER. 1 (FALL 19n,. 29-33.
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(CR ... NE. HART). HART CRANE, ALFRED STIEGllTZ, AND CAMERA PHOTOGRAPHY. BY THOIIIAS. F. RICHARD.
tART AND LnERATURE) CENTENNIAL REVIEW. U (SUMMER 19771. 294_310.
(CRANE. HARTl.· HART CRANE'S "THE: IlRIOGE": A DESCRIPTION OF ITS LIFE. BY SUGG. 1I1CHARO P.
(BIBLtOGR ... PHy).(BIOGRAPHYI UNIVi!RSITY: UMIVE:RSITY OF ALABAMA PRESS. 1976.
(CIIANE. H... ATIo POETRY AM) PORTRAITS: REFLECTIONS (F 11 ... 111 CRANE:. BY PE/oISERTON. VIVIAN.
(PI:IEOTRYl.ICRlTICISM) HART CRAME NEWSLETTER. 1 {FALL 1977h 4-11.
(CRANE. HART). SMlTHEIIEENEO APARr: A ClilTIOUE OF MART CRANE. BY HAZO. SAMUEL J. (CRITICISM.
ATHENS: OHIO UNIVEIISITY PRESS. 1917.
CRCIA.EY. JOHN W seE HOWELLS. WILLIAM OEAN.
CROIA.EY. JOt+! W SEE HOWELLS, WILLIAM DEAN.
CULVEII. MARJORIE LYLE. A GARDEN OF CUCUMBERS. (POETRY) I"ARRENSBOOG. MO.: MIll-AMERICA PRESS.
19n.
OACEV. PHILIP. 110111 I ESCAPED FROM THE LA6VRINTM, ANO OTHER POE"S. IPOETRY) PlTTSBURGM:
CAI<NEGIE-MEL.LClN UNIVERSITY pIiESS. 1977.
OACEY. PHILIP. THF- THREE GRACES. ,POETIIVI KANSAS QUARTERLY. 9 (SPRING 19771. 30.
OAGENAIS. JOHN. CIIYOTES. (POETRY) HIR ... M POETRY REVIEW, Nil. U 'FALL-WINTER 1977), 14.
OAGI;N,I,lS. JD1M. THE WINGLESS DRAGON. (SHORT STORIESI DENVER OUARTERLY. 12 (:Al.L 1911). 54-65.
DALTON. OOROTHY. THI; PLANI JAZZ BOUT. (pOETRYI KUDZU. NO.2 (SEPTEMBER 19771.
DALTON, OIlROTMY. THE SUIlSTlTUTIIINl CLASSIC VIEW; THE M"'PI THE ENDURING. (POETRY I PeET LORE.
72 (SPRING 19171. 3-4.
OAl..TON. 1I0ROTHY. THE STOIIY IN THREAOS. {POETRY) YANKE:E. (NOVEMBER 19771. 269.
DALTON. OOliaTHY. TID TIME: B"'LMS. (POETRY) LONG pOMO REVIEW, NO • .lI (FeBRUAIIY 1971)0 14.
DALTON. OCROTHY. UNOULATION. (POETRV) STONE COUNTRY. lB (WINTER 1917-1B). 34.
(OAN .... ROBERTI. A CONSYERSATION WITH ROBERT OAN.... BY SPENOER. STEPHEN. ,AUTOBIOGRAPHYI
AMERIC ... N POIi;TRV REVIEW. (I (NCVEMBER-OECEMBER 19771. 14-19.
OANIELS. THON ... S 10 SEE FITZGER"'LO. F. SCOTT.
(OARR. ANN). HER FLIGHT ON THE WINGS OF A HeADLESS CHICKEN. BY HULLIHAN. ROBeRT. (CRlTICIS",
DES MOItES SUNaAY REGISTER, 6 FEBRUARY 1977. IA. 4,0,.
OAueENMEIR. JUOY SEE: ENGLE. PAUL.
DE BIJl.T. WILLIAM WALTER. 8Y THE WAYSIDE. (PCETRY) OE)(TEllo MO.: CANDOR PRE5S. 1977.
(DE CAPITE. MICHAELI. CHAI5T IN MARZIPAN AMO VIRGIN IN CHOCCI,.ATE: THE NOVELS OF MICHAEL DE
CApITE~ BY PROSEN. ROSE MARY. (NOVELSI ITALIAN ... MERICANA. 3 (SPRING-SUMMER 1977).
DE VRIES, CARROW. GOV. MILLIKEN DECREES. {POETRY) DRAGONFLY. 5 (JANUARY 1911).
DE VRIES. CARROW. paEMS. (pOETIIY) HIGH CliO. Z (AUGUST 19171.
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DE VRIES. (ARROW, POEMS.

(POETRY)

DUTCH.
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''''!,IYUMN 1977).

ENGII~:;)~U~:B~~IVING

DE VIlIES. CARROW_ TWO poeMS. (POETRY) JANUS AND SCTH. JULY. 1977.
DEA .... .1"110::5 L SEE HlWELLS. WILLIAM DEAN.
DEFoe. NARK. 1-70---(;1l0551N6 KANSAS IN AUGUST. (POETRYI KANSAS QU4RTEllLY. 9 (SuMNER 19771. 120.
DEVINE. Et.!'ANORE. THE LONG HIJMECOMIMG.

(SHORT STORIESI KANSAS QUARTERLY, 9

...

IPOETIlYl

(IIINTER 1971).

CAROUSEL QUARTERLY,

(ENG~~~N~:U~;I~M~I;;!C~~~J;~;~!N::~~~TlVE

(SPRING 19771.

DO-EGA. CHRIST INE LAttEy. MRS. JAMESON (PART ONE). (SKOAT STORI ES) GARGOYLE. NO. 1 U 9771.
28-30.
ODLEGA. CHRISTINE LAHEY. MRS • .J.o.MESON IPAIlT TWO). (SHIJIlT STOIUES) G .. IlGOYLE. 1<0. a 119771.
3(;-37.
DO""G ... CHRISTINE .... HEy. TO A a .. u.ERIN ... (POETIlY) W"YNE .. ITER .. RY REVIEW. (F"U. 1977). 23.
DON .... OSON. SCOTT SEE HEIUNG""Y. EflNJ;:ST.
OONOV .. tt-S"'I'fH. CLYDE WENDEll.. TI;RN .. Oo. (PIJETRYI K .. NSAS OU .. RTER .. Y. 9 (F .... L 1917h 22-23.
DOOLITTLE. J .. NES ... A BIJOKSTORE BUIlNS IN IOWA CITY. (POETRYI SOUTHWEST IlEVIEW. 62 ("INTER
19771. 20.
DOTY, "'. P. Il ... PUNZEI..'. (POETR'(J IILACK .... RRIOR REVIE •• 4 (F ....... 19771, 42-43.
D01Y. N. R. INF ... NY, DAPHNE. (POETIlY) CHELSEA. NO. 36 (19771. 28-30.
DD1Y. M. R. POEII FOil BERTH ... tUOO. BOltE. LOUISI"'N ... ; THE IlEATH OF THE IIONTHS. AUNT INOI ....
(PoeTRY) K ... Y... K. NO. 45 (19771. 45-47.
OOTY. M. R. SONIDIlS NEGROS. (POETIl'(J R.o\CCOIlN. NO.2 1197710 36-37.
OOUGL ... S. A~N SEE FARREll., J ... MES T.
01l ...1(£ ...... BE!RT. BEYCNO THE PAVEMENT,. (SHORT STORIES) THE FAULT. NO. 11 (APRI" 1977). 31-44.
OR ... KE. A .. aERY. FO~GLOVE: THE HUMSO"OT UNDERCUT; IIOONLIGI1TING. (POETRY) CO .. OR ... DO ST ... TE IlEVIE".
S (F ....... 19771. 32-34.
DRAKE. ALaERT. TILLA",otl( IIURN. (SHORT STOIlIESJo(POETR'(J FRENONT. CALIFORNIA: THE F"'ULT PIlESS.
1977.
OREISER. THEODORI!. TtEOOORE OREISER: A SJ;"ECTUIN OF UNCD .. LECTEO PROSE. EO. PIZER. OONA .. D.
(PRDSE) .(FICTIONI OETROIT: WAYNJ; S7A1E UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1977.
10REISEA. TtEODORE). AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY: EISENSTEIN'S SUBVERSIVE ADAPTATHII. . BY tOI1EN, 1(£IlH.
(N:)VE1.S). (CRITiCISN) THE CLASSIC ANEIlICAN NOVEL AND THE NOVIES. ED. PEARY. G. AND
SHATZI(IN. R. NE. YORI(: FREDERICI( UNGAR. 1977.
(OII.EISER. T~EODORE). ADDENDA TO THE BIIlLIDGRAPHIES OF STEPHEN CRANE. OREISER. FREDERIC.
FULLER. GAR ..... N!). HERNE. HOIIELLS . . . ONOtN. ANO NORRIS. IIY S7RONI(S. JANES a.
(alaLIOGRAPHYI PAPERS OF THE"1I1111.10GRAPHICAL SOCIE7Y OF ANERICA. 71 IJUL'!'-SEPTEM6ER
19771. 362-68.
(DREISER. THEODCRElo ANIJTHER TWO DREISERS: THE ARTIST AS "GENIUS". IIY RIGGIO. THDN ... S P.
(NCV£ ..S).(FIC7IDNI STUDIES IN THE NOVJ;L. 9 (SUIIMER 1917). 119-36.
(OREISER. TtEODOREIo DREISER'S SENTIMENT ... L HEROINE. AI .. EJ;N BUT .. ER. BY LINOBORG. MARY ANNE.
(NCVELSI.(FICTlONI ANERICAN "PERATURE. 46 (JANUARY 19771. 590-96.
(OREISER. TI1EOOOREI. l.ODICING AROUNtl 70 SEE IlHO I AM: oREISER'S TEFlRITDRY OF THE SEl.F. BY
FISHER. PHILIP. (NOVELS) .(FICTIO") ELH. 44 (.INTER 19771. 726-48.
(OREIS~. THEODORE). PLOTS AND CHARACTERS IN THE FICTION OF THI;OOOFIE OII.J;ISJ;R .. BY GERBER.
PHILIP L. (CRITICISI-Il HANOI"', CONN.: ARCHON 6001(S. 1977.
(DREISER. 7HEODOREI. THE SDtIA\'" RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ANERICAN PAINTER AND "RITER: R06EIlT
HE~I AND JOHN SLOAN) FRANK NORRIS AND TH£ODDR£ DREISER. IIY ItIlIAT. JOSEPH J.
(NOVa..SIo(FICTIDN) CENTENNIAL REVIE •• 21 (1IINTER 1977). 19-35.
(OREISat. THEODORE). THE DIVIDED STRE ... N OF DREISER STUDIES. BY RIGGIO. THD~AS P. (NOVELS)'
(FICTlONI STUDIES IN THE NOVEL.. 9 (SU~MER H1771. 211-16.
(OREISEfI. niEOOORE). THEOOORJ; DREISER'S INTROOUCTICN TO MCTEAGUE. IIY SILI;T. CHARLES L. P.
(NDV£LS).(FICTION) MEISER NEWSLET7ER. B (SpRINIl 19771. 15-17.
(OREISER. THE!ODIJRE). THE EAST-WEST THENE IN DREISilR'S AN AIlERICAN TRAGEDY. BY BUCCO. NAR7IN.
(CRITICISIoI).(NOVELSI .ESTERN "'~ERICAN .. I7ERATURE. 12 NOVENIIER 1977). 177-63.
EBERHART. RICI1ARD. tDl.LEtTED POEMS. 1930-1976. (POE7RY) NEil YORI(: OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
1976.
Ec;KHa.. T. LARRY SEE VONNEGUT. I(!JRT.
ECI(NAN. FREDJ;:RICIC. NIGtITNARE TIJ.NSHIP. (POETRY) 1I0"LING GREEN. 011: NEIIEOI PRESS. 1977.
EODY. OAflLEIE NATHIS. CONING TO TERMS. (POETRYI GREEN RIVER REVIEII. B 119771. 19S.
EDDY. tARLENE NATHIS. TENOING SWlTCHES. (POETRY) FORUN. 11;1 (SPRING 1",77,. 76-811.
EOOY. OARLEN:: MATHIS. SI(ETCHES: SEASONS IN SH,o,oOIl. (POETRY) GREEN RIVER REVIE". 8 119771. 112.
EIDUS. JANICE. MY BEST FRIEND. (SHORT STORIES) THE FALCON. 115 (F ... LL 19771. ~1-3S.
CEISELEY. LORENI. LOWRY "INlIERLY "'NO OTHERS; RECOll.ECTIONS OF A BEERORINltER. 8Y UHLAND.
RUOO .. PH. (AUTOllIOGRAPHY) PRAIRIE SCHOONER. 51 (SPRING 19771. 17-SD.
(EISI'LEY . . .mENI. THE POETIC ACHIEVENENT OF .. OREN EISELEY. ay CAR"ISLE. E. FRED. (CRITICISM).
(POETRY) PRAIRIE SCHDIINER. 51 (SU",NER 1977), 111-29.
ELDER. CAROL. LINES ON t .. AY AND WA7ER; CLAN CHOliOER. (PClETRY) I(UOZU. NO.3 (NOVENBER-OECEHBER
1977) •
ELDER. CAROL. MOVING THROUGH FOG. (PDE7RY) "ISI(I;Y ISL""~ QUARTERLY. 1 (FA .. L 19771. 8.
ELDER. KARL. CONSCIOUSNESS. (POETRY) BIG MOON. 3 (1977). 1.
ELDER. I( ... R", OYN ... NI7ING OFF SHORE. (POETRY) RIV£RSEOGE. 1 (19771. 49.
e: .. DER, I(ARL. POEM; (';I...OVE; LATE NOVEMBER AFTERNOON. HAZMAN'S FIELD. (POE7RY) POEM. NO. 31
(NOVeNBER 1977). S7-S9.
ELDER. I(ARl.. PUSHING FLUIDS. (PDilTRY) THE SUNfl..O.EA. 9 (MAY 1977). 2.
ELDJ;R. KAflL. RJ;CR!;ATlONS. (PDJ;TRY) RIVERSEDGE. I (1\1171. 7-9.
ELDEfI. I(ARl.. THE DISTANT MilRRY-GD-RDUNO. (POETRY) KUDZU. NO.3 (NOVEMBER-OECENBSI 1977). 11.
E .. DER. I(ARL. TtE FINGER. (POJ;TRY) PHANTASN. 2 INOVEMBER-oECEMBER 1977). 22.
ELDER. I(ARL. THE l.AYING-ON OF THE POI;N. (POETRY) AAI< RIVEfI REVIJ; •• 3-4 (19771. 54.
ELDER, I(AR". 7H£ PDEN GROWS OR TO HELP BUILD STRONG l.INES ONE "AY. (POE1RY) KANSAS OUARTER .. y.
9 (SPRING 1977). 60.
EU..EOGE. JIN. EXOTROPI;; POEM. (POETRY) GONE SOFT. 3 (FA .. L 1977), 26-28.
J<LLEDGE. JIM. TAMER. (POETRY) MOUTH OF THE DRAGON. NO. 11-12 (NARCH-JUN:: 19771, lOll-lOteLLeDG£, JIN. MEREMO .. F. (P0E7RYI JOURNAL IIF PIJPUl... ... R FI .. II. 6 119771. 140.
ELLIOTT. GARY 0 SE£ HENING.AY. ERNEST.
(J;LLIOTT. HAR .. EYI. HARLEY ELLIOTT; POET OF THI! O ... RK COUN1RY. BY CONTOSI(Io VICTOR. (CRITICISN),
(POETRY) GREAT "AI(ES REVIE •• 4 (SUNMER 1977h 35-41£"LISDN. CURTIS II SEE tHESN!JT7. CH ... R .. ES ••
EL_ERT. CHARl..ES. FLASH F\...OOO. (POE:TRY) LAS VI;G ... N NA""ZINE. 2 (APRI"-MAY 1977)0 20.
ELliERT. CI1ARLES. SILVERHAIR (POETRY) THORNApP .. E. 1 (JANUARY 1977). 17.
El.ItJ;R7. CHARl.ES. SISTINE tH.\PEL; JACI(-IN-TtE-BOX; HUMANI71ES 8UILOING. (POETRY I .. AUGHtNG IIE"'R,
2-3 (.lILY 1977). 52-54.
ELIIER7. CHARl..ES. T~.IHI(ING AND SINI(ING STRANGilR ..OVERS. (POETRY) LAS VEGAN MAGAZINE. 2
(JU'IE-JUl..Y 1977). 31.
£LWERT. CHARLJ;S. 911S. (POETRY) S"'NDSCRIPT. 4 (APRH 1977). 2.
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ENGEL. 'BERNARD F S£E JOtES. JAMES.
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DILUIN. 0 ...... 10 see I-_UGO. RI(:HARO.
DOLEGJ.. CHRISTINE LAHEY, I RETURN TO MY FATHe:R.
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'
GI'I:IlSSMAN. MARTIN. THE Sp"'CE NEEOLE
(POlES) LOWL"'NOS REVIEW. NO.4 (1977). 35-36
GROSSMJoN. MARTIN. THE "'R ... 8LE loll
•
ETRY) THE OR"'GONFLY. 4 119771.
•
pR!!SS. 1977.
NO. (POETRY) KAL"'M ... ZOO. IIICHIG"'N: SKYliRITING-IlLUE MOUNTAIN
GROVER. OORYS CROW SEE GENER"'L.

GUENTN.~••• ,',~,,".~,'.','. 14"'11.. •• : HE TE ... RS OFF . . . ; FLESN 13 Y F LIOSH (80SQUETI. (pOETRYI LAPIS L"'ZULI.
GUENTHER. CH ... RI.ES. FROM MY NOTE8ooK
(
GUEIoITHER, CNARLES. INST"'NT SUNSET
;pO;~ETI'I:Y) BLUE UNICORN. I 119771. 7-B.
GUENTHER. CH"'RLE5. lJ.OY "'HO C...T" ~"'TS
RYI GRYPHON, 3 (JUNE 19771. 2.
GUENTHER. C""RLES. II1SS0URI WOO~S' GI~L (POETRy) E ... OS 8RIOGE. (F"'LL 197710 25-1'-6.
PHILOLOGICAL ... SSOClATlON. 2 (;9771
;:OO!GLUNtJ. (POETRY) PU8LIC ... TIONS OF THE IoI1SS0URI
GUENTHeR. C""RLES. Ri;NE CH""" EIGI1T PO;M
•
z.
GUEHT"ItR. CH ..... LES. SeSTlN", F~R loiS STIINE S. (POETRY) WEeSTER REVIEW. 3 IWINT.ER 19771
10-16.
(NOVEN8ER-OEceJOeER 1977). 10.
• (POETRY) S"'INT LOUIS LITER ... RY SUppLEMf;NT.

i
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(POETRY) weeSTeR REVIEW. ::I (SPRING

GUENTHER. Ctt.o.RLES. SEVEN POEMS FROM IIDNIQUE I..AEOERA H.

1971J. 50-52.
OEM' HOW HARD IT 15 ~R US; THE MEt-TING OF YEARS; THE C4(;1;:.
Ell
CHARLES. THE I)lFFICULT p .
(;'
GUEN1~(IE~RY J GALLERY SERIES-POETS. 5 11977J. s:~~~ ~OUIS LITeRARY SUPPLEMENT. 1 (APRIL-MAY
GU!;NlIiER. C~RLI;S. THE WATER BILL. (POETRY)
1971)' 23.
GUlI.FORO. CliVeK. THE

THEE.

GU"'N:l~:~~: ~~~~;/~~~~EL.I
HAFER •

HALL.

Y KANSAS QUARTERLY' .. (FALL 1977)0 56.
MIALOG. 97 114"RCIi 1977J. 1~;~a~NGELES~
(SHORT STORIES) TRIA)I;. EO. R. SILVEIH!ERG.

V~~~T~~~: ~~~!~ ~TORI"S)

~~~~: ~~~~: ~~l;O F~GET

NEW YORIO;: BANTAM BOOKS.

.JACK SEE MORRIS. WIUGHT.

AMERICAN KILLER.

1977.
(POETRY) IN THE LIGHT. NO. J

(NARCH

IOA.LTER. FACTORY AIR; THE GREAT

REV. EO.+PORTLAND. oREGON: TRASK IicUSE BOCKS. 1977.
THE ~USIC THREAT. (POE;TRY)
IiALl.A. R. CHRIS SEE GENER ... L.
NO 2 (SEPTEIIBER 19771. 10.
Ii .......L .... R. CKlIS. PCEM POEII. (POETRY) KUDZ~~NE ~APPLETON. WISCONSIN POST CRESCENT). 13
HAl.L .... R. CI'f'IIS. S),OW. (POETRY) VIEW MAG ...
FEBRUARY 1<;77. II.
DEPARTURE." (POETRV) CREAM CITY REVIE .... 3 INOVEIolBER 1977).
HALLA. R. CHIllS. THE MUTANT KING'S
5
TRANSPORT!;D; AFTER AOVENTUR!;. (POETRV) NOON AT NIGHT,
HALLA: R. CHFUS. T"'O aoYS FISHING; NORTH
NO.1 (OECE",aER 19171' 12-14.
HALLWAS. JOHN 1'1 SEE fLAGG. EO>olUND.
HALL"AS. JOHN 1'1 SEE SANoauRG. CARL.
IiARMCN. ROBERT B SEE H(MINGW"'V, ERN!:ST.
HAIUUS. CHAilLES B SEE HEMINGWAV. ERNEST.
) CINCIt;NAT1: STONE "'ARROW PRESS. 1977.
HARROLO. WILLIAII E. SELECTED PO!;MS. (POETRV) IIIP ... CE: AN INTERN ... TIONAL OUARTERLV OF
HARRtLO. WILLIAM E. CLEANING .01olAth (POETRV
CONlEIoIPOf/:ARY PCETRV. I (1977). 24.
) l.OUISVILLE REV IE".
F ....... L 1977. 56.
IiARROLO, IfILLI ...... E. THE JOo.m .. EV. (POETRV
RS CAN "HANDLE. (POETRY) PARIS REVIE\I. NO. 72
HARROLD. \lILLIAM E. CLUSTERS THE AWIIITING VEA
22.
(WINTER 1977). 31-32.
RT STORIES) LADIES HOME JOURNAL. 92 (NOVEIIBER 1977).
HARTMAN. SUZANNE. IT'S YOUR ",OVE. R~S~~ORIESI CLEVEl.ANO MAGAZINE. (DECEMBER 19771. 142.
MAN SUZANNE
SEVER ... NCE. (SHO
~~,ERMAN. (SHORT STORlllS) WOIIAN (LONOON).
~::~"AN: SUZANNE: THE MARVELIlUS FUSCHIAS Cf IIARGERY uu

HALL!9!!~;Ek'

(27 AUGUST H 77),
HASKELL. OIANII SEE ANDERSON. SHERjjOOO% ENT QUARTERLY. 2 (WINTER 19771. ;S1.
"'ASSLER. OONAl.O II. LUCK. (POETRY' NEjj K N PHOTOGRAPHER wHO QUIT HER JOB. (POETRY I ~OUNTAIN
HASSLER. OONALO M. SONNET fOR A CHRI ST I ...
SU~ER. 4 U971). 24. 30.
ORK' ATHENE",M. 1977.
HASSLER. JON. STAG~RFORO. HIOVEU NE~ ~ OF' FLIGHT": THE POETRY OF ROBERT HAYDEN. BY FAULKNER,
(HAVDE". ROBERTI. "TRANSFORIolED BV STEEP URNAL
21 (DECEMBER 1977h 2B2-91o
HOWARD. (CRITICISIII.(POETRY! CLA JO
•

~~!~~c~~"~~~.Jc!~~~~~~E;OH~~ico.

(NOVELl AMES:

10jjA STATE UNIVERSITY PRI;:SS. 1977.

HEALET, CLAIRE SEE "AKOSKI. CIANE.
V TEXAS OUARTERLV. 20 (jjINTER 19771. 161.
HEBALD. CAROL. ECHO: FROM LEAF TO FLOWER. (POE~R E~IC OORN. BV ... HITE. LEWIS RAY. (BIOGRAPHY)'
(HECHT. liEN). SHER"'OOO ANDERSON. BEN HECH!~yA~977). 23B-41.
teRITICIS>!) AIIERICAN LITERATU~i'"1~0~ (POETRY) ARK RIVER REVIEIli. 3-4 (1<;771, 21.
HEfFERNAN. IIICtlAEL. THE LIFE OF T
NITTV-GRITTY. 1 (SUMMER 1977). 18.
HELLllR. JANET RUTH. CLOUDBURST. (PCETRY)
CCAR JOURNAL. 24 (AUTUIIN 19771. sa.
HELLER. JANET RUTIi. AMIOAH; REBEKAH. (POETRY! A LETTER TO SEARCH FRO>! AN AOilIRER. (POETRY!
IiELLER. JANET RUTH. ARIEL CONTEMFLATING AOAM,
HOLAR
(POETRY) LETRAS FEIIENINAS. 3 (FALL 1917).
,",OIlUS OpERANOI. 8 (MARCH 19771.
HELLER. JANET RUTH. LA PENSEROSA' THE "OMAN SC
•
BS.
JE ... ISH EXPONE"", NO. 66 (9 DECEMBER 1977)0 3.
HELLER. JANET RUTH. SARAH'S PRAVER. (POETRYI (:iTRYI JOURNAL OF POPULAR CULTURE. 10 (SPRING
HELLER. JANET RUTH. AN ELEGY FOR PHIL OCHS.
19171. E~7.
CON RIVER OUARTERLV. 2 (SPRING 1977).
HELLI!R. JANI!T RUTH. SHIRA. (POETRT) SP
101 Ii' A JOURNAL OF LIBERATION. S (SPRING 19771. 23.
HELLER
JANET RUTIi. EXPANSION. (POETRYl "01'1 •
fOR N ... NCT. (POETRY) POET .... UTUMN 1977.
HELLER: JANET RUTIi. SE ....'S; SPRING IN CH~C:~~!H~A~~~ETRY) THE JEjjlSH EXPONENT. NO. 62 (29 JI.fLY
IiELLER. JANET RUTH. FOR ALLON AT SIMCHA
197710 2.
•
A
POETRY) THE ..IEjjlSH SPECTATOR. 42 (\lINTER 1977). 11.
HEl.LER. JANET RUTH. GLEANING. ELISH(~~TRYI LAUGHING BEAR. NO.6 (19771. 19. 63.
HELMES. SCOTT. COLCR TV; aO%SCORE.
, PRING 19771. 90.
HELMES. SCOTT. POEII. (POETRY) lNlERSTA~;' A:T.SPERFCR~ANCE AND MANUfACYURE. "AV
1977. COVER.
HELIlES SCOTT. POEM. (POETRT) JOOSINAL
7 (FALL 197Y).
IiELIoIES: SCOTI. l'OEil. (POETRY) EAR. 3 (1977). NG
HELIlES. SCOTI. SEVEN PCE"S. (POETRYI A;:;~~~MI~GWAV: SOOKS ON TRIAL. BV 1I0NTEIRO. GEORGE.
(HEIIIN~WAY. ERNEST)· ADDENDA TO HANNE"
ICAL SOCIETV OF AIoIERICA. 11 (OCTCBER-OECE"BER
(CRITICIS'!) pAPERS Of THE I!IBL(OGR.t.PH
1977). SI4-8)5.
flO AND ART CF ERNEST HEIIING\lAV. BY DDNALOSON.
(HEIIINGiliAY. ERNEST). BY FORCE OF WILL: THE 1..1
SCOTT. (BICGRAI'HYI N.Y.: VIKING. ~977.
RENCE G... IDE. ay W... GNER. LINDA IIELSHEIIIER.
(HE~INGjjAY. ERNEST). ERNEST HEMING,. ... V. A REFE
(BIOGRAPHY) BOSTON: G.K. HALL. 1976.
BT ARNOLD. LLOTO R. (BIOGR4PHY) N. Y.:
(HE"INGIIAT. ERNEST>- HE"INGWAV; HIGH ON THE \111..0.

(HEII~~~!;~ =~E~~;-:A~~I4!~~~;V'S

"HILLS 1..11<:1'1

W~~~ELEPHANTS'"

BV ELLIOl"T. GARV o.

(CRIYICISM) EXPl..ICATOR. 3S (SUMIolER 19771.
I GS' ay ",YATT. OAVIO ". (aIOGAAp",iI GEORGIA
(HEIoIINGWAY. ERNEST). HllMINGWAV'S UNCANNY BEGINN N •
REVIE .... 31 (SUMMER 1977). 416-501.
BY KAZIN. ALfRED. (ART A.. D LITERATURE) NEW
(HEMINGWAY' ERt£SYlo HEMINGWAT TH!; pAINl"ER.
REPuBLIC. 176 (19 "ARCH 19~7~~E2~~~~~AMBLEA6LE: THE NICK AOAIIS STORIES. BY BURNS. STUART
(HEIoIINGwAY. ERNEST). SCRAMBLIN
.. EP. 1977). 133-40.
L. (CRITlCtS") ARIZONA OUARTERLY. 33 (S",II ON IN THE SUN ALSO RISES ANO THE GREAT GATSBY.
(IiE"INGWAY. ERNEST), THE SEARCH FOR CELEBRAT~lZONA QUARTERLT. 33 (SUIIIIER 1977), 181-92.
av GRANT. SR JURY KATHRYN. (CRITICISM) A THE SUN ALSO RISES. BV HARRIS. CHARLES B.

(IiEM!~:7;~~I;~~E~6:~sT~~ ~~~~~~MA"':~!!~~~:L~!~~~!~:;; ~ ~~~~~E:N~9~~!~A~~~\~~~E.

(HEMINGwAY. E>!NEST). UNOERSTANDING E
•
ROEERT B. (CRITICISM) IoIETUCHEN. N.J.·

aY HARIION.
CARECRO,. PRESS. 1917.
STH COLORADO IN HIS SOUL. BV STI;:RK. RON.

POE~"':~:SG!~:~T:AN~~ ~~UNE

(HENDERSON. NYLE).
1977). 60.
(BIOGRAPHY) CEtAR
~MBER Of OTHER SCREAMS:
HENSON. OAVIO. AN IN01STlNGUISHA~~N AT WOROS" ISSUE. 1977.
IICLEAN COUTY poeTRY ReVIEIli.

,"0",
~~u
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HENSOtI. DAVID. BI:;DTAL..:l BLACK EAGLE AND INDI ... N JO. (POETRV) MCLEAN COUNTY POE7RY REVIEW,
(,.INTER 1977).
IiENSON. OAVIO. GRANDFATHER REAClieo UP TO YOUCH THE GROUNO. (POETRT) UZZANO. NO. 6-7 11977).
HENSON. OAVID. MOTORtST GOES MAD IN FUNERAL PARLOR LOT. (POETRY) THE SNITH. (JANUARV 1971).
HENSON. OAVIO. 01..0 STUO'S BREAKFAST (EASV OVERI. (POETRY) VEGA. ( .. OVEMBER 1971)_
HENSON. OAVIO. PATIENT IN STATE WARO "C". (POETRYI SEVEN STARS POETRY. NO. 27. 1977.
HENSON. OAVIO. RIPENING IN THE TREES. (POETRV) SA"ISOAT. 12 (1977).
HENSON. OAVIO. STOP SIGN. (POETRY) THIRD EVE. SPRING 119771.
HENSON, OAVIO. Ttl. DEATH DO THEY PART. (PCETRY) SEVEN STARS pOETRV." NO. 32. 1977.
(HERRICK. ROBERTI. AN ANNOTATED CHECKLIST OF ROBERT HERRICK'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE CHICAGO
TRI6U>o1E. BV HORLACHE;R. fRtEORICH W. (BIBLIOGRAPHVI AMERICAN LITERARV REALISM.
1870-1910. 10 (SPRING 19771. 191-210.
HEVIIEN, Jill. NCl"ES FROM CUSTER. (POETRT) ANN ARBOR. "ICHIG ....<I: BEAR Cl.AIII PRESS. 1917.
HIGGINS. fRAN':. SOC1ALl SUIolMER NIGHT: KC. (PDETRT) ":ANSAS OUARTERLY, 9 (~INTER 1977). ;S6.
HIGH. ELLESA CL"'Y. COOlPUTERS AND CATEPILLARS; UNTITLEO (CAT HABITATJ. (POETRVI THINKER. I
(FEBRUARY 19771. IS. 2B.
(1iIMES. CHESYER). THE OEDIPAL COMPLEK AND INTERRACIAL CONFLICT IN CHESTER HIMES' THE THIRD
GENERATION. BY RECIILEV. RAl.PH. (CRITICISM) Cl.A JOURNAL. 21 (OECEIIBER 1977). 27S_81.
HIND. STEVEN. COLLtSION; ARROWHEAO HUNTING. A GUIDE. (pOETRV) fOCuS-"IOWEST. NO. 14 (1971).
~.

HINO. STEVEN. "EDICINE LODGE. (POETRY) HERITAGE OF KANSAS. 10 (SPRING 1977). 34-3S.
IiINO. STEVEN. MORE SILENT THAN TREES; THE PDE;T'S WIfE. (POETRY) KANSAS O",ARTERLV. 9 (SUIoINER
197710 3Z-33.
HINO. STEVEN. SAIoI'S NEPHEW NUNTING. (POETRV) ARK RIVER REVIEW, 3-4 (1977). 70.
HINOJOSA. ROLANOO. ESTAMPAS DEl. VALLE. 2D EO. (POETRY) BERKELEV. CA.: JUST ... PUBLICATIONS.
1977.
HINOJOSA. ROLANOO. GENE"R/ICIONES V SEM!lLANZAS. (POETRV) BERKELEY. CA.: JUSTA PU8LICATIONS.
1977.
HINOJOSA. ROLANOC. RETRATOS PARA 1'11.. ABUELC: JOSE VIELMA. 1'11.. "UERTO; LOS FUNOAOCRES. (POETRY)
CARACOL. 4 (NOVEII6ER 197710 6.
HIXON. JEFF. QIALCGUE. (POETRY) ARK RIVER REVIE .... 3-~ (19771. 49.
HOEBER. CANIEL R SEE ANOERSON. SHERIIOOD.
HOLLO. ANSEL ... HEAW ..lARS. (POETRY) WEST BRANCH. 1,11: TOOTHPASTE PRESS. 1977.
HOLLO. ANSELM. LINGERING TANGOS. (PDETRY) BALTIIIORE: TROPDS PRESS. 1977.
HOl.LO. ANSI;:LII. PHANTO" POO. (POETRTI BALTtMORE:: POD eoOKS. 1977.
1i0LLO. ANSELM. SOJOURNER "ICROCOS"S: NEW AND SELECTEO pOEilS 19S9-1977. (POETRY) BERKELEY.
CAUF.: BLuE ... INO PRESS. 1977.
HORLAC~"ER. FRIEORICH ... SEE HERRICK. ROBERT.
HORSl"lNG. ERIC. WITHOUT yo .... (PO!;TRY) DENVER QUARTERLV, 11 (WINTER 1977). 90.
(IiOUGH. EIIERSON). EMERSON HOUGH AS CONSERVATIONIST ANO MUCKRAKER. av lI'tLOER, OELBERT E.
(CRITICISMI IIIESTERN AIIERICAN LITERATURE. 12 (SUMMER 1971), 93_109.
(HOwaLS. IIIILLIAI4 CEANI. THE ... ESTS OF HOWELLS AND CRANE. BY OEAN. JA"ES L. (CRITICISII)
AIIERICAN LITER-"RY REALISM. IB70-1910. 10 (SUllIolER 1917). 2S4-66.
(HOIIELLS. WILLIAIoI OEAN). WILLIA" O. HJWELLS' lB99 .. lOWEST LECT ... RE TOOR. BY ROIILETTER. ROBERT.
(BIOGRAPHY) AIIERICAN LITERARV REALISM. IB70-1~10. 10 (SPRING 19711. 125-67.
(HOWELLS. W(LLI"'" DEAN). HOWELLS IN LIFE. IBB3-1920: AN ANNOTATEO CHECIILIST. BV LEITZ. ROBEIlT
C. (BIBLIOGRAPHVI RESOURCES FOR AIoIER""'N LITERARY STUOY. 7 (SPRING 1977). S3-69.
(HOWELLS. "'ILLIAM OEAN). ACOEllOA TO THE BIBLIOGRAPHIES OF STEPHEN CRANE. OREISER. FRllDERIC.
FULLER. GARLANC. HERNE. HOWELl.S. LONOCN. AND NORRIS. BY STRONKS. JAMES B.
(BIBLIOGRAPHY) PAPERS Of TIiE BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SOCII;:TY OF ... MERIC .... 11 (JULV-SPETEMBER
19771. 362-68.
(HOWELLS. WILLIA" OEAN), "A REALITY THAT CAN'T BE OUITE DEFINITELV SPCI<:EN M: SEI<:UALIT>' IN
THEIR WEODING JOURNET. BV HUNT. GARV A. {CRITICISIII STUOIES IN THE NOVEL. 9 (SPRING
197710 17-32.
(HO ... a.LS. \lILLIAH DEAN). FROM PASSION TO IMPASSE: THE STRUCTURE OF A OARK ROIlANTIC THEIoIE IN
HAWTHORNE. HDjjELLS. AND BARTN. BT VANDERBILT. KERMIT. (CR(TICIS") STUDIES IN THf!
NO\<EL, B (WINYER 1976). 419-29.
(HOIfELLS. WILLI A" tEAN). A OlfFERENl" VIEW OF THE IRON MADONNA: IIIILLIAM OEAN HOWELLS ANO HIS
MAGII1;INE READERS. BV GOLDMAN. l.AUREL T. (CRITtCISIoI) NElli I'!NGLANO QUARTERLY. so
(DECEMBER 1971)' S6~a6.
(HDWELLS. WILLIAM OEAN). MA COMPLETER VERITV": THE ENDING OF .... O. HOIIELLS' A FOREGONE
CONr:LOSION. av CROWLEY. JOHN W. (CRITICISMI ENGLISH LANGUAGE NOTES. 14 (MARCH 19171.
192-97.
(IiOIfELLS. WILLIAM OEAN). A HOUSE OIVIOED: A NEjj RE4DING OF THE eoSTONIANS. BY MANII<:OfF. aARRY.
(CRITICISM) CLA JOURNAL. 20 (JUNE 1971). 459_74.
(HOIIB..LS. WILLIAM tEAN). ... N INTEROCEANIC EPISODE: THE LAOY OF THE AROOSTOOK. BY CROjjLET. JOHN
w. (CRITtCISM) ...... ERICAN LITERATURE. 49 (IIAV 19771. laO-91.
(HOIIELLS, 1111..1..1.0." OE"'N). MARRIAGE IN HOWELLS'S NOVELS. av STEIN. ALLEN F. (NOVELS) "'MERICAN
Lt1ERATLfl.E. 4B (JANUARV 19711. 501-24.
(HOWaLS. WILL tAN OEANI. HOWELL'S ORESTEIA: THE "'NICN OF YHEIIE AND STRUCTURE IN THE SHADOW OF
A ~EAM. BY PARKER. BARBARA L. (CRITICISMI A .. ERICAN LITEIlATURE. ~9 IM~RCH 19T7).
57-69.
(HOWaLS. WlLLI"'" DEAN). THE OEAN CELEBRATES HIS BIRTHOAV: TWO NEW HDWELLS POEMS. BV MURPHY.
BRENOA. (POETRV) P ... PERS OF YHE 61BLIOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY Of AIIERICA. 71
(JIA.Y-SEPTEMBE~ 19771. 36B-69.
(HUGHES. L ... tGSTON). LANGSTON HUGHI,. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE POETR"o'. BY JEMIE. ONWUCHEKWA.
(PtEYRY) N.V.: COLUHBIII UNIVERSITV PRESS. 1976.
(IiUGHES. TEDJ. TNE OUEST FOR BEING. BV LIBERTHSON. DANIEL. (POETRYI.{aIOGRAPHY) NEW YORK:
GO~.I)ON PRESS. 1977.
(HUGO. IHCHAROh GAINS HAOE IN ISOLATION; AN INTERviEW \11TH RtCHARO HUGO. BY DILLON. DAVID.
(AUTOBIOGRAPHY 1 SOUTH ... EST REVIEjj, 62 (SPRING 1917)' 101-IIS.
HULL. GLORIA T. SEE 8ROa.:S. GWENOOLYN.
IiULLIHAN. ROBERT SEE OARR. ANN.
HUNGIVILLE, MAURICE SEE FORD. FORO "AOOOX.
HUNT. GARV A SEE HOWELLS. WILLIAII OEAN.
IINGHA", HARVEY), HARVEY INGHAIoI ANO GARDNER COIfLES. SR.: TNINGS OON'T JUST HAPPEN. EO. JOAN
BUt«E. BY MILLS. GEORGE S. (BOOK PUBLISHING) "'MES: IowA STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1977.
INGRAM. AL YCE. GAINfULLY EMPLOYEO. (SHORT SYORI ES) EVENT. 6 (1977). 18-25.
tNGRA". ALYCE. LULU. (SHORT STORIES) SpECTRU". 20 (FALL 1977). 1-6.
INGRAIoI. ALVCE. THE CIRCLE OF LOVE. (SHORT STORIESI EUREI<:A REVIEW. NO.2 (SPRING 19771. 15-19.
INGRA ... ALVCE. THE HAPPY COUPLE. (SHORT STORIES) SHAl.L PONO. 14 (lliNTER 1977). 33-36.
INGRAM. ALYCE. TIoE ROOSTER. (SHORT STDRIESI S"ALL PONO. 1~ (WINTER 19711. 14-15.
INGRAM, ALYCE. THE "'ODOPECKC:R. (SHORT STORIES 1 PENNV OREAOFUL. (SPRING 1977). B_9.
INGR",M. Al.YCE. TO MARCH 15TH INCLUSIVE. (SHOIlT STORIES) THE NEil RENAISS~NCE. NO.9 (FEBRUARV
1<;77). 62-6~.
JACOB. JOHN. K~E. (POETRV) ALAIIO. CA.: HtLMGANGERS PRESS. 1977.
JAUSS. DAVIO. KAFKA'S PRAYER. (POETR>'I MOUNTAIN su .. "ER. 1977. J.
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P~IS' V~NU.LA

JAUS:I~;~IO. S~STINA;

(POET~Y:H~~~~~~;1.

REVIEW.
1 TO
(1911).
116.IN AUTUMN.•
JAUSS.
DAVIO.
MY WIFE

WE I(HOII NOW.

JEMI~:-~~;UCHEK.A

(POETRY~I:~~;~ED

seE HUGHES.

WHAT

L~;«>!6~'

NO "(FESI'tU"RY 1917,. 60-61.
THE ARTS • .2 11'.1.1..1. 1911), ;'8-39,
TilE SECRET OF ART. (POETIlYJ GREAT RIVER

0:,

IPOETRY) SOU'WESTER, 5 (FAt.1.. 19111.

18 (APRIL 19171. 28.

JESSEN. AROEl-e I.. LENNV. IPOETR,
TRY; POET
18 (OCTOaEIl 19771. 56.
JESSEN, "'ROEl...E 1... LOVE LI<TTE~~YI~~CORE. I) ~FEBRU"'R.V_"'PRIL 1977). IS.
J!;SSEN. AnDELE I.. NEWS. (PCE
Is (JUNE 19171 • • 3.
JESSEN
ARDELl::" L. PCETRy. (POI;TRY) POET,
KANSAS" COTTONWOOD REVIEh 1977.
NIOiAEL L. OAY SEASON. (POETRY)
KANSAS OUARTERLY. 9 (SUMMER 19711.
JCHNSON. follotAEL L. NOCTURNE: THE FOURTH OF .I
•

JOHNSO~'

LAWR~~E'(POETRY;

33.
JOHNSON. IHOiAEL L. OAY SEASON.

'II LAWRENCE. KANSAS: COTTONWOOD REVIE"'. 1911.
OUARTERLY. 9 (SUNMER 191110 85.

(POE~R KANSAS

j~~~:~~~.p~~~~~.
F~~~~~~~: ::~~~~I ARK B~I:~:E~~V~::~A:4F~I;~!;I~!~N)
(JCNES, JAIIES). TAPS FOR SERGEANT JONES.

SS"- tEWSLETTER, 1

(SUNMER 1911). 6-110
JONES. JOEL M SEE LOCKRIOGE. ROSS.
JONES, VICTOR SEE GREAVES. RICH.o.RO.
ROM~. PHILip 0 SEe PECK. G!ORGE W.
PliILlp 0 SEE
••

j~ROAN.

o N
~~:P;R:

BURDE~!E.','.OO, ~TL~ONES.

PHILIP
seE TIME
CUIII;""
...
WILL C. 0 FIICM
REMEMBERED:
SELECTED POEMS.
FOOTHILLS PIIESS. 1911.

(POETRY) EL OORAOO HILLS. CALIFORNIA:

KA.lIN. ALFRED SEE I'II;MINGWAY. ERNf:ST. 5. (POETRY) SELLINGHAM REVIEW. 1 (JANUARY 191110 7.
KEARNEY LAWRENCE. WEST VIRGINIA. 191
RING
NO. (0 (FALL 1977). 8.
KEARNY: LAWRENCE. JOAN'S wooDCUY. (POETRY) aoxsPILLE·REVIEW. NO.3 (FALL 19771. 54-55.
KEAIINY. LAWRENCE. LITTLE OREAMS; (~;~~!!:L~~~~LECT!oNS OF A aEERORINKER. ay UIILANO. RUOqLI'Ii.
51 (SPRING 1977). 17-50.
KELLER. RICl'lolRD 0 SEE GENEIVoL.

(KEES;B~~~:~;)L~:~~R~~M:~:;:;NE~

KELLtE~.MAURICE.
BRUCE SEE
VAN POEMS
VECHT~~' ~::L.
KENOty.
MORTH
• (POETRY) MARVIN. S.D.: BLUE CLOUO OUARTI!RL Y. 1977.
KIDNEY-WELLS. JENNIFER SEE W'EATHEI'tS. WINS~ON. (POETI'tY) CONCEPT. NO. 18 a(SPRING 1977).
KILGORE • .IAIES C. A LONESOME T~ME; TI'IE NTR (~~~TRYI SENTINEL RECORD, 2S AUGUST 1977.
KILGORe. JAMES C. IT'S THUNOEI'tI~G ~:~y' (POETRY) COI'tNFIELD REVIEW. 2 1977.
KILGORE. JAMES C. NOT TOO MUCH
0
•
KILLQREH. 1't0BERT EOITOI't SI!E GENERAL.
KINGHOIIN.
NOI'tTON
0 SEE CLEME~~T~;U~EL~CUNTI'ty; THE TRUTH OF IT.
KLEIN. MARL
IS. I'IOL!;:
IN THE H

(POETRY) AI'tK I'tIYI;R IlEVIE . .

Kl.EI!:\!!~:r~~ ;~~6~~TRUDER.

(POETRY) ARK I'tIVEI't REYI!;:W. 3-4 (1977). 25.
KLINKOUTZ. JEI'tOME EO SEE VONNEGUT. KVRT.
KLINKOWITZ. JO!:II0ME SEE GENERAL.
KLINKOWITZ. JEIIOME SEE GEN!;:RAL.
KLINKOIIITZ • .reROME SEE GENERAL.
1977).
KLINKO'o.IT.l. JlEROME SEE YONNEGUT. KUI't7. INS SILENT. (POETRY) PRAIRIE SCHCONER. 51 (SUMMER
KLDEFKCRN. WILLIAM. WHY TI'IE 5TONE REMA
.
412-413.
(P 0 ETIIY) ARK RIVER REVIEW. 3-4 119711. 50-5Z.
KLOEFKCRN. WILLIAM. LEGERDEMAIN; PROCK.
W Y AROUND HIS PAPER 1I0UTE WITHOUT STOPPING.
KLoeFKORN. WILLIAM. LVDI JR RUNS ALL THEG .0.
• 68-72.
9771
(PQE:TRY) PRAIRIE SCHOONEI't. 51 (SPI'tIN
1 N (POETRY) AMERICAN POETRY R!;:VIEW. 6
KNIGHT. ETHERIDGE. LENO ME YOUI't EAR; A COLVM •
(NOVEMOER-OECEMBER 1977).
KNOLL. ROBERT E SEE MORRIS. WRIGHT.
KOLB. NARDLO H.
JR SEE I;LEMENS. SANUEL L.
KOPPfR. £D1URD A.
JR SfE VONNEGUT. KURT.
KRAUS JOE W S!;:E IttITE. WILLIAM ALLEN.

THEOOOR~~S.

IRWIN STREET.

IpOETI'tY) LAKE SUPERIOR REVIEW.

LENSE. EDWARD. A LieRARIAN'S OEATI'I; SLIDING OO.N; WINTER NIGHTS; THE HIGH PIIIESTE;SS; TliE
EMPRESS. (POETlIy) OHIO JOUI'tNAL. 4 (AUTUiolN 19771. 8-9.
LENSE. EOWARD.'SNAKESKIN; THI< OtllO SOIL. (POETRY) ROAD APPLE REVIEW. (WiNTEIi-SPI'tING 19171.
LENSE.
EDWARD.
POEMS.
1977.THE
13.INDIANAPOLIS soo. (POETI'tYl PO£TS IN TtE GALLI<RY: A CNAPBOOK CF COLUIIBUS
LENSE.I EOWARO.
UP; FOR IIY GRANDFATHER.
(UNTER WAKING
1~71-781. 2.

(POE7RY) CCMSIHATIONS: A JOUI'tNAL IlF PttOTOGRAPHY.

LENSE. EDWARD • • HEN I ANSWER THE PHONE. (POETRY) DARK TOIOER. (0 (1977). 50.
(L!;:WIS, SINCi.AIR). FROM MAIN STREET TO STATE S1REET: TOWN. CITY. AND COMMUNITY IN AMERICA. BY
OOIST. PARK DIXON. (CRITICISM) PORT WASHINGTON. N.Y.: KENNIKAT PRESS. 1977.
(LEWIS. SINa.AIR). IN TIME ANO PLACE: SOME OI'tIGINS OF AMERICAN FICTION. IIY .ATKINS. FLOYD C.
(FICTION) .(CRHICISH).ATHENS: UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA PRESS. 1977.
LE .. IS, THOMAS S. I SEE CRANE. HART.
LIBERTHSON. DANIEL SEE HUGK;S. TEO.
LIIII;RTHSON. DANIEL SEE ROI<THKE. THeODORE.
(POETRY) HUDSON REVIEW. 30 (WINTER 1977).

LIEBERMAN. LAURENCE. LOVE. THE BARSERo (PC!;:TRY) GOOO COMPANY: POETS AT MICHIGAN. EO. ROCKWELL.
.I. ANN Al'teOI't: NOON ROCK. 1977. SSe
LCEBIIORMAM.
247-;49. LAURENCE. SHIMOOA: THE LAVA StlOR!!:S.

(POIITRY) YALE REVIEW. 67 (IOINTER 1977-78).

LIM. FRENCN.
PAUL STEPHEN.
CONPERScr.AS: A RECREATION IN Two ACTS. (PLAY)'(DRAMA) NEW YORK:
1977.

SAMUE:L

LIM. PAUL STEPMEN. PDItITS OF OEPARTVRE: A PLAY IN ONE ACT. (PLAYIo(ORAMA) IIRIOGE; AN ASIAN
AloCERICAN PERi!PECTIVe:. 5 (SUMMER 1977). 27-29.
LINDeORG. MARY ANNE SEE OREISER. TtlEOOORE.
l.ISK. THOIIAS. PILLAR. (POETRY) KANSAS OUARTERLY. 9 (FALL 19771. 9-IZ.
(LOCKRIDGe. ROSS). THE PRESENCE OF PAST IN THI! HEARTLAND: RAINTREE COUNTY RI<VISlTEO. BY .MlNES.
JOEL M. (CRITICISM) MIOAMERICA IY. (1977). IlZ-Zl.
LOSse.
A!!LYLE
1977).
26. MANSFIELD. HUMMINGBIRD GUEST.

(POETRY) AMERICAN CAGE-BIRO MAGAZINE.

(AUGUST

LOSSE. AIU,.YLE MANSFIELD. CCYI<I'tEO BRIDGE. (POETRY' POETRY TODAY. (SUMMEI't 197710 10.
LOSSE.
ARLYLE MANSFIr;LO. IN MEMORY OF A I;ITY TREE. (POETRYJ THII'tO COAST ARCHIVEs. (SUMMER
1977).
(LOVEJtlY. JULIA LOUISA). JULIA LOJISA l.OVEJOY GOES .. EST. OY FELLMAN. MICHAEL.
WESYEI'tN HUMANlllES REVII<W. 21 (SUMMEI't 1977). 2Z7_42..
LUKEN. PAUl.. A GIFT. (POETRY) PARNASSUS. SPRING 1977.
LVKI!N. PAVL. IIIC£ AND CHILDREN. (PO£TR'tl COE REVIE", NO.8 (19111.

(BIOGRAPHY)

IIAOGETT. NAOMI UlNG. MOIomAY MORNING !!LUES). (POETRY) BLACK STAR. 4 (OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 19771. 3.
MADGETT.
NA.:lMJ
LONG.
NOIlEN; POINT OF VIE.; EXITS AND ENTIVoNCES. (POETRYI FIRST IrOI'tLO. 1
(WINTI!I't
1977),
S8.
MADGETT. NAOlil LCNG. FENCES; KIN; NEW DAY. (POETRY) SOUTH AND WEST. 14 (FALL 1977). Z.2-23.
MANFRED. FRI<OE:RICK. GRaN EARTH. (NOVEL) NEW YORK; CRO"N. 1977.
(IiANFIlI!O. FREOEJIICK). RIDERS OF JUDGMENT: AN !;:XERCISE IN ONTOLOGICAL Cl'tlTlCISII. BY "'ES7BROOK.
MAX. (CRITICISM) WESTERN AMERICAN LITERATURE. 12 (MAY 19711. 41_~1I.
(MANFRED. FREDERICK). A SON NOT ALL IN 000101 APPROVE QF-"FAMEO" AUTHOR FRO
FAMED"
AUTHOR
ELIZABETH. (NOVE1.S) DES MOINES REGISTER. Z5
AUGUST
1977. FRED
18. MANFRED. BY 8ALLANllNE.
(MANf'RI!O. FREDERICK).
(WITH) FREDERICK MANFREO. BY MILTON. JOHN R. (AUTOBIOGRAPHy)
FICTJON.9 (1976). 16-19. 61.

JNT!;:RVU~iI

"
ME PROflLEMS ARE MOI'tE DIFFICULT TO SOLVI< THAN OTtERS. PLAN
1 (1977). 5.
LARSEN. ELIZAIIETH. I CALLED YOV. SOAR HIVES
(WINTI<R 1977).
GECMETRY. (POETRY) THIR? C~AST HI~G EVE~ HAPPENS WORTH TALKING ABOUT IN eI'tOOKFIELO.
(SPRING 1977).

LAI'tS~~~;;A~~:~ ~~~!; !:~~~~E~T

JOI1N C SEE GENEI'tAL.
ET
I BOSTON: LITTLE. 8ROWN, 1977.
DOUGLAS. TI<OLLING. (PO
RY) BOSTON" LHTLE. BROWN. 1977.
DOUGLAS. TIIOLLING. (POE;:;ETRYI CE~TEI'tING. 3 119771. 5-17.
DOUGLAS. T"ELVE POEMS.

L .... RY. JON
SEE
ANDERSON.
LAZARUS,
A. SL.
EOITOR.
THE SHERWOOD.
INOIANA 10 XPERIENCE: AN ANTHOLoGY.

MANFRED.
FREYA. THE SH4.00WS I
19171.

WATCH;

WOMAN OF THE .ARS. (POETR'tl GREAT RIVEII I'tEVlew. 1 (APRIL

IIANFREO. FREYA. TtlE LONE1.INESS OF MRS. LOS ANGELES. IPOE:TRY) COLORING eODK. 3 (JULY HI7710 37.
MANf'REO. FREYA. UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OIlJECT. (POETRV) STONE COUNTRY. (JUNE 19771.
IIANFREC. FREYA. YELLOW SQUASH WOMAN. (POETRYl flERKELEV. CALIFORNIA: THORP SPRINGS PRESS. 1977.
MANIKOFI', BARRY SEI! HOWB.LS. WILLI All DEAN.
_
MAPLE.
JOHN. THE MAN WITH THE FLASlf.lGHT; REOEMPTION.
6-7.

2.9. GEI'tALD. YI'IE NEW l I tRLD
(POETRY)
LANGE.
O.
ADA COt;CI'tETE
1977. 2. POETRY. EO. IILLIAM FOK. RENO; CHVRCH FINE
ARTS GALLERY. UNIVERSITY OF Nl!V
'OETRY) POETRY NOW. 3 (19771. 111.
"
LANGE. GERALD. THE WOMeN ON THE SUS. IP
ISSECTING MEANING IN THE DESIGN OF TALONS.
LANGE. GERALD. VULTUI'tES AT THE FUNEI'tAL'(~CETI'tY) M.. NI'tODT. NO. 11 (SPI'tING-SUMMER 19171. 94.
INSPECTING THE TOILETS FOR POETRY.
OSEPH LAt<GLANO. BY GILDNER. JUDITH. (ARTS AND
(LANGLAND. JOSEPtt). IOWANS IN TI'IE ARTS!n-~R 1977), 515-38.
LITERATURE) ANNALS OF IOWA. 43 (WI
GELES" CI'tESCENT. 1977.
LAQUE. CAROL FEISER. STONE POEMS. (POETRY) LOSO~RY) C~EAM I;ITY REVIEW. 3 (FALL 1977). 9.
LARSEN. ELI2A8ETH. FDR KAT EATING AN APPLE. (P
L S ARE A MIRAGE. (POETRY) ENERGY REVIEW.
LARSEN. ELIZABETH. IN THE FLAT LANDS OF WISCONSIN. HI L
"
E

LARSEN.
LAWOEI't.
LAWOER.
LAWilER.

(8IOGRAPHY)

MANFI'tEO. FREYA. LEnER FROM CALIFORNIA. (POETI'tYl NARD PRESSED. JULY 1977.
IIANI'~O. t'I'tEYA. MAIIGARI:T'S MOfI'lER. (POETRy) ANIMA. - 3 (SPRING i977J. 49.
MANFRED. FREYA. NI5HT NDISI!S AT Tlil< COUNTIIY ASYLUM; YOU CAN GET MEN AT THE (;ENERAL STDRE.
(PO£TRY) BEYOND BAROQUE. 8 (CECEII8ER 1977). 34-37.

JOSEPH .I SEE OREISER.
(pOETI'tY) MANHATTAN. KANSAS: AG PRESS. (1977).
ttELEN KEITHLEY. TtlE HORN OF YE
" .0.0 HOC PRESS. 1977.
AI'tT. Gl..EE; SONG. (POETRY) I;tll CAGO
w· Y RK" FRONTWAI'tD 8DOKS. 1977.
ART. TttE MOr« POEMS. (POETI'tY' NEVND~~LOUDS. (pOETRYI NORTH COUNTRY ANVIL. NO. 22
GERALD. "OR YOU. WATCHI NG FOR TH
7 (WI NTER 1976-77).

LANG!~~:;~~: ~~~7~~u~~' ON

Cl.l! SUEUR. MERIOEL). A -LIFETIME RADICAL". SHE'S SEEN IT ALL. e ... ZIELINSKI. MARY.
CECAR RAPIDS GAZETTE.
I MAY 1977, 20.

LEE. LAURI S. THURSOAY"!i. USVA1.LY. (POETRY) KANSAS OUARTERLY, 9 (SUMMER 1977). 48.
l.EGUR. PHILIP. A "ISING. (POETRY) elTs 6. (JULY 19111. e.
LEGLER. PHILIP. AUIIA: SI!ARI;HING FOR OLD 1;01NS; MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND. 1975. (POETRY) CRAZY
I'IORSE. NO. 17 (SUMMER 1977)' 23-2.7 •
LEGLER. PIi'LiP. CNlilS1MAS FEAST. CPOETRY) YANKEE. DECEMBER 1971. 214.
LEGLER. PHILIP. I TALK TO MYSEl.F. (POETRYI SOUTHWEST REVIEW.
(SPIIING 1977). 111.
LI<GLER, PHILIP . . . 151'1ES FOI't KAREN; VII<W FRCM PREOUE ISLE AT SUNSET POINTl HOI TO KEEP WARM;
MlRA'GE. (PCETRY) MIO"I<ST OUARTERLY. 19 (AUTVMN 19771. 59-63o,
LEITZ. 1I08EIIT C SEE HOWB.LS. WILLIAM DEAN.

I.II;III;RMAN.
LAUI'tENCE • .lOREN: THE VOLCANIC FALLS.
4eS-i500.

KASSON, JOY S seE COOPER. JAMES FENIMDR~~y
NATIIlN. 224 (19 MARCH 1911).
KAUFFMAN.
WEAVI~i'G(P~;OET!Y)
CHICAGO REVIEW. 2S (WIN1ER 19771. 12o-ZI.
KAUFFMN-I. JANET.
JANET. OFF-LOOM
PENELOpe VNWIN
N.

KWIAT:
LAMB.
LANGE.
LANGE.
LANGE.
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PLOWING.. (POETRY) A COLORHIG BOOK 01' POETRY FOR ,l,OUI.TS. EO • .I,-N. FISHER.

PRESS. 1911. 22.
MASSAGING A POEN.
JAUSS: CAVIO. THE /iHOST OANCE.
•U.U5S. OAIIID. THE SHAMAN TELLS HOW iii;:

JAUSS. DAY

Annual Bibliography of Midwest,ern Literature: 1977

(POETRY) BLOOMINGTON: INDIANA

UNIVERSITY
1977.
LE MASTI!:R.
J. R.PRESS.
EOHOR.
THE CLINTON S TREET BRIDGE AS NETAPHIlR.
DEFIANCE COLLEGE POETRY CI<NTER. 1977.

(POETRY) DEFIANCE, OHIO;

(PCETRY, AI'tK RIVER I'tEVIEW. 3-4 (19771.

MARQJS. MQRO£CAt. I<'ETUI'tN FRO", THE DESERT. (POETRY) BOWLlNG GR!;:EN. OHIO; NEWEOI PRESS. 1977.
,..ARSHALL. TERESA. IIELEASE. (POETRY) GAZEao. (SPR1NG 197710 IS.
MARSHALL. Tt<R.ESA. THI! a.EANING WOMEN'S WOIIKOAY. (POETRY) ARK RIVER ReVIEW. 3-4 (.1977). 24.
MARTlN. GLORIA. DEFEAT OF DISCOURAGEMENT ANO DROUGHT. (POETRY) LYl'tlCAL IOWA. 32 (197710 37.
MARTIN. GLORtA. DEVICES OF POETlI; DAWNS. (POETRY) PARNASSUS. (SPRING 19711. 34.
MARTIN. GLORtA. HONEYMOON HEAVENI SNOW OF SEVENTY-SEVEN. (POETRYI BI'tOCHURE 0 .. POEMS. 33
IH1711. 25. 39.
MARTIN. GLORIA. LONELY PEOPLI!. (POI!TIIY) NEW EARTH RI!:VIEW • .2 CAUGUST 1977). 5.
MARnN. GLORIA. RU7-ROWS AND RAINBOWS. (POETRY) MIDWEST CHAPARI'tAL. 1 (MIDWINTER 197710 12.
MARTIN. GLOI'tIA. TRACING AloCTRAK. (POETRY) CANADIAN POETS ANO FRIENDS ANTHOLOGV. f1ROOKEF1ELO.
MARYLAND; MODVS OPERANDI. 1977. 10.
(MASTEIIS. EOGAII LI<El. THE HAI'tMONY OF DEEPER MUSIC; POSTHUIoIOUS POEMS OF EDGAR LEE MASTERS. 8Y
ROBINSON. FRANK K.
EO. (POETRYJ. (CR1TICISM) AUSTIN: UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS. 1976.
MATlSON. JEREMy SEE GENERAL.
MceRIOE. DAVID SEE WRIGHT. RICHARDX
MCBRIDE. MARGARET SEE FIT2GERALO. F. SCOTT.
MCBRIDE. REBECCA SEE WRIGHT. RICHARtl.
MCCLEERY. NANCY. A LONG VIEW AS YOU DRIVE AROUND LINCOLN. NE8RASKA.
JOURNAL. 22 JAMJARY 1977.

(POETRY) l.lNCOLN EVENING

MCCOM8S. JUDITH. HIT IS. (POETRY) MODERN POETRY STUDIES. S (AUTI1IIN 1977). 139.
MCC~8S. JUDI TN. IN 7HE ABSENCE (F HUMANS. (POETRY) END OF THE WOI'tLO SPI!SHUL ANTHOLOGY. EO.
BILL eISSETl. VANCOUVER, B.C.: BLEWOINTMENT PRESS.- 1977. 112.
MCI;(]Mes. JUDITH. It;HERITANCE; PHOTOGIVoPH TAKEN AT MY FATtER'S tlOUSE. (POETRYJ RED CEDAR
REVIEW. 11 (MAY 1917,. 60-62.
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POETRY) RUFUS. 3 ISPll:ING 1977)' 32-3;1.
MCCOI/.llS. JUDITH. lhSOMNI" IN THE aTH MONTH. I ETRY) ORIGINAl. SIN. " ('II INTER 19771. 19.
"'(CO"SS. JUOITti. THE ANNOTATED AGONY POEfo!. !PO
(POETRY) GREaI RIVER F:tEVIEw. S 'WINTER
HCCOlolBs • .."JDITHo THE HEAVY ONE; TRAVELLING
LO NE •

O·CONNIlR. MICHAEL PATRICK. THE DRCHIDS; L!;TTER FROM A TRAVELLER. (POETRY)
16 (19111. '06-<;B.
"

PRESS. 1911.
E NoCTURN" PoLISIiEO CORMERS OF THE TEMI>!.E;
"OASIS"; NADINE.
MCDONALD. J ...... ES M1C .. AEL. N O .
CEMBER 1911).
(POETRY) EXT!;.!<""L JOURNAL. NO. 20 (DE ETRY) MINNE~POLIS: HOLY cc:;,
PRESS. 1911.
"'CGRATH. THOMAS. LETTERS TO TO=ASI~~j !~~NT C"'RROLL. ILLINOIS: UZZANO PRESS. 1911.
MCGR"'Th, THO"'AS. OPEN SONGS. ( OET
... PE
(POETRV) POETRY NOW. 3 (19111. 126.
MCL
... UGH..IN.
UGtLIN. Wlt.l.IAM.
WU.LI"'M. A
IN KINO
THE: OF
K"'NSAS
L ... NOSC
('
OETRY) CHOWDER REVIEW, "ST"'IRW~Y TO THE ST ... RS"
IoICL ...
SETTLEMENT.
l'

GA~Y.

IoIEC~::1~:M~~~6;~UT

MILL~~~~~p~~l!: ~~;O~:~.

(POETRYI ROLLING STONE. NO. 250 (20 OCTOBER 19111. 83.
MIl...l.S. GEORGE S SEE COIIILES. GARO/,£R. SR.

"'ILTCN, JOHN R SEE GENEI'IAL.
"'IL TCN. JOHN R SEE GEt<ERAL.
MILTCN. JDHN
HILTON. JOHN
MILTON. JOHN
MILTON.
JOHN
(pIl£TRV)

(POETRY)

IMAGES. 4

SHE SLAPPED ME

PASEI(. MYA KERN. ICE CoUNTR't. (POETRY) ST. LOUIS POETRy CEI'IT!!R SPE"'KS. (SPRING 1911).
PASEK,
MY ... KERN. LEAVE THEM ALONE; AS I SEE LOW TIDE. (POETRY) OF SEA ... NO SHORE. (1I1NTER
19111.

(POETRY)

A~PERSANO

PASEK.
MV ... KERN.
STEP OUTSIDE YDURSELF.
(FEBRUARY
1917),

AND.

1!~~iA

I(

PECI(EMpAUGH .... NGEL'" J. RUSHING. (POETRY)
YoAt: DOUBLEtAY. 1911.

R SEE "'ANFRED. FREDERIC.
HLY
11 (OCTOBER 1911)0 11.
R. MOllON. (POETRY) MINNESoT~E~~N~AI(O~'" ARTS QUARTERLY. 1 (AUTUMN 1911). 34-41.
R. NO LAST N... ME. (SHJRT STO~S ABSTRACT IN THE NORTH: THE pRDMISE OF A PL"'CE.
R. THE LOVING
HAWI(,;Mp~~;~~T ANTHOLOGY. EO. KDPP. 1( . . AND 1(01'1'. J.
SOUTH,EST:
A CONT

EVANS. REJOICE. (pDETRVJ THE CHURCH SCHOOL.

(PETERSON. to.IHIN). LDIIIRY IIIMBERLY AND OTHERS: RECDLLECTloNS OF A 6EERORINI(ER. BY UML ... ND.
RUDOLPH. (BIOGRAPHY) PRAIRIE SCHCONER.51 (SPRING 1911). 11_50.
pETROSI(I. CATHERINE. TNE TAJ MAHAL. (SHORT STORIES) DESCANT. III (SUMMER 1911" :e-B.
pETRoSI(I. CATHEJUNe. TtE PUMP. (SlioRT STORIES) CIMARRON REVIEW. 1'10. 39 (APRIL 19111. 6-14.
PETROSl(l. CATHERINE. THE DEPDSITION. {5HORT SToRIESI UNIVERSITY OF IIIINDSoR REVIEW. 13
(FALL-WINTER IS111. 42-48.

MoNT~~~;~!: ~~~:.;,.!::1~SSAYS

PETRoSI(I. CATHERINE:. RINGS. (SHDRT STORIES) NORTH AIoIERIC ... N REVIEOI, 212 (SpRII<O '19111. 49-51.
pETRDSI(I. CATHERINE. SSS. (SHDRT STORIES) OYEZ REVIEIII, NO.5 (19111. 1.3-a1.
PETROSI(I. HEMF'lY. A TWIST Iii TIME. (POETRY I FOUR QUARTERS, Zl {AUTUMN 19171. 40.
PETROSI(I. HENRY. APpoINT~NTs. (POETRY) 5HENANDOAH. aB (SPI'IING 1911). 73.
PETROSKI. HE~Y. MY FAMILIAR .. (pDETRV) MISSISSIPPI VAL.LI;:Y REVIEIII, 1 (FALL 1977). 61.
PETRoSI(I. HENRY. NEWTON'S L"'W5. (POETRY) PAWN REVIEW. 2 (SPRING 1911). 41.
PETROSKI. HEI'RY. PHILOSOPHY OF SCIEMCE; olJR EUCLID. (POETRY) GREENSBORO REVIEW, NO. 21
(WINTER 1916-111. 31-38.

M!;ORE. GERIAN STEVE SEE "RIGHT. RIC~~O~y) IOWA CITY: UNIVERSITY OF IIlWA PRESS. 1911).
lIoRICE. DAVE. POETRY CITY. U.S.A. (
)T AKE SUPERIOR REVIE". 1.(WINTER 1916-711. 43.
MCRIN. EOIIARD. GRANNY SPEAKS. (pOJ;TR~ ~Y) THE UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR REVIEW. 12
MORIN, EOIIARD. RIT~AL FOR IIIAI(ING. (1'
T
(SpRING-SUMIIER 1911). 18.
•
EVANS
1917
MORRELL, DAVIO. LAST REVEILLE. (NoV~~) ~~~E~~~~: ~. (19171: 29-4;.
MORRIS, CARDL. TWELVE POEMS. (poETR
C
HT MORRIS: CRITICAL VIEWS ... NO RESPONSES. BY KNOLL,
(MDRRIS. IIRIGHT). CONVERSATIONS WITH IIIRIG
1
QLN' UNIVEI'ISITY OF NEBRASI(A pR.!!SS. 1911.
ROBERT E. {CRITlCISII).(AUTOBIOGR:~H:!I~H~CMOR~IS'S CEREMONY IN LONE TREE. ElY HAFER. JACK.
10 (SUMMER 19171. 10-20.
MORTON. BEATRICE I( SEE SANOOZ. MARl.

PETROSKI. HeNRV. TAI(ING CAlIBAGES APART. (POETRY) M... INSTR!;ETER. ND. B (SUMMER 1971). 55.
PHILLIPS.
MICNAEL
JDSEPH. A6STRACT PDEMS. (POETRY) IHOIANAPDLlS: MICHAEL JOSEPH PHILLIPS
EDITIONS.
1971.
PHILLIPS.
1971. MICHAEL JOSEPH. A GIRL. (POETRV)

(MOR~~:;T~~:~~~I~E:i~!~:;-o~N~A~~~~

PHILLIPS.
MICHAEl.
EDITIONS,
IS11.JOSEPH. MOVIE STAR POEMS.

MOSES. EDWIN SEE FITZGEI'IALO. F. SCOTT.
ANsAS DUARTERLY. 9 (SUMMER 19171, 30.
1oI0SES, W. R. DROUGHT I, DRDUGHT H. (poeTRV: KNATIVE SON AND KNOCK ON ANY ODOR. ElY GREN ... NDER.
(lIoTLEy. WILLARO). CRIMINAL RJ;:SpONSIBILITYTEN TURE
49 (MAV 1911). 221-33.
M. E. (CRITICISM),(NOVaS) AMERICAN LI
RA AT ~oRTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY. BY ABBDTT.
(IIDTLEY. IIIIt.l.IARO). THE WILL1ARQ 1I0TLEy PAPERS HY) RESOURCES FOR AMERICAN LITERARV STUDY.
CRAIG S. AND Ho... KAY VAN. IBlo-BlaLlOGRAp
1 (SPRING 1911), 3-26.

MICHAEl. J05EpH PHILLIPS
(POETRY)

INDIAN"'POLIS;

(PORTER. GENE STRATTON), GENE STRATTON PORTER; WHAT PRICE THE LIMBERLoST. BY IIAItERMAN, JANE s.
(CRITICISM) .(NoVELS) a..D NORTHIIIE5T. 3 {JUNE 191110 113-84.

PROSEN. R05E MARY. NINE PDEMS. (POETRYI CALIFORNIA QUARTERLY. NOS. 11-12 (1IIINTER-SPRING 1911).
pROSEN.
ROSE MARY. 0 THE RAVAGES: A QU"'RTET OF POEMS. (PDETRY) CLIOVB..AND: ROSE to.RY PROSEN.
1977.
COLUMEllA: UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI;
(PURDY. JAMES). JAIlES PURDY. BY "'O"'MS. STEPHEN D. (BIOGRAPHY) N.Y.: BARNES AMI NOBLE. 1916.
RAilE. CAVID. STREAMERS. (PLAYl.(DflAM ... 1 NEW YoRI(: KNOPF. 1971.

JOliN G. NElHAROT: ... CRITICAL BIDGRAFIiY. 8V ALY, LUCILE f. (BIOGRAPHY)

l~~!~f<ov.

INDIANAPOLIS:

PRESS. SIMDNE JUoA. SAUNA; AFTER A LONG IIINTER. IpDETRYI GREEN KlUSE. (IIIINTER 1911). 119-120.
PRESS. SIMDNE JUOA. EN ROUTE, DEATIi OF A ...uN. (POETRY) DU ... DflILLE. II (SPRING 1971). 18.
PR05EN. ROSE MARY SEE DE CAPITE. MICHAl!!..
'

",URpHY, BREND ... SEE HDwELLS. OIILLIAM DEAN.
N ... ULT. MARIANNE SEE BELLOW. SAUl...
NAULT, M"'RI~NNE SE!; 8ELLDIII. SAUL.

ATl.AN~IC

(POETRYI

(PIERCY. MARGEIo MARGE PIERCY: A VISION OF THE pE"'CEAIILI; I(INGODIol. BY CONToSl(1o VICTOR.
(CRITICISM) 1oI0DERN POETRY STtJDlES, 8 (OIINTER 1911). :.!O4-16.
PIERMAN, CAROl.. J. p"'SSAGE. (POETRY) OTTAWA. OHIO: MADEIRA pRI;:SS, 1911.
PIERHAN. C"'ROL. J. POSSIBiLITIES OF LIGHT AND THE FoRESH THE PASSENGER. (POETRY) CAROLINA
DUARTERLY, 29 (JANUARy 19111.
POOlS. LEONARD A SEE FITZGERALD. F. $CDTT.
PoGEL. NANCY 1'1 SEE GENERAL..
PoGEL, "'ANCY SEE CLEMENS. SAMUEL L.

POETRY) CHOWDER REVI!;W. (FALL-WINTER 1911). IS.
(AUTUMN 1917). 9FF.
MUELLER. LISEL. pCSTCARDS FROM ALL OV~~~E~RYJ NEW YORI(ER. S3 117 OCToB.!!R 1911). 4S.
MUELLER, LISa..
pDSSESSIVit
MUELLER.
LISEL. TtlE
VOICES
FROM THEC"'SE~ST
FOR
• (PCETRY) L ... CROSSE, WISCONSIN: JUNIPER PRESs. 1917.

HIGHLANDS. N.J.:HUMANITIES PRESS
NEIIEROV. HOWARD. THE COLLECTED POEMS OF HOWARD
CHIC ... Go PRESS. 1911.
NCE, MARCIA SEE GLASPEl...l., SUSAN.
NCE, MARCIA SEE GL ... SPELL. SUSAN"

INDIANAPOLIS; MICHAEL JDSI;PH plilLLlpS EDITIONS.

PHILLIPS. MICHAEl. JOSEPH. 22 CONCRETE pDEMS WRITTeN WHRE AT HARVARD.
MICH""'L JOsePH PHILLIPS EDITIONS. 1917.

MDUI-. KEITH R SEE RDETHI(E, TIiEODDRE.
TR
OHIO REVIEW. IFALL 1911)0 18.
MUELLER, LISEL. DRAWINGS BV CHILORE~. (PoENLYI
ESKIMOS. (pOETRYI POETRY NORTHIIIEST. 18
MUELLER. LISEL. FCR A 13TH BIRTHO"'Y, NOT 0
Y THE

(NEI~:~~' ~~~~'G')'

NEil

PERI(INS. OAVIO. THE HORIl;DN. (pOETRYI ARK RIVER REVIEOI. 3-4 (1911). 13.
PERRINE. LAURENCE SEE RoETH(E. TtEDDORE.

AND REVIEWS 1912-16. (ESSAYS) M1LIIIAUKEE: PENTAGRAM PRESS, 1911.
MDNTElRO. GEORGE SEE CLEMENS. SA~E" L.
IIIlNTEIRO. GEORGE SEE H!;M1NGWAY, ERNEST.
MOODY. ERIC N SEE o..EMENS. S ... MUEl. L.

u ...

G.

(Po!;TRV) VIRGINIA DUARTERLY REVIEII, 53

PETERS. NANCY. THRt'E THINGS TD DO WHEN THE BA6Y IIILL NDT SLEEP; A POEM BRCUGIfT BACK TO LIFe.
(POETRY) pR ... IRIE SCHOONER. 51 (SPRING 1971). 86-81.
PETERSCN. JDlN SEE ENGl.E. PAt.l..

(APRIL 1911). 11.

ES~ ED'!"":R~E,EA~;E~~~~~lri~:~~;.L;AUTDBIOGRAPHVI

CURTAIN CALL; ST. LOUIS ARTS MAGAZINE.

INTRD EIOHT-THE LIAR'S CRAFT. EO. GARRETT,

PECKENPAUGH.
ANGELA .I .. LETTERS FROM LEE'S ARMV.
(SI,NMER 1911).
PEMBERTON. VIVIAN SEE CRANE. HART."

MOL. I(AV VAN SEE MOTLEY, WILLIARO";
E pDETRY OF RENAISSANCE; THE FIRST TEN YEARS DF
(MONRCE. HARRIETI. HARRIET MDNROE AN~ETH (PoETRY).(CRITICISM) URB ... NA: UNIVERSITY OF
POETRY. 1912-22. BY WILLIAHS. EL
N.

NEID!;R. CHAR!..,
NEIHAROT.
J HN

(pDETRY)

PASEK, MYA KERN. THE ElEND OF HiE MODN. (POETRY) COUNTERPOINT. (AUTUMN 19111.
{PECK. GEORGE 11.1. A NEil LoOI( AT SOME "B ... D EloyS". 8Y JORDAN. PHILIP D. (CRITICISM) BOOKS AT
10 ..... ND. 26 (APRIL 1911). 19-.:14.

(FALL 19171. 4.

Al..euOUERQUE: REO EARTH PRESs. 1917.
E
(POETRY) ANN ARBDR REVIEW. NO. 21 (19111.
MINCZESKIo
EARTH SOIEETENS
WHAT(POI~T!~~~H:~ltAN POETRY LEAGUE MAGAZINE. (WINTER
MI;(.
AMELIA JOHN.
EVANS.Ttl!;
A SDNG'S
BEGII'I'IING.
1011;(.

MIXED IIOICES.

PAGE. S. GEtEVA. pCTATD BUGS IN A JAR; THE GU"'ROEo PATHS TO FAME. (PDIHRYI MODUS OPERANDI
P()ETRY ANl'HOLoGY. BRDDI(EVILLE, MARYLAND: MODUS DpERANOI PU6. CO . . 1911. 22-24.
PAGE. TOM. FOR NICAffilR PARRA. (PDETRY) FDoLI(ILLER. 3 (OIII'1TER 19111. 9.
PARK. MARTHA'" SEE ANDERSON, SHERlIIoDD.
PARI(ER. BARBARA L SEE HDOIEt.l.S. IlLLIAIil DEAN.
pASEK. NYA KERN. DR ... "", IN THE NIGHT. (POETRYJ ,0RBIS. ND. 22 (MAY 19111.
PASEK. MYA KERI'I. ENDUGH. (POETRY) CoUNTI;RpoINT. (SPRING 19111.
PASEI(.
MY ... 1917).
KERN. FACTS OF A TREE ... NO ME. (POETRY) CURTAIN CALl.; ST. LOUIS ARTS MAGAZINE.
(JULY

MARILYN: A M"'GAZIME OF NEW POETRY. 4

SHEl.LV'~ L.
"'AG::~~:T~~~:10;D~~;~~:IFUTU~E
D; A~ ILLUSION;
9 (WINTER 19111. IS.

(POETRY)

pACERl'IlCK, GARV. C; MAO. (POETRY) STONE ColiNTRY, 11 (FEBRUARY 19111. 17.
pACERNICK. GA!lY. OIANDERER5. (POETRY) CH ... RITON REVIEW. 3 (SPRII'IG 191110 13.
P"'OCOCK, JOE AI'ID PADDOCK. NANCY EOlToRS. POETS OF SOUTHWESTERN MINNESDTA. (POETRY) SOUTHWEST
MIN-I!;SOTA ARTS AND HUM ... NITIES COUNCIL. 1911.
PADDDCK. NANty
EDJToRS SEE P ... OODCK, JOE
PADY. CONALO S.
ED SEE GENER"'L.

UP. YOU GRACKLES. (SHORT STORIES) ... RK RIVER REVIEW. 3-4 (19111.
MEYERS. JEFFREY SEe BELLOOI. SAUl..
MICHELSON. BRUCE SEE CLEMENS, SA~EL L.
IIIl...l.ER. J. WESLEY SEE GENERAL.

MILL~~D~~~~~ ~~L~~:"'~~~~:A~~~;T:~.

18.

PACERNICK.
LABDR DAY. (POETRY) TRAVELLING AMERICA OIITH TDDAY'S POETs. EO. I(HEROIAIi. 1(.
NE~ VDRK:MACMILLAN. 1911. 22-23.
pACERNICI(.
MOTHER'S VDICC' GRANDFATHER'S CDMpLAINH JOURNEY.
1 (FALL GARY.
1911).MY ll&-31.

ISSUE. (1911),
I CONSIN. WINTER C... RNIVAL AND FISHEREE J ... NUARY 2J-2S.
MCIolILLEN. WILLI~M EARL. THE O;(FORC. Wo S REVIEW
(SPRING 1911)0 1-5.
19~9. (SHORT STORIES) IlI-ACK WARRI R (S HO R~ STORIES) NORTH A"'ERIC"'N REVIEW. 262 8-9.
(SPRING
MCMILLEN. WILLI All EARL. AIIERICAN STAMPS.

MILLS. LLOY

PRISM INT£RNATIONAL.

OI(ANTAH. MWATA6U SANVIK .... eREECH BIRTIi. (POETRY) JUJU, (SPRING 19111. 82.
OI(ANTAH. MWATAeu sAliYIKA. AFTER THE F"'CT. (pDETRY) NEW I(EliT OUARTERLY. II (SPRING 1911).
OSTER. HARRY. A GARLANO OF lOW ... SONGS. (LYRICS) 10llA CITY; HE"'DOII PRESS. 1911.
(OTTO, OLI~·E HARRIE1I .... ",oRMoN 8RIo!! IN TIiE GReAT IHGRATIoN. BY BALDWIN. CRVAL F.
110
(BIOGRAPHY) Ne8RASI(A HISTDRY. S8 (SPRING 19111. 53-69.
P"'CE!<., MYA KERN. SEA PROFILE. (POETRYI liEW EARTH REVIEW. (FALL 19111.
P"'CERNICI(, GARY. CROSSINGl DESIRE. (PDETRY) EAST RIVeR REVIEIII, S U911).
PACERNlCI(. GARV. DESPAIR. (POETRY) SEEMS. NO.8 (1911). 1.

PRESS. 1977.
CASSOPOLIS. ""CHIGAM: TIME TRADE PRESS. 1911.
",o;OONALO. J~IoIES MICMEL. SERVICEABLE. (POE:RY~EMS' VOLUME IV. (POETRV) B~LTIMoRE: TALERI~
MCDONALD. ,UMES MICHAEL. NO MNOS CL~PPING. l'

lULLS. GEORGe 5 SEE INGH"'M, HARVEY.
• a..o MAN" TO A CoHMERCIAL SCHOLAR.
MILLS. LLOYD L. BURIM. OF ... MALE CHAUVIN!~;;
6566'
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liOV4/<.. MICHAEL. OIELL. LET HIM OUT. (pOETRYI ARI< RIVER REVIEw. 3-4 (19111. 4::1.
NDVAI(. R08ERT. COMMENT ON FOUR HAII(U. (PDETRY) BIlNSAI: A QUARTERLY. (JULy 1911). 19-112.
NOVERR. ODUGl.A5 A $EE GENERAL.

197110 220-22:1.
E
0 FU;SOURCES OF TtlE RECENT HISTORY OF TIiE UNITED
'IoIC;CUTCHEON. JOHN T.J;IReAO. 01"1£1. A GVIDITT OF 1011111., TI<E STATE HISTORICAL SOCllny Of
5T"'T£5 IN THE LlSRARIES Of THE ~~!~~~~NTiAt. LIBRARY. BY SIIIGGER. BOYD COMPo
lOll ... AND IN THE HERBERT HOOVER
Y OF lOll" LIBRARIES. 1911.
ISIo-BHILIOGRAPHYI
law"
CITV: OATS
UNIVERSIT
.lilIES MICHAEL.
FEaF:tUARY
FOR KAT E L • (POETRY) CASSOPOLIS. "'''HIGAN: TIME TRACE
MCDONALD,

MILLER. PAUL OIl.
!;O SEC WHITLOCI(. BRAND.
(POETRY)
IoIILLER. STEPHEN M. LUNCH COUNTER, PLANTATION.
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RADAVICH. DAVID.
RACAVICH. DAVID.
RADAVICJi. D",VIO.
R ... DAVlOi.
S. 21. DAVID.

(POETRY) CHICAGO; UNIVERSITY OF

RAD~VI01.

I

1

HART CR"'NE; BENEATH AN EIIBASSY. (POETRY) HART CRANE NEWSLETTER. 1 (197110 29.
IiERE THE LAND LOCI(S. {POETRY I CDUNTERPOINT, {AUTUMN 19111. 40.
HOIII. CHASING THE RI~ ... PPLe. (POETRY) COUNTERPOINT. (SUMMER 19111. 40.
MERVEILLES 01,1 MATIN; LA FAM!LLE DU MDNDE. (POETRY) CHIMERES. (AUTOMNE 19711.

DAVID. PCEMS TO MARTHA.

(POETRY) HARRDIIIGATE. ENGLAND: CURLEOI pRI<S5. 1911.

MIDAMERICA VI

176

(POETR~~E~~~"~~~~~N~~~~~T;~P~O~~~~~~ ~;771o

RAIlAVIOh O"VID. SUR LA 1'01<$111. PU COEUR.
Ill.
RACAVI01. 010'110. TKE TlHNG IN ITSELF. CpaETRY~TRYI SANTA BARBAR"- BLACI{ SPARROW PRESS, 1977.
RAKosr. CMU... MY I;)CPERl1i"'CES IN PARNAS~US:P~~RYJ HART <"'liNE NE"'S~ETTER. 1 (FALL 1977t. 27.
RAMSEY. PAUL. IiAR1 CIIANE: THE LAST DAY.
LL REVIE .... NO. I (19771.
RAY, DAVID. A S~EOISH POSTCARD, IPOETRYI (:PRNEGRAPH
(POETRY) 1;01.0RAOO QUARTERLY, 2.6 (197710
RAY. CAVI0. flED AND BREMFAST ROOM;I~EA ~~~~iRYJ C~ICAGO REVIE", 2.6 IWINTER 19771.165-167.
RAY, DAVID. BY TliE LIGHTS OF ~HE T~~ PO~RANIAN DOG. (POETRY) ASCENT. (FALL 10;77.
1'14"'. CAVID. CH"'KHOV'S LADY WI H
2.2.5 IlS OCTOBER 1977)0 374.
RAY, CAVIO. CLIIlaING IoIY. HOOD. IPOO:TRYI N~TlON;TOPpING IIY HIGH~AY 80; AT GRAND CANYDN'S EDGE.
RAY. DAVID. ORAGGI"G THIi' MAIN; THE CAROLINAS; li'TS
ED
KHERDIAN. O. NE~ YORK: MACloIILLAN.
(POETRY) TRAVIi'LING AMERICA WITH TODAY'S PO
•
•

RAy.l~~iD.
RAY.
RAY.
RAY.
RAY.
RAY.

EVIi'NING. (pOI;::TRYI RE>LlGIOUS HUMANISM. 11 'AU!~:N(!:~~!:
DAVID. FARIIER'S MARKET. (POETRY) ARK RIVER RIi'VIE~.
AND MOON
NO
4 (FALL 19771.
DAVID. FOR NICHOLAS BORN. GERIIAN POET'R~:e~~~YI N6~N 9 (SPRING' 197;).
DAVID. IN THE DIi'LIC"TES$EN. (POETRYI I
OETRY·NOW. 81C!';NTENNIAL ISSUE. (19171.
OAVtllo.LlNES eN ROBERT FROST. (p~;~:~!y~ ONTAI;IO REVIIi' •• NO. 6 (SPRING-SUMlER 1917).
DAVID. M"RRIAGE: THE FARM .IFE.
I) G Be:ACH
(POETRY) ESQUIRE. 88 (NOVEMI!I':R 19771> 160.

:1~: ~:~~~. :~:~~~RiF W:~~~N!~~~O:~Y~ ~SCENT' ~SPRING

RAY.
RAY.
RAY
RAY:
RAY.
RAY.

197710

c~a,',~'>' N~~H8~M~~~~!~GR~:~~!:

DAVID: MULaI;RRIES. (POETRYI
262 (SPRING 1977). 58.
DAVID. MUMMIES AND. OTHERS. (Pu..
•
DAVID MY LAND. (POETRY) POr;::TRY TEXAS. I (1977).
DAVID: NEWS., (POETRY) aITS. NO. 6. I.JULYp~~~!; SCHOLASTIC VOICE. 61 (to FEBRUARY 1977).
DAVID. THE GREATEST POEM IN THE WORLD. I
(POETRY) THE SOUND OF A FEW LE:AVES: A aDOK OF
DAVID. THE .lOGGER: DEHVER TO K~~~:~.C!~~~A.: ROOK PRIOSS. 1977.
• EEI'S. ED. STEFANIK, : ' AND ~'TTl'S FIGURES. IpOETRYI WEST BRANCH. IFALL 1977).

:~~: ~~~~~: ~~~T~~~o~~.v;,~ic~~A~~O~TRy)

OUARTERLY WEST. (AUTUMN 19"17)0

:~~~~E~N~:~P~.s~~t!~~!· S~~~~;II;OUR;

FREAK POEIoi. (POETRY) KANSAS OUARTERLY. 9

IWINTER 1977),

24-25.

:~!~~:~:O~~E~E;[;~~!~H~~TR~~~~~~

THE SUB.AY

RE~OC~~~,

•

(NOVELl ST. PAUL. MINNESOTA: BACK ROW PRESS.

AN"6~i:;t;~~!'ii :~~~~E~~7~~~LL

DANNY L. ASYLUM. IpOETRY) LOS
19771. 238.
RIce. CAVID L. FOR A "OMENT LOSING TOUCH. ~:N LITERARY FORUM. 2 ISUMMER 19T7). 70_71.
RICE. DAVID. OUTSIDe:. IpOETRY) BLACK AMERI
OF tilS LOVER
(pOE:TRYI CQ: CONTEMPORARY
RICHARDS. MB-ANIE. GHOST TOWN; TIE: WIND TELLS
•

RICH~~::~~~~N~e~S~~~N~I~~:7:~0~~Y)

EPOS. 27 (.INTER 19771. 37.
RIGGIO, THOMAS P SEE OREISER. THEOOORE.
RIGGIO. THO~S P SEe DREISER. Tt;EOI>ORE.

:~;~!;~~~N~~N:E;J~~N~~~~RET

RIDPATH AND THE DISMANTLING OF THE UNiveRSE.

(NOval NEW YDRK:

PUTNAM'S. U77.
ROBINSCN. FRANK K.
e:D SEE MASTERS. EDGAR LE~:
Tl'EDODRE ROETHKE AND AFTER. BY WILLIAMS.
IROETHKe:. THEODORE). "THE EDGE IS .HAT I HAV A : BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY PRe:SS. 1977.
HA!<IlY. tCRlTICISM).(pOETRY) LEWISaURG. P~: AN ANNOTATED BIBL..IOGRAPHY. ay MaJ!.... KEITH R.
(ROETHKI;;, THe:OOOREI. THEODORE: ROr;::TItl<;E'S CARE
"
•
1977
IBIBLIOG'!ApHY).(BlI>GR,,"pHYI .(POETRY 1 80S!~~H~~'~' _~~~~UOE".· BY PERRINE. LAURIi'NCE.
(ROETHKE. THEODORE). THE THeMe: OF THeODORE
RICAN LITERATURE. I (SUMMER 19771. ITEM 23.
(CRITICISM).lpOETRYI NOTES eN MOD<:RN AME
IBERTIiSON OANIa.. 181DGRAPHYI.leIBLIOGRAPHY) N.
'I<Or;::TIiKE. TtlEODORE). THE QUEST FOR BEING. BY L
,
Y.: GOFDON PRESS. 1977.

:~~~~R~Y~~~\~R~~~ ~~~~;;M~~~;E;
REVIEW. 8 (19771. 46-49.
ROSE. LYNNe: CAROL. LOOKING UP AT
liOUSe:KEEI'ERl TRYIt{G TO SO!..VE:
IBO-188..
RO$E. LYNNE CAROL. STILLBIRTH;

SURVIVING THE WINTER: REVELATlCN.

PLACE

(POETRY 1 PRIMAVERA. 3 (19771. 46-47.
RIVER REVIEW. 8 1197110 119.

T~ M::~~~RY) G~EEN

:~~~: ~~~~~ ~~~~~: ;~M~~E~O~!~~ T~E

ROSE!9~!~E

HILL. (POETRY) HIRAN POnRY REVIEW. NO. 22 (FALL_WINTER

HI~~M ~~~~:Y~~~~~~T N~~E~!Y t~~~!~:L!9~~)i W~~~E:R

3i: ROL. JliE SIDESHOW. I pOe:TRY 1
ROSE. LYNNE CAROL. TIiIS MAN I CARRY CN MY BA

ROSE:9~~~~)~A~~~~7~ITH

(POETRYI GREEN RIVER

" TIiE HABIT OF DOUBT; THE END.OF TIiE STORY; TliE
TT~; !!~~:RY IpOETRY) GRIOEN RIVER RE\lIEW. 8 ()97Tlo
""
•

LOVE FOR THE SENILE.

•

(POETRY)

WOMANSPIRIT. 3

(SUMMER SOLSTICE 1977).

".

11.05",. VATTEL ET AL SEE GENERAL." KODACHROME: CHRISTMAS EVE. (POETRY! THE SOlJt{D OF A FE.
ROSELl!;?
RAYIIOND. FIELD CR1CKE;;T.
E ANO C DERIlY
PENNA.' RODK PReSS. 1977.
LEAVES: A BCtK OF WEEKS. eO. STEFANIK.
;pOETRY; O!,;RRY: p!.NNA.; ROOK PRESS. 1977.
WEST LAFAYETTE. INDIANA: HIGtt-CIlO PRESS. 1977.
ROSELIEP. R~YMOND. STeP ON THE: RAIN: liAIKU'
Y1
ROSELlE:!'. RAYMCND. SUN IN HIS BfLLY~ (pOI;::TR AND OF CHRISTMAS POEMS. {POETRY) DERRY. PI;::NNA.:
ROSI;;LIEP, RAYMOND. WAKE TO THE IIB.L. A GARL
RY
MILWAVKEE" MORGAN PRESS. 1977.
RCCK PRESS. 1'>77.
ROSI;N8LllM. NARTIN J. AS I MAGIC. (POET _I
1 MAINE'" GRE:AT RAVEN PRESS. 1977.
RGSENtlLUM. M~RTIN J. ~IVIS1DNS-ONE,~~~;I<~ACDTAH ;ERRITORY. NO. 14 (SPRING-SUI/MER 19T7).
ROSTEN. RllTH • .ILJGGLER. FDLKT,,"LE.
Cto:lOLS" SILENC!';
(pDETRYI RESPONSE. NO. 23 (SPRING 1~~~~:.9!~~~'
ceLORING 80~K OF POETRY FOR ADULTS. ED. FISHER.

8-12..

:~~~ri~: :~~~: ~~~T:~o~~ 1:~iRYI

3. I'IINt.EAPOLIS; VANILLA PRE:;~"T~~7>7~R~8~IVER REVIEW. 3-4 119771.66-69.
RO~L, U,YNE. BEING NOT THO:RIO. ( u
ROWLI;::TIER. ROSERT SEE HOWELLS. OIILLIA14 OEAN.

:~~~~.Gi~~:SS~~r/~A~:7 ~~~~~~~~~N~~;;~SAS;

IN

K~NSAS.

(POETRY) ARK RIVEI'! REVII;::W.

3-41197710

SALS:!~:2~ARCIA'

WINNING: WRENNING DAY. (POETRY) ARK RIVER RI;::VIE: •• 3-4 (1977). "-5.
T C GAllES
IPDETRY) DRIFT.OOO EAST. 5 (AUTUMN 19771.
f.I
SAIIFORO. T: C: HARH;ON HIGH. (POETRY) DRIFTWOOD EAST, 5 I"'INTER 197710 54.
~~:6:~: T. C. HER IiANDS (POETRY) CIRCUS .. AXINUS. 2 (SEFTI;::MBER 1977). 17.

MA~CH.

SAMF.ORO. T. C. CN THE
SA .. FORD. T. C. RED AUTUMN.

ORIFT:~~~E;AS!~ ~0~~~:~~:~~~~~~/;~771'

(POETRY)
95.
I PDF-TRY 1 IIAROIC eCTEO ;CEM ay CA~ SA~OBURG. 8Y HALL.AS. JOHN E.

(SAN~~~~~~Y~:~~;T~~!~;t~~~~~S~~ :~o~~~O~~ERICAN

LITERATURE.

I

(SVMMER 1971).
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(SAND8w:tG. CARL), CARL SANDBURG. LYRIC POET. 8Y FLANAGAN • .I01iN T. (CRITICISII).(POETRY)
IUCAMERIC" IV. (1977), 89-100.
(SANOBUIG. CARL). CARL SAN08URG AS .POET-AN EVALUATION. BY STERN. FREOERICIC C. !CRITICISM)
MIDweSTERN MISCELLANY V 119771. 1-11.
(SANDBURG. CARLI. hOT TO FORGe:T CARL SANDSURG • • • • ay RUSIN. LOUIS D.
.JR. ICRITICISM)
SE .... NEE REVIE •• 85 (.INTER 1977). 181-89.
(SANDOZ, MARl). A CRITICIoL APPRAISAL OF IIARI SANDOZ' -MISS "'ORISSA:" MODERN WOMAN ON THE
WESTERN FRCNTIER. £IT MORTON. BEATRICE K. ICRITICISM) HERITAGE OF KANSAS. 10 IF ...... L
1971). 31-44.
(SANDOZ. MARl). LOIII<Y WIMBERLY ANO DTHERS: ROCOLLECTIONS OF A BEERORINKER. BY UMLAND. RUOOI.pH.
(l!lOGR ..... HY) PRAIRIE: SCHOONER. 51 (SPRING 19771. 17_50.
(SANDOZ. MARl), MARl SANOOZ ANO IllESTERN BllIGRAPHY. BY ST"UFFER. tlELEN. (810GRAPIiY) HI!RiTAGE
OF KANSAS. 10 (FALL 1917)0 3-16.
SANTOS. BIENYEMIOO N. TKE MAN WHO (THOUGHT HEI LOOKEO LIKE;; RoaERT TAYLOR. (SHlRT STORIES) ARK
RIVER RlOVIEW. 3-4 11977), 14-19.
SCliAEFER. T6I. CHARLES IVES THROUGH li'ARpHCNES. (POETRY) POETRY AND, 2 (Sl;::pTE:MEiER 1977). I.
SCHAI';FER. TED. I!GO/\ POLE:. IpOeTRYI CHoIoRITON RIOVIEW, 3 (FALL 1977). 13.
SCHAEFER. TED. POP OUIZ. (POETRY) SA ... ISOAT. NO. 59 (HALLOW£EN 1977). 78.
SCNAEFER. TEO. SENTENCED TO 120 YEARS. TIi!> PRISONER esCAPES 63 YEARS EARLY: YOUR DREAM: TIiE
YOUTH HOSTEL. (POETRY) NEW L£TnRS. 43 (.JUNE 19771. 64-66.
SCliAEFBl. TEO. TIiE TESTAI!ENf OF AaAGAIL .ILLlAMS. IpOETRY) WEBSTER REYIEW. 3 (FALL 19771.63.
SCHAEFER. TED. TC AN OLD FLAME IN THE Tl'REE CHEERS LOUNGE. (POETRY) MtNI REviEW. I 'FALL
19711. 10.
SCH ... IDT, .IAIES N. THE OBSIDIAN 1411'111.0. ay JAMES NORMAN (pSEUD.), 'NOVEL) pO ... EI<OY. OHIO:
CAA>ENTER PRESS. 1977.
SCNOONOVER. AMY .10. A STILL CANOLE. (POETIlY) DISCIPLE. (6 NOVEM8ER 19771. 10.
SCHODNOVER. AMY .IC. MONSTER IIEI!ORY. (pOI;::TRYI OALAXY OF YERSE:. 4 NFALL-.INTER 19711. 38 •
SCliDONOVER, AMY .JO. eARTH COLORS. (POETRY) WICK. 13 (AUTUNN 197710 13.
SCHOONOVER. AMY .JO. AND CRY OF GEESE. IPOr;::TRYI LYRIC. 57 (FALL 1977). 79.
SCHOONOVER. AMY .JO. HIG"'AND PIPER. (POETRY) LYRIC. S7 (SUMMER )977). 73.
SCIiOONOVER. AMY .10. WATERWARD. (pOETRYI ENCORE. 40 (SU ..... ER 1977)0 20.
SCIiCONOVER, AMY .JO. DIRECTIVE. (POETRY) SPOON RIVeR QUARTERLY. 2 NSpRING 19771. 23.
SCMOONOVER, AMY .JO. MATHEMATICAL METAPHOR. (POETRYI CORNFIELO REVIEW. 2 (19771. 9.
SCHDONO\lER. AllY .10. KITE. (POETRY) PEN WOMAN. sz (APRIL 19771. 16.
SCIiOONOVER. AI!Y JC. COIISLIp CATHliOR~L. (pIlETRY) NEW LAURE(.. REVIEW. SPRING 1977.
SCHOOHOVI!:R. AMY .10. PASTORALE. (POeTRYE GALAXY OF VERSE. 3 (SPRING-SUMMER 197110 06.
SCHUFF. KAREN E. A STAND OF REDWOOOS. (POETRY) PENINSULA POETS. 3Z ISUMMER 1977h 24.
SCHUFF. KAllEN E. 8ETWEEN THE CO\lERS. (POETRY) AMERICAN POETRY LEAGUE BULLETIN. (SPRING 1977).

...

SCHUFF. ICAREN E. CARpE OIEM. (POETRY) PENINSULA POETS. 32 (WINTER 1977). 5.
SCHUFF. KAREN E. DRY SPELL. (POETRY) aELL'S Lr;::TTERS POr;::T, NSpRING 19771. 17.
SCliUFF. KAREN E. DUSKY ATTlC. (POETRY) ENCDRE. I I (FALL 197710 .29.
SCHUFF. KAREN E. IF FOG CAN CREEP. (POETRY) 6AROIC liCHOES. IB (JANUARY 19771. B.
SCHUFF. KAREN E:. STALKING HlBGOaLINS. (POETRY) BARDIC ECt'.Oes. 18 NOCTOBER 1977). 92.
SCHWARTZ. 1i0WARD. ~ESSELS. (PoETRY) GREENS60RO. NC: UNICORN PRESS. 1977.
SEBENTHAL. R. E. HISTORY; CELLARS. (POETRYI NORTHEAST. SER. 3 IFALL-WINTER 1977-7810 14-15.
SEeENTi<A.L. R. E. TIE VILLAGE IDIOTS. (POETRY) POETRY NOW, 3 (1917). 161.
SEBENTHoIoL. R. 1';. WATTEAU'S LUTE. (POETRY) THISTLE. Z (OCTOBER 1977). 49.
SE8ENTHALL. R. E. ANATOHY OF OECEJoIaER: THE OLD COUPLE; THE CHILOREN: SALYAGE. (POETRY)
WISCONSIN ACADeMY REVIEW. 23 NMARCH 1977). 26.
SEELYE • .I0HN 1I SEE CLEMENS. s"MUEI... L.
SELZ. THAl-IA CHERQNIS. IT IS wELL THAT YOU CAME. IT IS WELL THAT WE FOUND YOU. (SHORT
STORIES) LITERARY REVIEW. 20 NSUMMER 19771, 437-55.
SELZ. THALIA CNE~riNIS. PEACE. (SIfJRT STORIESI ASCENT. 2 (SPRING 1977). 26-36.
SERLEN. ELLEN SEE FITZGERALD. F. SCOTT.
SERLEN. ELLEN SEE GOLD. HERBERT.
SEVERY, muCE. FROM LEWIS AND CLARK STOP FOR THE NIGHT IN MISSOlt..A. MONTANA. (POETRY) YAICIMA,
NO. 1 (FeBRUARY 1977).
SEVERY. mUce • .IACKRABBIT. NORTH DAKOTA. (p(lI:';TRY) LUBBOCK. TEX"s: CHAWEO RAIZIN PRESS. 1977.
SEVERY, £RUCE• .Ir.AN IRENE. (pOE:TRT) WHO. IWINTER 19771.
SEVERY. I;IRUCE. JOHM VASCO IS DEAD. (POETRY) CHAWE:D RAWZIN. NO. 3-4 119771.
SEVERY. mUCE. ICANSAS. (POETRY) ROAD-HOUSE, NO. 4 (977).
se:II£RY. BRuce. LOOICING FOR LOCKLIN: MA.RTHA .lANE CANARY. (POETRY) FREE PASSAGE. NO • .2 (WI"ITER
19771.
SEVERY' BRUCE. SHOGTlNG IN THE HOUSE. (POETRY) TEXAS PORTFOLIO. CFALL 19771.
SeVI!:RY. BRua;. SIGNIMG OUT THE CNARTS; PONY EXPRESS. (PDEfRYI ROAO-liOUSE. NO. 6 11977).
SEVERY. 811;UCE. ST. MARY ON TJiE Pl...AINS. (POETRY) ROAO-IiQUSE. NO. 5 11977).
SHAWCROSS • .JOHN T SEE CRANE>. HART.
SHELrOM, FRANK W SEE CATHER. wILLA.
SHEIUClAN • .IDE SEE fNGLE. PAUL.
SII!:Gl:::L. ROe£RT. BULLl TliEl!l IiOG HE"VEN; T\I OOCUMENTARYl KNAVe: OF H£ARTS. (pOETRYI POETRY. 130
(lIAY 1971). 96-101.
SIKES. SHIRLEY. THE COUNTRY OF HIS YOUTH. (SHORT STDRIE:S) ARK RIVER REVIEW. 3-4 (197710 7Z-76.
SILET. CHARLES L. l' SEE GARLAND. HA"'UN.
SILeT. CHARLES L. l' SEE FULLER. I"ENRY BLAKE.
SILET. CHARLES L. l' SEE FULLER. HENRY fLAKe:.
SILET. CHARLES L. l' SEE GEtERAL.
SILET. CHARLES L. l' SEE DREISER. THEODORe:.
(SIMIC. CHARLES). CHARLES SIMIC: LANGUAGE AT THE STONE'S HEART. 8Y CONTOSKI. VICTOR.
(CRITICISM 1 CHICAGO REVIEW. 2B (SPRING 1977). 145-51.
SIMPSON, CLAUDE M.
.IR SEE CLI';MENS. SAMUEL L.
SKEEH. ANITA. SUNRISE:. IpOETRY) ARK RIVER REVIEW. 3-4 (977). 53.
SKEEN. p. PAINTER. WHO LOVED HIM MOSTLY WI;::LL. (SHORT STORIES) ICANSAS QUARTE:RLY. 9 (SUI!MER
1977). 79-81.
SKJELVER. MABEL COOPER SEE COOK. WILLIAM WALLACE.
SKLAR. MORTY EOITOI;. TIiE ACTUALlST ANTHOLOGY: 14 IOWA POETS SEMINAL TO THE ACTUALI ST MOVEMENT.
(POETRY) IOWA CITY: THE sPIRIT "THAT MOVES US PRESS. 1977.
SKLAR, MORTY. THE NIGIiT WI;:: STOOl) UP FOR OUR RIGtfTS: POEMS 1969-10;\75. (POETRY) MEST BRANCN.
10MA: TOOTHPASTE PRESS, )977.
SLETTE:N. H"RVEY M. GRO.ING UP ON BALD HILL CR£EIC. (BIOGRAPHY) AMES: IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
PRESS. Ig77.
(SMITH, DALE). LOWRY WIMBERLY AND OTHERS; RECOLLECTIONS OF A BEERlIRINKEIi. ay UMLAND. RUDOLPH.
(BIOGR~i>HY) PRAIRI£: SCHOONE>R. 51 (SPRING 197710 17-50.
SIII"TH. R",.. CULTIYATING; HVCK FINH ANNivERSARY SONG FOR loll A CI3.\T. (POETRY) WISCONSIN
ACADEJoIY Re:VIEW. 23 ISEPTE"BER 1977). 1IIi.
SMITH. RAY. FOUR pOEJolS FROI! THE veu..OW LAlIp. (PO£TRYI UZZA"IO. NO. 6-7 IFALL 1977)' 13-15.
SMITH. RAY. GOLD pl<NNIES OF THE YEAR. (POI';TRYI THe: SOUND OF A FEW LEAVES: A BOOK OF "EEKS. ED.
STEFANIK. E. ,1140 C. DeRRY. PENNA.: ROOK PRESS. 1977.
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51UTtl. R,. .... GUll. WCRI<ING;

APHilODHE RISING; ON,.. NOTION FlU].'! JUN(H

UMLAND. IWOOL.PH SEe THCMAS. DOROTHY.
UML"'NO. RUDOI.PH SEe SMITH. D ..... E.
UML"'NO. RueOl.PH Sill!! S ... NOOZ. M"'RI.
UMLAND. RUOOl.PH SEe KEES. WELDON.
UMLANO. I'II,IOOLPH. SEE CARLSON.
UMLAND. RUDOLPH SEE FAULKNI;R. VII't6INIA.
UNLAND. RUDQ.PH SEE GETT .... NORRIS.
UML.AND. I'IUOOl.PH SEE EISEL.ET. LOREN.
VA.JO .... DAVID C. ~UOEN ... NO LEMON ... DE. (POETRY) SMALL POND MAGAZINE OF LITERATUI'IE. 1. (F...... L
1911).
VA.JDA. DAVID C. FReM UP "'IIOVE. (POETRTI MODUS OPEI'I~OI. 8 (.JUNE 1977).
VA.Jll .... DAVID C .. GOVERNOR MENDOZA; THE APACHE. (POETRT) "HISKEY ISL"'NQ OUARTERLY. 1 (F ..... L
1977).
VA.JOA. DAVID_C. HERACLITUS ... T STEINEI'I'S DINER; ... OVMlCEO fORIlST HUSBANDRY-4Dl; 8RI<l"ON HAS GONE
TO THE DRY CL.EMUNG CLOSET. (POETRY) CAROUSEL. QUARTERI.T OF POE.TRY. 2 119171.
V ..... OA. DAVID C. JUST OUT WEST. (POETRY) MAINSTREETER. (SUMMER 19111.
V... .JOA. DAVID C. PLATO; NIETZSCHE. (POETRY) THIRD EYE. fALL 1971.
V ....Jt.... O"'VIO c. STRENGTH. (POETRY! BITTERROOT. 16 "UNTER-SPRING 1971).
VA.JOA. DAVID C. THE POEM PERCENl"AGES. (POETRT) SCI:t ... TCH. 2 (I9n).
V... .JCA. 0"''110 C. TOGETHER: RAIN. (POETRY) ~MERICAN POET ANTHOLOGY, WINTI;R 1917.
(VANVECHTEH. C"'Rl.lo BABT WOO.JUMS IN 1011,1.. BY KELLNER. BRUCE. (BIOGR",pHYl 800KS AT IOWA. No..
26 (API'IIL 1971). 3-18.
VA!>! WINt:KEL. NANCE. LETYEI'I TO EL.ANOI'I IN OENVEIl; AMOJlG"'N TRIPTYCH. (POETRY) ARK RIVI;R REVIEW.
~LL-KANSAS ISSIJE. (1977).
VAH IfINCKI!.L. NANCE. CAI'IRIBOO ROOM. (SHORT STORIES I Cl:tOIf'S NEST. NO.3 (1971).
VAN IfINCKEL. HANCE. THE ORooGtfT. (POETRYI wl1..1..011 SPIUNGS. 1 (DECEMBER 19771.
VAN III Nt:KEL.. N"'NCE. w... TSI orITCHING. (POETI'IY) MISSISSIPPI REVIE ... 6 (19111.
V... N WINCKEL.. NANCE. LETTER TO ELE ... NOI'I IN DENVER; AMORG~ TRIPTYCH. (POETRY) ARK RIVEI'I I'IEVIEIf.
:3-4 119771. 62-63 •
VANOI;R MOLEN. I'IOBERT. IN THE BAR. (POOTRY I TRAVELING ... MERICA IIITH TOD ... Y'S POETS. ED. KHEROIAN.
O. NEW TORX; M... CMILl. .... N. 1977. 26.
VANDER MOl.EN. ROSERT. CAT Tl'tACKS. (POE;TRY) ORIGINAL. SIN. 4 (WINTSI 1917" 13.
VANDER MOLEN. I'IOII£I'IT. CIRCUMSTANCES: RICHARD; SUSAN; UP THE HIU. ROAD. (POETI'ITI IIING-LITERARY
.JOURN""", !>!O. 21 (J977). 40-41.
V"'NOER MOI.EN. R08eRT. ICEIIERG. (POETRY) SOI..E PROPI'IIETDR. NO.3 (IIINTER 19771. 17.
VANe£R MOl.EN. R08ERl". THE SUN. (PO!;TRY) GREEN RIVER REVieW. 8 (19171. 62-63 ..
VANO!;R /oIOl.EN. ROBERT. SQUINTING. (POETRY) ROC>:!;T CANOY. !;O. ACKERSON. o. SALEM. OI'lEGON'
DRAGONfLY PRESS:. 1971.
V... NOER MOLEN. ROBERT. STRAIlBERRIES IN THE IfHITE BOIIL.; OOIL.IES. (POIOTRY) NE .. !.ETTERS. 43
(SUltMER 1977). 16-71.
VANOER MOLEN. R08ERT. 1967; STILL LIfE. (POETRY) <:HARI10N REVIE •• :5 (FALL 1917). 22-23.
V"'NDER8ILT. KIORMIT SEE t«lWEL.LS. IIILLI"'M OEAN.
VJNZ. MAlIK. RED RIVER 8I..ues. (PD!!TRY) TEXAS CITY. TEKAS: POI!TRY TEXAS. 1977.
VIta. M~RK. SONGS fOR'" HOMETOWN aoy. (pOE;TI'ITI SAN LUIS OBISPO. CAL.IFORNI .... : SOLO PRESS. 1977.
VOEL.KER • .JOHN O. THE WORL.O'S BEST-MAPLE SYRUP. BY R08ERT TIUVER (PSEUO." (ESSAYI IOS0UIRE, 87
(/oIAY 1971). 1~t:_58.
(VONNEWT. K(.qTIo A OD-IT-YOURSEl..F KURT VONNEGUT ANTHOLOGY. BY IU.INKOWITZ • .JEROME. (SHORT
STCRIES).(CRITICIS/oI) NORTH AMEI'lICAN l'tI'oVIE". 262 IFALL 1917), 83-85.
(VONNEGUT, KURT). COLOR SYMBOL.ISM IN VONNEGU1'S SL"'UGHTEI'IHOUSE-P1VE. BY KOPPER. EOIf ... RD ....
.JR.
(CRITlCIS/oI) NCTIOS ON MODERN AMERICAN LITEI'IATURE. 1 (SUM/oIER 1977). ITEM 17.
IVONtlEG!Jl". KURTI. VONNEGUT IN AMfRICA: "'N INTROOUCl"ION TO TKI! LIFE ANO .. ORK OF KURT VONNEGUT.
BT KL.INKOIIITZ • .J£ROME 100. (8IOGRAPHT) NEil YORK: OELACORTE PRESS. 1971.
(VONNEGUT. KURT)' ~ONNEGU1 VOIfS TO SURVIVE CRITICS. BY eCKHOLT. LARRY. (CRITICISHI DES MOltES
RE;GISTI!I'I, 2 "'PRIL 1977. 111.
If ... GNER. LINDA If SEE; GIONERAL.
WAGNEI'I. L.INDA. IIELSHEIMER SEE HEMING .... T. IORNEST.
If AGNER. MARYF"RANCES. BANO ... GED W... TERMEL.ONS AND OTHER RUSTY DUCKS. (POETRY) IfARRENSBURG. ~O.;
MIt-AMERICA PI'IESS. 1917.
W"'GNI!I'I. MARTFRAAICES. ExpeI'lIENCE. (POETRT) IMPACT (SUNNTO ..... E • CALIFORNIA). I 119711.
If ... KOSI. DIANE. TWO POEMS. (POETRT) CENTENNIAL REVIEW. 21 (FALL 1977). :382-87.
(IfAKOSKI. DIANE). "'N INTERVIEII IfITH DIANE WAKOS>:I. BT HEAL.EY. CLAIRE. ( ... UT08IOGRAPHTJ
CONTEMP~AI'IY LITERATURE. 18 (IIINTER 19111. 1-19.
WALLACE. RON ..... O. 81NGO. (POE1RYI SOUTNERN POETRY REVIEIf. (fALL. 1977). 11.
IIAU.ACE. RONAL.O. CITY SLICKER. (POETRT) CUTBANK. NO.8 (SPRING 19711. 97.
WALl.ACE. RONALD. CUCUMOERS. (POETRT) MADISON. WISCONSIN: pENOLE HILL PRESS. 1971.
WAU.ACE. RONALD .. ELM; aUTING THE Ca.OR TV. (POETIlYI 8ELOH POETRT .JOURNAL.. 21 (SUMMER 1917).
36-31.
WAL.I.,I.CE. RONAL.O. FaINE; FENce; SPRING AG ... IN; ",pRIL. (POETRY) QUARTERL.Y IIEST. NO.4 ( .... UTUMH
19111. 56_S8.
If ... u. ...<:e;. RDNALO. IN THE AR80REl"UM. (POETRY) NATION. 224 (22 JANUART 197810 93 •
..... LL ... CE. RONALD. II<> DAKOT .... (POETRY) l'Ieo WEATHER. 1 (FAL.L. 1971). J .
IfALL"'<:E. ROt>ALO. IN THE TETONS. (POETI'ITI OUAIlRT illEST. NO.8 (1977).
WALL.ACE. RONALD. II<>DI ... N SUMMER. (pOE7RYI TANKEE. 10CTOBIOR 1971). 250.
.ALLACE. RONAl..O. II<>ST ..... L.ING THE BEES. (PDETRT) M... OISON. WlSCONSI!>!; CHOWDER CHAPBOOKS. 1911.
WALLACE, RONALO • .J~NUAI'IY; INTENSIVE CARE. (POETRY) SOU'''~STER, S (SPI'IING 1917). 22-25.
IIALLACE. RONAL.D. NIGHTCRERS; OEVIL'S L ... KEi UNDEI'IIIE~R. (POETRY) NEW RIVER REVIEII. 2 (1977).
52_S3.
IIALL"'CE. RONAL.O~ CN LEARNING THAIT THI! MOS1 RECURRENT 1/oI... GE IN CONTEMPOR ... RY pCETRT IS _o ... m:":
TRCUT. (POETRT) PeET ANO CI'IITlC. 10 (19711. 24-28.
W"'LLACE. RONALD. eN THE I'IIVIER .... (POETRY) K"'NS ... S aU"'I'ITI;RLT. 9 (SUMMER 19771. 12-1:3.
IIAL.L.ACE. RONALD. SCENIOS FROM 0001'1 COUNTY. (PDEl"I'IT) WISCONSIN TI'I"'ILS. (SPRING 1917). 23.
IIALL.ACE. I'IONALO. THE POEM GETS DRUNK; BIRO.ATCHER. (POE;TRT) ~UARRY WEST. NO.7 (SPI'IING 1971l.
26-27.
WALLACE. ROI«L.D. THE NEDICINE MAN'S CONfESSION. (POETRY) CHOIIOEIl REVIEW. 9 IF"'LL-WIHtER 1971).

ONE STOHe LIFI!. (POETRY)

UZZAND. NO.4 ,.INYI;:1I: 19111.
ERN HU ...... tUTIES REIIIEW, 11 (SUMME<R 19711. Z90.
SMITH. RAY, JEFFERS AT TOR. (POETRY) SOUIH
2 (J"'<lUARY 19771. 12.
SMITH, RA"'. MORNHIG .ATER. (PlJETRYI BONSAI. BERRY
6 (SPRING -SUMMER 1917). 6.29.
SOt.'fN. PAUL .. "f'TERl wAlTHI,.. (POETRY) Bl. ... O: EAST' SERIES 3 (FALL-WINTER 1977-7a" 22.
SOLYN. PAUL. CH,o,SING DRAGONS. (POETRY) NORT~H"'B~' POEM (POETRY) ASSEMBLING. 1" 119771.
SOL.YN. PAUL. CRYPTCGRAM: REARRANGING THE ... 1..
TER~ 43 ;SUMMER 1977" 57.
SOLYN. PMlL. I REMEMBER KEt-IT. (POETRY] NE·TLE1pOET~YI CINCINNATI POETRY REVIEW. NO ....
SOLYN. PAUL. IN TNE /410WEST:-lHE STONE BEL.
(FAl.L.-WINTER 1~771. 26-21.
ANY
12 (WINTER 197710 49.
SIILYN. PAUL.. lUNG MOUND THE SUN. (POETI'IYI MISCEL.~TJO~"'L. POETRY REVIEW. 3 ISPRING 1977'1. 127'.
SOLYN. P ... UL.. SUI'IFACE TI'IANSLATION. (POETRY I INT;~~CI'4INGTON' INOI»lA; RAINTREE PRESS. 1977.
SOLYN. PAlA... THE IUSTIIRY OF BREVITY. (PDETI'IY)
I REMINGTON REVIEW. 5 (NOVEJoU!ER 197710 28.
50L.YN. P ...UL.. WHY I DON'T L.IKE FIREWQRKS. (POETRY

5PENOEI'I. STEPHEN SEE OAI«. R08EI'IT.
L.EGE ENGLISH :38 (.J ... NIMIIY 19771. 513.
SPIRES. ELIZABETH. FI... ... SHS ... CK. (POETRY) COL.
RY RE:IEor 6 CMAY-.JUNE 19771. 37.
SPII'IES. ELIZABETH. GEISHA. (P01;:TRY) AMEI'IICAN POET
U _._
(POETRYI AMERICAN REVIEW. 26
SPIRES. ELIZABETH. WE INTEI'IRUPT THIS PROGRAM TO BRING YO
•
INOVEMBst 197710 :359-60.
Y) If... SHINGTON ANO THE POET. EO. ROSENBERGER.
SQUIRES. RAoa...IFfE. A MARCH ON WASHINGTON. IPIIETI'I
1977. 38-39.
R. C. CHARL.OTTeSVILL.E: UNIVEI'IS!TY PRESS OF ~I:~~~~:;IL.T POETRY !!EVIEIf. 2 (SPRING 19771.
SOUl liES. RAoo..IFfE .. THE CONE Of HERHES .. IPOETI'IY

SQUI~~;.

M~:~:~R~V!;~'I'I~!E!I:~~:~W!3~:4

I'IAOCLlfFE. BURNING THE BOOKS. (POETRT)
STACH. CAl'lL. INCONSPICUOUS. BT Ct«lICE. IN KANSAS.

STAf:~~~·IfILLUM.
• 4.
STAMBl-ER.
STAMlIl-I!.R.
STAM8LER.
STAMBL.ER.
ST ... Ma.ER.
STAMIIl.ER.
ST ... MSLER.

PETER
p(!:TER
PETER
PETER
peTER
PETER
PETER
Sl"A~ER. PETER

L.
L.
I..
L.
L.
L..
L.
L.

(19171.

ROADSIDE MARKERS FOR WEST OF OOOG!. (POETI'IYI ARK RIVER REVIEor. 3-4 (19771.
IMARRON REVIEIf. NO .. 38 (.JANUARY 1971)0 24.
COMPOSITION. (POETRYI CSYAACUSE GUIDE. Nil. 26 (OCT08ER 19711. 19.
CONTRIVANCES. (POETRT) R"'CUSE GUIOE NO. 21 CNIIVEM8ER 197710 IS.
~. KLEIN. (POETRY) SY OETI'ITI SYRAC~SE GUIDE. NO. 25 (SEPTEM81;R 1977h l5.
ELISE. THE NEllnORN. IP
E GUIDE NO 21 (MAT 1977). IS.
HOUSEKEEPING. (POETI'IYl R~~I'I~~~!CUSE GU;OE. ·NO. 17 (.JANUART 19711. 29.
HALF-COIIAROICES. (POET
PPl...E REVIEW
(WINTER-SPRING 1917).6.
NURSERY. (POETRY~ ROAD A
THE I~E PAGODA. (POETRY) STRACUSE GUIDE. NO.
R08ERT'S .JOURN ... L • .JEALCUSY IN

STAM;~E!:U;~~~RI~:7~~ ~!~AME

Sl"EINEI'I: CONSOL.ATlON.

(POETRT) SYRACUSE GUIOE. NO. 28 (DECEMBI;R

19711. 18.
STARR. ALVIN SEE fARRELL • .J ... MES l" ..
STARR .... LVIN SEE 'RIGHT, RICHARD.
STAI..W'FER. HEl..EN SEE SANDOZ. M... RI.
STEIN. AL.L!!:N I' see HDIELLS. WILLIAM OEAN.
STERK. RON SEE HENOERSON. NYLE.
STERN. FREDERICK C SEE SANOBURG. CAl'lL..

~~i~::~.W!~!~:E:.~~EG!~~~~' STATE.
STON:!S::~~~T~~' TR~!!~:

(POETRY) LYI'IICAL IOIfA. MONTEZUMA. IOWA;

IOWA PCETRY

8 •• A PERsCNAL PSEUDONTM FOR ... N INTEL.LECTU"'1. ... SSOC1 ... TION.

STOUCK. OAVIO SEE ""DERSON. SHERWQOD.
STOUCK. OAVIO SEE CATHER. WILL.A.
STIlQNKS • .JAMES s~ seE FILLER. NENRT BLAKE.
STROHKS • .JAMES 8 SEE OREISER. THEOOO!!E.
STRONKS • .JAIES B SEE GARL.AtD. HA",-IN.
STRONKS • .JAMES 13 SEE HOWELLS. WIu.IAM OEAN.
(POETRY) HERITAGE OF K... NSAS. 10 11911).
SUOERMNh EL.MER F. FIRST yE"'1'I ON THE CHEROKEE STRIP.

".

~~::;R:!C~~~I:. S~~Ni.::~~;. H~:~;TRY)

ATHENS. OHIO; ROSETTA PRESS.

1971.

SUHDOUISl". ERIC J SEE CAANE. HARl".
E ... O OPIE
SIfIGGER. BOYD COMp SEE MCCUTCHEO!>! • .JOHN !~~;~~KEE; PENT;GRAM PI'IESS. ( ... UGUST 1977).
T ... RACHOor. )lICHAEL. FIRST LIGHT. (POETRTI
...
• SALT-.. ORKS PRESS. 1911.
TARACI'IGII. MICHAEL. WAVES. (POETRyl DENNIS;T:T~S;TREEl"; TOWN. CIl"T. ANO COMMUNITY IN AMERIC ....

(TAR~~~~~;;.B~~!~)~I~~~~ ~~~T~~;~; ~~RT

..... SHINGTON. N.T.: KENI>IIKAT PI'IESS. 1971.

TAYLOR. IIEL.fORO DUNAWAY SEE ANDEI'IStN. SHERIIOOO.
BY STUDS TERKEL. (AUT0810GI'IAPHY) NEIf
TERKEL.. I.OUIS. TALKING TO H'fSEU'; A MEMOIR OF MY TIMES.
TOI"o;; PANTHEON, 1971.
•
CDLL.ECTIONS Of A BEE;RORINKER. 8Y UML. ... NO.

(THC:~~~L.~~~D~~~~~Il~~~~ :~~~~~T s~~~:~~R;~ ~PI'IING 19711.
~~~:::: ~:;M~I;~es~E~ C~~~~~~:~;POETRYI KANS"'S OUARTERL.Y.

11-50.

~:~~T~:l~~711o

9
B4.
THOMAS. RICHARO F. DREAM: ONE NlGiT; THE PARTY. (POETRT) .. IND.
THOMAS. RICHARD F. fOR TOU. (POETRY) CENTERII<>G. 3 (1911). 3.
THOI'ISON. GERALD SEE GENE;RAL..
THORSOl<>, GEAALD SEE GENERAL.
• THE GOOOL.Y CO. PRESS. 1977.
T188S. BEN. HI COIIP. (POETRY) POI'ITLANO. ~:~i~~' MICHIGAN: STOVEPIPE< PRESS. 1971.
TIBSS. ElEN. LOVE fURNITURE. (pOEl"I'ITI Kid~SAS OUAIlTERLY. 9 (fALL 1971). 118.
TOBEN. OEBORAH OOBKINS. COtESTOGA. (POET~T) KA Y I W... S THE ONL.Y ONE TO C",TCH ANTTHING.
TOOtlo THEOOIIR .... IN THE CENTER OF orlCHITA, SUNO ...

TOOO~P~~!~~~:~\R~~;~ ~~~;:~)3;:N~~~7~~~R~:;~!:
~~~~N~M~~~o~i~/~~~!~~E~"':6~ING
(FALL 197710 19.

9 (FALL. 1977), 67.

".

MY IIAY 10 SuNOAY. (SHOIlT STORIES) LAKE SUPERIOR REVIEW. 8

IIALL.ACE. RONALD. TROOT; GRIEFi DROUGHT. (POETRT) pR ... IRIE SCHOONER. (FALL 1977), 27S.
WARREN. EUGE;NE .... OAWN. (POETRTI .EBSTER REVIEor. 3 (SPRING 197710 74.
IIARREN. EUGENE. IN THE I'IAIN. (POE;TRY) CHRISTIANITY TODAY. 21 (6 M",T 19171. 20.
WARREN. EUGENE. MT BONES LEAI'IN. (POETRY) REFONMEO .JOURNAL.. 27 (MAT 1977}. 1 ..
IfARREN. EUGEtE. NO~EMaER L.UNE: AN ... UTU/oIN I' LT. (POETRY I IM ... GE. (SPRING-SUMIIEI'I 1917). 42-43.
IfARREN. EUGENE. SCIIE GOOO TRICKS. (POETRT) CHRISTIANITY TOOAT. 22 (9 DECEMBER 1977). 25.
"ARREN. EUGENE .. SQ~G INTO STOI'IM. (POETRY) CHRISTIANITY 100... T. 21 C:;J .JUNE 19711. 14.
WARS ...... IRI;lNE. FIRST ~IOE. (POETRT) lEA NeilS. (JANUARY 19171.
WARSAII. IRENE. L.ENO ME YOUR EAR (WITH PRIME INTEREST). (POETI'IY) L.YRIC. (SUMMER 1971).
WARSA". IRENE. L.ETlER IMPERFECT. (POETR"') POST-CRESCENY M... GAZINE (APPLETON. IISCONSIN). (6
MAI«;H 1977).
WAI'ISAW. IRENE. LOVE STORT. (PIIETRTI MCCAL.L·S. 104 (FEBRUART 1917). 92.

LECTUAL. ASSOCIATION). B. TI'IAVEN: R!ALIST AND

(TRA~~i;H:~: ~yp;~~;~~~.P!i~~i~~\~0~c~i7~~~;~).(BIOGRAPHY)

179

VII'IGINIA OUAI'ITERL.Y REVIEIf.

l>J (WINTER 1~1H. 73-8S.
ECTU"'L ASSOCIATION). THE MTSTE;RT OF B. TRAVEN.
(TRAVEl<. B., A PERSONAL PSEUOONTM FOR ... N INTELL
• WILLIAM KAUFMANN. 1977.
8'1 STONE • .JUOT. (CRITICISM).t810GR ... PHY) L.O~U~~~S~NIVERSITT OF piTTSBURGH PIlESS, 1977.
TURNER ....L8ERTA. L.tO AND SPOON. (POETRTI PITTS E AS ~N INDEX OF FREDERICK .JACKSON TURNER'S
(TURNEIl. fREOERIt:K JAC>:SONI. STYLE IN 01SCOUI'IS
OF THE FRONTIER THESIS IN HIS
HISTORICAL CREATIVITT; CONCEPTUAL ANTECEOE~~~ H
(CRITICSMI HUNTlNG10N LIBRARY
-"'MERICAN COL.ONIZATION". BY C... RPENTER. RON
•
QUARTERLY. 40 IMAY 1971). 269-77.
UML. ... "'O. Ru~Dl.PH SEE PETERSON. MAI'ITIN.
UML.ANO. RUDQ.PH SEE WIMBERLT. L.OWRT.

..- - - - - -
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WARSA •• IRENE;. He SOONER S.OJO THAN 5AtO. !POETRY) POST-CRESCENT "AGAZINE (APPLETON.
WISCONSIN). (20CTOI:IER 19771.
WARS ....... IRENE. OF THE NATUI'IE OF BIROS. (PCETRy) PENHISUL. ... POETS. 32 IIIINTEII 1911"
8.
WARSAW. IRENE. Se"SON OF MYSTERIES. (POETRY) PENINSULA PCETS. 32 (SUMMER 1977). 10.
W.tJl;SAW. IRENE:. SKII<TING WITH PANGER. (POETRY) ... NERICAN JOORNAL OF NURSING. 71 'JUNE 197110

1086.
WARSAII. IRENE:. WISTFUL TIiINKING. (POETRY) paST_CRESCENT MAGAZINE IAPPI..l!TON. WISCONSIN}.
(3
APRIL IS71J.
WATEflS. MICHAEl.. IN NE"DRY Of sroUlK!;. (POETRY) DERFlY • PEt-Nil.: ROOK PRESS. 1971.
WATERS. NICHAEL. NCT .JUST IiNY O£"TH: PRESERVES; IF 1 DIE. (POETRY) POETRY, l:lO (JUNE 19771.

,.

WHITE. LEWIS RAY SEE HECHT. BEN.
III-IITE. RAY LEWIS SEe ANDERSON. SHERWOOD.
IIHITE. RAY LEWIS SEE ANDERSON. SHERIIOOD.
WHilE. RAY LEWIS SEE AND£RSON. SHERWOOD.
(WHilE. IIILLIAM ALLEN). THE PUBLICATION OF IIILLIAM ALLEN WHITE'S THE REAL ISSlJE. BY KRAUS.
JOE W. ICRtTtClSM) ItANSAS HISTORICAL OU"RTERLY. 43 (SUMMER 197710 19:::1-.202.
(IIHIYLIJCK. £!RANO). £!RAND IIHITLOCK'S POPULAR POL[T1CAL RE ...... ITY. BY ANDERSON. DAVID D.
(CRITICISM) MIDWESTERN MISCELLANY V (1911,. 13-17.
(IIHl'TLOCK. BRAND). SRANO WHITLOCK'S THE BUCltEYES: A S10RY OF POLITICS AND ABOLITIONISM IN AN
OHIO TO . . . 1836-1945. BY MILLER. PAUL W.
ED. (CRITICISM) ATHENS: OHIO UNIVERSITY
PRESS. 1977.
IWI-IITMAN. W...... T). THE MIOIIESTERN M)VEL: WALT IIHITMAN TRANSPLANTED .. 8Y BUNGE. NANCY L.
(CRITICSM) OLD NOR1HWEST.3 ISEPTEMBER 1971). 215-87.
IIILBERS. STEVE SEE ENGLE. PAUL.
IIILK. IolELVIN. AMERICAN J5WISIi BIOGRAPHY. (POETRY) MIDSTREAM. 23 (NOVEMBER 191710 !:i6-57.
IItLLIA"'S, ELLEN SEE MONROE. HARRIET.
IIILLIAMS. HARRY SEE ROETHKE. THEODORE.
WILLIAMS. KENNY J SE5 GENERAL.
WILLI"MS. PAUL O. IlECIiTOI-O'S FIELD. (POE1RY' CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR. II APRIL 1917). :ll3.
WILLIAMS. PAUL O. FINDING THE SUN CHILO. (POE1RY) CTHULHU CALLS. 4 [JANUARY (917). 21.
IIILLIAIOS. PAUL O. ICONOCLAST. (POETRY) CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR. (2 JUNE 1971'. 25.
WILLIAMS. PAUL O. lALKING WITIi THE OWL. (POETRY I CHRISTl AN SCIENCE MONITOR. US "'ARCH 1911).

".

• WIL1..IAMS. PAUL O. WOMAN ON lHE SttJRE. (POETRY) CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR. 12 MAY 19711. 3B.
WILSON. GIL SEE ANDERSON. SHERWOOD.
WILSON. ROBLEY JR. THE PLEASURES OF MANHOOD. (SHORT STORIES) URBANA: UNIVERSITY Of IL1..IN01S
PRESS. 1977.
(IIIMBERLY. LOWRY). LaWRy 'UMBERLY AND OTHERS: RECOLLECTIDNS OF A BEERDRINltER. BY UMLANO.
RUDOLPH. (BIOGRAPHY) PRAIRIE SCHOONER. 51 {SPFtING 1971" 17-50.
IIOESSNER. IIARREN. LOST HI .. HIIAY. (POETRY' lEXAS CITY. TEXAS: POETRY lEIIAS PRESS. 1911.
WOIWOOE. LARRY. EVEN TIDE. (POETRYI tE,W YDRK: fARR"'R. STRAUS. GIROUX. 1911.
WOLFE" IIARIANNE. THE POEJoi YOU ASKED FOR. (POETRY) IOWA CITY; THE; SPIRIT THAT MOVES US. 1971.
III'1AY. IlaN. FOR CENTER. (POETRY) CENTER. NO. 10. (197110 42.
IIRAY. 1'01'1. FREON FILLED; A HEX ON THOSE WHO BUILT THE STREETS; PDSTMoDERN .. IPOETRY) PRI .. ER. 1
(AFRIL 1971). '37-39.
WRAY. ~ON. KATHLEEN AND THE COL-FAIR POEMS. (POETRY) INDIANAPOLIS: PRIMER PRESS. 1917.
WRAY. ~ON. POEMS ENJOYING THE;MSELVES. (POETI'IYI lNOIANAPOLIS .JOURNAL. 3 (OECEIolSER 191710 12.
IIRAY. RON .. 20TH CEN1URY LYRICS--FA»IAN WAS A POP SINGER. (POETRY' BASE8ALL. I GAVE YOU ALL
T11E BEST YEARS OF MY LIFE. EO. KERRANE. K . . AND GROSS INGER. R. BERKELEy. CALIFORNIA:
10 PUBLICATIONS. B'71. 369.
IIRIGHT. AUSTIN M. THE MORLEY MYTHOLOGY .. (NOVEL) NEil YORK: HARPER AND ROil. 1911.
(IIRIGHT. RICHARD'. CORRECTIONS OF A RICHARD IIRIGHT BIIlLIOGRAPHY. BY MCBRIDE. REBECCA AND
MCERIDE. DAVID. (BI6t.IOGRAPHY, CLA JOURNAL. 20 (MARCH 1971). 422-23.
(WRIGtiT. RICHARD). CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY IN NATIVE SON AND ItNOCK ON ANY ODOR. 8Y GRENANDER.
M. E. (CRITICISM). (NOVELS) AMERICAN L1TEI'IATURE. 49 (MAY 19171. 221-33.
(IIRIGH1. RICHARD). RICHARD IIRIGHT'S CURIOUS THRILLER. SAVAGE tlOLIOAY. BY REIL1..Y. JOHN M.
(CRITIC IS") CLA JOURNAL. 21 (DECEMBER 19711. 216-23.
(WRIGHT. RICH~RD). RICHARD WRIGHT' 5 AMERICAN HUNGER. BY MOORE. GERIAN STEVE. (CRITICISM) CLA
.xlU'l:NAL. 21 (SEPTEMBER 191110 79-69.
(WRIGHT. RICHARD). RICHARD WRIGHT AND THE COMMUNIST PARTY__1HE JAMES T. FARRELL FACTOR. BY
S1ARR. ALliIN. (CRITICISM) CLA JOURNAL. 21 (SEPTEMBER 19171. 41-50.
IIYATT. DAVID 104 SEE HEMINGWAY. ERNEST.
IIYLOER. DEL8ERT 10 SEE HOUGH. EMERSCN.
IYOUNG. ARTI. ART YOUNG: CARTODNIST FROM THE MIDDLE BORDER. 8Y COX. RICHARD II. (ART AM)
LlTe':RATURE) MISCONSIN AAGAZINE OF HISTORY. 61 (AUlUMN 1977). 32-5B.
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CEA CRITIC. 39 I"'ARCH 1977)
35
QUARTERLY. 9 (SUIUtER 1917) '84-;5
(POETRY) KANSAS OUARTERLy.·9 (SU"';ER

143-45.

WATERS. IoIICHAe:I.. Tlil:: SCENT OF APPLES. (POETRY) IUIiENS. OIiIO: CROISSANT AND CO •• 1977.
WATERS. MICHAEL. Tt.E I'IEHEARSAL. (POETRY) KANSAS QUARTERLY .... (FALL 19771. 127.
WATKINS. FLOYD C SEE CATHEll> WILLA.
WATKINS. FLOYD C SEI; LEWIS. SINCLAIR.
(WI;ATHe<RS. WINSf{lN). fliE WRITI;R IN HIS RI;GION: AN INTERVII;W WITH WINSTON WESTtlERS. BY
KICNE[Y_WELLS. JENNIFER. (AUTOBIOGRAPHY) ItANSAS QUARTERLY. 9 (SPRING 19771. 11-18.
WEBER. MICI-IAEL. SILENCgs. (POETRY) CtlOWOEIi REIIIEII'. NO.8 (SPIUNG-SUMMER 19771. 210
WEGNEI'I. R08ERT E. HOW LIGI-ITNING SHOT OUT OF TtlE RAT'S ASS. (SHORT STORIES) ANCIENT CUD. 3
(F ...... L 1977). 6-12.
WEGNER. ROBE;RT E. TO G£i DOWN BEING EATEN. (StlORT STORIES) LITERARY REVIEW. 20 (SPRING 19n).
:l22-4:::1.
WELCH. DON. ON THE ANNIVERSARY OF HIS DEATH IN SOUTtI VII;TNAM; THE MYTH. (POETRY) AItLETREE.
(JI•.-NE 1977).
WELCH. DON. THE HUNTi IN THE SAh'DHILLS. HORSE OREAII!S; WALltlNG A PIT SOUTH OF GOTHENBURG.
(POETRY) PRAIRIE SCHOONER. (SPRING 1917).
WELCtto DON. TI-IE HUNT; IN THE SANOHILLS; HORSE DREAMS; WALKING A PIT SOUTH Of GOTHENBURG.
(POETRY) PRAIRIE SCHOONER. 51 (SPRING 19111. 12-15.
WELCH. OON. THE II!OD£L, IN THE PERfUME AD. (POETRYI AXLETREE. (OCT09ER 197710
WELCH. DON. THE REACHES Of THE PLATTE RIVER. (POE1RY) PRAIRIE SCHOONER. (WINTER 19111.
WEST8RCOK. MAX SEE MANFRED. FREDERICK.
WESTERFIELD. HARGIS. HOBOING KENTUCKY. (POETRYI TWIGS. 13 (SPRING 19771. 2 ..
WESTERFIELD. HARGIS. N[GHT tlAWKS (A PAINTING 8Y EDWARD HOPPER) .. (POETRY) POST-CRESCENT
(APPLETON. WISCONSIN. IS .. AY 1971.
WESTERfiELD. HARGIS. RAILSIDE MYSTIC. (POETRY) LIVING CHURCH. 115 (25 SEPTE"'BE;R 1977). 13.
weSTERFIELD. HARGIS. SHQ,CIT-LINI! RAILROAD HISTORY .. (POETRY) WIND. 7 ([971). 21.
WES1ERFIELO. HARGIS. LAY READER. (POETRY) A9BA: A JOURNAL OF PRAYER. I (CHRISTMAS 1917,. 2.
IIESTERFIELO. HARGIS. MILWAUKEE ROAD INTO NIGHT; SIGNAL TOWER. IPOETRY) TRAINS MAG"ZIHE. :;17
(MAY (971). 1.
WESTERfIELD. HARGIS. FROM THE BISHOP'S CHAIR. (POETRY) LIVING CHURCH. 174 (12 JUNE (977). 24.
IIES1ERFIELO. HARGIS. FQ,CI SPARROWS OVER CITIES. (POETRY) LIVING Ctf\lRCH. 175114 AUGUST [911'.
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